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Abstract

In this paper, we present an extension of the popular web-based annotation tool WebAnno, al-
lowing for linguistic annotation of transcribed spoken data with time-aligned media files. Several
new features have been implemented for our concomitant current use case: a novel teaching
method based on pair-wise manual annotation of transcribed video data and systematic compar-
ison of agreement between students. To enable annotation of spoken language data, apart from
technical and data model related issues, the extension of WebAnno also offers a partitur view for
the inspection of parallel utterances in order to analyze various aspects related to methodological
questions in the analysis of spoken interaction.

1 Introduction

We present an extension of the popular web-based annotation tool WebAnno1 (Yimam et al., 2013;
Eckart de Castilho et al., 2014) which allows linguistic annotation of transcribed spoken data with time
aligned media files.2 Within a project aiming at developing innovative teaching methods, pair-wise man-
ual annotation of transcribed video data and systematic comparison of agreement between annotators
was chosen as a way of teaching students to analyze and reflect on authentic classroom communication,
and also on linguistic transcription as a part of that analysis. For this project, a set of video recordings
were partly transcribed and compiled into a corpus with metadata on communications and speakers using
the EXMARaLDA system (Schmidt and Wörner, 2014), which provides XML transcription and meta-
data formats. The EXMARaLDA system could have been further used to implement the novel teaching
method, since it allows for manual annotation of audio and video data and provides methods for (HTML)
visualization of transcription data for qualitative analysis. However, within the relevant context of uni-
versity teaching, apart from such requirements addressing the peculiarities of spoken data, several further
requirements regarding collaborative annotation and management of users and data became an increas-
ingly important part of the list of desired features: a) proper handling of spoken data (e.g. speaker and
time information) b) playback and display of aligned audio and video files c) visualization of the tran-
script in the required layout d) complex manual annotation of linguistic data e) support for collaborative
(i.e. pair-wise) annotation f) support for annotator agreement assessment g) reliable user management
(for student grading). Furthermore, a web-based environment was preferred to avoid any issues with in-
stallation or differing versions of the software or the problems that come with distribution of transcription

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

1https://webanno.github.io
2https://github.com/webanno/webanno-mm
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and video data. Another important feature was to use a freely available tool to allow others to use the
teaching method developed within the project using the same technical set-up.

While WebAnno fulfills the requirements not met by the EXMARaLDA system or similar desktop
applications, it was designed for the annotation of written data only and thus required various extensions
to interpret and display transcription and video data. Since there are several widely used tools for the
creation of spoken language corpora, we preferred to rely on an existing interoperable standardized
format, the ISO/TEI Standard Transcription of spoken language3, to enable interoperability between
various existing tools with advanced complementary features and WebAnno.

In Section 2, we will further describe the involved components, in Section 3 we will outline the steps
undertaken for the extension of WebAnno, and in Section 4, we will describe the novel teaching method
and the use of the tool within the university teaching context. In Section 5, we present some ideas on how
to develop this work further and make various additional usage scenarios related to annotation of spoken
and multimodal data possible.

2 Related work

The EXMARaLDA system: The EXMARaLDA4 transcription and annotation tool (Schmidt and
Wörner, 2014) was originally developed to support researchers in the field of discourse analysis and
research into multingualism, but has since then been used in various other contexts, e.g. for dialectology,
language documentation and even with historical written data. The tool provides support for common
transcription conventions (e.g. GAT, HIAT, CHAT) and can visualize transcription data in various for-
mats and layouts for qualitative analysis. The score layout of the interface displays a stretch of speech
corresponding to a couple of utterances or intonational phrases, which is well suited for transcription or
annotations spanning at the most an entire utterance, but an overview of larger spans of discourse is only
available in the visualizations generated from the transcription data. The underlying EXMARaLDA data
model only allows simple span annotations of the transcribed text; more complex tier dependencies or
structured annotations are not possible. When annotating phenomena that occur repeatedly and interre-
lated over a larger span of the discourse, e.g. to analyze how two speakers discuss and arrive at a common
understanding of a newly introduced concept, the narrow focus and the simple span annotations make
this task cumbersome.

WebAnno – a flexible, web-based annotation platform for CLARIN: WebAnno offers standard
means for linguistic analysis, such as span annotations, which are configurable to be either locked to (or
be independent of) token or sentence annotations, relational annotations between two spans, and chained
relation annotations. Figure 1 (left) shows a screenshot of the annotation view in WebAnno. Various
formats have been defined which can be used to feed data into WebAnno.

For analysis and management, WebAnno is also equipped with a set of assistive utensils such as
a) web-based project management; b) curation of annotations made by multiple users; c) in-built inter-
annotator agreement measures such as Krippendorff’s α, Cohen’s κ and Fleiss’ κ; and d) flexible and
configurable annotations, including extensible tagsets. All this is available without a complex installation
process for users, which makes it particularly suitable for research organizations and a perfect fit for the
targeted use case in this work.

The ISO/TEI Standard for Transcription of Spoken Language The ISO standard ISO 24624:2016
is based on Chapter 8, Transcriptions of Speech, of the highly flexible TEI Guidelines5 as an effort to
create a standardized solution for transcription data. As outlined in Schmidt et al. (2017), most common
transcription tool formats, including ELAN (Sloetjes, 2014) and Transcriber (Barras et al., 2000), can
be modeled and converted to ISO/TEI. The standard also allows for transcription convention specific
units (e.g. utterances vs. phrases) and labels in addition to shared concepts such as speakers or time
information, which are modeled in a uniform way.

3http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=37338
4http://exmaralda.org
5http://www.tei-c.org/Guidelines/P5/
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3 Adapting WebAnno to spoken data

Transcription, theory and user interfaces A fundamental difference between linguistic analysis of
written and spoken language is that the latter usually requires a preparatory step; the transcription. Most
annotations are based not on the conversation or even the recorded signal itself but on its written repre-
sentation. That the creation of such a representation is not an objective task, but rather highly interpre-
tative and selective, and the analysis thus highly influenced by decisions regarding layout and symbol
conventions during the transcription process, was addressed already by Ochs (1979).

It is therefore crucial that tools for manual annotation of transcription data respect these theory-laden
decisions comprising the various transcription systems in use within various reserach fields and disci-
plines. Apart from this requirement on the GUI, the tool also has to handle the increased complexity of
”context” inherent to spoken language: While a written text can mostly be considered a single stream of
tokens, spoken language features parallel structures through simultaneous speaker contributions or addi-
tional non-verbal information. In addition to the written representation of spoken language, playback of
the aligned original media file is another crucial requirement.

From EXMARaLDA to ISO/TEI The existing conversion from the EXMARaLDA format to the
tool-independent ISO/TEI standard is specific to the conventions used for transcription, in this case,
the HIAT transcription system as defined for EXMARaLDA in Rehbein et al. (2004). Though some
common features can be represented in a generic way by the ISO/TEI standard, for reasons described
above, several aspects of the representation must remain transcription convention specific, e.g. the kind
of linguistic units defined below the level of speaker contributions.

Furthermore, metadata is handled in different ways for various transcription formats, e.g. the
EXMARaLDA system stores metadata on sessions and speakers separated from the transcriptions to
enhance consistency. The ISO/TEI standard on the other hand, as any TEI variant, can make use of the
TEI Header to allow transcription and annotation data and various kinds of metadata to be exported and
further processed in one single file, independent of the original format.

Parsing ISO/TEI to UIMA CAS The UIMA6 (Ferrucci and Lally, 2004) framework is the foundation
of WebAnno’s backend. UIMA stores text information, i.e. the text itself and the annotations, in so-
called CASs (Common Analysis Systems). A major challenge is the presentation of time-aligned parallel
transcriptions (and their annotations) of multiple speakers in a sequence without disrupting the perception
of a conversation, while still keeping the individual segmented utterances of speakers as a whole, in order
to allow continuous annotations. For this, we parse the ISO/TEI7 XML content and store utterances of
individual speakers in different views (different CAS of the same document) and keep time alignments
as metadata within a CAS.

We use the annotationBlock XML element as a non-disruptive unit since we can safely assume
that ISO/TEI span annotations are within the time limits of the utterance. Note that annotations, such as
incidents, which occur across utterances, are not converted into the WebAnno annotation view, but are
present in the partitur view. Other elements, such as utterances, segments, incidents, and existing span
annotations are converted to the main WebAnno annotation view.

New GUI features In order to show utterances and annotations in a well known and established parallel
environment similar to EXMARaLDA’s score layout of the partitur editor, we adapt the existing online
show case demos8 and call this view the partitur view henceforth. Figure 1 (right) shows a screenshot of
the adjustable partitur view. Both views, the annotation view and the partitur view are synchronized, i.e.
by clicking on the correct marker in the particular window, the focus changes on the other.

Also, the partitur view offers multiple media formats for selection, viewing speaker or recording re-
lated details and a selectable width of the partitur rows. In the annotation view, we use zero width span
annotations for adding time markers. Each segment starts with a marker showing the respective speaker.
All markers are clickable and trigger the focus change in the partitur view and start or pause the media.

6Unstructured Information Management Architecture: https://uima.apache.org/
7Since ISO/TEI is too powerful in its general form, we restrict ourselves to the HIAT conventions.
8available at http://hdl.handle.net/11022/0000-0000-4F70-A
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the WebAnno-EXMARaLDA plugin. Left: WebAnno’s annotation view; Right:
approximate EXMARaLDA partitur view. Both sides are synchronized by clicking the correct markers.

For media management, we added a media pane to the project settings, where we included support for
uploading media files, which implies hosting them within the WebAnno environment, benefitting from
access restrictions through its user management. Additionally, we added support for streaming media
files that are accessible in the web by providing a URL instead of a file. Furthermore, multiple media
files can be mapped to multiple documents, which allows proper reuse of different media formats for
multiple document recordings.

4 WebAnno goes innovative teaching

As part of a so-called ”teaching lab” the extended version of the WebAnno tool was used by teams of
students participating in a university seminar to collaboratively annotate videotaped authentic classroom
discourse. Thematically, the seminar covered the linguistic analysis of comprehension processes dis-
played in classroom discourse. The seminar was addressed to students in pre-service teacher training and
students of linguistics. Students of both programs were supposed to cooperate on interdisciplinary teams
in order to gain the most from their pedagogic as well as their linguistic expertise. The students had to
choose their material according to their own interest from a set of extracts of classroom discourses from
various subject matter classes. Benefitting from the innovative ways to decide on units of analysis such
as spans, chains, etc., different stages of the process of comprehension were to be identified and then to
be described along various dimensions relevant to comprehension. This approach made single steps of
analysis transparent for the students, and thus allowed for their precise and explicit discussion in close
alignment with existing academic literature. Compared to past seminars with a similar focus, but lacking
the technological support, these discussions appeared more thoughtful and more in-depth. The students
easily developed independent ideas for their research projects. Students remarked on this very positively
in the evaluation of the seminar.

5 Outlook

By implementing an extension of WebAnno, we showed that it is possible to repurpose a linguistic an-
notation tool for multimodal data, in this case transcribed according to the HIAT conventions using the
EXMARaLDA transcription and annotation tool. The ISO/TEI standard, which can model transcription
data produced by various tools according to different transcription conventions, was used as an exchange
format. Obvious next steps would therefore be to extend the interoperability to include full support and
transcript visualization for further transcription systems, as well as a generic fallback option. Other im-
portant tasks to take on are extensions of the ISO/TEI standard to model both metadata in the TEI Header
and the complex annotations generated in WebAnno in a standardized way.
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 Abstract 

The present paper describes HuComTech, a multimodal corpus featuring over 50 hours 
of video taped interviews with 112 informants. The interviews were carried out in a lab 
equipped with multiple cameras and microphones able to record posture, hand gestures, 
facial expressions, gaze etc. as well as the acoustic and linguistic features of what was 
said. As a result of large-scale manual and semi-automatic annotation, the HuComTech 
corpus offers a rich dataset on 47 annotation levels. The paper presents the objectives, the 
workflow, the annotation work, focusing on two aspects in particular i.e. time alignment 
made with the Leipzig tool WEBMaus and the automatic detection of intonation contours 
developed by the HuComTech team. Early exploitation of the corpus included analysis 
of hidden patterns with the use of sophisticated multivariate analysis of temporal relations 
within the data points. The HuComTech corpus is one of the flagship language resources 
available through the HunCLARIN repository. 

 

 Introduction 

In the age of the ubiquitous smart phones and other smart devices, robots and personal 
assistants, the issue of human-machine communication has acquired a new relevance and 
urgency. However, before communication with machine systems can become anything 
approaching the naturalness and robustness that humans expect, we must first understand 
human-human communication in its complexity. In order to rise to this challenge, we must 
break with the word-centric tradition of the study of communication and we must capture 
human-human communication in all the richness of the settings that it normally takes place. 
The foremost requirement for such an enterprise is richly annotated data, which is truly in short 
supply given the extremely labour intensive nature of the manifold annotation required. The 
ambition of the HuComTech project, which goes back to 2009, is to provide a rich language 
resource that can equally fuel application development as well as digital humanities research.  
     The HuComTech corpus is the first corpus of Hungarian dialogues that, based on multiple 
layers of annotation offers the so far most comprehensive information about general and 
individual properties of verbal and nonverbal communication. It aims at contributing to the 
discovery of patterns of behaviour characteristic of different settings, and at implementing these 
patterns in human-machine communication. 
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The paper will be structured as follows. In section 2 we will describe the data (the informants, 
the settings of the interviews, the size and main characteristics of the data set etc.)  and will 
discuss the annotation principles and will provide a brief overview of the various levels of 
annotation. Section 3 discusses two automatic methods used in the annotation: forced alignment 
at the word level using the WEBMaus tool available through Clarin-DE as well as the automatic 
identification of intonation contours. Section 4 will preview some tentative exploration of the 
data, describing an approach that is designed to reveal hidden patterns in this complex data set 
through a sophisticated statistical analysis of the temporal distance between data points. 
 

 Description of the data and its annotation 

2.1 General description of the corpus 

The data for the HuComTech corpus was collected in face-to-face interviews that were 
conducted in a lab. The informants were university student volunteers. During the interviews 
informants were asked to read out 15 sentences, and were engaged in both formal and informal 
conversations, including a simulated job interview. The corpus consists of 112 interviews 
running to 50 hours of video recording containing about 450 000 tokens. Both the verbal and 
non-verbal aspects of the communication between field worker and informants were recorded 
through suitably positioned video cameras and external microphones.  
     The corpus offers a huge amount of time aligned data for the study of verbal and non-verbal 
behaviour by giving the chance to identify temporal patterns of behaviour both within and 
across subjects. The native format is .eaf to be used in ELAN (Wittenburg et al 2006), but a 
format for Theme (Magnusson, 2000), a statistical tool specifically designed for the discovery 
of hidden patterns of behaviour is also available for a more advanced approach of data analysis. 
     Through a database the data of the corpus will be made completely available for linguists, 
communication specialists, psychologists, language technologists. 
     A non-final version of the HuComTech corpus is already available both for online browsing 
and download at the following addresses: https://clarin.nytud.hu/ds/imdi_browser/ under 
External Resources. 

 

2.2 The annotation scheme 

The annotation, comprised of about 1.5 million pieces of data ranges from the description of 
nonverbal, physical characteristics of 112 speakers (gaze, head-, hand-, body movements) to 
the pragmatic, functional description of these characteristics (such as turn management, 
cooperation, emotions etc.) The annotation of verbal behaviour includes the phonetics of speech 
(speech melody, intensity, tempo), morphology and syntax. The more than 450000 running 
words are time aligned enabling the association of the text with non-verbal features even on the 
word level. 

A special feature of the annotation is that, whenever applicable, it was done both 
multimodally (using signals both from audio and video channels) or unimodally (using signals 
from either channel). Of course we subscribe to the view that both the production and the 
perception of a communicative event is inherently multimodal, yet the rationale for separating 
the two modalities was that the analysis and the generation of such an event by a machine agent 
needs to set the parameters of each of the modalities separately. Apart from this technical 
implementational perspective, we believe that the separation of modalities in the annotation 
offers an interesting opportunity to study the interdependence of the two modalities in actual 
communicative events. 
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Accordingly, the annotation layers are organized into the following six annotation schemes 
in terms of the modalities involved: audio, morpho-syntactic, video, unimodal pragmatic, 
multimodal pragmatic and prosodic annotation. 

The audio annotation is based on the audio signal using intonation phrases (head and 
subordination clauses) as segmentation units (Pápay et al 2011). The annotation covered verbal 
and non-verbal acoustic signals and included the following elements: transcription, fluency, 
intonation phrases, iteration, embeddings, emotions, turn management and discourse structure. 
The annotation was done manually using the Praat tool (Boersma &Weenink, 2016), validation 
was semi-automatic involving Praat scripts. 

The morpho-syntactic annotation was done both manually and automatically, covering 
different aspects. Automatic annotation included tokenization, part of speech tagging and 
parsing (both constituent and dependency structure) The toolkit magyarlánc (Zsibrita et al, 
2013) developed at Szeged University was used for the automatic morpho-syntactic annotation. 
In addition, syntax is also annotated manually both for broader linguistic and for specific non-
linguistic (especially psychology and communication) purposes (focusing on broader 
hierarchical relations and the identification of missing elements). 

Video annotation included the following annotation elements: facial expression, gaze, 
eyebrows, head shift, hand shape, touch motion, posture, deixis, emblem, emotions. Annotation 
was done manually and, where possible, automatically using Qannot tool (Pápay et al, 2011) 
specially developed for the purpose.  

Unimodal pragmatic annotation used a modified (single-modal) version of conversational 
analysis as its theoretical model and with the Qannot tool manually annotated the following 
elements: turn management, attention, agreement, deixis and information structure. 

Multimodal pragmatic annotation used a modified (multimodal) version of Speech Act 
Theory and using both verbal and visual signals covered the following annotation elements: 
communicative acts, supporting acts, thematic control, information structure.  The annotation 
was done manually with the Qannot tool. 

Prosodic annotation (see Section 3 below) was prepared automatically using the Praat tool 
and covered the following elements: pitch, intensity, pauses and speech rate. 

As the above detailed description of the annotation schemes reflects, a large part of the 
annotation was done manually. This was inevitable given the fact that the identification of 
perceived emotions as well as a large number of communicative as well as pragmatic functions 
require interpretation, which are currently beyond the scope of automatic recognition, therefore 
they have to be determined and annotated manually. 

 Automatic annotation of prosody 

In this section we describe a method developed for the automatic annotation of intonation, 
which, however, can be used not just for the HuComTech corpus, and therefore, we feel, 
deserves discussion in some detail. Our method does not follow the syllable-size units of 
Merten's Prosogram tool (Mertens, 2004) but an event can integrate a sequence of syllables in 
larger trends of modulation, which are classified in terms of dynamic, speaker-dependent 
thresholds (instead of glissando). The algorithm was implemented as a Praat script. It requires 
no training material, only a two-level annotation of speaker change is assumed. 

The output of the algorithm (Szekrényes 2015) contains larger, smoothed and stylized 
movements of the original data (F0 and intensity values) where the values indicate the shape 
(descending, falling, rising etc.), the absolute and relative vertical position of every single 
prosodic event through their starting and ending points. The resulting labels representing 
modulations and positions of the prosodic structure can be considered as an automatically 
generated but perceptually verifiable music sheet of communication based on the raw F0 and 
intensity data. 
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 Exploring the corpus 

We report two preliminary explorations of the HuComTech corpus. Experiments have been 
conducted with a view to modelling turn management through machine learning using neural 
networks. Second, through the use of a sophisticated statistical analysis tool we sought to 
explore hidden patterns within the complex multimodal data sets on the basis of temporal 
distance between them. 

4.1 Modelling turn management: automatic detection of turn taking 

The HuComTech corpus provides detailed data on turn management. For each discourse unit 
it contains annotation to indicate topic initiation, topic elaboration and topic change. Such 
comprehensive annotation invites experimentation for machine learning to automatically model 
turn management. Indeed, it is very important for a machine agent to be able to establish if the 
human interlocutor is keeping to the topic at hand or when they are veering away from it either 
by opening a completely different topic or slightly altering the course of the conversation.  

The task is certainly challenging and the experiments so far represent tentative initial steps. 
Earlier studies on topic structure discovery relied mostly on text and/or prosody, the 
HuComTech corpus, on the other hand, allows a much wider sources of information to be used 
as cues, such as gaze, facial expression, hang gestures and head movement etc. Kovacs et al. 
(2016) built a topic unit classifier with the use of Deep Rectifier Neural Nets (Glorot et al, 2011) 
and the Unweighted Average Recall metric, applying the technique of probabilistic sampling. 
We demonstrate in several experiments that this method attains a convincingly better 
performance than a support vector machine or a deep neural net by itself. For further 
information see (Kovács et al. 2016) 

4.2 T-pattern analysis to discover hidden patterns of behaviour 

Undoubtedly, the HuComTech corpus contains a bewildering number and complexity of 
annotation data. The possibility to use this rich database to explore possible interdependencies 
between data points recorded at numerous levels of annotation is an exciting prospect as well 
as a serious challenge. 
The difficulty lies not simply in the number of data points to consider but rather, it is of a 
theoretical nature. The capturing of a given communicative function cannot usually be done by 
describing the temporal alignment of a number of predefined modalities and their exact linear 
sequences, since for the expression of most of the functions a given list of participating 
modalities includes optionalities for individual variation, and sequences are not necessarily 
based on strict adjacency relations. As a result, traditional statistical methods (including time 
series analysis) are practically not capable of capturing the behavioural patterns leading to 
functional interpretation. 

We present a new approach based on multivariate analysis of temporal relationships between 
any annotation elements within a given time window. T-pattern analysis (Magnusson, 2000) 
was developed for the discovery of hidden patterns of behaviour in social interactions using the 
software tool Theme.  
The T-Pattern analysis offers a framework to meet these serious challenges by simulating the 
cognitive process of human pattern recognition. The result is a set of patterns as possible 
expressions of a given function with their exact statistical significance. Moreover, it also 
suggests which of the constituting elements (events) of a given pattern can predict or retrodict 
the given function as a whole. 

Hunyadi et al. 2016 contains a tentative first analysis and in the full paper we will update it 
with more recent analyses 
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 Conclusion 

In this short article, we provided a brief overview of the multimodal HuComTech corpus. It is 
offered as a richly annotated language resource that can serve a number of purposes ranging 
from supporting application development in the area of human-machine to empirical based 
research leading to a better understanding of the complex interplay of numerous factors 
involved in human-human multimodal communication. The corpus is available through the 
HunCLARIN repository and is made public with the expectation that it will generate further 
research into multimodal communication.  
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Abstract 

The article presents a workflow for combining oral history and language technology, and for evaluating                             
this combination in the context of European contemporary history research and teaching. Two                         
experiments are devised to analyse how interdisciplinary connections between history and linguistics are                         
built and evaluated within a digital framework. The longer term objective of this type of enquiry is to                                   
draw an “inventory” of strengths and weaknesses of language technology applied to the study of history. 

1 Introduction 

To what extent can the combination of digital linguistic tools and oral history assist research and                
teaching in contemporary history? How can this combination be evaluated? Is there an added-value of               
using linguistic digital methods and tools in historical research/teaching as compared with traditional             
means? What are the benefits and limitations of this type of methods? The paper will address these                 
questions, within the CLARIN 2018 Multimodal data (Oral History) topic, starting from two             
experiments based on an oral history collection, XML-TEI  annotation and textometric analysis. 1

It is from 1910 that language scientists began to be interested in oral history (Deschamp, 2013:                
109-110). Bridging oral history and linguistics in a digital context has made the object of               
event-oriented initiatives and research, inside and outside CLARIN’s framework (CLARIN-PLUS          
OH, 2016; Oral History meets Linguistics, 2015; Georgetown University Round Table on Languages             
and Linguistics, 2001). Different tools and perspectives have been approached, such as language             
technologies for annotating, exploring and analysing spoken data (Drude, 2016; Van Uytvanck, 2016;             
Van Hessen, 2016), online platforms for Multimodal Oral Corpus Analysis (Pagenstecher and Pfänder,             
2017) or the use of oral histories as “data” for discourse analysts (Schiffrin, 2003). However, the                
question of how oral history and linguistics may impact the historian’s exploration and interpretation              
of data seems less studied so far. This proposal aims to contribute to this topic (in our opinion of                   
potential interest for the CLARIN community, as related to building and evaluating interdisciplinary             
connections between history and linguistics) and consists in a workflow for: (1) transforming and              
processing historical spoken data intended to linguistic analysis; (2) evaluating the impact of the use of                
language technologies in historical research and teaching. 

2 Methodology 

The study is based on a selection from the oral history collection on European integration published on                 
the CVCE by UniLu Website . The whole collection comprises more than 160 hours of interviews, in                2

French, English, German, Spanish and Portuguese, with some of the actors and observers of the               

1 http://www.tei-c.org/index.xml.  
2 https://www.cvce.eu/histoire-orale. CVCE is now part of the Luxembourg Centre for Contemporary and Digital History 
(C²DH) of the University of Luxembourg, https://www.c2dh.uni.lu/.  
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European integration process. The selection included 5-10 hours of audio-video recordings and            
transcriptions, in French. The selected transcriptions were converted to a structured format, XML-TEI,             
then imported into the TXM textometry software (Heiden et al., 2010), for linguistic analysis. Two               3

experiments were devised. The first (EUREKA_2017), functioned as a pilot using a shorter corpus and               
involved a small group of C²DH researchers. The second (MAHEC_2018) was part of a course in                
Political and Institutional History for the Master students in Contemporary European History at the              
University of Luxembourg. For each experiment, a set of research questions was prepared, and              
questionnaires were designed to enquire on the role of the language technology in answering the               
proposed questions (or in discovering and formulating other related questions).  

2.1    Corpus selection and research questions 

The number of interviewees varied from six (EUREKA) to eight (MAHEC), including personalities             
such as Jean-Claude Juncker, Viviane Reding, Jacques Delors and Étienne Davignon. The selection             
criterion focused on important milestones in the construction of the European Union and the              
interviews had to be in French for homogeneity purposes. One research question was proposed for the                
pilot experiment and seven for the second. They were either general queries, e.g. discern the multiple                
dimensions of the European integration process (EUREKA) or more specialised questions related to             
the topic of the course, e.g. identify the European institutions mentioned in the interviews, their role                
and interconnections, reconstruct the process of the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) or             
determine which of the interviewees is speaking more of the role of Luxembourg in the European                
integration, which less, and why (MAHEC).  

2.2    Corpus preprocessing 

The transcriptions were available in Microsoft Word format and contained markers for identifying the              
interviewer/respondent and, occasionally, timecodes. The transcriptions were first converted from          
Microsoft Word to XML-TEI . Then, a set of XSLT stylesheets, created for this purpose, were               4 5

applied to the converted output , in order to transform it into specific TEI encoding for the                6

transcription of speech. The extract below shows how the identity and type of speaker were encoded                
using the <u> tag (utterance) and the @who and @corresp attributes. The time points (when present)                
were encoded using <timeline> and <anchor/> elements, in order to mark the text with respect to time.  

 

2.3    TXM analysis 

The corpus in XML-TEI format was imported into TXM, a textometry software, allowing part of               
speech tagging and lemmatisation , frequency of occurrence counts and statistical analysis of textual             7

corpora. The analysed samples contained a total of 38687 (EUREKA) and respectively 110563             
(MAHEC) occurrences. Given the encoding, it was possible to build sub-corpora and partitions             
corresponding to the type of speaker (respondent/interviewer) and the name of the speakers.  

The following TXM features were used by the participants to find answers to the proposed               
questions: specificities (Lafon, 1980), index, concordances and co-occurrences (TXM manual). Figure           
1 illustrates the specificities, i.e. a comparative view on the vocabularies of the speakers (e.g. over-use                

3 http://textometrie.ens-lyon.fr/?lang=en.  
4 Via the OxGarage online service, http://www.tei-c.org/oxgarage/.  
5 https://www.w3.org/TR/xslt/.  
6 Using oXygen XML Editor, https://www.oxygenxml.com/.  
7 Via TreeTagger. 
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for banque centrale in the discourse of Yves Mersch and Jean-Claude Juncker, and respectively              8

deficit in the speech of Étienne Davignon), for the top five European institutions most frequently               
mentioned in the text. Other features allowed particular queries (index), by a single property or in                
combination (e.g. noun + adjective), detection of forms having a tendency to occur together              
(co-occurrences, e.g. banque centrale + européenne) or a switch from a synthetic, tabular view to               
mini-contexts (concordances, e.g. la banque centrale européenne est en charge de la politique             
monétaire … ) or document visualisation. Our hypothesis was that this type of linguistic analysis may               9

help the participants in their quest for answers to the proposed questions.  

 

Figure 1. Specificities for European institutions within the respondents’ partition (MAHEC_2018) 

2.4    Evaluation 

The evaluation was intended to confirm/disconfirm this hypothesis and to “measure” the impact of the               
linguistic technology, its innovative aspects and limitations, when applied to the study of history. The               
online (anonymised) questionnaires have included: Yes/No questions (e.g. Have you found answers to             
the research questions?), Likert-scale queries (e.g. How do you appreciate the role played by the               
textometric analysis in the discovery of the answers? with five possible answers from Very weak to                
Essential), open questions (e.g. Can you shortly describe the added value of this approach, if any?).  

3 The experiments 

The pilot experiment EUREKA_2017 , took place from 11 to 15 and 18 to 22 September 2017 and                 10

implied the study of: (1) online audio-video interview sequences and transcriptions; (2) transcriptions             
using TXM analysis. Evaluation questionnaires were filled-in at the end of each phase. The              
participants were four C2DH researchers specialised in European integration, Contemporary history,           
Historical and political studies. Their knowledge varied on a five values scale from Not at all to                 

8 Eng. Central Bank. 
9 Eng. the European Central Bank is in charge of the monetary policy … . 
10 Enquiring on the “Eureka effect” of the use of linguistic technology in historical research. The experiment was presented at                    
Les rendez-vous de l’histoire. Eurêka-inventer, découvrir, innover, Blois, France, 4-8 October, 2017. 
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Expert in the fields of: European integration history, Multimedia and oral history, and Textometric              
analysis. While the data showed specialisation in European integration history with medium            
knowledge in multimedia and oral history, the self-evaluation of the textometry skills was placed at the                
lower end of the scale. The second experiment, MAHEC_2018, involved five Master students in              
Contemporary European History, and took place from 16 April to 14 May 2018. The assignment               
consisted of seven research questions and the evaluation of the added-value/limitations of the language              
technology in completing the task. The students’ background varied from History and Contemporary             
European history to Medieval history, with medium and good knowledge of European integration             
history reported. Compared with the previous experiment, the self-evaluation of the Textometric            
analysis  skills covered a larger spectrum from Not at all to Good.  

The results of the first experiment (Figure 2) indicate moderate valuation by the participants              
concerning the role of textometric analysis in finding the answers (left) and the response to the                
question whether there is a discovery, “Eureka” effect determined by the use of this technology (right),                
on a scale from -2 to +2, Very weak to Essential and Not at all agree to Fully agree, respectively. 

 

Figure 2. Average scores for textometric analysis (EUREKA_2017): role; “Eureka” effect 
As an added value of the method, the participants mentioned: usefulness for analysing large              

corpora, allowing both local and global observation, rapid identification of the main themes, graphical              
representation of results. It was also observed that the textometric analysis alone is not sufficient in                
research. Less positive points were: the interface could have been more intuitive , the graphics more               11

attractive and the selected sample larger, in order to fully exploit the potential of the method. 
For the second experiment, the average value regarding the role played by the textometric analysis               

in finding the answers was a bit higher than above (0.4 instead of 0 on the -2 to +2 scale). The aspects                      
evoked as added value were similar to those mentioned in the first case, e.g. allowing the analysis of a                   
large corpus of documents instead of reading them one by one, “fast reading”, speed and rigour. As                 
strong points, it was noted the use of part of speech based queries and the suitability of textometric                  
analysis for assisting interpretation. As weak points were mentioned the results window that should              
have been larger and the heterogeneity of the questions proposed to the interviewees instead of a                
common set that would have allowed a better basis for comparing their responses. Concerning the               
innovative side of the studied technology, it was pointed out that it often served just to prove the                  
position or the role of a given personality within the European integration process, rather than               
providing new information. An aspect that ought to be further examined in future experiments.  

4 Conclusion and future work 

The project combined oral history and digital linguistic analysis, and evaluated the use of language               
technology in history research and teaching. Two experiments have been devised. Although rapidity in              
processing and visualising linguistic features in large amounts of texts were mainly valued, the results               
showed a certain reserve concerning the innovative added value of the analysis tool. Perhaps, since, as                
specialists or students in the field, the topic of European integration was, to a certain extent, already                 
known to the participants. For comparison purposes, more evaluation results, from different groups of              
participants with different degrees of knowledge about the proposed topic, are needed. The longer term               
objective of this type of evaluations would be to draw an “inventory” of strengths and weaknesses of                 
language technology applied to the study of history. 

11 For EUREKA, no initial TXM training was provided, just a tutorial and assistance with the tool during the experiment. For                     
MAHEC, a short TXM training was provided, as well as a tutorial and assistance. 
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Abstract

The paper aims at presenting the Acorformed corpus composed of human-human and human-
machine interactions in French in the specific context of training doctors to break bad news to
patients. In the context of human-human interaction, an audiovisual corpus of interactions be-
tween doctors and actors playing the role of patients during real training sessions in French
medical institutions have been collected and annotated. This corpus has been exploited to de-
velop a platform to train doctors to break bad news with a virtual patient. The platform has been
exploited to collect a corpus of human-virtual patient interactions annotated semi-automatically
and collected in different virtual reality environments with different degree of immersion (PC,
virtual reality headset and virtual reality room).

1 Introduction

For several years, there has been a growing interest in Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) to be
used as a new type of human-machine interface. ECAs are autonomous entities, able to communicate
verbally and nonverbally (Cassell, 2000). Indeed, several researches have shown that embodied conver-
sational agents are perceived as social entities leading users to show behaviors that would be expected in
human-human interactions (Krämer, 2008).

Moreover, recent research has shown that virtual agents could help human beings improve their social
skills (Anderson et al., 2013; Finkelstein et al., 2013). For instance in (Anderson et al., 2013), an ECA
endowed the role of a virtual recruiter is used to train young adults to job interview. In our project, we aim
at developing a virtual patient to train doctors to break bad news. Many works have shown that doctors
should be trained not only to perform medical or surgical acts but also to develop skills in communication
with patients (Baile et al., 2000; Monden et al., 2016; Rosenbaum et al., 2004). Indeed, the way doctors
deliver bad news has a significant impact on the therapeutic process: disease evolution, adherence with
treatment recommendations, litigation possibilities (Andrade et al., 2010). However, both experienced
clinicians and medical students consider this task as difficult, daunting, and stressful. Training health
care professional to break bad news is now recommended by several national agencies (e.g. the French
National Authority for Health, HAS)1.

A key element to exploit embodied conversational agents for social training with users is their believ-
ability in terms of socio-emotional responses and global multimodal behavior. Several research works
have shown that non-adapted behavior may significantly deteriorate the interaction and the learning
(Beale and Creed, 2009). One methodology to construct believable virtual agent is to develop model
based on the analysis of corpus of human-human interaction in the social training context (as for instance
in (Chollet et al., 2017)). In our project, in order to create a virtual patient with believable multimodal
reactions when the doctors break bad news, we have collected, annotated, and analyzed two multimodal
corpora of interaction in French in this context. Both human-human and human-machine interaction are
considered to investigate the effects of the virtual reality displays on the interaction. In this paper, we
present the two corpus in the following sections.

1The French National Authority for Health is an independent public scientific authority with an overall mission of contribut-
ing to the regulation of the healthcare system by improving health quality and efficiency.
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2 Multimodal Human-Human Corpus Analysis to Model Virtual Patient’s Behavior

The modeling of the virtual patient is based on an audiovisual corpus of interactions between doctors and
actors playing the role of patients (called “Standardized patients”) during real training sessions in French
medical institutions (it is not possible, for ethical reasons, to record real breaking bad news situations).
The use of “Standardized Patients” in medical training is a common practice. The actors are carefully
trained (in our project, actors are also nurses) and follow pre-determined scenarios defined by experts
to play the most frequently observed patients reactions. The recommendations of the experts, doctors
specialized in breaking bad news situations, are global and related to the attitude of the patient ; the
verbal and non-verbal behavior of the actor remains spontaneous. Note that the videos of the corpus have
been selected by the experts as representative of real breaking bad news situations.

On average, a simulated consultation lasts 9 minutes. The collected corpus, in French, is composed
of 13 videos of patient-doctor interaction (the doctor or the patient vary in the video), with different
scenarios2.

The initial corpus has been semi-manually annotated, leading to a total duration of 119 minutes.
Different tools have been used in order to annotate the corpus. First, the corpus has been automatically
segmented using SPPAS (Bigi, 2012) and manually transcribed using Praat (Boersma, 2002). The
doctors’ and patient’s non-verbal behaviors have been manually annotated using ELAN (Sloetjes
and Wittenburg, 2008). Different gestures of both doctors and patients have been annotated: head
movements, posture changes, gaze direction, eyebrow expressions, hand gestures, and smiles. Three
experts annotated one third of the corpus each. In order to validate the annotation, 5% of the corpus
has been annotated by one more annotator. The inter-annotator agreement, using Cohen’s Kappa, was
satisfying (k=0.63). More details on the corpus are presented in (Porhet et al., 2017).

The annotated corpus has been analyzed for three different purposes:

• to build the dialog model of the virtual patient: the dialog model of the virtual patient is based on the
notion of “common ground” (Garrod and Pickering, 2004; Stalnaker, 2002), i.e. a situation model
represented through different variables that is updated depending on the information exchange be-
tween the interlocutors. The variables describing the situation model (e.g. the cause of the damage),
specific to breaking bad news situations, have been defined based on the manual analysis of the
transcribed corpus and in light of the pedagogical objective in terms of dialog. The dialog model is
described in more detail in (Ochs et al., 2017) ;

• to design non-verbal behaviors of the virtual patient: the corpus has been used to enrich the non-
verbal behavior library of the virtual patient with gestures specific to breaking bad news situations.

• to design the feedback behavior of the virtual patient: in order to identify the multimodal signals
triggering patient’s feedbacks, we have applied sequences mining algorithms to extract rules to
model the multimodal feedback behavior of the virtual patient (for more details (Porhet et al.,
2017)).

3 Multimodal Human-Virtual Patient Corpus Analysis to Investigate the Users’
experience with different virtual reality displays

Based on the corpus analysis presented in the previous section, we have implemented a virtual reality
training system inhabited by a virtual patient and developed to give the capabilities to doctors to simulate
breaking bad news situation. The system is semi-autonomous since it includes both automatic and manual
modules, making it possible to simulate a fully automatized human-machine interaction (for more details
on the semi-autonomous system (Ochs et al., 2018)). Implemented on three different virtual environment
displays (PC, virtual reality headset, and an immersive virtual reality room), the doctors can interact in
natural language with a virtual patient that communicates through its verbal and non-verbal behavior
(Figure 1).

2The corpus is on Ortolang part of the CLARIN infrastructure
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Figure 1: Participants interacting with the virtual patient with different virtual environment displays (from
left to right): virtual reality headset, virtual reality room, and PC.

In order to collect the interaction and create the corpus of human-machine interaction in the context
of breaking bad news, we have implemented a specific methodology. First, the doctor is filmed using a
camera. His gestures and head movements are digitally recorded from the tracking data: his head (stereo
glasses), elbows and wrists are equipped with tracked targets. A high-end microphone synchronously
records the participant’s verbal expression. As for the virtual agent, its gesture and verbal expressions
are recorded from the Unity Player. The visualization of the interaction, is done through a 3D video
playback player we have developed (Figure 2). This player replays synchronously the animation and
verbal expression of the virtual agent as well as the movements and video of the participant.

Figure 2: 3D video playback player

This environment facilitates the collection of corpora of doctor-virtual patient interaction in order to
analyze the verbal and non-verbal behavior in different immersive environments.

Using the semi-autonomous system, we have collected 108 interactions in French of participants with
the virtual patient. In total, 36 persons have participated to the experimentation. Ten of them are real doc-
tors that already have an experience in breaking bad news to real patients. Each participant has interacted
with the systems 3 times with three different devices: PC, virtual reality headset, and virtual reality room.
The task of the participants was to announce a digestive perforation after a gastroenterologic endoscopy
in immediate post operative period3.

The collected corpus is composed of 108 videos (36 per device). The total duration of the corpus is
5h34 (among which two hours with real doctors). In average, an interaction lasts 3mn16 (an example of
interaction is presented on the http://crvm.ism.univ-amu.fr/en/acorformed.html). Note that thanks to the
tools described in the previous section, some of the non-verbal participant behavior has be automatically
annotated.

In order to evaluate the global exerience of the users, we asked the participants to fill different ques-
tionnaires on their subjective experience to measure their feeling of presence (with the Igroup Presence
Questionnaire, IPQ (Schubert, 2003)), feeling of co-presence (Bailenson et al., 2005), and perception of
the believability of the virtual patient (questions extracted from (Gerhard et al., 2001))4. These subjective

3The scenario has been carefully chosen with the medical partners of the project for several reasons (e.g. the panel of
resulting damages, the difficulty of the announcement, its standard characteristics of announce).

4The analyze of the subjective experience of the participants is out of scope of this paper and is described in other articles
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evaluations enabled us to tag the video of the corpus with the results of these tests and then to correlate
objective measures (e.g. verbal and non-verbal behavior of the participants) to subjective measures (e.g.
feeling of presence and perception of the virtual patient’s believability).
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Abstract

This paper discusses the rationale behind the development of a research environment –the Media
Suite– in a sustainable, dynamic, multi-institutional infrastructure that supports mixed media
scholarly research with large multimedia data collections, serving media scholars and digital
humanists in general.

1 Introduction

In some domains of scholarly research, the focus is on the creation of new data collections. In astronomy
for instance, new collections of astronomical observations are made publicly available on a regular ba-
sis. In other domains such as Media Studies research focuses on data collections maintained at cultural
heritage institutions, archives, libraries, and knowledge institutions. However, especially when audiovi-
sual media are concerned, access to, and use of these collections is often restricted due to intellectual
property rights (IPR) or privacy issues (e.g., with respect to recorded interviews). Moreover, individual
institutions often do not have the technical infrastructure in place to serve basic scholarly needs with
respect to search, exploration and inspection of individual items (play-out, viewing). Therefore, scholars
either fall back on collections that are openly available or spend considerable amounts of time in onsite
visits to archives for consulting data collections. Data collections at these institutes can be regarded as
“locked”, or at least hard to use for scholarly research.

To unlock these ”institutional” collections and let scholars take advantage of the sheer quantity and
richness of these data sets, we are developing an infrastructure for online scholarly exploration of col-
lections that are distributed across various ”institutional” content owners. Specifically, we focus on au-
diovisual data collections and related mixed-media sources, such as radio and television broadcasts, film,
oral history interviews but also (news)paper archives, film posters and eyewitness reports. The Media
Suite serves as the online portal to the infrastructure where first of all, content and metadata can be ex-
plored, browsed, compared, and stored in personal collections. In addition, the Media Suite provides a
workspace for working with mixed media collections, providing tools for manual and automatic annota-
tion, visualization, analysis, and sharing.

The ultimate goal is to (i) enable distant reading (Schulz, 2011), that is, identifying patterns or new
research questions in all aggregated collections, (ii) facilitate close reading: the detailed examination
of individual items (e.g., videos) in a collection or parts of these items (e.g., video segments) during
search and scholarly interpretation, and (iii) make sure that the “scholarly primitives” (Unsworth, 2000;

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Figure 1: The building blocks of the CLARIAH Media Suite

Blanke and Hedges, 2013), basic activities common to research across humanities disciplines, are well
supported.

1.1 Challenges
Questions however are: How to facilitate “close reading” when the media objects cannot be accessed
because of copyright issues? How to enable “distant reading” when metadata is sparse, or diverse, and
incomplete? How to cater to the needs of scholars with specific research questions and methods in the
context of an infrastructure that has to be generic enough to be feasible? How to enable scholars to work
with collections from different institutes using the same tools, when these collections are “locked”? How
to enable scholars that are computer literate to work directly with the data or to deploy private content
analysis tools such as computer vision or sentiment analysis?

The approach of the CLARIAH Media Suite to tackle these challenges is to provide mechanisms that
enable researchers to work with tools and aggregated data within the closed environment of the infras-
tructure sealed with a federated authentication mechanism (SURFConext1) that currently only serves
scholars with a university account in the Netherlands, but that soon will be expanded to the CLARIN
federation. Also, the so called ’homeless users’ that do not have an account with an academic institution,
will eventually have the opportunity to request for a login. We refer to this approach as to “bringing the
tools to the data”, as opposed to “bringing the data to the tools”.

Figure 1 shows the main elements that constitute the Media Suite research environment. Below we
discuss shortly each of these elements.

2 Data Sources – Data Governance

Institutional collection maintainers have internal data governance processes to ensure that data assets
are formally managed. One important aspect covered by governance processes is licensing: who has

1https://www.surf.nl/en/services-and-products/surfconext/index.html
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permission to access the data. However, data governance with respect to external processes –loosely
defined as being part of an ’infrastructure’– is typically not accounted for. This means that key data
governance areas such as availability (e.g., metadata can be harvested), usability (e.g., source data can
be viewed), integrity (e.g., protocols are in place to handle duplication and enrichment), and security
(e.g., provenance information is maintained), need to be (re)organized or (re)considered, formalized and
supported by the Media Suite and the emerging infrastructure in which it is embedded.

3 APIs – Sustainable development

A digital infrastructure should use existing protocols, conventions, and standards. Besides obtaining data
by harvesting using the OAI-PMH protocol, or using application programming interfaces (APIs), the
functionalities have been organized in a modular approach, which includes (Martinez-Ortiz et al., 2017):

• Components that use API’s to perform specific tasks.

• Tools that incorporate a number of components in a tool.

4 Components/Tools – User-friendly interaction design

Developing new tools “from scratch” for every research question would be a very inefficient (and costly!)
endeavour. The digital infrastructure should provide tools that are suitable both for common scholarly
tasks and for specific tasks required by each discipline. However, the digital humanities community
incorporates a wide diversity of scholars with different research questions, methods, and levels of ex-
pertise in working with information processing techniques and technologies. We address this challenge
by (i) focusing on the similarities in research methods from different disciplines (de Jong et al., 2011;
Melgar Estrada and Koolen, 2018), (ii) analyzing tools that support qualitative methods (Melgar et al.,
2017), and (ii) working with scholars as co-developers in the process . The resulting functionalities are
built in a modular (lego) approach that supports both flexible software development of components and
user-friendly interaction with assembled tools.

5 Work Space – Working with audio-visual content and private data

In addition to IPR and privacy restrictions, access to the audiovisual content in the Media Suite is also
limited due to its nature; consisting of pixels (video) and samples (audio) and hopefully some man-
ually generated metadata or subtitles (text). Typically, scholars want to search audiovisual data using
(key)words that may be ‘hidden’ (encoded) in the pixels or the samples. This is called the semantic
gap (Smeulders et al., 2000) that needs to be “bridged” by decoding the information in the pixels and
the samples to semantic representations, e.g., a verbatim transcription of the speech or labels of visual
concepts in the video (a car, a face, the Eifel Tower), that can be matched with the keywords from the
scholars. These semantic representations can be generated manually or, especially when data collections
are large, automatically using automatic speech recognition (ASR) or computer vision technology. The
generation of semantic representations is addressed in different ways. One the one hand, tools such as
ASR are regarded as ‘must have’ components in an infrastructure focusing on fine-grained access. We
are implementing an automatic speech recognition service that resides within the CLARIAH infrastruc-
ture that can handle requests from the infrastructure itself (e.g., bulk processing of collections, possibly
activated by a scholar with an interest in a specific data set), but also requests from individual scholars
that want to process their private collections. On the other hand, supporting manual annotation is key
for interpretation in scholarly contexts. The Media Suite aims to support the generation of both ways
of semantic representations in complementary ways via information workflows centred around a “Work
Space” (see Figure 2) that has the following functionalities:

• Storing individual items from different ”institutional” collections resulting in a private, virtual, mul-
timedia, research collection.

• Storing private session data such as queries and filtering options.
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Figure 2: The CLARIAH Media Suite’s Workspace

• Uploading private data and perform enrichment services to these data (e.g., speech recognition)

• Running private code on data collections in the infrastructure for creating data visualization (e.g.,
Jupyter Notebooks).

6 Conclusion and future work

We described the challenges found in building an infrastructure that satisfies the needs of humanities
scholars working with audio-visual media and contextual collections. We choose the approach of build-
ing a research environment that adheres to infrastructural requirements while at the same time being
flexible and user-friendly. In order to develop this environment in a sustainable way, that can be used
and developed further after the project’s lifetime, we need to carefully align the requirements of scholars
with the context of the ecosystem the Media Suite needs to live in: an ICT infrastructure hosted and
maintained by multiple institutions that in turn, adheres to a diverse set of institutional requirements with
respect to, for instance, data access permissions and software development and maintenance. In order
to have this infrastructure it is required that it is generic enough to cater for the general needs of ev-
ery group that we have identified, while at the same time it incorporates flexible functionality capable
of addressing very specialistic research questions. The Media Suite is currently functional and used by
scholars doing actual research projects and will be developed further, e.g., by incorporating additional
data sources (e.g., social media data), increasing metadata granularity (e.g., adding computer vision or
emotion recognition), adding advanced annotation tools, and supporting missing data visualization (data
critique) for heterogeneous datasets.
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Abstract
The CLARIN infrastructure already provides a variety of lexical resources for many lan-
guages. However, the published inventory is unevenly distributed favouring languages
with large groups of native speakers and languages spoken in highly developed countries.
Improving the situation for so called “under-resourced languages” is possible by close col-
laboration with the language-specific communities and expertise that - naturally - reside
in the countries where those languages are spoken. This submission presents an example
for such a collaboration where a representative sample of an existing lexical resource
for the isiXhosa language, which is spoken in South Africa, was processed, enriched, and
published. The resource under discussion is intended to be a prototype for more resources
to come.

1 Introduction
Many resources that are provided that use standards and interfaces of the CLARIN project, or
adjoining initiatives, are of a high quality and form the cornerstone of research applications and
endeavours. Unsurprisingly, a short evaluation of provided resources in applications like the VLO
shows an emphasis on European languages or languages with large speaker groups. However,
this is only a limited view on the world’s languages and the availability of required language
resources.

There are many projects established in the European research context that work on creating
documentation about and data stocks for languages where those are missing. However, in many
cases valuable resources of high quality which are unique in their extent and focus do already
exist, but are not yet available for a broader audience via standard applications and Web portals.

In cases where data is still preserved on paper, standard digitisation procedures have to be
carried out. From the perspective of modern research environments, this is only the beginning
of the life-cycle of research data. Questions about data formats used, supported query interfaces
and means to announce the existence of the resource to the public have to be considered as
well, and are outstanding issues in projects like CLARIN, comparable projects like the South
African SADiLaR (Roux, 2016), or the growing Linguistic Linked Open Data (LLOD) Cloud
community (Chiarcos et al., 2012). This submission presents the collaborative work of three
partners from different scientific domains with the goal of preparing and enhancing a valuable
lexical and morphological resource of the isiXhosa language (ISO 639-3: xho) in the described
context. The aim of this is to provide a high-quality resource that is publicly available and ready
for use in future research endeavours.

2 Language Diversity in South Africa
South Africa is in the unique position of having 11 official languages entrenched in its constitu-
tion1. Nine of the official languages belong to the Bantu language family, and more specifically to

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

1https://www.gov.za/DOCUMENTS/CONSTITUTION/constitution-republic-south-africa-1996-1
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Guthrie’s Zone S in which the following language clusters are identified (Nurse and Philippson,
2003, 609-611):

• S20 Venda Group - Tshivenda [ven]
• S30 Sotho-Tswana Group - Setswana [tsn], Sesotho sa Leboa [nso], Sesotho [sot]
• S40 Nguni Group - IsiZulu [zul], isiXhosa [xho], Siswati [ssw], isiNdebele [nbl]
• S50 Tshwa-Ronga Group - Xitsonga [tso]

The typical word structure of the Bantu languages is of an agglutinating nature, where for-
matives may be affixed to root morphemes, thereby altering the meaning of the word. Each
formative morpheme maintains a distinct and fixed meaning; even when used with different
root morphemes, it still maintains its original meaning.

IsiXhosa, the language under discussion in this paper, is spoken predominantly in the Eastern
Cape and Western Cape regions and has approximately 8.1 million first-language speakers,
which is about 16% of the South African population. IsiXhosa shares a so-called conjunctive
orthography with the other languages of the Nguni group which means that bound morphemes
are attached to the words (unlike other South African Bantu languages) and thus cannot occur
independently as separate words.

Compared to European languages, the South African Bantu languages are considered resource
scarce in the sense that lexical resources are very limited. Although they all have at least
one or two paper dictionaries available, ranging from monolingual to bilingual general purpose
or learners’ dictionaries, the only online dictionary is isiZulu.net2, an online isiZulu-English
dictionary containing bidirectional lookups as well as basic morphological decomposition. There
are no machine-readable lexicons freely available for any of the languages. It should also be
noted that the South African Bantu languages are not yet completely standardised with regard
to orthography, terminology and spelling rules (Taljard and Bosch, 2006, 429).

3 IsiXhosa Data Set
The described isiXhosa data set is currently a representative sample of raw data for a Xhosa-
English dictionary, containing approximately 6,800 lexical entries (Bosch et al., 2018). In its final
state, the data set will contain approximately 10,000 lexical entries. The data set is accompanied
by English translations and was compiled and made available for purposes of further developing
Xhosa language resources. Bilingual (Xhosa-English) word lists were compiled with the intention
of documenting Xhosa words and expanding existing bilingual Xhosa dictionaries.

The preparation process of the data involved digitisation into CSV tables and various iterations
of quality control in order to make the data reusable and shareable. The resulting records were
encoded using a RDF-based ontology supporting characteristics of Bantu languages, which is
explained in more detail in the following section. Table 1 gives a short overview of the current
inventory.

Dataset Feature Value
Number of noun lexemes 4020
Number of verb lexemes 2763
Number of noun classes 15
Number of English translations 7807

Table 1: Characteristics of the isiXhosa data set.

The data set, CMDI-based metadata, and all required interfaces (including a SPARQL end-
point) are currently hosted at a German CLARIN centre (hdl:11022/0000-0007-C655-A) and at

2https://isizulu.net
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a dedicated GitHub project3. The final result will be hosted in the context of the South African
Centre for Digital Language Resources4 (SADiLaR) and is to be expected until mid-2019.

4 The Bantu Language Model
For the creation of the isiXhosa data set the Linked Data format RDF (resource description
framework) was chosen. This choice is motivated by the aim to convert the source data into a
highly interoperable and machine-processable format, especially with regard to future language
tools that will be based on this data and applications that concern interconnection and enrich-
ment with other language data. The formal basis of such a Linked Data set builds its underlying
ontology, also called vocabulary. For the isiXhosa data set a dedicated ontology, the Bantu
Language Model5 (in short BLM), has been created that is not only suitable for representing
isiXhosa lexical and morphological language data but also for other Bantu languages. The struc-
ture of the ontology is illustrated in figure 1. As it is established practice in the Semantic Web
environment to reuse already existing vocabularies, the BLM is based on the OntoLex-Lemon
model6 for representing lexical entries and translational data and the Multilingual Morpheme
Ontology (MMoOn)7(Klimek et al., 2016) for representing morphological language data. Lex-
emes, wordforms and morphs are all interconnected via object properties and linguistic categories
like nominal classifiers which are already included and specified for Bantu languages. In order to
facilitate the reuse of the vocabulary, already existing classes and properties from the two other
vocabularies have been essentially duplicated and interrelated with an equivalence relation to its
origin. As a result, the same name space can be used for the BLM as a whole, which spares the
effort to consult the external vocabularies in order to understand the semantics of the ontology.
Overall, the BLM fulfils the following defined goals which are exemplary proven with the isi-
Xhosa data set: 1) create a consistent semantic core model that can serve as a shared basis for
a multilingual Bantu language data environment, 2) model lexical and morphological data that
takes Bantu language-specific characteristics into account and 3) use a machine-readable and
interoperable format that allows future extensions and interconnectivity with other data sets.
The last goal has been implemented by adding the isiXhosa data set to the LLOD Cloud8 and
interlinking its English translations with English lexical entries of the RDF WordNet data set.

5 Summary and further work
This contribution described the preparation and publication of a lexical resource for a so-called
“less resourced language” while simultaneously reaching out to other linguistic communities
using linked open data standards. While the landscape of the Linguistic Linked Open Data
Cloud is growing, the amount of the data available via CLARIN compatible interfaces and their
support in CLARIN services is still marginal and should be extended in the future. This might
especially be a reasonable decision, as many aspects of the LLOD infrastructure are compatible
with key ideas promoted by the CLARIN project. This contains decentralised access and query
endpoints for locally stored data, describing and accessing resources via open standards, or the
re-use of vocabularies and schemata that are also used in “traditional” fields of the linguistic
community. Therefore, infrastructure projects like CLARIN and SaDiLaR have the potential to
pave the way in this area, and to provide and promote both their long-time experience with
the management of digital language resources and user-friendly applications that allow an easy
integration of new data stocks.

It should also be seen as an example for the collaboration of CLARIN centres with language
experts in non-European countries to promote key ideas of the CLARIN project, to increase the

3https://github.com/MMoOn-Project/OpenBantu
4http://www.sadilar.org
5http://mmoon.org/bnt/schema/bantulm/
6https://www.w3.org/community/ontolex/wiki/Final_Model_Specification
7http://mmoon.org/
8https://datahub.ckan.io/dataset/open-bantu-isixhosa-lexicon
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Figure 1: Ontology for the Bantu Language Model.

coverage of language resources for under-resourced languages and to ease the “bias” in favour of
European languages in the current global resources landscape.

As the next working step, the described dataset for isiXhosa will be extended and improved,
and the final result will be published by mid-2019. The collaboration is intended to be a working
prototype for further available resources that wait to be digitised or transformed using modern
standards and practices. Among those resources are dictionaries provided by the Comparative
Bantu OnLine Dictionary project (CBOLD9) which often contain translations into languages
like English or French. The explicit encoding of translation information in the Bantu Language
Model is seen as a valuable foundation for cross-lingual alignment of those dictionaries in the
context of a distributed environment for lexical resources.
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Abstract 

The Platform for Language Teaching and Research was designed and developed at New 

Bulgarian University in answer to important educational needs, some of them specific to 

Bulgaria. The aim of the paper is to present the tool developed to match those needs, its 

functionalities, architecture and applications – actual and envisaged. The Platform can 

provide 1/ course development support for native and foreign language (and literature) 

teachers and lecturers, 2/ data and tools for corpus-driven and corpus-based lexicography, 

corpus and contrastive linguistics, 3/ an environment for research, experimentation and 

comparison of new methods of language data preprocessing. The educational content or-

ganised and generated by the Platform is to be integrated in the CLARIN part of the 

CLaDA-BG infrastructure, of which New Bulgarian University is a partner.  

  

1 Introduction 

Language teaching in Bulgaria presents a number of challenges at all educational levels. On the one 

hand, Bulgarian is not an international language, which imposes the need for foreign language tuition 

from a very early age, for different age groups and at all levels; on the other hand, Bulgarian 

students increasingly come from different ethnic backgrounds, with ensuing mixed groups of 

learners having a different level of proficiency in the Bulgarian language (Stambolieva et al. 

2017b). At secondary school and university level, there is also a growing need for a specialisa-

tion of both native and foreign language learning (Cf. Stambolieva et al. 2017a). For all educa-

tional age levels and groups, the various types of non-homogeneity demand new levels of indi-

vidualisation of the learning process. These factors combine to define the increasing demand 

for a wide range of e-tuition tools supporting native and foreign language teaching. It is initially 

with the aim of answering this demand only that the Platform was developed.  

2 Aims of the Platform 

The Platform for is a modular, versatile tool aiming to provide 1/ course development support 

for native and foreign language (and literature) teachers and lecturers, 2/ data and tools for 

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http:// creativecom-

mons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ 
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corpus-driven and corpus-based lexicography, corpus and contrastive linguistics, 3/ an environ-

ment for research, experimentation and comparison of new methods of language data prepro-

cessing.  

 

3 Modules and Functions 

The Platform integrates: 1/ an environment for creating, organising and maintaining electronic text ar-

chives and extracting text corpora: a  repository of general or domain-specific texts, further classified in 

accordance with the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFRL); 2/ modules 

for linguistic analysis, including a lemmatiser, an in-depth POS analyser; a term analyser; a syntactic 

analyser; an analyser of multiple word units (MWU – including complex terms, analytical forms, phra-

seological units); a parallel text aligner; a concordancer (Cf. McEnery and Hardie 2012, 37-48, Anthony 

2013); 3/ a linguistic database allowing linguistic analysis to be performed on either a single text or a 

corpus of texts: corpora can be modified (reduced in size or expanded with additional texts from the 

archive) without loss of information; 4/ modules for the generation and editing of vocabulary or gram-

mar drills (Cf. Sinclair 2004); 5/ modules for the extraction of linguistic information directly from 

texts/corpora or from the data base (Cf. on corpus-based and corpus-driven approaches McEnery and 

Hardie 2012, 5-14, 147-64). The implemented class hierarchy and the class specialisation are designed 

to maximise code reuse and to provide encapsulation of the data. New modules for linguistic analysis 

(as e.g. semantic analysers) can easily be integrated into the existing Platform (Cf. Section 4 below).      

The environment for the maintenance of the electronic text archive organises a variety of metadata 

which can, individually or in combinations, form the basis for the extraction of text corpora. Following 

linguistic analysis, secondary (“virtual”) corpora can be extracted, formed by sentences containing a 

particular unit – a lemma (e.g. it, dislike), a word form (e.g. begins), a MWU (e.g. has been writing, put 

off), an attribute (e.g. <intransitive verb>, <comparative degree>, <present perfect progressive tense>) 

or a combination of attributes. The sets of categories and attributes generated by the separate modules 

can be converted into tagsets compatible with other annotation formats.   

The platform can thus be used to support a variety of linguistic activities – from the generation of 

drills to the compilation of corpus-driven and corpus-based reference materials – glossaries, thesauri, 

dictionaries or grammars. 

 

4 Architecture 

The architecture of the system is modular. It consists of input modules, modules for preprocessing, pro-

cessing, analysis and data storage, and output modules. The input modules provide user interface for 

different linguistic tasks. They work independently. Further implementation of new input modules will 

extend the features of the system. This architecture allows for the addition of various modules for auto-

matic (pre)processing. Each of the preprocessing modules can be implemented independently and added 

to the system at an appropriate stage. The architecture allows the implementation of different options – 

such as the use of statistical methods, of systems of rules or neural networks. It also allows the parallel 

use of several systems of preprocessing and the comparison of their results for the purpose of making 

an intelligent choice. In all these cases, the results are confirmed by a team of expert linguists – which, 

on the one hand, supports the self-learning aspect of preprocessing and, on the other, helps assess the 

relative reliability of each type of system. With these features, the Platform adds to its more standard 

functions those turning into an environment for experimentation and research, where new methods of 

preprocessing will be tested and compared.  
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Figure 1. Architecture of the Platform 

 

The interfaces between the input modules, the preprocessing modules and the Platform are custom, 

but the decoupling between the input modules and the storage allows for cascading preprocessing that 

may include in-time conversion to/from a standardised query interface.  

The text-based drills generator can export the teaching content to the educational platform of the user. 

In the case of New Bulgarian University, the export format is Moodle XML format for Moodle Quiz 

Module. The Platform feeds the question banks of Moodle with three types of question items:  Fill in 

the Blanks, Matching, and Reordering, each with a number of subtypes. 

The Platform is web based and implements the MVC (Model-View-Controller) architectural pattern. 

The internal data representation follows the object-oriented paradigm. The fundaments of the system lie 

on the open source framework CodeIgniter. On one hand, it provides a skeleton for MVC functionality 

for user defined solutions. On the other, it is implemented on the object-oriented programming language 

PHP. The framework is light-weighted and fast; it offers ready to use plugins and a full-listed documen-

tation.  

The database of the Platform consists of 46 tables in third normal form (3NF), created using the 

MySQL database. To provide consistent user experience, the user interface design reuses a predefined 

HTML structure and utilizes a unified template of CSS-coded layout. The architecture of the system is 

maintainable and extendable. 

5 Functions and spheres of application. 

Unlike a large number of existing foreign language learning networks and platforms (some of which 

excellent – as e.g. the social network Busuu, the Duolingo paltform, the Rosetta Stone Dynamic Immer-

sion system or the Babbel platform, and many others), the Platform for Language Teaching and Research 

developed at New Bulgarian University, Sofia, is not directly oriented towards the student as a final user 

and does not offer lessons; it offers support to the course developer/applied linguist (lexicographer, 

grammar book or course book author), corpus or computational linguist. Although it is language inde-

pendent, it has so far only been developed for Bulgarian and English (with French in development).  For 

these, it offers raw or analysed data, educational content, resources for the applied linguist. The Platform 

is thus neither simply an organiser / manager of teaching aids and tools (as e.g. the Platform for Tech-

nical French and Language Technologies1), nor a workbench integrating corpus analysis tools (Cf. Stam-

bolieva and Dragostinov 2014). It is a system combining these functions – a powerful tool for corpus 

creation, manipulation and analysis and for the generation of varied corpus-based and/or corpus-driven 

educational and other content. A prominent feature of the system is its modularity and versatility, al-

lowing the user to carry out a large number of linguistic tasks within the same platform, to combine 

                                                 
1 http://www.beco.pub.ro 
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results in many different ways and for a variety of tasks, and to reuse all existing resources. The Platform 

can thus be defined, following L. Anthony’s classification, as a fifth generation corpus tool (Anthony 

op. cit., 155-8). 

The NBU Platform has been in use for the last two years as a support for test generation and online 

tuition and testing of general and specialised English. At present, it supports the development of supple-

mentary teaching material in the Bulgarian language and literature. The modules of the platform can 

already offer support for the extraction of corpus-based grammars; the modules for lexicographic work 

are in development. We trust that the platform and the educational and linguistic content that it can 

generate will be among the important assets of the Bulgarian CLARIN (CLaDA-BG) infrastructure and 

will attract to it a considerable number of users. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents the digital interview collections available at Freie Universität Berlin, focus-

ing on the online archive Forced Labor 1939–1945, and discusses the digital perspectives of 

curating and analyzing oral history collections. It specifically looks at perspectives of interdis-

ciplinary cooperation with CLARIN projects and at the challenges of cross-collection search 

and de-contextualization. 

 

1 Interview collections at Freie Universität Berlin 

Since 2006, the Center for Digital Systems (CeDiS) of Freie Universität Berlin has been creating or 

giving access to several major collections with testimonies focusing on the Second World War and 

Nazi atrocities. The Visual History Archive of the USC Shoah Foundation (www.vha.fu-berlin.de), the 

Fortunoff Video Archive of Yale University, the online interview archive Forced Labor 1939–1945 

(www.zwangsarbeit-archiv.de/en), the British-Jewish collection Refugee Voices (www.refugeevoices. 

fu-berlin.de), the Archiv Deutsches Gedächtnis of FernUniversität Hagen (deutsches-gedaechtnis. 

fernuni-hagen.de) and the new interview archive Memories of the Occupation in Greece 

(www.occupation-memories.org) contain thousands of audio-visual life-story interviews. 

Some of these collections are only accessible in the library or the campus network of Freie Univer-

sität Berlin, others are presented online in new working environments. Contrary to other Oral History 

collections where much research still relies on written transcriptions, some of these platforms come 

with a time-coded alignment of transcriptions, media files, and metadata, and allow for thematically 

focused searches and annotations throughout the video-recordings. To make the recordings accessible 

for research, teaching, education and the general public, CeDiS has created translations, maps and 

learning applications giving didactical support for teachers and students. Additionally, its team is en-

gaged in academic debates through publications and conferences on oral history and digital humanities 

[2, 3, 9, 12, 14]. 

The oral history projects started when Freie Universität Berlin became the first full-access-site to 

the Shoah Foundation’s Visual History Archive outside the United States. Numerous German research 

projects and university courses are using the collection [4, 8, 9]; large educational programs were de-

veloped and implemented in German schools [15]. Whereas the Shoah Foundation initially had not 

transcribed its 53,000 interviews, CeDiS created 908 German-language (plus 50 foreign-language) 

transcriptions following specific guidelines. These transcripts are time-coded every minute enabling 

full text search over all 958 interviews [1]. The Shoah Foundation offers the German transcripts as a 

kind of subtitles within their online archive – if your university has subscribed with the Visual History 

Archive’s new commercial provider ProQuest [17]. In 2017, the Shoah Foundation provided another 

984 transcripts in English language in their online archive [21]. 

 

2 The Online Archive Forced Labor 1939-1945 

In a second step, Freie Universität Berlin created a sophisticated online platform for a new inter-

view collection on Nazi forced labor. The interview archive Forced Labor 1939–1945: Memory and 

History commemorates more than 20 million people who were forced to work for the Reich.  
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590 former forced laborers tell their life stories in detailed audio and video interviews. Most of the 

interviews were conducted in the Ukraine, Poland, and Russia. About a third of the interviewees were 

prisoners of concentration camps – many of them Jews or Roma. The biographical interviews do not 

only relate to Nazi forced labor; they also touch upon various other historical aspects of the Century of 

Camps, from Holodomor to Perestroika, from the Spanish Civil War to the Yugoslav Wars.  

The collection was initiated and financed by the Foundation “Remembrance, Responsibility and Fu-

ture”. The testimonies were recorded in 2005 and 2006 by 32 partner institutions in 25 countries [16]. 

Most of them were transcribed, translated into German, indexed and made available in an online ar-

chive together with accompanying photos and documents. The user interface is available in English, 

German and Russian. Users are required to register before they can access the full interviews online. 

Since 2009, over 8,000 archive users – students, researchers, teachers, and other interested persons – 

have been granted access to the collection. 

Faceted search options allow to filter the interviews for victims’ groups, areas of deployment, plac-

es, camps and companies or language of interview. The time-coded alignment of transcriptions, trans-

lations and media files supports full-text search through the audio or video recordings [3]. Thus, the 

user can jump directly to interview sequences concerning a specific topic or compare national or gen-

der-specific narrations about different topics, for example sabotage in the camps. 

A map visualizes the interviewees’ birthplaces and deployment locations and demonstrates the Eu-

ropean dimensions of Nazi forced labor – and of post-war migration patterns. Using the satellite im-

agery provided by Google Maps, the user can move from the geographical macro level to the topo-

graphical micro level by zooming in onto – vanished or preserved – barracks and factories. Through 

this form of data visualization, digital mapping contextualizes the survivors’ testimonies within cur-

rent local cultures or memory – or forgetting. 

In 2018, the archive will get a new user interface supporting mobile devices and additional research 

options, including a register of persons, camps and factories linked to specific interview segments. 

Recent CeDiS projects like Archiv Deutsches Gedächtnis and Memories of the Occupation in Greece 

use the same technology as the Forced Labor 1939–1945 project, adding project-specific functionali-

ties.  

 

3 Digital Perspectives 

The digital curation of interview collections faces a number of problems. Digital preservation stra-

tegies have to deal with constantly changing technologies, standards and file formats in order to pursue 

an affordable sustainability. Online archives enhance the accessibility of testimonies, but have to re-

spect the narrators’ privacy rights when dealing with sensitive biographical narrations. Every collec-

tion has different – and often not well-defined – ethic and legal restrictions. Increasing digital availa-

bility and growing data protection standards make these varieties a difficult issue which has to be tack-

led systematically collection by collection. 

Future goals will include the discussion and dissemination of interoperable metadata standards, 

long-term preservation strategies, comparable transcription and indexing guidelines, together with cor-

responding software tools to support labor-intensive curation processes. If digital interview archives 

can gradually achieve some of these goals, well known in the wider context of Digital Humanities, 

they hold a rich potential for new and interdisciplinary research approaches.  

Indexation and full-text search make the long recordings accessible, but require the huge effort of 

manual transcriptions. Even though automatic speech recognition technology has made considerable 

progress in recent years, the poor recording quality of many oral history testimonies limits the usabi-

lity of automatically generated transcriptions – given also high standard expectations of the research 

community. Considerable progress is expected in this field, however, through a cooperation with 

CLARIN partners like WebMAUS or the oralhistory.eu group. CLARIN workshops in Oxford 2016 

[5] and Munich 2018 [6] discussed standards, explored requests and tested tools. Important steps 

would be the creation of dirty transcripts (for search instead of display) and the forced alignment of 

existing transcriptions without time codes. An implementation of phonetical search through Czech and 

English language oral history interviews, developed by researchers from Pilsen, is accessible at the 
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Malach Center for Visual History in Prague [18]. Dutch scholars are currently combining a sequence 

different tools for various curation steps into a “transcription chain” [7]. 

The digital interview archives created by CeDiS have been aimed at historians, educators, and the 

general public, supporting the qualitative and hermeneutic study of individual testimonies. Therefore, 

no tools for corpus-linguistic, data-driven or other quantitative analyses had been integrated. Given the 

growing importance of Digital Humanities approaches, however, such tools can provide a future per-

spective for oral historians and their collections. 

Searching for keywords in context over large interview corpora could detect patterns of experience, 

memory and narration, and might be used for a wide array of research questions. Gender studies could 

ask: Are women narrating their life-story in a different way than men? Social gerontologists could 

look at how elderly people speak about childhood experiences. In conversation analysis, the focus is 

on the dialogue with the interviewer, a dialogue which is somewhat hidden, because the camera focus-

es on the narrator, and which often gets overlooked by historians who are more interested in fact-

finding than in the co-construction of the testimony. Even oral historians are being told “An interview 

is not a dialogue” in introductory texts [10]. 

Some preliminary studies have proved that the interview archives can be very useful for compara-

tive studies – even without applying quantitative methods [8, 9, 11, 12]. For a more systematic ap-

proach, however, interview transcripts have to be standardized in a really machine-readable form. 

Therefore, CeDiS is working on a TEI schema for oral history interviews, building on the TEI guide-

lines for transcribed speech [20].  

New research perspectives can open up, when “oral history meets linguistics” – the title of a 2015 

workshop in Freiburg [12]. Cooperative projects with corpus linguists and conversation analysts can 

yield interesting results, since they can combine data-driven research with qualitative-hermeneutic ap-

proaches. The narrative patterns detected with a digitally supported analysis – or distant listening – 

will have to be interpreted through a careful listening to individual testimonies – or close listening. 

 

4 Cross-collection Search 

Digital archives allow comparative studies within a single collection. A cross-collection search is 

difficult, however, since different collections are not linked through a meta-catalogue. Especially in 

Germany, the interview collections, often run by under-funded non-governmental initiatives, have 

very different cataloguing systems and metadata schemas; many interviews have not even been digit-

ized.  

But even for the digital archives developed at CeDiS, the application of long-term open linked data 

strategies proved to be difficult, because of very limited time frames, different thematic contexts or 

restrictive access conditions in the various projects. In the future, however, CeDiS will assign a Digital 

Object Identifier (DOI) to each interview and make some basic, anonymized metadata harvestable. It 

is also planned to enhance the visibility of the collections in generic archival portals like Archivportal-

D, language resource registries like the Virtual Language Observatory or cultural heritage catalogues 

like the Europeana.  

The different domains of archives, language and heritage – not to mention film or Holocaust re-

search – are working with diverse metadata standards. Some library-based oral history collections in 

the US have created MARC21 records for their interviews; some European collections try to adapt the 

Encoded Archival Description (EAD) schema. Most of these standards are not very adequate for oral 

history interviews. The rather flexible Component Metadata Initiative (CMDI) framework with its 

Oral History profile might provide an interoperable solution, however.  

In a separate project, the CeDiS team explores the chances of linking interview data by creating a 

cross-collection catalogue of audio- or video-recorded testimonies. This pilot is being developed with-

in the HERA-funded project „Accessing Campscapes”, which studies the contested transformation of 

former Nazi and Stalinist camps into sites of remembrance with approaches from contemporary ar-

chaeology, oral history and memory research (www.campscapes.org). Various projects have inter-

viewed survivors of these camps at different times; some narrators have given several testimonies. 

Such a cross-collection database can support comparative studies, point the researcher to prominent as 

well as forgotten survivor narratives, and help in researching the contested pasts of these places.  
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Creating such a catalogue, however, faces various challenges – like different curation strategies, 

heterogeneous metadata and restricted access to various collections. The pilot of the “Campscapes” 

project will only collect metadata of some selected institutions at a certain point in time. A central di-

rectory of oral history sources, which harvests the growing number of databases at individual institu-

tions automatically, remains a future goal. 

5 Perspectives 

To summarize, digital oral history collections can be a valuable source for interdisciplinary re-

search, specifically in a cooperation between linguists and historians. The collections created or hosted 

at CeDiS of Freie Universität Berlin are already digitized and accessible. Their data need to become 

more machine-readable, however, to allow cross-collection searching and digital analysis.  

While moving forward with technology and standards, some precaution and reflection will be nec-

essary, however, when we treat recordings of personal life-stories as a corpus of audiovisual data. For 

an oral historian, perhaps the de-contextualization of the individual narration is the most worrying as-

pect, specifically when working with testimonies from Holocaust survivors. 

In general, the digitized perception of historical sources usually implies a higher degree of abstrac-

tion on an intellectual and sensual level, because the material and embodied dimensions of the past are 

lost. When researchers watch survivors’ recordings on the screen, instead of listening to them in per-

son, they obviously miss a lot of context – what was said before the recording, how the apartment 

looked or smelled like etc.  

While interview protocols and set photos are available for many interviews, every secondary analy-

sis will have to cope with a loss of contextual knowledge. Obviously, the importance and meaning of 

“context” differs between disciplines: While linguists are used to work with data recorded by others, 

many qualitative social researchers would reject such an approach because the study-level metadata 

often is not giving enough contextual information.  

The digital de-contextualization gets more profound, when the researchers use a digital environment 

to search interview segments about a specific topic instead of listening to complete testimonies. They 

can find and copy some nice quotations but often will not understand their meaning correctly without 

knowing their context within the whole testimony. 

While de-contextualization is inherent to digital research, digital environments for oral history allow 

to work much closer to the audio-visual historical source. In the age of the tape recorder, most oral 

historians worked with a textual representation of the recording in the form of a transcript. Nowadays, 

digital technology helps to study the audio-visual sources themselves, including the multiple modali-

ties of text, speech, silence, gestures and facial expressions captured in the video images and the audio 

track. Given their text-oriented research tradition, historians now have to take up new approaches in 

analyzing these multimodal sources of memory. Any cooperation with linguists or other disciplines 

will be extremely helpful in that endeavor. 
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New exceptions for Text and Data Mining and their possible impact on 
the CLARIN infrastructure 

Abstract 

The proposed paper discusses new exceptions for Text and Data Mining that have recently been 
adopted in some EU Member States, and probably will soon be adopted also at the EU level. 
These exceptions are of great significance for language scientists, as they exempt those who 
compile corpora from the obligation to obtain authorisation from rightholders. However, corpo-
ra compiled on the basis of such exceptions cannot be freely shared, which in a long run may 
have serious consequences for Open Science and the functioning of research infrastructure such 
as CLARIN ERIC.

1. Overview of the current system of statutory exceptions in European copyright 

Copyright grants authors exclusive rights in relation to their works. In principle, every reproduction or 
communication to the public of copyright-protected material requires authorisation from the righthold-
er. Obviously, if applied strictly this could have a chilling effect on freedom of expression, art and re-
search; this is particularly true in the digital environment, where every use of a work necessitates a 
reproduction (in the device’s memory), while copying and worldwide sharing is cheap and instanta-
neous. In order to strike balance between the interests of rightholders and those of the public, legisla-
tors introduce statutory exceptions and limitations to exempt certain unauthorised uses from liability 
(exceptions) or to limit the scope of the rightholders’ monopoly (limitations). 

In the European Union, national legislators are not entirely free to adopt exceptions and limitations. 
Rather, the Directive 2001/29/EC of 22 May 2001 on the harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright 
and related rights in the information society (hereinafter: InfoSoc Directive) contains (in its art. 5) a 
limitative list of exceptions and limitations that can be adopted in the national laws of the Member 
States. Apart from one mandatory limitation (that enables the functioning of the Internet), national leg-
islators are free to choose which exception they want to adopt in their legal systems. National imple-
mentations of each of these exceptions can be narrower than allowed by the Directive, but they cannot 
be broader. 

2. New exceptions for Text and Data Mining in certain EU Member States 

Text and Data Mining (or text/data analytics) is the process of deriving new information from unstruc-
tured data by means of computational analysis. Since the analysed material is necessarily reproduced 
in the process (even if these reproductions may be just temporary), mining, in order to be lawful, re-
quires authorisation from rightholders. The necessity to adopt statutory exceptions for Text and Data 
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Mining, at least for research purposes, has been discussed at least since 2011, i.e. the publication of the 
Hargreaves review (Hargreaves, 2011). In 2013, a group on Text and Data Mining was created within 
the Stakeholder’s Dialogue “Licenses for Europe” (European Commission, 2013). The academic 
community, unhappy with the adopted approach (focused on licensing rather than on statutory excep-
tions), largely withdrew from the process (LIBER, 2013). One of the key arguments in favour of a 
statutory TDM exception is the fact that TDM for research purposes is allowed under the ‘fair use’ 
doctrine in the US, or covered by statutory exceptions e.g. Japan and other non-European countries. 

In 2014, the UK was the first EU country to adopt a statutory TDM exception. Section 29A of the 
Copyright, Designs and Patents act allows for making copies of works in order to “carry out a compu-
tational analysis of anything recorded in the work for the sole purpose of research for a non-commer-
cial purpose”. Such copies need to be accompanied by a sufficient acknowledgement (unless this is 
practically or otherwise impossible) and cannot be transferred or used for any other purpose. The ex-
ception is expressly non-overridable by contracts (a contractual clause that purports to restrict the al-
lowed activities is unenforceable), but it only applies to those who have “lawful access” to a work. 
This latter requirement raises questions on whether this access should be expressly authorised (in a 
license), or simply not resulting from copyright infringement (in which case e.g. everyone with Inter-
net access could mine openly available websites). There seems to be no clear answer to this question, 
even though, in our opinion, the second interpretation should prevail. 

In 2016, France also introduced a TDM exception (art. L. 122-5, 10° of the French Intellectual 
Property Code), but its scope remains very unclear. It seems to allow mining of scientific articles for 
the purposes of non-commercial public research (i.e. research carried out at universities and publicly 
funded research institutions). Adopted just before presidential and parliamentary elections, the French 
regulation on TDM is marked by its formal imperfections which an implementing decree was sup-
posed to clarify; unfortunately, a proposal for such a decree was rejected in 2017 (Langlais, 2017) and, 
to the best of our knowledge, no progress has been made since. Therefore, it seems that the French 
TDM law is reduced to dead letter. 

A much bolder measure was taken by the German legislator in 2017. New §60d of the German 
Copyright Act (UrhG) which entered into force on 1 March 2018 allows reproductions of copyright-
protected content in order to enable automatic analysis of a large number of works for non-commercial 
scientific research. Furthermore, it also allows necessary modifications of mined content (cf. 
§23 UrhG). Interestingly, the new law expressly uses the word “corpus”. Such a “corpus” can be 
shared with a “specifically limited circle of persons” (presumably a research team, perhaps also multi-
institutional). However, once the research is over, the corpus has to be deleted or transferred to a li-
brary or an archive for permanent storage. The new German exception is expressly non-overridable by 
contractual clauses (cf. §60g), which in practice means that all content openly available on the Internet 
can be freely mined, even if the terms of service prohibit such uses. On the other hand, the new law 
requires that flat-rate equitable remuneration be paid to a copyright collecting society for the allowed 
uses (VG Wort; cf. §60h UrhG). 

It shall also be noted that in some countries, such as Poland, the implementation of the research ex-
ception seems broad enough to encompass data mining activities (in Poland: only those carried out in 
public research institutions, cf. art. 27 of the Polish Copyright Act). Other Member States, however, 
seem to lack a research exception exceeding private copying (e.g. Austria). This fragmentation is par-
ticularly troublesome from pan-European projects such as CLARIN. A greater degree of harmonisa-
tion, achievable only via an intervention at the EU level, seems urgent. 

3. New exception for Text and Data Mining in the Digital Single Market Directive? 

In September 2016, the European Commission proposed a draft for a new Directive of on copyright in 
the Digital Single Market (European Commission, 2016). Art. 3 of the draft proposes a mandatory (i. 
e. to be implemented in all the Member States) exception for reproductions and extractions “made by 
research organisations in order to carry out text and data mining (...) for the purposes of scientific re-
search”. Only public universities and research institutions can benefit from this exception; however, 
the exception is no longer limited to non-commercial activities, so public-private partnerships are also 
within its scope. Like in the UK, the text requires “lawful access” to mined material, which raises the 
exact same questions as those discussed above. 

The proposed exception is, like in the UK and in Germany, non-overridable by contracts. However, 
it allows rightholders to implement technological protection measures (Digital Rights Management) 
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“to ensure the security and integrity of the networks and databases”. Such measures, however, “shall 
not go beyond what is necessary to achieve this objective”. 

Many contrasting views on the proposal have been expressed during the discussions in the Eu-
ropean Parliament. The Culture and Education Committee (CULT) advocates to a solution similar to 
the one adopted in Germany, requiring payment of equitable remuneration and deletion of the com-
piled corpus upon the completion of the project. Its draft also stipulates that “lawful access” to mined 
works has to “acquired”, which seems to indicate that a license to use the content (for whatever pur-
pose) is necessary, and that content available on the open Internet is not necessarily concerned by the 
exception (CULT, 2017). According to the Committee on the Internal Market and and Consumer Pro-
tection (IMCO), the beneficiaries of the exception shall not be limited to research organisations, and 
that mining should be allowed also for other purposes than scientific research (IMCO, 2017). The In-
dustry, Research and Energy Committee (ITRE) took a similar position (ITRE, 2017). Arguably the 
most important of the Committees, the Committee on Legal Affairs (JURI) expressed a more nuanced 
opinion. On the one hand, JURI advocates that the exception should concern all users and purposes; 
on the other hand, it also advocates for a narrow interpretation of “lawful access”. Research organisa-
tions, however, shall be allowed to mine databases of scientific publishers even if they do not meet the 
“lawful access” requirement. Furthermore, corpora mined for research purposes shall be stored secure-
ly in designated facilities and re-used only for the purposes of verification of results of the research 
(JURI, 2017). 

On 25 May 2018, the European Council (under the Bulgarian presidency) published its version of 
the proposal (European Council, 2018), which contains three important modifications compared to the 
Commission’s original document. Firstly, the beneficiaries of the mandatory TDM exception include 
(alongside “research organisations”) also “cultural heritage institutions” (defined as publicly accessi-
ble libraries, museums and archives as well as film or audio heritage institutions). Secondly, the Coun-
cil’s version requires that the corpora used for TDM shall be stored “with an appropriate level of secu-
rity” and not retained “for longer than necessary” (which may imply the necessity to delete them at the 
end of the research project). Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, the Council’s proposal adds art. 3a 
containing an optional exception for TDM, allowing Member States to adopt broad TDM exceptions, 
potentially covering all categories of beneficiaries and purposes; however, these non-mandatory ex-
ceptions can only apply if the users have lawful access to the mined works, and if the use for TDM 
purposes has not been expressly restricted by rightholders (via Digital Rights Management or simply 
by an appropriate notice). This changes the paradigm from “TDM only with permission” to “open for 
TDM by default”, but does not really provide the users with means to mine content which its 
rightholder does not want to be mined. 

The final report of the European Parliament’s Committee on Legal Affairs (JURI, 2018), adopted on 
29 June 2018 was partly inspired by the Council’s proposal. JURI postulated that the beneficiaries of 
the TDM exception shall include research institutions, but also educational establishments and cultural 
heritage institutions, to the extent that they conduct scientific research the results of which are publicly 
accessible. Secondly, JURI also added an optional TDM exception, similar to the one proposed by the 
Council. 

JURI’s final report was rejected by the European Parliament during a plenary vote on 5 July 2018 
(mostly because of other controversial provisions of the Directive). This means that the adoption 
process has been slowed down, but not completely interrupted. However, it is still impossible to pre-
dict the content of the soon-to-be-adopted TDM exception. The Directive will probably have to be im-
plemented twelve months after its entry into force (as per — seemingly undisputed — art. 21 of the 
Commission’s draft). 

4. The possible impact of the new exceptions on CLARIN infrastructure 

While language researchers will receive substantial benefits and some legal certainty from the new 
TDM exceptions, even if certain research activities are exempted from the rules of copyright, proper 
licensing is still necessary to efficiently and widely share the fruits of researchers’ work. In this sense, 
paradoxically, the new exception can have negative consequences on infrastructures such as CLARIN 
ERIC. In a world where intellectual property rights are prima facie no longer a barrier to access con-
tent (because everything can be freely mined, at least for non-commercial research purposes), re-
searchers have fewer incentives to care about proper licensing and sharing of their datasets and results 
(e.g. within research infrastructures) (Suber, 2012). This may in turn considerably reduce the “knowl-
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edge commons” (i.e. immaterial resources that — due to proper licensing — can be freely accessed 
and re-used by anyone and for any purpose (Hess, Ostrom, 2006) and in a long run hamper the devel-
opment of Open Science. In such circumstances, even if research activities freed from the requirement 
to obtain permission from rightholders can flourish, knowledge transfer, citizen science and user inno-
vation (von Hippel, 2017) may paradoxically be more difficult. In order to avoid this, it is important to 
remember that even if certain research activities are exempted from the rules of copyright, proper li-
censing is still necessary to efficiently and widely share the fruits of researchers’ work. An alternative 
incentive (other than removing access barriers to primary material) for contributing to knowledge 
commons shall perhaps be provided by policymakers and research funding agencies. CLARIN ERIC, 
who declared its dedication to the principles of Open Science, has an important role to play in guaran-
teeing that language science remains truly open not only for researchers, but for all citizens. 
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Abstract 

The development and use of language resources often involve the processing of personal data. 
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) establishes an EU-wide framework for the 
processing of personal data for research purposes while at the same time it allows for some flex-
ibility on the part of the Member States. The paper discusses the legal framework for language 
research following the entry into force of the GDPR. To this goal, we first present some funda-
mental concepts of data protection relevant for language research and then focus on the models 
that certain EU member states use to regulate data processing for research purposes. 

 

1 Introduction 

Language resources contain material subject to various legal regimes. For instance, language resources 
can contain copyright protected works, objects of related rights (performances) and personal data. This 
affects the way language resources are collected and used. Intellectual property issues relating to lan-
guage resources have been previously addressed (see Kelli et al. 2015). The focus of this article is on 
personal data protection. More precisely on the processing of personal data for research purposes 
without the consent of the data subject within the framework of language research. Personal data is-
sues are relevant for language resources, given that they potentially contain oral speech or written text 
which relates to a natural person.1 In the CLARIN Virtual Language Observatory (VLO), 95,502 lan-
guage resources2 could contain personal data.3 
                                                
1 For instance, according to the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) the concept of personal data co-
vers the name of a person (C-101/01). 
2 Resource type: Audio, Radio, Sound, Speech, Spontaneous, Television or Video. 
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Although the General Data Protection Regulation4 (GDPR) provides a general framework for per-
sonal data protection, it leaves a certain degree of freedom for the EU Member States to regulate data 
processing for research purposes. It means that they can adopt different regulatory models. This article 
preliminarily maps and provides insights into different models.5 Before concentrating on the data pro-
cessing for research purposes, key concepts of the data protection framework are addressed. 

2 Data subject, personal data and data processing  

The data subject is defined through the concept of personal data. Personal data is “any information 
relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’)” (GDPR Art. 4). Publicly availa-
ble personal data is also protectable (C-73/07). According to Article 29 Working Party6 (WP29), in-
formation contained in free text in an electronic document may qualify as personal data. It does not 
have to be in a structured database (2007: 8).  

The identifiability is a crucial issue since data not relating to a natural person (incl. anonymous da-
ta) is not subject to the GDPR requirements (See GDPR Recital 26). A natural person can be identified 
by reference to the identifier (name, identification number), location data and physiological, genetic, 
mental, economic, cultural or social information (GDPR Art. 4). According to WP29 sound and image 
data qualify as personal data insofar as they may represent information on an individual (WP29 2007: 
7). It means that LRs containing oral speech are subject to the GDPR. A question can be raised wheth-
er speech and voice as such constitute personal data where there is no additional information leading 
to a specific individual. It is a question related to identifiability. As suggested in the literature, data 
that are not identifiable for one person may be identifiable for another. Data can also become identifi-
able through combination with other data sets. Identifiability is a broad category depending on how 
much effort must be deemed ‘reasonable’ (Oostveen 2016: 306). 

Voice can be considered biometric data (see González-Rodríguez et al. 2008; Jain et al. 2004).7 Bi-
ometric data for uniquely identifying a natural person belongs to a special category of personal data8 
the processing of which is even more restricted than for other personal data. The similar case is with 
photos depicting people. Here the GDPR provides a clarification: “The processing of photographs 
should not systematically be considered to be processing of special categories of personal data as they 
are covered by the definition of biometric data only when processed through a specific technical 
means allowing the unique identification or authentication of a natural person” (Recital 51). This 
should be applicable in case of speech as well. Therefore, the requirements concerning the processing 
of special categories of personal data do not need to be followed until the oral speech contained in lan-
guage resources is not used for the identification of natural persons.  

The GDPR defines processing very broadly. It includes, among other things, collection, structuring, 
storage, adaptation, use, making available or destruction (GDPR Art. 4). It means that the develop-
ment and use of LRs containing personal data constitutes processing. 

                                                                                                                                                   
3 Language resources with written text may also contain personal data, but this is not as prominent as in the case 
of audio and/or visual material (e.g. interviews or photos of a certain person). 
4 The GDPR is applicable in all EU Member States from 25 May 2018. It replaces the Data Protection Directive. 
5 For lack of space not all the EU countries are addressed in the present paper. 
6 According to the Data Protection Directive the Working Party on the Protection of Individuals with regard to 
the Processing of Personal Data (WP29) is composed of a representative of the supervisory authority or authori-
ties designated by each Member State and of a representative of the authority or authorities established for the 
Community institutions and bodies, and of a representative of the Commission.  
7 The GDPR defines biometric data as “personal data resulting from specific technical processing relating to the 
physical, physiological or behavioural characteristics of a natural person, which allow or confirm the unique 
identification of that natural person, such as facial images or dactyloscopic data” (Art. 4). 
8 The GDPR defines special categories of personal data as “data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opin-
ions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, and the processing of genetic data, biometric 
data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural person, data concerning health or data concerning a natural 
person's sex life or sexual orientation”. 
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3 Processing personal data for research purposes 

3.1 GDPR requirements  

The GDPR provides six legal grounds for processing personal data: consent, performance of a con-
tract, compliance with a legal obligation, protection of the vital interests, public interest and legitimate 
interests (Art. 6). If possible, the processing for research purposes should rely on consent (for further 
discussion on consent see WP29 2017). This paper concentrates on cases where there is no consent, 
and another legal ground is needed.9 According to WP29, the legitimate interest can serve as a legal 
ground for processing personal data in the research context (2014b: 24-25). The concept of legitimate 
interests is rather complicated and requires weighing different interests.10  

The GDPR establishes the following requirements for processing11 data in the research12 context 
(Art. 89): 
1) processing is subject to appropriate safeguards (technical and organisational measures (e.g., 
pseudonymisation) to ensure data minimisation); 
2) the EU Member States are allowed to limit the following data subject’s rights13: the right of 
access, right to rectification, right to restriction of processing and right to object. 

Since the GDPR offers the Member States some flexibility to specify requirements concerning pro-
cessing for research purposes14, it is necessary to analyse national laws. 

3.2 National models  

The first example to be considered is Estonia. The Estonian draft Act on Personal Data Protection 
(Draft PDPA 2018a) sets the following requirements for processing of personal data for scientific re-
search (§ 6): 

1) Personal data may be processed without the consent of the data subject for research purposes 
mainly if data has undergone pseudonymisation. 

2) Processing of data without consent for scientific research in a format which enables identifica-
tion of the data subject is permitted only if the following conditions are met: 

a) after removal of the data enabling identification, the goals of data processing would not be 
achievable, or achievement thereof would be unreasonably difficult; 

b) the person carrying out the scientific research finds that there is a predominant public interest 
for such processing; 

c) obligations of the data subject are not changed by the processed personal data, and the rights 
of the data subject are not excessively damaged in any other manner. 
3) The data controller may limit the data subject’s right of access, right to rectification, right to 

restriction of processing and right to object in so far as the exercise of these rights are likely to render 
impossible or seriously impair the achievement of the objectives of the processing for research pur-
poses. 

4) In case of processing of special categories of personal data an ethics committee in the corre-
sponding area verifies, before the commencement of the processing, compliance with the requirements 
set out in this section. In the absence of an ethics committee in a specific area, the Data Protection Au-
thority verifies the fulfilment of requirements. 

 

                                                
9 As a matter of fact, one option to avoid problems with personal data protection is the anonymisation of data 
used for language research (for further discussion on anonymization of data see WP29 2014a). 
10 According to the GDPR processing is lawful if it is “necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pur-
sued by the controller or by a third party, except where such interests are overridden by the interests or funda-
mental rights and freedoms of the data subject which require protection of personal data” (Art. 6).  
11 Including further processing of previously collected data (Art. 5). 
12 The GDPR defines research in a broad manner. It covers “technological development and demonstration, fun-
damental research, applied research and privately funded research“ (Recital 159). 
13 The GDPR itself limits the right to erasure (‘right to be forgotten’) in research context (Art. 17). 
14 MS have flexibility to regulate data processing in other areas as well (e.g., processing for the purpose of aca-
demic artistic or literary expression (Art. 85)). 
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According to the Finnish model, the draft Act on Personal Data Protection (Draft PDPA 2018b) 
and its preamble outline the following for processing personal data for scientific research15: 

1) Personal data may be processed by university researchers according to § 6.1e in the GDPR, 
i.e. performance of a task carried out in the public interest based on the university’s legal mandate to 
do research. Universities also have the right to archive data for scientific and historical research based 
on §9.2j in GDPR, i.e. processing is necessary for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific 
or historical research purposes or statistical purposes. 

2) For a researcher to use datasets containing personal data for secondary purposes, a research 
plan is required, but its primary purpose from the GDPR perspective is to document that the research 
is of a scientific or historical nature. If the personal data is sensitive, a set of protective measures spec-
ified in the law also need to be carried out and documented. 

3) Also, the data subjects may have limited rights to stop processing of personal data for scien-
tific and historical research if the processing is necessary for carrying out the research. The motivation 
for why the processing is necessary should be included in the research plan (mentioning the Principal 
Investigator). It is possible even for sensitive personal data, but then the research plan also needs to 
describe how it fulfils the ethical standards in the field of research and needs to be delivered to the Da-
ta Protection Authority at least 30 days ahead of starting the processing. 

 
The next example is Lithuania. In contrast with the current regulation, the newly enacted Lithuani-

an Law Amending the Law on Legal Protection of Personal Data (LLPPD 2018), which implements 
the provisions of GDPR, contains no special provisions dealing with the research exemption and no 
prior checking procedure is required. It means that Lithuania has not used the opportunities and flexi-
bilities provided in Art. 89 of GDPR. It also means that after the implementation of GDPR, the per-
sons using personal data for scientific research has to rely directly on and comply with the general 
provisions of GDPR.  

 
Italy has not yet released detailed legislation to link the Italian Personal Data Protection Code 

(IPDPC) to the GDPR. However, the subject is addressed at the policy level. The Law of European 
Delegation (LED) establishes that the Italian Government enacts detailed legislative decrees with the 
aim of adapting the national framework specifying the GDPR (art. 13). In the Delegation Law, a series 
of objectives are defined: (i) the abrogation of the provisions of the Privacy Code which are not com-
patible with the provisions of the GDPR; (ii) the coordination and integration of the Code on personal 
data protection, in order to implement the non-directly applicable GDPR provisions; (iii) the adoption 
of specific implementing Acts by the Italian data protection Authority (i.e. “Garante Privacy”), for the 
purposes envisaged by the GDPR. 

It is likely that clause (iii) also deals with the use of data for research purposes. The data protection 
authority assesses whether the provisions contained in Attachment A.2 of the Privacy Code are fully 
compliant to the GDPR rules, or whether the additional regulatory action is necessary. 

 
France and Germany have adopted very different views on the processing for research purposes. 

The new German law16 seems to be as favourable to researchers as possible, while the new French law 
is much more conservative. For example, the French law requires authorisation from the national data 
protection authority for processing of special categories of personal data for public research purposes, 
whereas the German law generally allows for such data to be processed for such purposes simply if the 
processing is subject to appropriate safeguards and if it passes the “balance of interests” test. Likewise, 
any derogations from rights of data subjects in the French law seem to be limited to specific cases of 
medical research. Time shall tell which approach proves better. 

                                                
15 As far as possible, Finland plans to maintain its existing practice for collecting and using research data. 
16 It shall be kept in mind that the German Federal Data Protection Act (Bundesdatenschutzgesetz, BDSG) only 
applies to processing of personal data by private entities and by public bodies of the German Federation (art. 1 of 
the BDSG). Processing of personal data by public bodies of the Länder (such as universities) is governed by re-
gional norms (Landesdateschutzgesetze, LDSG). To the best of our knowledge, no LDSGs has yet been updated 
to conform to the GDPR. Therefore, for now the situation regarding processing of personal data for research 
purposes in German universities is not entirely clear.	
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In Greece, a Draft Bill for Personal Data (PDPA 2018c) implementing the GDPR has been recently 

released for public consultation (completed on March 5, 2018). The Bill contains an article dedicated 
to the processing of PD for “scientific or historical research or for statistical data”. Processing of PD is 
allowed if the subjects have given their consent for this or previous studies on the same data, if the 
data come from publicly accessible sources or if the processing can be proven to be required for the 
research. For the processing of the special categories, the Bill is more restrictive; especially for re-
search on genetic data prior consultation with the Data Protection Authority is mandatory. Medical 
data processing is allowed, provided the researchers involved are legally or professionally bound by 
confidentiality. Pseudonymisation or anonymisation are recommended but only when they do not hin-
der the purposes of the research. Overall, this draft Bill can be considered favourable towards research 
purposes. 

4 Conclusion 

As argued in the paper, the development and use of language resources often involve processing of 
personal data. Although the GDPR is applicable in the whole EU, it allows the Member States to spec-
ify processing for research purposes. This means that in addition to the GDPR, researchers that wish to 
construct and use LRs for language research must further follow national requirements. 
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Toward a CLARIN Data Protection Code of Conduct 

Abstract 

This abstract discusses the possibility to adopt a CLARIN Data Protection Code of Conduct 
pursuant art. 40 of the General Data Protection Regulation. Such a code of conduct would have 
important benefits for the entire language research community. The final section of this abstract 
proposes a roadmap to the CLARIN Data Protection Code of Conduct, listing various stages of 
its drafting and approval procedures.

1. Overview of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

The General Data Protection Regulation (hereinafter: GDPR) is the EU Regulation 2016/69 of 
27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and 
the free movement of such data. On 25 May 2018 it became directly applicable in all the EU Member 
States and replaced the Personal Data Directive of 1995. Unlike a directive, which requires implemen-
tation in the national law of each Member State, a regulation applies directly and supersedes national 
rules. 

The GDPR is built around the same concepts as the Personal Data Directive. The essential notion of 
personal data remains the same: it is defined as “any information relating to an identified or identifi-
able natural person (‘data subject’)” (art. 4 of the GDPR). According to art. 5 of the GDPR, processing 
of personal data (i.e. any operation performed on such data) shall comply with the principles of law-
fulness, fairness and transparency; purpose limitation; data minimisation; accuracy; storage limitation; 
integrity and confidentiality and accountability. In principle, processing is lawful if the data subject 
has given his informed consent; exceptionally, other grounds for lawfulness are also possible (as listed 
in art. 6 of the GDPR). Special categories of personal data (i.e. revealing racial or ethnic origin, politi-
cal opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership, health, sex life or sexual ori-
entation) benefit from stricter protection (art. 9 of the GDPR). 

The GDPR also reinforces the rights of the data subjects (such as right to information, access, recti-
fication, erasure, restriction, right to data portability or right to object) and — correlatively — obliga-
tions of data controllers (e.g. implementing “privacy by design and by default”, keeping a record of 
processing activities or carrying out a data protection impact assessment) (Voigt, von dem Bussche, 
2017). 

2. Research Under the GDPR 

The rules of the GDPR are meant to protect individual rights and freedoms, but their strict application 
to certain activities might have a chilling effect e.g. on freedom of research or artistic expression. This 
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is why the European legislator provided for some exceptions concerning processing of personal data in 
certain special situations, including research or archiving in the public interest. Art. 89 of the GDPR 
allows for significant derogations from the general framework in such context; however, for fear of an 
excessive intervention (and violating the subsidiarity principle), the European legislator left some lee-
way to the Member States concerning this matter. Therefore, the exact rules and procedures concern-
ing processing of personal data for research purposes may vary slightly between Member States (Kelli 
et al., 2018). Nevertheless, for any derogations to apply, the processing must be “subject to appropriate 
safeguards for the rights and freedoms of the data subject”. The GDPR remains vague as to what can 
be construed as such an ‘appropriate safeguard’, providing only one example: pseudonymisation. It is 
obvious, however, that other ‘appropriate safeguards’ are also envisageable. 

3. Bottom-up Standardisation under the GDPR 

Given its huge scope, the multitude of interests at stake, and the rate at which technology is advancing, 
the GDPR necessarily remains vague and leaves room for interpretation in order not to quickly be-
come obsolete. This is also why the European legislator created some instruments for bottom-up stan-
dardisation which will hopefully help ‘fill in the blanks’ and contribute to the creation of sector-specif-
ic best practices while at the same time guaranteeing a degree of flexibility. These instruments include 
certification (e.g. data protection marks and seals) and codes of conduct. In this paper, we would like 
to discuss how the latter could be implemented within CLARIN and the benefits this would achieve. 

4. The Scope of a Code of Conduct 

Art. 40 of the GDPR invites “associations and other bodies representing categories of data controllers 
or processors” to prepare codes of conduct “intended to contribute to the proper application of [the 
GDPR], taking into account the specific features of various processing sectors”. In particular, such 
codes of conduct could “calibrate the obligations of controllers and processors, taking into account the 
risk likely to result from the processing” (recital 98).  

CLARIN is undoubtedly a body that is competent to draft a code of conduct concerning processing 
of personal data for the purposes of research in the field of linguistics and language technology. 
Such a code of conduct should address such questions as (cf. art. 40(2) a)): 

• fairness and transparency of processing (when shall the processing be considered “not fair”? To 
what extent the data subject should be informed about the processing and/or involved at the various 
stages of the processing?); 
• the legitimate interests of the controllers, i.e. in which types of situations researchers can be ex-
empted from the obligation to obtain the data subject’s consent? 
• the pseudonymisation and anonymisation techniques: which are appropriate for various types of 
research projects? 
• the collection of personal data: in what conditions shall personal data be collected from data sub-
jects, particularly if they belong to a group that merits specific protection (e.g. children, the elderly, 
immigrants); 
• the exercise of rights of data subjects (such as the right to be forgotten or the right of access and 
rectification); 
• specific technical and organisational measures taken to guarantee the security of personal data 
processing, and to achieve “privacy by design and by default” (cf. art. 25 of the GDPR); 
• out-of-court resolution of disputes related to the processing of personal data (e.g. establishing an 
independent expert arbitration board); 
• transfer of personal data to non-EU countries and organisations.  

These questions should be answered not only from the legal, but also — and perhaps more impor-
tantly — from the technical and the ethical perspectives. This is why in our opinion a multidisciplinary 
ad-hoc Working Group should be created to draft a CLARIN Data Protection Code of Conduct. This 
group could consist of delegated members of the Legal Issues Committee, the Committee on Technical 
Centres, the Standards Committee and possibly also external experts or representatives of data protec-
tion authorities. 
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5. Potential Advantages of a Code of Conduct 

A CLARIN Data Protection Code of Conduct would have some obvious benefits for the entire com-
munity. First and foremost, it would allay doubts related to the application of the GDPR to the pro-
cessing of personal data for language research purposes, especially with regards to the special frame-
work applicable to research (art. 89 of the GDPR, cf. supra). This would provide for a greater degree 
of legal security among researchers and, in the long run, lower the costs of carrying out new projects. 
In addition, a CLARIN Data Protection Code of Conduct could provide for more consistency within 
and across national CLARIN consortia and thereby help achieve the GDPR’s main purpose, while at 
the same time spreading and perpetuating good practices in the community, especially among young 
researchers. Furthermore, the Code would solve another problem related to cross-border sharing of 
research data, enabling transfer of personal data to partners in non-EU countries who adhere to the 
CLARIN Data Protection Code of Conduct (cf. art. 46(2)(e) of the GDPR). Last but not least, such a 
Code could be adhered to also outside of the CLARIN community, thereby increasing the visibility of 
the CLARIN infrastructure. 

The benefits of a CLARIN Data Protection Code of Conduct, both immediate and long-term, are 
well worth the necessary effort invested in the drafting and approval of the Code. 

6. Toward a CLARIN Code of Conduct: a Roadmap 

In this section we outline various stages involved in the drafting and approval of the CLARIN Data 
Protection Code of Conduct. The procedure is outlined in art. 40 of the GDPR. 

As mentioned above, we believe that a multidisciplinary ad-hoc Working Group (consisting of in-
ternal and external experts on legal, technical and ethical aspects of personal data processing) shall be 
established and assigned the task of drafting the Code of Conduct. 

The first step shall consist of identifying internal and external stakeholders. Possibly, a question-
naire can be created and distributed among the stakeholders, covering all the issues that the Code of 
Conduct should address (cf. above). The Working Group should collect feedback from various CLAR-
IN projects and institutions with experience in processing personal data both in the field of linguistics 
and social science. Whenever feasible, representatives of various groups of data subjects should also 
be included in the process. 

A first draft of the Code should be based on the responses collected from the stakeholders. This 
draft could then be subject to a round of consultation among these stakeholders and other CLARIN 
bodies. 

Once a final version of the draft Code is developed, it shall be submitted to a competent supervisory 
authority. In our opinion, the draft shall be simultaneously submitted to several national supervisory 
authorities in various CLARIN countries. This would increase the visibility of the Code of Conduct, as 
well as the chances for the draft to pass to the next step. 

A supervisory authority can approve the draft Code if it finds that it provides for sufficient appro-
priate safeguards. An approved code of conduct can be adhered to by data controllers and processors. 
However, such an approval is only valid on the national level and has no cross-border effect (i.e. a 
code approved in the Netherlands is not automatically regarded as providing appropriate safeguards in 
Germany and vice versa). Nevertheless, if a supervisory authority decides that the draft code is rele-
vant for many EU Member States, it shall, before approving the Code, submit it to the European Data 
Protection Board (a body composed of the head of one supervisory authority of each Member State 
and of the European Data Protection Supervisor, cf. art. 68 of the GDPR), which shall provide its 
opinion on the draft code. 

Moreover, if the Board decides that the draft code provides for appropriate safeguards, it shall noti-
fy the European Commission. The EC may then decide to grant the code conduct a general validity in 
the EU; in other words, it would become a complement to the GDPR and could be adhered to by all 
data controllers and processors in the EU (i.e. even in those countries where the draft were not submit-
ted to or approved by a supervisory authority). Such a generally valid code of conduct could be also 
adhered to by data controllers in non-EU member states (e.g. universities and research institutions in 
the US), which would facilitate the transfer of relevant personal data to these data controllers. 
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A code of conduct should contain mechanisms for monitoring compliance. This monitoring is 
mandatory and carried out by a body which is accredited by a supervisory authority and “has an ap-
propriate level of expertise in relation to the subject-matter of the code”. It is advisable that once a 
CLARIN Data Protection Code of Conduct is adopted, the national CLARIN consortia or CLARIN 
centres apply for accreditation to monitor compliance with the Code. 

The action plan described in this abstract will require time and effort by many CLARIN stakehold-
ers; however, it is our belief that the approval of a CLARIN code of conduct in a single member coun-
try, or several slightly different codes in various member countries, would be a significant advance-
ment for the entire CLARIN  community. 

Reference 
Regulation on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free 

movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation) (articles 4, 5, 
9, 25, 40, 41, 46, 68 and 89, recitals 98 and 99). 

Voigt, P. and A. von dem Bussche (2017). “The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR): A Practical 
Guide”, Springer 2017. 

Kelli, A. et al. (2018). “Processing personal data without the consent of the data subject for the development and 
use of language resource”, to be presented at the CLARIN Annual Conference 2018.
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Abstract

Lärka is an Intelligent Computer-Assisted Language Learning (ICALL) platform developed at
Språkbanken, as a flexible and a valuable source of additional learning material (e.g. via corpus-
based exercises) and a support tool for both teachers and L2 learners of Swedish and students
of (Swedish) linguistics. Nowadays, Lärka is being adapted into a central building block in
an emerging second language research infrastructure within a larger context of the text-based
research infrastructure developed by the national Swedish Language bank, Språkbanken, and
SWE-CLARIN.

1 Introduction

Lärka,1 is an Intelligent Computer-Assisted Language Learning (ICALL) platform developed at the
CLARIN B Center Språkbanken (University of Gothenburg, Sweden). Lärka development started in the
project “A system architecture for ICALL” (Volodina et al., 2012), the initial goal being to re-implement a
previous tool, ITG, used up until then for teaching grammar (Borin and Saxena, 2004) with modern tech-
nology. The new application, Lärka, gradually developed into a platform for language learning covering
two groups of learners of Swedish – second/foreign language learners and students of (Swedish) lin-
guistics. Lärka is an openly available web-based tool that builds on a variety of existing SWE-CLARIN
language resources such as Korp (Borin et al., 2012) for querying corpora, Karp (Borin et al., 2013) for
querying lexical resources and language technology tools. Due to its service-oriented architecture, Lärka
functionalities can be re-used in other applications (Volodina et al., 2014b).

In parallel to exercise generation functionalities, Lärka was also evolving into a research tool with
a number of supportive modules for experimentation and visualization of research results, such as for
selection of best corpus examples for language learners, readability analysis of texts aimed at or produced
by language learners, for prediction of single-word lexical difficulty, as well as for facilitating text-
level annotation of language learner corpora, but also to collect data from the exercises which went into
research on metalinguistic awareness. Lärka also became actively used in teaching grammar to university
students, where we can report only those uses that we have explicitly been told about. As we do not
require login to the platform, a lot of users are unknown to us, but we can see from the logs that Lärka is
being used beyond the reported schools and universities.

Nowadays, Lärka is being adapted into a central building block in an emerging second language re-
search infrastructure within a larger context of the text-based research infrastructure developed by the
national Swedish Language bank, Språkbanken, and SWE-CLARIN. This addresses an obvious need
within CLARIN, as evidenced by the great interest in the recent CLARIN workshop on “Interoperability
of Second Language Resources and Tools”.2

1https://spraakbanken.gu.se/larka
2See https://sweclarin.se/eng/workshop-interoperability-l2-resources-and-tools
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2 Lärka for learning and teaching

One of the main functionalities of Lärka is the automatic generation of exercises based on real-life au-
thentic language examples from corpora. Exercise generation is aimed at two groups of learners: students
of (Swedish) linguistics and learners of Swedish as a second or foreign language (L2).

Exercises for linguists Students learning grammatical analysis are in great need of exercises and feed-
back on their analysis. Lärka offers exercises for linguistic analysis of word classes, syntactic relations
and semantic roles. The exercises are based on authentic texts, which can make them more difficult than
textbook examples. However, they are authentic examples of the type of texts the students are expected to
be able to analyze in the future. Through on-the-spot feedback, students’ learning is enhanced, especially
if exercises are done at least partly in a class room setting with the possibility of consulting a teacher
and/or the possibility of discussing one’s analysis with a fellow student and together trying to make sense
of why the automatic feedback said that they got it right or wrong (Lindström Tiedemann et al., 2016).

As mentioned above, Lärka offers students 3 types of exercises: parts of speech, syntactic relations and
semantic roles. The first two offer two levels (beginner and intermediate), whereas the third (semantic
roles) is only available as one level. Students can choose whichever mode they want to use: self-study,
diagnostic test or test. In both self-study and test mode the actual categories practiced can also be chosen,
whereas the diagnostic test automatically gives a set of exercises (3 for each of the main categories, i.e.
33 for eleven parts of speech). After the diagnostic test, a summary is provided which can be emailed to
one’s teacher for further comments or to oneself in order to study the examples further or to be able to
track one’s learning.

Exercises for language learners Lärka offers a number of exercises for learners of L2 Swedish.
Vocabulary exercises and inflection exercises have a multiple-choice format. Each item consists of a
sentence containing a gap, as well as a list of five answer alternatives, of which one is correct and four
are distractors, i.e. incorrect options. For vocabulary, distractors are chosen to be of the same word class
as the target word. For inflection exercises, we look up all morphological forms of the target word and use
those as distractors. This morphological selection can be further restricted by requiring that distractors
be of the same number and/or definiteness as the target item for nouns or the same voice and/or tense for
verbs.

A recent addition to our platform is a simple word-level exercise, WordGuess, that takes a step to-
wards gamified learning. WordGuess re-implements the well-known Hangman game format: users are
presented with a number of hidden characters and their task is to guess letters contained in the word,
which eventually helps them guess the word itself. Every time the guessed character is not in the word,
users receive penalty points. In our learning-oriented version of the game, users can choose to receive
clues such as the translation of the word (into a range of different languages) and its definition in Swedish,
both retrieved from Lexin, a core-vocabulary lexicon for immigrants (Gellerstam, 1999). This game is a
simple example of reusing information from lexical resources for gamified language learning activities.

Another exercise is the listening exercise Liwrix. This exercise makes use of Text-to-Speech (TTS)
technology by SitePal3 to dynamically generate audio of either single words, phrases or sentences.

For all learner exercises, target vocabulary items are sampled from SVALex (François et al., 2016) and
SweLLex (Volodina et al., 2016b). SVALex presents a list of lemmata occurring at the different CEFR
(Common European Framework of Reference for Languages) levels in the textbook corpus COCTAILL
(Volodina et al., 2014a). Similarly, SweLLex is based on the pilot SweLL corpus (Volodina et al., 2016a),
a corpus of learner essays. We map each distribution to a single level according to two approaches,
namely first-occurrence (Gala et al., 2013; Gala et al., 2014) and threshold (Alfter et al., 2016). First-
occurrence assigns the first level where a word occurs as target level while threshold assigns the level
where a word occurs significantly more often than at a previous level as target level, with the threshold
of significance set at 30%, with the target level corresponding to the CEFR level at which a word should
be understood or produced by the learner for receptive and productive vocabulary respectively.

Lärka in practice Lärka for linguists has been used in introductions to grammar and linguistics in
Sweden and Finland (Volodina et al., 2014b; Lindström Tiedemann et al., 2016). In Uppsala the platform

3sitepal.com
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was often used in lab sessions first so that students had a chance to consult a teacher when they had
questions and they were also encouraged to discuss their analysis and the automatic feedback they got
with their fellow students. The students felt that this was of great use and definitely thought that the
platform should be used in the future. In Helsinki students have sometimes been encouraged to use it
independently on courses in Swedish grammar where they have then been asked to hand in some of
their analysis to their teacher or simply been told to use it to get more practice which is something
they clearly cannot get too much of in learning grammatical analysis. accompanied by an immediate
automatic feedback.

3 Lärka as research infrastructure

Lärka is used as an infrastructure for (1) collection of data from learners through their interaction with
the platform, i.e. exercise logs, for (2) text-level annotation of learner essays and course book texts, as
well as (3) for experimentation and visualization of the ongoing research in support of language learning.
Among other things, we integrate natural language processing tools and algorithms for corpus example
selection, text assessment and automatic exercise generation. A recent direction is “profiling” lexical
and grammatical competences that learners of Swedish have, where we experiment with different lexical
resources for exercise creation, and in the near future expect to integrate research on grammar profiles.

Corpus example selection In Lärka, the automatically generated exercises for language learners rely
on HitEx (Hitta Exempel ‘find examples’), a tool for selecting and ranking corpus examples (Pilán et
al., 2017). The main purpose of HitEx is to identify sentences from generic corpora which are suitable
as exercise items for L2 learners. The suitability of the sentences is determined based on a number
of parameters that reflect different linguistic characteristics of the sentences. Through a graphical user
interface, it is also possible to perform a sentence search based on parameters customized by the user. The
selection criteria include a wide variety of linguistic aspects such as the desired difficulty level based on
CEFR, typicality based on word co-occurrence measures, as well as the absence of anaphoric expressions
and sensitive vocabulary (e.g. profanities), just to name a few.

Text complexity evaluation Another functionality, TextEval, offers an interface to automatically as-
sess Swedish texts for their degree of complexity according to the CEFR. Texts can be either learner
productions (e.g. essays) or texts written by experts as reading material for learners. The machine learn-
ing based automatic analysis returns an overall CEFR level for the text, as well as a list of linguistic
indicators relevant for measuring text complexity. In addition, it is possible to add a color-enhanced
highlighting for words per CEFR levels which provides users with a straightforward visual feedback
about the lexical complexity of a text. We use the aforementioned lists SVALex and SweLLex to markup
receptive and productive vocabulary respectively. For each CEFR level, a darker and a lighter shade of
the same color represents productive and receptive vocabulary respectively at the given level.

Lexical complexity prediction Based on the word lists SVALex and SweLLex, we have built a module
capable of predicting the complexity of any Swedish word, not only words occurring in the word lists
(Alfter and Volodina, 2018). An interested user can test a specially devoted interface to get predictions
about the complexity of a word and its target level (receptive versus productive).

Annotation editor Lärka contains an annotation editor that can be used for XML markup of textbooks.
The editor provides an intuitive menu that makes adding XML tags easy. The editor keeps track of current
settings in order to make adding new elements as easy as possible. It also automatically increments lesson
counters and other counters. The editor offers the possibility to download the annotated text as an XML
file. The current version of the editor also includes the possibility to save one’s progress and continue
working on it at a later moment in time. The SweLL corpus pilot project (Volodina et al., 2016a) and the
COCTAILL corpus project (Volodina et al., 2014a) used a previous version of the annotation editor to
achieve consistent XML markup of essays and course books as well as to simplify the annotation process
by providing an intuitive and intelligent user interface.
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4 Ongoing work and planned extensions

Besides the activities described in this paper, the addition of new exercise formats and the implementation
of a diagnostic placement test are currently under development. In the near future we plan to add a login
functionality as well as an infrastructure to log more specific user data. This would enable us to create a
valuable resource for modeling learners (e.g. L1-specific errors, learners’ development over time) and to
offer adaptive exercises.
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Abstract 

The paper presents the main language technology components that are necessary for supporting             
the investigations within the digital humanities with a focus on the culture of giving for               
education. This domain is socially significant and covers various historical periods. It also takes              
into consideration the social position of the givers, their gender and the type of the giving act                 
(last posthumous will or financial support in one’s lifetime). The survey describes the adaptation              
of the NLP tools to the task as well as the various ways for improving the targeted extraction                  
from the specially designed corpus of texts related to giving. The main challenge was the               
language variety caused by the big time span of the texts (80-100 years). We provided two                
initial instruments for targeted information extraction: statistics with ranked word occurrences           
and content analysis. Even in this preliminary stage the provided technology proved out to be               
very useful for our colleagues in sociology, cultural and educational studies. 
 

 

1 Introduction 

Language technology can help in the extraction of useful and focused content from domain texts. We                
have already worked on a number of such tasks related to Digital Humanities. For example, in the                 
eLearning area (enriching learning objects content or positioning the learner against a predefined level              
of expected knowledge) – see in Monachesi et al., 2006; in iconography (describing the icons with the                 
help of an ontology for a better comparison and typology) – see in Staykova et al., 2011, etc. 

In this paper we focus on the culture of giving for education. The collected corpus comprises texts                 
with a time span of 80-100 years. The task is to extract relevant information with the help of statistics                   
and content analysis for displaying the tendencies in the area of giving from the perspective of the                 
language/phrasing/terminology, the social and economical context. Thus, the initial steps include:           
adaptation of the existing tools, the creation of a specialized corpus, the creation of a web-based                
concordance tool and presenting useful statistics and content analysis over the corpus. 

Our work aims towards the ideas presented in Fokkens et al., 2018. The similarities are as follows:                 
we also aim at receiving structured data as output from the NLP processing; we encode metadata                
characteristics that are common for the corpus (birth date, death date, place of birth, gender, names,                
etc.); we provide help for getting information on various thematic questions, such as the terminology               
change through the periods, the target groups preferences, the social behaviour of the givers, etc. The                
differences are as follows: we are not working with digitized biography dictionaries, but with a               

1This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http:// 
crea-tivecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/  
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specialized corpus of givers’ wills that include biographical information; we have not progressed yet to               
cover also prosopographical information, i.e. to measure characteristics of well-defined groups.           
However, we envisage this task as our future task. Last, but not least, our NLP chain at the moment                   
has not incorporated any Wordnet concepts or semantic roles. These modules will be added. 

The structure of the paper is as follows: section 2 describes the corpus and its processing; section 3                  
focuses on the statistics and content analysis; section 4 outlines our efforts in linking the named                
entities in the corpus - people, locations, organizations; section 5 concludes the paper. 

 

2 Corpus and processing 

The specialized corpus of giving for education (abbreviated as CoDar) consists of separate documents              
from the period after the liberation of Bulgaria (from 1878 onward) until the middle of XX century.                 
Since the aim of the sociologists is to investigate the incentives behind the decision to support                
education as well as the attitude of the donors together with the most significant causes, the resource                 
includes last will documents, various acts of giving - letters, notarized acts of giving, constitutive               
documents of charity funds and foundations. 

The texts have been gathered from various libraries and then - scanned and digitized. They were                
represented in an XML format. The following types of information were added: metadata, structural              
and linguistic ones. The metadata provides information about: the title of the document and its type                
(last will, document of giving, etc.), the place and the time of the document emergence; the gender and                  
the social status of the donor/donors. The structural information provides the text, divided into              
paragraphs and sentences. The linguistic information provides parts-of-speech, morphosyntactic         
characteristics and dependency syntactic analysis. 

The NLP modules for Bulgarian that have been adapted to the specificities of the corpus are as                 
follows: a tokenizer, a morphological analyzer, a NE recognition and linking module, a lemmatizer              
and a parser. The main problems in the tokenization were related to the proper handling of the                 
abbreviations. The morphological analyzer, which is a combination of a morphological dictionary and             
statistical components, had as its main challenges: rare or archaic words and different orthographical              
codifications. The lemmatizer depends on the results from the morphological analyzer. Thus, the main              
difficulty was the assigning the word form of a rare word to its lemma. The parser also depends on the                    
previous steps. Apart from that, the parser had problems with the syntactically different codifications              
in the contemporary Bulgarian and the texts in previous times. 

 

3 Statistics and Content Analysis 

Two of the most effective ways for observing the behaviour of various words, collocations and phrases                
are: the statistics over the keywords in some domain and their context-expanding concordances. 

On the basis of a frequency analysis over the specialized corpus of giving (CoDar) in comparison to                 
the Bulgarian National Reference Corpus being a general corpus, frequency lists have been produced              2

for three historical periods: before 1919 (the Bulgarian Renaissance and the end of the First World                
War) – 49698 word forms; between 1919 and 1930 (the period of crisis after the First World War) –                   
46031 word forms, and after 1930 (the years of stability, the Second World War and the first years                  
after 09.09.1944) – 66373 word forms. The content analysis of the corpus showed that a) during the all                  
three mentioned periods the acts of giving aimed at raising the education among the Bulgarian               
population and it targeted mainly students with modest financial possibilities; b) the texts content              
reflects the influence of the historical development in Bulgaria during the three periods on the               
campaigns of giving; c) the orthographic and grammatical style follows the norms that held in the                
respective period. 

2 http://webclark.org/ 
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For extracting the key words from the corpus we used the program AntConc (see Anthony, 2014).                
The visualization (in form of the word cloud) has been done through the following web service:                
https://www.jasondavies.com/wordcloud/. In Table 1 below we give the first ten most frequent words             
from the lists with ranked keywords for the three periods: 
 

Ranking of keywords for the three periods 

Before 1919 Between 1919 and 1930  After 1930 

Word Rank Word Rank Word Rank 

завещание (will) 7.87 фонд (fund) 6.42 фонд (fund) 7.12 

фонд (fund) 4.22 завещание (will) 5.73 завещание (will) 5.85 

училище (school) 3.42 сума (sum) 3.67 сума (sum) 3.69 

ефория (board of 
trustees) 

2.71 настоятелство (board 
of trustees) 
 

3.40 гимназия 
(secondary school) 

2.78 

имот (property) 2.23 беден (poor) 3.11 беден (poor) 2.60 

сума (sum) 2.19 училище (school) 2.43 просвещение 
(education) 

2.54 

лихва (interest) 2.14 завещавам (leave 
one’s will) 

2.40 лихва (interest) 2.51 

МНП (Ministry of 
national education) 

2.14 лихва (interest) 2.35 гимназията 
(the secondary 
school) 

2.07 

душеприказчици 
(confessors) 

1.93 гимназия (secondary 
school) 

1.69 дарение (donation) 2.06 

завещавам (leave 
one’s will) 

1.76 дарение (donation) 1.66 завещавам (leave 
one’s will) 

1.80 

 

Table 1: The first 10 words with the highest rank, presented per period. 

While in the first period the concept of will dominates, in the second and third one this is the                    
concept of fund. As a whole, mainly the terminology has changed, not the content. 

The concordancing service has been customized on the base of the webclark.org concordancer.             
Several use cases have been tested, such as: finding information about female donors or executors of                
wills (we got 20 results); finding information about the beneficiaries of the donors (we got around 56                 
results); finding cases on what the support has been given for (we got 70 results where the preferences                  
concern the schools and then - some specific persons). 
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4 Named Entity Annotation and Linked Open Data 

We annotated all the Named Entities with respect to their categories: Person, Location, Organization,              
Date, Amount. In this way the actual charity documents have been connected to the biographies of the                 
donors. Thus, we established a connection between the events within donors’ biographies and the              
overall acts of giving. This information will be used in at least two ways: (1) the creation of Linked                   
Open Data datasets interconnected with the existing datasets like DBpedia, GeoNames, etc; and (2)              
will support the better understanding of the culture of giving, motivation for donation, etc. 

For each document we explicated all the persons mentioned in it. Also as a metadata we recorded                 
the persons that donated the sum, the date of the issue of the document, the place of issue. For each                    
person we recorded events in which they participated: birth - place, date, parents; education, working               
periods, marriage, etc. Most of the places mentioned in the documents were associated with one or                
more events of these types. Having this factual information explicitly in the text, we could find                
relationships between the institution or the place of education and the beneficiary of the giving               
document. 

The data has been encoded as RDF statements in such a way that: (1) if there is an appropriate                   
DBpedia URI for the instance, then we use it; (2) if there is no appropriate DBpedia URI, then we                   
create one for the corresponding entity attempting to resemble DBpedia ones. For the corresponding              
new instances we selected appropriate ontology classes like dbp:Person, dbp:Politician, dbp:Village,           
dbp:Location. If it is a location, but not represented in DBpedia, we searched for an appropriate                
GeoNames instance and if found, we established an owl:sameAs statement. 

For the moment our Linked Open Data dataset is relatively small, but we consider it important with                 
respect to the representation of people that played a crucial donor role in the Bulgarian society without                 
having been recorded in the big datasets. As mentioned above, we envisage to combine out approach                
with the micro biographies of Fokkens et al. 2018. This will ensure interoperability with other               
biographical datasets. It will be interesting to compare such datasets on European level to check how                
many of the donors lived in different European countries and what their donating coverage was. 

 

5 Conclusions 

The specialized corpus CoDar would be useful for investigating sociological, historical, cultural,            
education policy making and language phenomena. Concerning the NLP processing it can be             
concluded that names identification is less of a challenge in comparison to abbreviations, variety of               
lexica and wordforms, syntactic structures over the big time span. 
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Abstract
We present a work in progress to create a multilayer text corpus for Latvian. The broad applica-
tion area we address is cross-lingual natural language understanding (NLU), and the aim of the
corpus creation is to develop a data-driven toolchain for NLU in Latvian. Both the multilayered
corpus and the downstream applications are anchored in cross-lingual state-of-the-art represen-
tations: Universal Dependencies (UD), FrameNet, PropBank and Abstract Meaning Representa-
tion (AMR). The corpus and the toolchain also include named entity and coreference annotation
layers. We are planning to add the data sets and the tools to the CLARIN infrastructure.

1 Introduction

NLU systems rely, explicitly or implicitly, on syntactic and semantic parsing of text. State-of-the-art
parsers, in turn, typically rely on supervised machine learning which requires substantial language re-
sources – syntactically and semantically annotated text corpora.

In the industry-oriented research project “Full Stack of Language Resources for Natural Language
Understanding and Generation in Latvian” (Gruzitis et al., 2018b), we are creating a balanced text corpus
with multilayered annotations (Figure 1), adopting widely acknowledged and cross-lingually applicable
representations: UD (Nivre et al., 2016), FrameNet (Fillmore et al., 2003), PropBank (Palmer et al.,
2005) and AMR (Banarescu et al., 2013).

Figure 1: Annotation layers of the corpus.

The UD representation is automatically derived from a more elaborated manually annotated hybrid
dependency-constituency representation (Pretkalnina et al., 2018). FrameNet annotations are added man-
ually, based on the Berkeley FrameNet frame inventory (Nespore-Berzkalne et al., 2018). The FrameNet
annotation process is guided by the underlying UD annotations. Consequently, frame elements are repre-
sented by the root nodes of the respective subtrees instead of text spans; the spans can be easily calculated
from the subtrees. The PropBank layer is automatically derived from the FrameNet and UD annotations,
provided a manual mapping from lexical units in FrameNet to PropBank frames, and a mapping from
FrameNet frame elements to PropBank semantic roles for the given pair of FrameNet and PropBank
frames. Draft AMR graphs are to be derived from the UD and PropBank layers, as well as auxiliary lay-
ers containing named entity and coreference annotation. The semantically richer FrameNet annotations
(cf. PropBank) are also helpful in acquiring more accurate AMR graphs.

Although we focus on Latvian, we believe that our experience and findings can be useful for the
systematic creation of similar multilayered corpora and toolchains for other less-resourced languages.
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2 Treebank

In this 3-year project, we are aiming at a medium-sized1 corpus: 10–15 thousand sentences annotated at
all layers. Therefore it is important to ensure that the multilayer corpus is balanced not only in terms of
text genres and writing styles but also in terms of lexical units (LU).

A fundamental design decision is that the text unit is an isolated paragraph. The treebank therefore
consists of manually selected paragraphs from different texts of various types. Paragraphs are selected in
proportions from a balanced 10-million-word text corpus: around 60% are newswire texts, around 20% is
fiction, around 10% are legal texts, around 5% is spoken language (transcripts); the rest is miscellaneous.

As for LUs, our goal is to cover at least 1,000 most frequently occurring verbs, calculated from the
10-million-word corpus. Since the most frequent verbs tend to be the most polysemous, we expect that
the number of LUs (verb senses w.r.t. semantic frames) will be considerably larger – around 2,000 units.

To capture the language-specific details and to accommodate the linguistic tradition on the one hand,
and to meet the goal of the cross-lingual application on the other hand, the treebank annotation is pro-
vided in two complementary formalisms. First, the selected paragraphs are manually annotated accord-
ing to a hybrid dependency-constituency grammar model developed with the linguistic tradition in mind
(Barzdins et al., 2007; Pretkalnina et al., 2011). Second, the hybrid annotation is automatically converted
to UD to achieve the cross-lingual compatibility (Pretkalnina et al., 2018), as well as to provide training
data for efficient and robust parsers.

3 Named Entities and Coreferences

Named entities (NE) are essential for most NLU tasks, since they link the textual content to the real world,
making the extracted facts (frames) meaningful for a knowledge base population task, for instance. From
the multilayer corpus perspective, the AMR annotation heavily relies on NE recognition and linking,
and on within-sentence coreference resolution, using the re-entrancy representation. This also allows for
connecting individual AMR graphs and subgraphs into a wider context.

We annotate the following set of NE categories: person, organization, geopolitical entity (GPE), lo-
cation, product, time (relative or absolute date, time, or duration), event, and entity (entities of other
categories that occur rarely but could be re-considered in future). We mostly follow the MUC-7 an-
notation guidelines (Chinchor, 1998) which we have extended for compatibility with the top-level NE
categories specified by the AMR guidelines. For serialization of the named entity layer, we use a version
of the CoNLL-2003 data format on top of CoNLL-U.

In practice, many NEs contain references to other NEs. We annotate hierarchical entities, which en-
ables us to exploit the annotations of either the outer or inner entities, or both, when annotating corefer-
ences or deriving AMR graphs. This would not be possible with a flat annotation scheme. Furthermore,
hierarchical annotations not only allow for the development of an automatic hierarchical named entity
recognizer (NER) but also provide more training data for the development of a flat NER.

We approach coreference annotation in a pragmatic way, focusing on precision, and annotating coref-
erences only within the paragraph boundaries. This allows to annotate a lot of various text units, and
it makes the annotation process easier and less error prone. We annotate pronominal and nominal noun
phrases referring to real-word entities, and non-specific mentions if they are antecedents of pronouns.
Bridging relations, discontinuous expressions, split antecedents and zero anaphora are ignored.

In addition to annotating the NE spans and categories, we also specify a corresponding Wikipedia
identifier (URI) if one exists. For training a named entity linker (NEL), such corpus would be considered a
very small one, but it will be helpful for evaluating a NEL. For this reason, we have specially included text
units mentioning different persons with the same name, for instance. The manually verified Wikipedia
identifiers are also useful when generating draft AMR graphs.

1Latvian UD Treebank is already categorized as a big one: http://universaldependencies.org/conll18/
results-las.html
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4 Semantic Frames

The annotation of PropBank frames is relatively more simple if compared to FrameNet, since Prop-
Bank frames are less abstract, and their semantic roles directly follow from the syntactic verb argument
structure. However, we start with annotating FrameNet frames (Gruzitis et al., 2018a), and we derive
PropBank annotations semi-automatically from the FrameNet and UD annotations.

While treebank, named entity and coreference annotation is done paragraph by paragraph, it is not a
productive workflow for annotating abstract semantic frames. Instead, a concordance view is required, so
that the linguist can focus on a target verb and its different senses (frames), without constantly switching
among different sets of frames. This also improves the annotation consistency.

To provide such environment, we automatically extract UD-annotated sentences from the finalized
paragraphs containing the requested target verb, and we store the result in a temporary CoNLL-U file.
When more paragraphs are finalized at the UD layer, they are included in the follow-up concordance
queries. The acquired concordance files are imported in the WebAnno platform (Eckart de Castilho et al.,
2016) which we have specifically configured for the FrameNet annotation. When the annotation is done,
the concordances are exported from WebAnno and are eventually merged into respective paragraphs.

The UD-based approach has a significant consequence: frame elements (FE) are not annotated as spans
of text – only the head word of a UD subtree is annotated. This not only makes the annotation process
more simple and the annotations more consistent, but it also facilitates the learning of automatic semantic
role labeling, since it is easier to identify the syntactic head of a FE than a span of a string.

Figure 2: FrameNet annotation on top of a UD tree. The FE spans can be acquired automatically
by traversing the respective subtrees: [.. school year]Time [Aizkraukle county gymnasium]Institution [8th
grade]Level studiedEDUCATION TEACHING [Marisa Butnere ..]Student.

To derive the PropBank layer, we are building on the previous work on SemLink (Palmer, 2009) and
Predicate Matrix (Lopez de Lacalle et al., 2016). We use the mapping between English FrameNet and
English PropBank as a draft configuration. The linguistically intensive manual task is to map the LUs
from Latvian FrameNet to the semantic frames of English PropBank.

5 Toolchain

In parallel to the creation of the corpus, we have improved existing NLU tools and developed new NLU
tools for Latvian. This has helped us to automate some of the most time consuming steps in the corpus
annotation workflow, where post-editing is faster compared to annotating from scratch (incl. morpholog-
ical tagging and dependency parsing). This also allows to gradually evaluate the impact of the corpus,
and to notice potential issues sooner.

Task-specific NLU tools are often used together with other tools in a processing pipeline. This becomes
a technical issue if tools are based on different frameworks and library versions. While integration of all
tools in a monolithic framework definitely improves usability, it also imposes limitations on technology
that can be used, and it adds extra overheads to integrate new components or replace existing ones.

To solve this problem, we have created NLP-PIPE: a simple, modular and scalable NLP/NLU
toolchain for Latvian (Znotins and Cı̄rule, 2018). Modularity and containerization makes it easy to setup,
and it offers a lot of flexibility to select and change pipeline components. Components of NLP-PIPE are
distributed through Docker Hub.2 NLP-PIPE supports both synchronous and asynchronous (batch) pro-
cessing. A web-based API allows for easy integration of different NLP technologies.

2https://hub.docker.com
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The closest existing solutions to NLP-PIPE are Taenga (Ziad et al., 2018) (source code not available),
and OpeNER (Agerri et al., 2014) (difficult integration of new components; uses a complex XML-based
data format; scalability is achieved through paid Amazon Web Services).

NLP-PIPE currently provides the following annotation services for Latvian: tokenization, morpholog-
ical tagging, dependency parsing, NER, and coreference resolution. We hope that that this platform will
facilitate further development of publicly available NLP components for Latvian, and will make Latvian
NLP tools more accessible to a broader audience and for cross-lingual applications.

Segmentation Tokenization and sentence segmentation uses a fast and simple deterministic finite-state
automaton which is a part of the Latvian morphological tagger (Paikens et al., 2013) implemented in Java.

Morphological Tagging A statistical morphological tagger achieving 97.9% accuracy for POS recog-
nition and 93.6% for full morphological analysis (Paikens et al., 2013), implemented in Java.

Dependency Parsing A continuous transition-based dependency parser based on LSTM utilizing pre-
trained word embeddings, learned character and morphological tag embeddings as features. It achieves
76.84% LAS (Labelled Attachment Score), 81.24% UAS (Unlabeled Attachment Score) on the Latvian
UD test set. Derived from (Ballesteros et al., 2015) and (Znotins, 2016), implemented in Python and C++
using the DyNet library.

Named Entity Recognition The NER tagger is based on bidirectional LSTM neural network with
an additional CRF layer. It utilizes pre-trained word embeddings, learned character and word shape
embeddings as features. The model is currently trained using a flat annotation schema, achieving 74.01%
F1-score. The tagger is derived from (Znotins, 2016) and (Lample et al., 2016), implemented in Python
using the Keras framework.

Coreference Resolution A rule-based system achieving 58% F1-score (Znotins, 2014), implemented
in Java.

6 Conclusion

The consecutive treebank and framebank annotation workflow has turned out to be very productive and
mutually beneficial. The dependency layer facilitates the annotation of semantic frames, while the frame
semantic analysis often unveils various inconsistencies in the dependency and morphological layers.

The corpus creation has significantly benefited from the CLARIN-supported customizable WebAnno
platform. We plan to make the resulting data sets available for cross-linguistic research via CLARIN fa-
cilities. In fact, the Latvian UD treebank is already available through LINDAT for searching and browsing
using the PML-TQ tool.3 We also plan to integrate the NLU toolchain into the CLARIN infrastructure.

The multilayer corpus is gradually released4 under the CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 license for non-commercial
use, and under a commercial licence otherwise. An online demo of NLP-PIPE is available.5 It is dis-
tributed under the GNU GPL 3.0 license, and under a commercial licence otherwise.
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Abstract 

This paper focuses on the proceedings of CLARIAH research pilot Debate Research            
Across Media (DReAM) by reflecting on the used conceptualization of public debates. In             
the pilot, heterogenous datasets (of digitized print and audiovisual media) are searched            
with the levelled research approach (combining distant and close reading techniques) to do             
historical public debate analysis with tools of the CLARIAH MediaSuite. The qualitative            
research interest in public debates is fundamentally historical, but in order to bridge the              
gap between distant and close reading of the combined digital datasets a number of              
insights from media studies is reflected upon. The natures of the different media and              
digitization processes, the type of analysis and focus on the source material itself, and the               
necessity to combine historical expertise with a sensibility towards discursive relations are            
all taken into consideration before we argue that using this approach in the MediaSuite can               
help the researcher to gain an improved understanding of historical public debates. 

1 Introduction 

In research pilot Debate Research Across Media (DReAM) we tested and contributed to the              
1

development of the Comparative Search tool and related tools in the CLARIAH media research              
environment MediaSuite . We worked to accommodate the levelled research approach (Van der            

23

Molen and Pieters, 2017) in the MediaSuite. This explorative historical research approach works with              
the assumption that a combination of distant reading techniques (keyword search, word cloud analysis              
and timeline graph analysis) with historical analysis of a thematic subselection can help us to trace and                 
understand public debates in historical material. By combining a number of relevant tools in the               
MediaSuite, we worked to make this possible across two different datasets: the digitized newspaper              
dataset of the National Library of The Netherlands (KB) and the digital radio and television archive of                 
the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision (NISV). The research environment is built upon media               
studies principles, and one of the main aims of DReAM was to make the MediaSuite equipped for                 
historical public debate research too. In this paper we critically reflect on a conceptualization of public                
debate implied in the research infrastructure and on how the levelled approach can be used to                
understand such public debates in the available heterogeneous digital sources.  

1 < www.clariah.nl/projecten/research-pilots/dream/dream>. 
2 The MediaSuite is CLARIAH's online media research environment accessible to all humanities researchers in The 
Netherlands. The infrastructure consists of different tools and datasets to be combined freely by the researcher. Our research 
pilot helped to make a combination of tools in this environment suitable for public debate analysis for researchers in the 
humanities. 
3 CLARIAH.nl is the Dutch infrastructure related to CLARIN.eu and DARIAH.eu.  
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2 Public debate research in the MediaSuite 

Keyword search has created access to large digital datasets with historical relevance to historians that               
would be too time-consuming to search manually (Nicholson, 2013). In DReAM we wanted to benefit               
from this for historical public debate research by combining a number of so-called distant reading               
methods and tools in the MediaSuite. The most important of these tools, Comparative Search, is based                
on a previous CLARIAH cross-media analysis tool called AVResearcherXL (Bron et al, 2013;             
Huurnink et al, 2013). AVResearcherXL simultaneously searches the previously mentioned KB           
newspaper and NISV radio and television archive.  

The development process was iterative: as end users, we first outlined our ideas and needs in a so                  
called Demonstration Scenario, developers then worked on this, we then finally tested the             
implementations and provided feedback. As such, all developer steps were based directly on our              
explicit research requirements. Underlying this was our ambition to enable the levelled research             
approach (Van der Molen et al, 2017). This research approach is based on the assumption that                
navigation between three levels of reading (macro, meso and micro level; see below in-text) can               
function as a sign-posting strategy to find relevant material. We safeguarded this historical approach              
with a number of important insights from media studies in the MediaSuite. 

Public debate research in the MediaSuite can be done by using a combination of its digital tools: the                  
infrastructure can in that sense generate thematically and historically connected subsets that refer to              
"public debates". First, each datasets is loaded in the tool Collection Inspector for metadata quality               
assessment. This allows the researcher to understand the composition of the different datasets. The              
researcher is then able to send a selected data set based on specified complete metadata to the next                  
tool: Comparative Search. Historical interpretation of the data is only possible with a sufficiently              
complete date field for both datasets and with sufficient 

 
a. Optical Character Recognition metadata for the newspaper 

dataset 

b. Automatic Speech Recognition metadata for the radio and 

television datasets   
4

 

In Comparative Search these heterogeneous datasets that have been selected based on the metadata              
analysis can be queried next to each other by means of keyword search (macro level). The researcher                 
can choose whether one query or different (medium specific) queries are used. The search results can                
be further explored by means of timeline graphs (macro level) and word clouds (meso level) .               

5

Furthermore, individual results are listed and can be sorted in several ways. The researcher has an                
option to save queries and bookmark results to their Workspace to allow for structural analysis of the                 
results (micro level).  

When all of these functionalities are combined in a savvy manner, they allow for analysis of a                 
cross-media dataset (“public debate”) that is thematically and chronologically linked. Below we will             
outline how this is grounded in historical research and media studies. 

3  (Re-)Constructing public debates 

The methodological question that we aimed to answer in the pilot is “how can public debates on drugs                  
and regulation between 1945 and 1990 be researched across print and audiovisual datasets?”  

The qualitative research interest of the research pilot is primarily historical as it is embedded in                
historical research project The Imperative of Regulation, in which the postwar drug history of The               
Netherlands is scrutinized . The careful contextualization of events that does justice to the actors              

6

4 At the time of writing (September 2018) the data integration process for the NISV data is ongoing but not completed yet. 
5 At the time of writing (September 2018) the word cloud functionality has not been integrated yet. In Summer 2018 this has 
been accommodated in a Jupyter notebook. 
6 <www.nwo.nl/onderzoek-en-resultaten/onderzoeksprojecten/i/46/13546.html>. 
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involved is the historian’s primary concern. Historical research has a long tradition of source criticism               
and awareness of the constructive and interpretative role of historians in their efforts to produce an                
informed understanding of the past. Historians understandably take an ambiguous stance towards            
digital humanities (DH) techniques. On the one hand they are sometimes critical towards leaving part               
of the interpretative process to algorithms and the quantitative component (word counts and distances)              
seems to be at odds with the interpretative practice of understanding the past. But on the other hand                  
they embrace the benefits of mass access to historical sources granted by digitization (e.g. Zaagsma,               
2013). Our claim is that drawing on insights from media studies can help historians to critically bridge                 
the gap between distant and close reading of digital media sources to reconstruct public debates.  

Doing this type of cross-media public debate analysis raises several points of reflection from a               
media studies perspective. First we need to reflect on what it means to perceive combined datasets                
from different media types as public debates, for these media are not just neutral conveyors of                
messages (e.g. Derrida, 1996). Any media and in this case television, radio and print media function                
entirely different and, according to Marshal McLuhan (1964), even are the message (as opposed to               
what we would traditionally understand as the content): what these media convey is defined in the first                 
place by each medium. In that sense, in order to describe a historical public debate, it is necessary to                   
understand how different media can contribute to a meaningful public debate. To complicate things              
more, there are two further layers/media to take into consideration: the digitization processes for both               
datasets, plus, most importantly, the way digitized datasets are made available and searchable in the               
MediaSuite. How are these related to each other meaningfully as cross-media public debates? The              
textual data is searchable by means of the OCR data; the audiovisual data is searchable by ASR data.                  
On this scale, this is unexplored methodological territory, and it forces reflection on how we can still                 
do justice to the visual meanings of the television data. 

Secondly, just as there is a historical difference between the source date of the objects of research                 
and the time they are researched, there are different meaningful focus points in media studies. Should a                 
public debate analysis based on digitized newspaper, television and radio sources focus on agenda              
setting points (production history analysis), on what there is in the sources (textual analysis), or on                
how they were likely understood by the public back then (reception research)? There are many ways to                 
understand and account for the different levels of meaning on this continuum, for instance the               
encoding/decoding model (Hall, 1980). Public debate analysis thus has to be explicit about where on               
this continuum it locates meaning and, equally importantly, which meanings are then excluded from              
this type of historical narrative. The MediaSuite does not directly isolate and contextualize historical              
events: its reliance on distant reading techniques means that it groups historical sources based on               
strategies predefined by the infrastructure. The historical meaning is read in the digitally combined              
source material itself, which precludes a focus on production and reception. 

The last related point of reflection is that this more or less artificial nature of public debate requires                  
an explicit theoretical approach. Whereas, put crudely, historical research excels at contextualizing            
historical events, media studies is more targeted towards picking up on particular discursive relations:              
media objects are approached from a specific angle (i.e. gender, politics etc.). Since the MediaSuite               
does not isolate, group nor contextualize historical events, knowledge of the historical            
contextualization of the sources along with a sensibility towards discursive relations are necessary to              
signalize meaningful historical public debates within the search results. This brings us back to the               
importance of researcher expertise that is crucial in the levelled approach: close reading of the source                
material is required to trace and understand the possible connections in the results. Despite plenty of                
noise (due to OCR issues or dual word meanings (e.g. XTC as a drug name and XTC as a band name))                     
sufficient historical contextual knowledge (based on historical expertise, previous research and           
secondary literature) allows us to recognize meaningful historical relations informed partly by media             
studies insights. By recognizing how a particular topic, for instance the psychoactive drug MDMA              
(searched for with query xtc OR mdma OR ecsta*y ), undergoes changes in the way it is framed                 
over time (e.g. how use of the substance is either normalized or ‘othered’) across the different results,                 
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very specific nuances can be applied to our historical understanding of the socio-cultural context of the                
drug, or any topic with historical relevance. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper we described a conceptual approach to “public debates”. This approach is not aimed                
towards re-constructing particular debates as they happened; instead, it focuses on discursive processes             
and is a result of critical reflection on the CLARIAH MediaSuite infrastructure, grounded in historical               
research and safeguarded with reflections gained from media studies. By approaching the relevant             
datasets with the levelled approach in the MediaSuite it is possible to become aware of shifts in the                  
discursive formation of particular topics. Although this is a fundamentally constructive exercise, our             
reliance on historical contextual expertise makes it possible to use this awareness to improve our               
understanding of historical relations and discursive dynamics of public debates across media. For our              
qualitative research interest in drugs and regulation, this means that tracing and following different              
substances in the national print and audiovisual media enables us to answer historical questions about               
the interaction between regulation and public debates based on fine-grained reading of the digitized              
source material. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we describe the challenges facing many libraries and archives trying to provide 
better access to their media collections through online discoverability. We present the initial 
results of a project that combines technological and social approaches for metadata creation by 
leveraging scalable computation and engaging the public, the end users, to improve access through 
crowdsourcing games and tools for time-based media.  The larger need is for more accurate output 
and ease of use of computational tools for audiovisual archives to create descriptive metadata and 
annotations. As leaders in preservation, access, and analysis of culturally significant audiovisual 
material, WGBH is continually confronted with the need to enhance the descriptive data to 
improve discoverability for large-scale digital indexing and analysis of media collections. 

 
1. The problem of scale for audiovisual collections 
The creation of new audiovisual materials is increasing daily. In 2014, AVPreserve and the 
Northeast Document Conservation Center reported that over 537 million sound recordings already 
exist in collecting institutions across the US, and the number of video items is likely even higher. 
Over 57% of these items are unique. Audiovisual materials, often stored on obsolete analog tape-
based formats, are deteriorating quickly and need to be digitized to be preserved and accessed. In 
addition, archives are increasingly collecting more “born digital” audiovisual content. Once 
digital, audiovisual recordings need to be adequately described, annotated, or “cataloged,” in order 
to be made accessible and discoverable by researchers. 
 
Creating metadata requires significant amounts of human labor, particularly for audiovisual 
materials. Compared to text-based and photographic archival collections, moving images can 
contain thousands of individual images, and audio can be more time-consuming because there are 
no visual cues and attentive listening is required. Standard audiovisual cataloging practice requires 
the item to be fully viewed or listened to in real time and descriptive information written on an 
item by item basis.  Generally speaking, full descriptive cataloging takes a 1:1 ratio of time for 
audiovisual content – an hour video takes an hour to fully catalog. It is labor intensive for this 
content to be made accessible by standard cataloging practices. Yet with online search engines 
dependent on text exposed to the web, cataloging is critical for access and discoverability.  
 
WGBH is the premier public radio and TV station in the US. It produces roughly 1/3 of the TV 
programs that are distributed across the US. It has been on the air since 1951 and has an archive 
of roughly 400,000 media items consisting of analog formats from 2” videotape to ¼” audio. 
WGBH has faced this challenge directly in connection with its work on the American Archive of 
Public Broadcasting (AAPB). The AAPB, a collaboration between WGBH and the Library of 
Congress (the Library), is coordinating a national effort to identify, preserve, and make accessible 
as much as possible a digital archive of public television and radio dating back to the late 1940s.  
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The collection has over 50,000 hours, or 90,000 files, of digital media selected by more than 100 
public media stations and organizations with little consistent descriptive data. Often there is very 
little descriptive metadata beyond title and contributing station. Less than 50% of the records 
contain a date. The resources necessary to catalog large collections like the AAPB by standard 
cataloging practices are overwhelming and unattainable. We have calculated that to ‘lightly’ 
catalog the AAPB collection of 90,000 digital items, only spending 15-20 minutes per item, it 
would take one person 13 years. To fully catalog the collection, complete with subject headings, 
and name authorities, it would take one person approximately 43 years working full time. 
 
The AAPB faces a massive growing collection of digital media files with incomplete metadata. 
We realize we will always have a significant backlog as we continue to grow the collection by up 
to 25,000 hours annually. At the same time, the AAPB needs metadata to know what we have, in 
order to determine its level of access, and to make the content discoverable by users. Our questions 
are, “How can we transform large amounts of audiovisual content into a searchable dataset for 
search engines and indexers? Is the public is a viable resource that could help with cataloging?” 
 
Audiovisual media must be digital or digitized to be broadly accessible. However, just because an 
audiovisual collection is digital does not guarantee that it will be discoverable to scholars or the 
general public. A 2010 survey reported that 84% of searching on the web begins with search 
engines. No matter how many hours of digital content are available on the web, without robust 
descriptive metadata, it is not discoverable. To improve discoverability and access for scholars 
and researchers, the content needs better descriptive information that can be indexed by search 
engines. In addition, the rate at which born digital media is created increases every day, if cultural 
heritage institutions are to keep up with the pace of audiovisual content creation, they need 
practices that can radically scale to meet the pace of creation. 
 
2. Potential solutions using audio analysis and computational linguistics tools  
Creating transcripts of the audio is a potential solution to describe the content and expose the text 
to search engines. Using CL tools such as speech, or audio, to text tools can be adapted or “trained” 
for use with specific materials to achieve greater degrees of accuracy than ever before, but they 
do not generate perfect transcripts, and the data is not always clean enough for consistent indexing.  
There is no easy method to correct inaccuracies for large quantities of media transcripts. Similarly, 
audio analysis tools have progressed far enough (and have been implemented for collections 
ranging from bird calls to poetry) that they could be trained and applied at scale to oral history 
and archival audiovisual collections containing speech. However, training such tools and refining 
their output requires human oversight and quality control and expertise beyond most archivists.  
 
Harnessing the interest of the public and spreading the work over many volunteers may be a 
solution to the lack of resources available to describe this content. Crowdsourcing spreads the 
amount of work across many people and gives them an opportunity to engage with the archive, 
beyond simply viewing or listening to it. It allows them to gain a sense of ownership as well learn 
something new. Public broadcasting fans, scholars, lifelong learners, students, and others get a 
chance to access historic programming while contributing back to the archive. Their contributions 
enable long-term access. Through this project we have found that crowdsourcing corrections, 
although it gets our users involved, is not practical with the current volume of transcripts. 
Corrections are not happening quickly enough. 
 
Alternatively, collaborating with the computational tool-making experts – linguists, computer 
scientists – to increase accuracy of the tools, allow easier use, and the ability to enhance outputs, 
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would greatly benefit both communities. The challenge is to make the tools for capturing the data 
easy, intuitive and engaging – tools that anyone could use or implement, and use the tools at scale 
with large volumes of files.  In addition, the data output needs to conform to archivists needs and 
metadata schemas. 
 
3. Computation + crowdsourcing to describe audiovisual content  
Prior to Pop Up Archive’s acquisition by Apple, WGBH and Pop Up Archive received an Institute 
of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) Research Grant to test such methods through the AAPB. 
Through an iterative, design-based research approach we are exploring the following research 
questions: 

• How can crowdsourced improvements to machine-generated transcripts and tags increase 
the quality of descriptive metadata and enhance search engine discoverability for 
audiovisual content? How can a range of web-based games create new points of access 
and engage the public engagement with time-based media through crowd source tools?  
What qualitative attributes of audiovisual public media content (such as speaker identities, 
emotion, and tone) can be successfully identified with spectral analysis tools, and how can 
feeding crowdsourced improvements back into audio analysis tools improve their future 
output and create publicly available training data that can help with cataloging other 
audiovisual collections at scale? 

 
Using content from the AAPB as the sample data set to answer our questions, the project used open 
source speech-to-text and audio analysis tools (Kaldi) to create transcripts and qualitative 
waveform analysis for approximately 40,000 hours of AAPB digital files. We developed time-
based media crowdsourcing games, open source web-based games, to improve transcripts and 
descriptive data by engaging the public in a crowd-sourced, participatory cataloging project. 
 
4. Building on current computational techniques  
While computational approaches for cataloging and analyzing text and image-based collections 
are increasingly common, audiovisual collections have received less attention to date. WGBH and 
Pop Up Archive tried to improve on the work of COMMA, a BBC R&D project, and High 
Performance Sound Technologies for Access and Scholarship (HiPSTAS), both of which have 
been developing new technologies for facilitating automated metadata extraction from time-based 
media collections. This emerging technology increasingly enables metadata to be created 
automatically for digital time-based media through programmatic analysis and speech-to-text 
software. Specifically, we are interested in building upon the BBC’s and HiPSTAS's work to 
create extensive training data for speaker identification and other qualitative audio attributes, and 
to provide a baseline workflow leveraging multiple audio analysis tools, crowdsourcing, and 
training data that can be used by other audiovisual collections. Although we have a great data set 
for training the tools, archives need these tools to generate meaningful metadata to improve access 
to the collections, and archivists need toolkits and understandable documentation to be able to 
incorporate the improved tools into their processing and cataloguing workflows. 
 
Automatically generated metadata from speech can provide a map of content and topics addressed 
in US public broadcast material from the past 70 years. We seek to augment approximately 50,000 
hours of U.S. public broadcast content with automatically generated metadata improved through 
crowd-sourced contributions. This will serve as a national “jumping off point” for digital 
discovery and analyses of US public media and archival spoken word audio. Tools and 
methodologies will be shared with the academic and open source communities with the explicit 
goal of creating reusable workflows for similar endeavors.   
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5. Future Work 
There is a great need to develop open workflows that employ emerging open source technology 
to create large quantities of metadata for digitized audiovisual content through highly accurate 
speech-to-text software, semantic tagging, and digital waveform data. This can serve as a great 
opportunity for both computational linguistics and archivists communities to work with each other 
to create enriched metadata to enhance discoverability as well as to create data sets that further 
attracts digital humanity research and social science research.  
 
The AAPB collection includes local content from over 100 stations in various regions across the 
country.  The audio in the collection represents spoken language in different accents of the English 
language and some non-English in various audio quality, often overlapping as well as non-
linguistic sounds such as music, animal and object sounds, noise, and other sounds not translatable 
to text. All these factors do not lend it to a great speech-to-text testbed, or rather, it is a great 
challenge for computational linguistics tools. The programs vary from nightly news, to in-studio 
magazine shows, to cooking and fishing programs, to musical performances, to interviews and 
panel discussions.  With a data set so diverse, it is a great test set to improve the tools. 
 
We are currently working with James Pustejovsky at Brandeis University to utilize CL tools to 
improve the metadata.  This effort includes work to develop tools to: time stamp videos; identify 
named entities; and episode videos in order to separate thematic content. We hope to also develop 
a “talking heads” classifier to further identify the content of the program and the type of program 
such as talking heads, an individual interview, or an event or scene.  
 
One problem is that output of many of these computational linguistic tools are not easily ingested 
into archival metadata systems, and therefore less useful for archives. For WGBH, ingest data is 
best expressed as hierarchical xml or csv. WGBH utilizes PBCore (http://pbcore.org) as a 
metadata schema. PBCore was developed specifically as a derivative of Dublin Core to better 
describe audiovisual materials. (EBUCore, another PBCore family schema developed is utilized 
by the European Broadcasting Union.) An interchange data format is under development that 
easily maps output of the CL tools to archival ingest fields as well as enables interoperability 
between different tools. Our goal is to develop a flexible but syntactically and semantically 
consistent data format so that it can further be mapped to other metadata format for archives and 
language resources such as Component MetaData (CMDI) of Clarin project.  
 
WGBH often has complete clean printed transcripts of interviews used in the editing process of a 
broadcast program. However they are typically not synced to the digital video file. Since the 
interviews are cut into the final program and themselves are not the final broadcast content, they 
are not captioned. Forced alignment of transcription to the digital video file with time stamps 
would be enormously helpful.  Much of the collection was digitized from full broadcast tapes 
complete with “bars and tone” at the beginning along with a slate countdown before air.  Being 
able to jump beyond the bars and tones directly to the beginning of the program will enhance the 
user experience. And finally, recognizing non-speech in an audio or video file so that speech to 
text tools don’t try to translate non speech into words, would also help clean up transcripts. WGBH 
is looking forward to sharing our work with larger CL community in hopes of building more 
collaborations. 
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Abstract

We present a CMDI profile for the description of software that enables discovery of the software
and formal documentation of aspects of the software, and a proposal for faceted search in meta-
data for software. We have tested the profile by making metadata for over 70 pieces of software.
The profile forms an excellent basis for formally describing properties of the software, and for
a faceted search dedicated to software which enables better discoverability of software in the
CLARIN infrastructure.

1 Introduction

Enabling the easy discovery of resources is an important goal of CLARIN. The Virtual Language Obser-
vatory (VLO) serves this purpose, but it is currently mostly suited for the discovery of data. Discovering
software is not so easy in the current VLO. In order to address this issue we present (1) a CMDI profile
for the description of software that enables discovery of the software and formal documentation of as-
pects of the software, and (2) a proposal for faceted search in metadata for software. We have tested the
profile by making metadata for over 70 pieces of software. We describe how we ensured the quality of
these metadata descriptions. We describe how we are testing the proposed faceted search. We propose
to add this faceted search to the VLO, and show how metadata curation software, combined with pro-
vided metadata curation files, can curate existing metadata descriptions for software using other profiles
to make them suited for such faceted search.

2 Metadata Profile CLARINSoftwareDescription

The ClarinSoftwareDescription (CSD) profile1 enables one to describe information about software in
accordance with the CMDI metadata framework used in CLARIN (Broeder et al., 2012). The profile has
been set up in such a way that it enables (1) the description of properties that support discovery of the
resource, and (2) the description of properties for documenting the resource, in as formal a manner as
possible.

We briefly describe the major components and elements of the profile. More details will be included
in the actual presentation and the full paper. The elements crucial for finding the resource are dealt with
in more detail in section 5.

The profile consists of the CMDI components Generalinfo, SoftwareFunction, SoftwareImplementa-
tion, Access, ResourceDocumentation, SoftwareDevelopment, TechnicalInfo, Service and LRS.

The component Generalinfo is an extension of the component cmdi-generalinfo2 with elements for
specifying the CLARIN Centre hosting the resource and the national project(s) in which it has been made
part of the CLARIN infrastructure.

The SoftwareFunction component enables one to describe the function of the software in terms of the
closed vocabulary elements tool category, tool tasks, research phase(s) (for which it is most relevant),

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

1clarin.eu:cr1:p 1342181139640.
2clarin.eu:cr1:c_1342181139620.
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research domains and, for the linguistics domain, relevant linguistic subdisciplines for which it was
originally developed.3

The SoftwareImplementation component enables one to describe information for users on the imple-
mentation and installation of the software. The most important components are for the description of the
interface, the input and the output of the software.

The Access component enables one to describe information about the availability and accessibility of
the resource.

The ResourceDocumentation component enables one to describe the documentation of the resource.
The SoftwareDevelopment component is intended for information on the history and development of the
software. The TechnicalInfo component enables one to describe technical information on a resource and
is mainly aimed at developers.

The Service component (CLARIN-NL Web Service description) is intended for describing properties
of web services. It is compatible with the CLARIN CMDI core model for Web Service description
version 1.0.2.4

The LRS component is intended for the description of the properties of a particular task for the
CLARIN Language Resource SwitchBoard (CLRS, (Zinn, 2016)). Multiple LRS components can be
present. It is our viewpoint that specifications for an application for inclusion in the CLRS registry5

should be derivable from the metadata for this application. This was not the case for the CSD profile
when the CLRS came into existence, so we added a component to offer facilities for supplying the miss-
ing information. We devised a script to turn a CSD-compatible metadata record that contains an LRS
component into the format required for the CLRS and tested it successfully with the Frog web service
and application (van den Bosch et al., 2007).6

2.1 Semantics
Many of the profile’s components, elements and their possible values have a semantic definition by a
link to an entry in the CLARIN Concept Registry (CCR, (Schuurman et al., 2016)).7 For the ones that
were lacking we created definitions and provided other relevant information required for inclusion into
the CCR. We submitted this file (2017-09-08), in the format required, to the maintainers of the CCR.
However, the CCR coordinators’8 mill runs slowly, and so far none of them have been incorporated in
the CCR. After our submission to the CCR, we made some new modifications to the profile, so there are
new elements and values for which the semantics does not exist yet.

2.2 Comparison with other profiles for software
There are about 20 profiles for the description of software in the CLARIN Component Registry (as de-
termined on 2017-09-29), but most are not in use or in use for a single description only. The only profiles
that are used for multiple software resources are ToolProfile9 (49 resources), WeblichtWebService10 (287
resources), resourceInfo11 with the value toolService for the element resourceType (68 resources), and
OLAC-DcmiTerms12 (189 software resources)..

In the presentation and in the full paper we will make a detailed comparison between these profiles.
Here we mention the most important differences: (1) the CSD profile is fully dedicated to the description
of software (v. the OLAC-DcmiTerms profile); (2) the CSD profile can be used to describe any type of
software (v. WebLichtWebservice); (3) it offers more elements, and more formalised elements than the
other profiles, not only elements useful for discovery but also for (formalised) documentation.

3which, of course, does not preclude its use in other research domains that were not foreseen during development.
4This component was created by Menzo Windhouwer, and adapted to the requirements of CMDI version 1.2.
5https://github.com/clarin-eric/LRSwitchboard/blob/master/app/back-end/Registry.js
6https://languagemachines.github.io/frog/
7https://concepts.clarin.eu/ccr/browser/.
8https://www.clarin.eu/content/concept-registry-coordinators
9clarin.eu:cr1:p_1290431694581.

10clarin.eu:cr1:p_132065762964428.
11clarin.eu:cr1:p_1360931019836.
12clarin.eu:cr1:p_1288172614026.
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3 Metadata Descriptions using the CSD profile

We have described more than 70 software resources with the CSD profile, and describing these software
resources resulted in various improvements of earlier versions of the profile.These software resources
mainly concern resources from the Netherlands. Most descriptions started from the information con-
tained in the CLARIN-NL Portal, Services part.13 The information there was semi-automatically con-
verted to CMDI metadata in accordance with the CSD profile. The resulting descriptions were further
extended and then submitted to the original developers and CLARIN Centres that host the resources for
corrections and/or additions.

4 Metadata Quality

All metadata descriptions have been validated against the profile definition. We created several schema-
tron14 files for issuing errors or warnings for phenomena that are syntactically correct but incorrect or
potentially incorrect in other ways. These schematron files check for the presence or absence of important
(but optional) elements, for dependencies between elements or their values, e.g. an element to specify
the language that the software can apply to must be present unless the value for the element languageIn-
dependent is yes. We also made a schematron file to check for the presence of elements that are crucial
for the faceted search described in section 5. A script has been provided for validation and for applying
the schematron files. Additionally, a script was made to identify all URLs in the metadata descriptions
and check for their resolution.15

The quality checks offered by the CLARIN Curation Module16 (Ostojic et al., 2017) have also been
used but are less useful because they can be applied only to a single metadata description at a time, check
for the presence of metadata relevant for faceted search for data in the VLO, many of which are not so
relevant for software, and because the profiles are cached so that modifications of the profiles are not
immediately taken into account.

5 Faceted Search

A major purpose of metadata is to facilitate the discovery of resources. An important instrument for this
purpose in CLARIN is the Virtual Language Observatory (VLO, (Van Uytvanck, 2014)). The VLO offers
faceted search for resources through their metadata, but its faceted search is fully tuned to the discovery
of data. For this reason, we defined a new faceted search, specifically tuned to discovery of software.
This faceted search offers search facets and display facets:

Search Facets LifeCycleStatus, ResearchPhase, toolTask, researchDomain, linguisticsSubject, input-
Language, applicationType, NationalProject, CLARINCentre, input modality, licence

Display Facets name, title, version, inputMimetype, outputMimetype, outputLanguage, Country, De-
scription, ResourceProxy, AccessContact, ProjectContact, CreatorContact, Documentation, Publi-
cation, sourcecodeURI, Project, MDSelfLink, OriginalLocation

Of course, for a faceted search application to work on the metadata offered by the VLO, first of
all a distinction must be made between the metadata that describe data and the metadata that describe
software. Currently, no such distinction is made, but it can be largely added automatically on the basis of
the CMDI profiles used and some existing facets (in particular resource type).

Furthermore, all metadata profiles for the description of software must be able to provide the values
for the facets. That is the case to a large extent, though a little bit of metadata curation is needed in some
cases and existing values must be mapped to a restricted vocabulary for use in the faceted search. This is
the topic of the next section.

13http://portal.clarin.nl/clarin-resource-list-fs.
14http://schematron.com/
15On 2018-03-26, 750 URLs were correctly found, 22 were not found, and 73 exceptions were raised. Most exceptions raised

are due to on-going changes on the INT website.
16https://clarin.oeaw.ac.at/curate/
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6 Curation of existing metadata for software

The basic idea is as follows: we create a new standardised metadata record for all software descriptions,
in principle each time a record is harvested. This metadata record contains the components and elements
that are required for the faceted search as defined above. The record is constructed from the original
CMDI record for the resource, combined with the data for this resource contained in a curation file, by a
script. The curation file contains a sequence of conditions on each relevant element, and a specification
of which values for which elements should be included in the new record if all the conditions are met.
In general, the conditions simply test for identity with a value. The curation file can be used to add
information that was lacking or only present in an unformalised way, and it can be used to map existing
values to other values, e.g. to restrict them to a specific closed vocabulary. We report on our experiments
with such a curation file for the WebLichtWebService profile, since it was most needed and most complex
for this profile.

The WebLichtWebService profile lacks many elements that are necessary for faceted search, e.g.
toolTask, researchDomain, linguisticsSubject, inputLanguage, outputLanguage, Country, CLARINCen-
tre, Documentation, Publication, modality and license. We made a curation file for many of these prop-
erties, which can be used to add the relevant information in a new metadata record for a WeblichtWeb-
Service description: this is the case for the facets toolTask, researchDomain, linguisticsSubject, input-
Language, outputLanguage, Country, and modality.

We still have to make curation files for the ToolProfile, resourceInfo and the OLACDcmiTerms profiles.
We already inventoried the problems for the first two profiles, and curation files for these will be much
simpler than the one for the WebLichtWebService profile.

7 Concluding Remarks

In the full paper we will summarise our conclusions. We will also describe some problems we encoun-
tered, which we only briefly mention here: (1) definition of closed vocabularies (2) no possibility to
reuse metadata elements ; (3) a lot of variety in the contents of the CMDI envelope element MdSelfLink,
resulting in several unresolved or syntactically incorrect results; (4) lack of good CMDI metadata ed-
itors. Finally, we will identify some future work, in particular on deriving CLRS registry entries for
CLAM-based applications and web services.17
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Abstract 
 

This paper aims at introducing a reflection on the possibility of defining a protocol for the 

curation and dissemination of speech archives, which appear to have – de jure – the highest 

restrictions on their curation and dissemination. The case study is offered by the discovering of 

Anna Maria Bruzzone archive, containing the voices of people with mental disabilities recorded 

in 1977 in a psychiatric hospital. 

 

1 Introduction 

 
The paper presents a coherent reflection on the possibility of defining a protocol for the curation and 

dissemination of speech archives which appear to have – de jure – the highest restrictions on their 

curation and dissemination since they contain the voices of insane people. The case study is offered by 

the discovering of Anna Maria Bruzzone archive1. The Bruzzone’s interviews were recorded before 

the Italian Data Protection Code (IDPC) was issued, so that the informants were not explicitly asked to 

give their authorization for the use and dissemination of the recordings, although during the interviews 

the recording device was always kept visible. 

The archives are covered with several rights (for further discussion, see Kelli et al. 2015). Firstly, 

speech itself could be protected as copyrighted work. Secondly, individuals who speak could have 

performer’s rights. Thirdly, the person who created the archive has database rights. Lastly, 

interviewees’ personal data have to be protected from unauthorized use and dissemination. Due to the 

focus of the article, the analysis is limited to personal data protection. 

In the paper, some legal issues affecting the use and re-use of the archive is presented and discussed. 

The model envisaged aims to find a balance between the rights of the recorded people (and their heirs) 

such as privacy and the right of information and the protection of memory. The focus is on the General 

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which is applicable in all EU member states from 25 May 2018. 

National laws may specify its application, especially the provisions concerning specific areas of 

personal data processing (e.g., research).   

The paper is conceived as follows: in § 2 the Bruzzone’s speech archive is described, in § 3 the topic 

of personal data and special categories of personal data is addressed, while in § 4 and in the 

Conclusion the possibilities of finding a balance between research, dissemination and protection of 

privacy are discussed.  

                                                           

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http:// 

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ 
1 In the near future, the Archive will be part of the CLARIN Infrastructure and metadata description will be pursued 

according to COALA. COALA generates corpus and session CMDIs according to the media-corpus-profile and the media-

session-profile for the Component Registry, by converting five CVS tables to the CMDI format. A mobility grant under the 

H2020 project CLARIN-PLUS allowed the first author to prepare a feasibility study on this topic (Bayerisches Archiv für 

Sprachsignale c/o Institut für Phonetik, Universität München; 4-7 December 2017). 
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2 The speech archive of Anna Maria Bruzzone  

 
Anna Maria Bruzzone’s book Ci chiamavano matti. Voci da un ospedale psichiatrico (Einaudi, Torino 

1979) contains the testimonies of thirty-seven patients of the Arezzo psychiatric hospital collected in 

1977. The book testimonies the patients’ miserable lives inside and outside the hospital and sheds light 

on the atrocity of their everyday condition by letting them speak for themselves. The author wrote it 

after a two-month stay in Arezzo, when she spent almost every day in the hospital, attending the 

general meetings and participating to the lives of the inpatients, in a continuous dialogue of which 

only a part is collected in the published interviews. The oral recordings on which the book is based 

were believed to be lost forever. After a long and strenuous search we have been able to locate the 

original tapes, which were donated to the Department of Educational Sciences, Human Sciences and 

Intercultural Communication of the University of Siena – Arezzo. Such discovery is of high 

magnitude because the digitisation and cataloguing of this archive would produce the first digital oral 

archive related to an Italian psychiatric hospital – which was located in the same buildings of the 

UNISI Department, where also the Historical Archive of the Arezzo psychiatric hospital is hosted.  

Reading a testimony and listening to it from the voice of the interviewee are apparently not the same 

thing and Bruzzone herself was well aware of it (Bruzzone 1979: 22). Furthermore, the published texts 

are not the exact transcriptions of the original testimonies. In fact, after producing the first, complete 

transcriptions, Bruzzone had to edit them to make them suitable for publishing. In addition to editing 

out the speeches so that the interviewees’ voices could flow without interruptions, she had to make 

other cuts and adjustments in order to make the text clearer or more readable, and she even had to give 

up on publishing some of the testimonies because otherwise, the book would have been too long. As 

she admits, this task was a hard, painful one to her (Bruzzone 1979: 25). Therefore, having the original 

tapes at our disposal is of fundamental importance, as it allows to re-connect the published testimonies 

to the original ones. 

The archive consists of 36 tapes accompanied by the handwritten and the typewritten transcriptions of 

all the interviews. In addition to the complete transcriptions, different versions show all the work of 

editing made by A.M. Bruzzone so that the interviews could be suited for publishing. This opens up 

the possibility to understand, document and examine the changes undergone by an interview from the 

moment it was recorded on tape to its publication in the book, through the comparative study of all the 

available documents: the original audio recording, the first, handwritten transcription, the typewritten 

transcription, the edited version and, finally, the one published in the book. Moreover, it is now 

possible to associate the oral life stories with the medical diagnosis of every single inpatient 

(preserved in the Historical Archive of the Arezzo psychiatric hospital), since the real name and not 

the pseudonym has been found in the box of every single tape.  

 

3 Personal data and special categories of personal data 

 
The curation and dissemination of vulnerable people archives are subject to the personal data 

regulation. 
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The GDPR defines personal data as “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural 

person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or 

indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as 

a name, an identification number, location data, an online 

identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, 

physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social 

identity of that natural person”. Article 29 Working Party2 

(WP29) explains that “it is not necessary for the 

information to be considered as personal data that it is 

contained in a structured database or file. Also information 

contained in free text in an electronic document may qualify 

as personal data” (2007: 8). 

The critical issue here is how to interpret the concept of 

‘identifiable’. The absolute and relative approaches described in the literature are in the diagram on the 

right (from Spindler, Schmechel 2016). Some authors have emphasized the context-dependency of 

identifiability (Oostveen 2016: 306). In the analysed case, the individuals are identifiable and no 

further analysis is required.  

The situation concerning speech archives becomes even more complicated for several reasons. Firstly, 

the human voice is considered biometric data (see González-Rodríguez et al. 2008; Jain et al. 2004). 

Biometric data is defined as “personal data resulting from specific technical processing relating to the 

physical, physiological or behavioural characteristics of a natural person, which allow or confirm the 

unique identification of that natural person” (GDPR art. 4). Secondly, the archive under consideration 

concerns health data3. Biometric and health data both belong to the special categories of data (sensitive 

or delicate data). According to the GDPR, special categories of personal data is “data revealing racial 

or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, and 

the processing of genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural person, 

data concerning health or data concerning a natural person’s sex life or sexual orientation” (Art. 9). 

Interviews with psychiatric patients relate to special categories of personal data: they took place inside 

the psychiatric hospital, and they explicitly and directly identify the subjects as ‘patients’ or – more 

often – as ‘crazy’ (with a label that has serious consequences also for the inpatient’s family). Thus, for 

the data subject the interviews highlight data about health, but also about sex life, racial/ethnic origin, 

religious, philosophical or other beliefs. All these data shall be processed with special protection 

measures. 

The next question is whether curation and dissemination of the archives is processing of personal data. 

The GDPR conceptualizes the processing in a very broad manner so that it catches almost all data 

related activities. According to the GDPR, processing inter alia covers collection, structuring, storage, 

adaptation retrieval, use, dissemination, erasure or destruction.  It means that the curation and 

dissemination of the archive constitute processing of personal data. The potential options for using the 

archives are analysed in the next section. 

 

4 The challenge: how to strike a fair balance between research, dissemination, and 

protection of privacy  

 
The primary challenge for historical and linguistic research on past speech archives is represented by 

finding a balance between two socially relevant interests: the protection of personal data (the right to 

privacy) and the transmission of knowledge and freedom of research. Privacy and data protection do 

not exist in isolation. On the one hand, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union 

                                                           
2 According to the Data Protection Directive the Working Party on the Protection of Individuals with regard to the Processing 

of Personal Data (WP29) is composed of a representative of the supervisory authority or authorities designated by each 

Member State and of a representative of the authority or authorities established for the Community institutions and bodies, 

and of a representative of the Commission. The GDPR replaces the Data Protection Directive. 
3 It was already in the early EU case law determined that even “[r]eference to the fact that an individual has injured her foot 

and is on half-time on medical grounds constitutes personal data concerning health” Case C-101/01). The analysed case has 

more intensive impact on the data subject’s rights. 
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(Charter) protects private and family life and personal data (Art. 7-8). On the other hand, freedom of 

expression, information and science are also protected (Art. 11, 13). Even the GDPR itself expresses 

the following principle: “[t]he processing of personal data should be designed to serve mankind. The 

right to the protection of personal data is not an absolute right; it must be considered in relation to its 

function in society and be balanced against other fundamental rights, in accordance with the principle 

of proportionality” (Recital 4). 

Although the principles above can be used as guidelines, there is a need to search for possible 

solutions. The following routes are shortly described: duration of the data subject’s rights, 

anonymisation, consent and research exemption. 

The GDPR does not apply to the personal data of deceased persons (Recital 27).  It means that EU 

member states can regulate the issue. WP 29 has correctly pointed out that data on the dead can relate 

to the living and be protected personal data (2007: 22). Therefore, this option is not a solution to the 

problem. 

The GDPR also does not apply to anonymous data which means the natural person is not identifiable 

(Recital 26). It is explained in the literature that “there is a strong incentive to anonymise data. 

Through anonymisation the data are placed outside the scope of data protection; by making data non-

identifiable, the controller is relieved of the burden of compliance with data protection’s rules and 

limitations” (Oostveen 2016: 307). WP29 in its opinion on the anonymisation techniques emphasizes 

that “the potential value of anonymisation in particular as a strategy to reap the benefits of ‘open data’ 

for individuals and society at large whilst mitigating the risks for the individuals concerned. However, 

case studies and research publications have shown how difficult it is to create a truly anonymous 

dataset whilst retaining as much of the underlying information as required for the task” (2014: 3).4 

WP29 describes the problem very well. Anonymisation of data without destroying its informational 

value is almost impossible. AIn fact, anonymisation may not correspond to the needs and scope of 

historical research, which may have interest, among others, in the analysis of the relational structures 

of individuals: in short, historians are interested in “names and faces”. Therefore, the re-use of 

Bruzzone’s interviews for historical purposes could be a leading case to set a “legal chain” for 

personal data processing, which can be summarized as follows. 

Firstly, the research group shall provide for the identification of the real names of the patients and for 

the matching with the pseudonyms, as attested in the volume (Bruzzone 1979). Secondly, the research 

group should try to go back to the interviewees, also engaging the network of all the people – 

physicians, nurses, social workers, ordinary citizens – involved in the recent history of the Psychiatric 

hospital. This reconstruction could help to investigate the possibility and feasibility to obtain detailed 

and clear informed consents (for further discussion on the consent see WP29 2017; GDPR art. 7, 9 (2) 

a), describing the aims, the scope and the positive spill-over effects of the dissemination of such an 

oral archive. If the consent form is obtained, the oral archive could be finally enjoyed by the research 

communities and the entire civil society.  

The last option is to process personal data on the grounds of research exemption. GDPR prohibits the 

processing of special categories of personal data unless special grounds exist (Art. 9 (1)). Processing 

of special categories of personal data is allowed if it is necessary for scientific or historical research 

purposes. It must be proportionate to the aim pursued, respect the essence of the right to data 

protection and provide for suitable and specific measures to safeguard the fundamental rights and the 

interests of the data subject (GDPR art. 9 (2) j). 

 

5 Conclusions 

 
The analysed archive is subject to the GDPR since they contain special categories of personal data. 

The curation and dissemination of the archives is processing of personal data which requires legal 

grounds and other measures assuring the GDPR compliance. Personal data relating to the deceased 

data subject could still be protected due to its links to living individuals. One option would be data 

anonymisation which is not always an option in case of historical research. An additional option is to 

                                                           

4 It is also necessary to bear in mind that anonymisation itself is a further processing of personal data which must meet the 

GDPR requirements (WP29 2014: 3). 
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acquire informed explicit consent. If it is not possible to obtain consent, the research exemption might 

be applicable. The use of research exception requires the introduction of safeguards protecting the data 

subject’s rights (e.g. pseudonymization, limited access, and so forth). 
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Abstract

We present the update process of a dataset using persistent identifiers (PIDs). The dataset
is available in two different variants, for download and via an online web interface. During
the update process we had to fundamentally rethink as to how we wanted to use PIDs
and version numbering. We will also reflect on how to effectively use PID assignment in
case of minor changes in the large dataset. We discuss the roles of different types of PIDs,
the role of metadata and special landing pages.

1 Introduction
While other disciplines have been affected by reproducibility concerns as described in Baker
(2016), this has so far not been the case in the Humanities. With the increasing use of sta-
tistical methods and automated data processing in the Digital Humanities and Computational
Linguistics this is likely to change and manifestos such as Munafò et al. (2017) will become more
relevant.

Making data available in a persistent manner is one important aspect of making a dataset
reusable for further research but also important for reproducibility of existing research. Pub-
lication principles like FAIR (Wilkinson et al., 2016) emphasise the importance of persistent
identifiers (PIDs) and rich metadata.

In an abstract sense, the role of PIDs is very clear: “Persistent identifiers allow different
platforms to exchange information consistently and unambiguously and provide a reliable way
to track citations and reuse.” (Rueda et al., 2016, 40). In the same article the authors warn:
“Low-quality metadata, uncurated content, and a lack of internal and/or external organisation
create repositories that are impossible to navigate or to obtain information from” (Ibid., 41).

Using PIDs consistently to avoid the aforementioned pitfalls turned out to be complex. In this
paper we explore in detail what using PIDs and rich metadata records means in practice when
updating a large dataset.

In the final paper we will describe some of the tools and methods used at FIN-CLARIN’s
main service for researchers, the Language Bank of Finland1: For example, we will present our
metadata and PID handling using META-SHARE2, our system for managing versions3 and our
edition of Språkbanken’s Korp concordance tool (Borin et al., 2012). We outline how using our
tools and methods to perform the update was more challenging than anticipated. The paper
addresses the following areas in the design and construction of a CLARIN infrastructure:

• Recent tools and resources added to the CLARIN infrastructure

• Metadata and concept registries, cataloguing and browsing
This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
1https://www.kielipankki.fi/language-bank/
2http://metashare.csc.fi/
3See The Language Bank’s Life cycle and metadata model of language resources: http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:

lb-201710212
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• Persistent identifiers and citation mechanisms

• Web applications, web services, workflows

• Models for the sustainability of the infrastructure, including issues in curation, migration,
financing and cooperation

2 The dataset
The dataset named “Corpus of Finnish Magazines and Newspapers from the 1990s and 2000s”
was originally intended as an accruing dataset and therefore not versioned. It was available for
download licensed as CLARIN ACA +NC4 (University of Helsinki, 2017a) and in Korp, licensed
as CC BY (University of Helsinki, 2017c). The final paper will describe the conversion process
of the raw data in more detail.

3 Initial assumptions
Even though the dataset consists of various individually identifiable newspapers and magazines,
we had first assigned only four PIDs to refer to the variants of the entire dataset: one PID to
refer to the metadata of the Korp variant, one PID to refer to the metadata of the downloadable
variant, and another two PIDs to point to the access location of the data itself, in Korp and our
download service (“Download”), respectively.

4 The initial update process
Initially the dataset was updated as stated in the metadata: frequently and without changing the
PID. Information on the updates of each variant was maintained on a separate wiki page, which
was available as a link from the metadata. The metadata did not specify the update process of
the variants. Korp and Download were not updated synchronously. Sometimes Korp would get
updates before Download, more often it was the other way around.

The PID pointing to the top level directory of the Download variant of the dataset would
automatically include any added content. This was not the case with Korp. The PID pointing to
the Korp collection was not consistently updated, explicitly selecting only parts of the dataset for
use in Korp. However, even the extended versions of the dataset would be implicitly addressed,
since new subcorpora would show up as additional selectable items under the same collection in
Korp.

At the time of the update we had a corpus of 147 subcorpora in Download and 101 subcorpora
in Korp. The updated dataset contains now 369 subcorpora in both variants, respectively. During
the update we discovered issues in both dataset variants:

• Some subcorpora in Korp and Download were missing data due to previously unnoticed
problems with the conversion.

• Some Korp subcorpora were not properly annotated.

• Some Download zip files did not have license and README information.

• Existing README/license.txt files were located in the root path of zip files, they would be
overwritten if more than one zip file is unzipped in the same directory.

• The directory structure of the zip files was generally not consistent.

• Files zipped on a Mac had filename encoding problems in Linux.

• Some zip files contained thumbnails and other irrelevant temporary files/directories.

In other words, an update planned as a simple addition of data turned into the curation of
an already published dataset.

4http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-2016050602
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5 A more consistent approach

At the time of the update, the dataset was by design unversioned. The variants in Korp and
Download were not synchronized and existing data in both variants needed to be curated. We
essentially faced a versioning task as described in appendix A3 in Weigel et al. (2015, 21). We
had to make decisions, which we will explain in more detail in the final paper:

• Abandon the idea of an accruing dataset variant behind a single PID.

• Begin versioning:

– Create a version 1 of the current Korp variant of the dataset.
– Create a version 1 of the current Download variant of the dataset.
– Make explicit, that the variants of version 1 are not in sync.

• Keep the idea of having one PID per variant and version.

• Introduce “stop-over pages”5 for PIDs pointing to corrected data in version 1.

• Mark non-significant changes in a new Change Log section in the metadata.

We considered data object PIDs. The CLARIN B Centre Requirements state that data objects
can be assigned a PID if they “are considered to be worth to be accessed directly (not via
metadata records) by the data provider” (Wittenburg et al., 2018, Section 7).

We had to make at least minor changes to all subcorpora in Korp and Download. Version 2 of
the downloadable corpus (University of Helsinki, 2017b) alone is a collection of 369 subcorpora
consisting of 574 zip files and 88718 individual files.

Had we assigned 574 PIDs to the zip files, most of them would have needed stop-over pages,
because we changed the content of the zip files by adding READMEs and subdirectories, chang-
ing typos in filenames, and so on. It would not have been feasible to keep the old zip files online.
Any script relying on the PIDs would have stopped working at this point. Even if the stop-over
page had been machine readable, the old zip file would not have been provided automatically.
PIDs to individual files would have required us to provide the content uncompressed and cre-
ated a need for even more stop-over pages. Storage and bandwidth considerations also had to
be taken into account.

Instead we used one PID for the Download variant and explained the changes in the metadata
in a Change Log. We also used a Change Log in the metadata and two stop-over pages to explain
the changes we made to the already published subcorpora in Korp. In the final paper we will
describe the targets of our PIDs before and after the update in more detail using diagrams and
examples from the dataset. We will also explain why automated PID assignment would work
only to a limited extent in our scenario.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

Our aim was to update two variants of a previously unversioned dataset in a way that en-
ables researchers to replicate earlier studies. Transparent information should be provided on any
deviations within each version. We describe how we tried to find a balance between usability
and transparency at every stage of the update process. In the final paper we will discuss PID
granularity, machine readable PIDs and automated vs. manual PID handling in more detail.

5A “stop-over page” is a manually curated landing page accessed by a PID that pointed to data that has been
corrected. The stop-over page is used to explain changes and direct the user further to the location of the corrected
data. Information on how to access the previously available data is provided. In other words, a stop-over page is
used in cases where it is not feasible to keep the orginal data online.
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Abstract

Language learning based on learner corpora is an increasingly active area of research in CLARIN
centres and beyond. In order to promote comparative research, the interoperability of data and
tools in this area must be improved, and metadata and error annotation should be harmonized. A
closer European collaboration in the field of learner corpus creation is desirable.

1 Introduction

In a changing Europe with increasing migration as well as internal mobility, there is an increased need
for research on second language (L2) learning.1 Among the sources of empirical data for such research
are digital language learner corpora (L2 corpora), in which speech or text produced by L2 learners is
compiled and annotated. In recent years several L2 corpora have been constructed around Europe, and
many of those have been made available through CLARIN repositories and corpus management tools
(Lindström Tiedemann et al., 2018). Given that L2 teaching and assessment is becoming a burning issue
for amajority of European countries and languages, there is a need to re-assess existing resources and tools
in relation to the ones that are under construction or planned, and to explore the possibility of comparative
research.
While many CLARIN-related research groups have ongoing, planned or completed work on L2 re-

sources and tools (Ivaska, 2014; Tenfjord et al., 2006; Volodina et al., 2016), these groups have until
recently had little contact with each other. Comparative research across languages and national bound-
aries is non-trivial, not only due the large number of possible L1–L2 pairs but also due to the different
approaches taken in the construction of L2 corpora. These include differences in linguistic annotation,
differences in error taxonomies – which may be partly language specific – and differences in the metadata
about the learners and the learning context. A step towards overcoming these differences would be an
increase of the level of interoperability of L2 resources and tools in CLARIN.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

1Second language or L2 in this article refers to any non-native language; L1 is native language or mother tongue.
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On December 6 to 8, 2017, Swe-Clarin and Språkbanken at the University of Gothenburg hosted the
CLARIN Workshop on Interoperability of Second Language Resources and Tools.2 The goal of the work-
shop was to exchange experiences between people working on various approaches to L2 written corpora
and tools, and to work towards a common understanding of useful standards, as well as suggestions for
corpus composition and design in terms of age groups, proficiency levels, genres, etc.
During the workshop, it became obvious that all research groups face quite similar problems in the con-

struction of L2 corpora, and that best practices are often elusive. Four core problem areas were identified,
around which round-table discussions were organized: metadata, tools and formats, error annotation, and
user interfaces. The first three of those have directly to do with interoperability, while the last one must
also be seen against the background of various research goals, as well as ethical and legal concerns in the
handling of learner language. The present paper elaborates on these issues, which highlight the need for
interaction between research centres involved in building and using L2 corpora.

2 Interoperability

The interoperability of linguistic resources has been a focus of recent discussions due to their increasing
number (Ide and Pustejovsky, 2010). Some state-of-the art approaches deal with both structural interop-
erability (aiming at the same formalism for annotations of different origin) and conceptual interoperabil-
ity (aiming to link annotations of different origin to a common vocabulary) of general linguistic corpora
(Chiarcos, 2012, p. 163). In the domain of L2 corpora, there are no formally established standards and
there is no clear consensus on interoperability requirements, even though this field would have even more
to gain from such a standardisation since learner corpora are mostly small, while researchers are often
interested in comparing corpora with respect to learner characteristics, task specifications, etc.
A number of standardization initiatives within language learning have been promoted and developed

by the IMS Global Learning Consortium.3 However, these standards relate to assessment, and are not
directly transferable to L2 corpora. Two formats are currently in use by most recent learner corpora.
On the one hand, the PAULA/XML format is typically used in combination with ANNIS as a search
engine. On the other hand, TEI/XML is typically used in combination with the CWB query language.
For the construction of corpora in TEI/XML, a popular tool is TEITOK, which provides a graphical user
interface to create, edit, and search often heavily annotated XML files. For querying corpora, different
tools are available, examples within CLARIN centers being Korp4 and Corpuscle5.
If L2 corpora were fully interoperable, it would be possible, for example, to compare how learners

with the same L1 perform on different L2 tasks with respect to grammatical, lexical, and other levels;
and whether the same linguistic categories (e.g. plural versus the present tense) are learned in the same
order despite different L1s. There are a lot of potential research scenarios in, for example, Second Lan-
guage Acquisition (SLA), Foreign Language Teaching and Testing, Computer Assisted Language Learn-
ing (CALL) and Natural Language Processing (NLP). However, to achieve this interoperability, there is
a need to make sure that L2 corpora have comparable error taxonomies (i.e. mark-up for deviations in
orthography, tense, etc), associated metadata variables (e.g. age, gender, task, etc), file formats (e.g. json,
xml), corpus design (e.g. L1 grouping), etc.

2.1 Metadata

Documentation of L2 resources is important, both as structured metadata which can be shared in repos-
itories and catalogs like the VLO, and in human-readable form which makes it clear to L2 researchers
how the data can be understood and used. Metadata provided by different corpora shows substantial vari-
ation. Some corpora have detailed metadata, such as ICLE (Granger et al., 2002) or CEDEL2 (Lozano,

2https://sweclarin.se/eng/workshop-interoperability-l2-resources-and-tools. Financial support for the
workshop was provided by CLARIN ERIC, SWE-CLARIN, CLARINO and Riksbankens Jubileumsfond, the latter through two
projects: SweLL – Electronic research infrastructure on Swedish learner language (IN16-0464:1) and Development of lexical
and grammatical competences in immigrant Swedish (P17-0716:1).

3https://www.imsglobal.org/specifications.html
4https://spraakbanken.gu.se/korp/
5http://clarino.uib.no/korpuskel/page
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2009), while others provide much less, either because there was insufficient information available, or
because some information had to be left out for legal reasons, notably privacy considerations (Stemle et
al., Submitted). Also, some corpora merge groups of languages (e.g. Serbian and Croatian) in metadata
whereas other keep them apart. Such differences cause some problems for comparative research, for in-
stance when age groups are delineated differently. There is increasing convergence, however, on the need
of one relatively stable set of recommendable or obligatory metadata for learner characteristics, and on
another set for corpus information (Granger and Paquot, 2018).
One of the most frequently used standards for representing the metadata is the TEI/XML header (tei-

Header). The fact that TEITOK is used for a growing number of L2 corpora in TEI/XML has the side-
effect that several specific extensions to the TEI metadata header initially proposed by the COPLE2
corpus have been adopted by the subsequent corpora using the same tool, leading to what could become
a generally accepted extension to the TEI standard.

2.2 Tools

There is no clear lack of tools (see Stemle et al. (Submitted) for an overview of some, e.g. feat, TEITOK,
Falko-tools, the SweLL-tool, etc.) but there is a general desire to have less computer savvy interfaces
for existing tools. Moreover, there are currently three main obstacles with tools: firstly, it is difficult to
know which tools are out there, which – especially for people just starting in the field – makes it hard
to find tools that would suit them. The second issue is that too many of the tools are not available for
those who would want to use them. And the third issue is that many of the available tools are not properly
documented.
Some of the issues could be resolved through a better financing structure in which key tools are financed

not by single projects, but through an infrastructure that provides them to the community, or through a
commercial firm, as in the case of SketchEngine.6

2.3 Error taxonomy

L2 corpora are usually annotated with a description of ‘errors’, i.e. deviations from the language norm.
It is, of course, rather utopian to expect that every L2 corpus project will have the same error taxonomy,
e.g. compare taxonomies in Merlin (Boyd et al., 2014) with 64 error tags and ASK (Tenfjord et al., 2006)
with 23 error tags. Languages are typologically different and the annotation therefore is at least partly
language dependent. But various research projects also have different foci in error annotation which may
be reflected in the taxonomy. Dobric (2015), e.g., lists six types of error classification approaches. It seems
necessary to initiate steps to overcome differences and allow us to make some generalizations across
different L2s. For instance, for languages that have morphosyntactic agreement, it would be useful to
converge on a common tag or set of tags for agreement errors that would allow their comparison across
languages to the extent possible. Also, annotators should generally avoid annotating the (speculated)
cause of the error (such as the L1 influence), but should rather concentrate on a linguistic description of
the error.

2.4 User interfaces

Different users may need different ways of using a corpus. Whereas a number of quite sophisticated,
interfaces for L2 resources are readily available in web browsers, it is not easy for users to learn how
to use the different modes of querying. The new interface for ASK7 and that for Korp offer simple and
advanced modes. On the one hand, a simple search makes it possible to start a query without knowing
the details about the query language and the query can be extended through menus. On the other hand,
the simple search is also translated to the query language (used) which can be further edited by more
advanced users, if desired. A crucial point is that it is easy to switch between the different search modes.
It is often useful to access frequencies and to be able to make a subcorpus, e.g. if one is interested in

a group of learners with a specific L1 or from a certain age group or level. Some researchers may want
6https://www.sketchengine.eu/
7http://clarino.uib.no/ask/ask
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to download a corpus and use it for various purposes, so researchers should see a license which states in
clear terms (and with CLARIN license category symbols) what is allowed and what not. Whenever new
users start using the corpus, it is of utmost importance that the corpus is well documented in terms of an
annotation code book, as well as documentation on the selection of material for the corpus etc., and that
this information is easily available.

3 Investigating the CLARIN L2 landscape

Recently, CLARIN initiated an overview of L2 corpora in CLARIN countries8 with contributions by
Lenardič, Lindström Tiedemann and Fišer, partly based on the University of Louvain list of corpora
around the world,9 partly on items in the Virtual Language Observatory,10 as well as on input from the
Gothenburg workshop participants. The report made it clear that CLARIN is already making an important
contribution to learner corpus research, with 33 corpora listed in the VLO (plus 3 on other CLARIN
sites), but that there are clear needs for improvement of the VLO, inclusion of more documentation and
standardisation of metadata (Lindström Tiedemann et al., 2018).

4 Conclusion and outlook

There is a lot of knowledge and there are a lot of data and tools on L2 corpora brought together in the
CLARIN community, but researchers planning to construct new resources still face problems in finding
out how to select the most appropriate tools and standards. Cooperation towards interoperability has so
far not been the norm, but is becoming a priority. Therefore, the most important step is creating a network
of the relevant researchers and research groups who are interested in discussing these issues. The first
steps toward this goal have now been taken.
We have identified four areas with interoperability issues. These four areas have come forward from

our experiences, but they are not at the same level: while error taxonomies and metadata are to some
extent theory-dependent and less easily subject to converging practices, tools and user interfaces are
more theory-independent but require different degrees of technical skills.11
A strength of the CLARIN workshop was that it brought together people of different profiles that

work with L2 corpora: technical (such as software engineers, language engineers, NLP specialists) and
non-technical (including general linguists, Second Language Acquisition researchers, language testing
researchers, corpus linguists, and language teachers). This diversity has been highly productive and will
also be beneficial to future initiatives in creating communication and collaboration between the various
L2 corpus research centers in Europe.
We hope that the participants at the CLARIN workshop will continue as a working group for people

interested in creating L2 corpora, hence facilitating and stimulating the compilation of new and more
interoperable corpora. For the extended activities of such a working group, a larger project such as a
COST action with strong participation from CLARIN and the Learner Corpus Association could be a
promising next step in the right direction.
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1 Introduction 

Metadata records created and provided via the Component Metadata Infrastructure (CMDI) can be of high 

quality due to the possibility to create a metadata profile tailored for a specific resource type. However, 

this flexibility comes with a cost: it's harder to create a metadata editor that can cope well with this 

diversity. In the Dutch CLARIAH project the aim is to create a user-friendly CMDI editor, which is able 

to deal with arbitrary profiles and can be embedded in the environments of the various partners. Already a 

few CMDI editors have been created, e.g., Arbil [Withers 2012], CMDI-Maker [CLASS 2018] and 

COMEDI [Lyse et al 2015]. Of these Arbil is not supported anymore and CMDI-Maker only supports a 

limited number of profiles. COMEDI can handle arbitrary CMDI profiles, but it comes with its own 

dedicated environment and stays very close to the profile, which makes certain technical limitations of 

CMDI still leak into the end user’s experience. An example is the lack of multilingual labels for elements 

in the CMDI profile specifications. In this abstract CLARIAH’s CMDI Forms (CCF; [KNAW HuC DI 

2018a]) is introduced. It supports CMDI 1.2 and can handle any CMDI profile, but also allows various 

tweaks (usually small adjustments) to enhance usability. CMDI Forms can also be embedded, by a set of 

plugins, into a specific environment. The next sections will describe these features in more depth. 

 

2 CLARIAH CMDI Forms 

CCF is a web-based application, 

implemented in PHP, JavaScript 

(jQuery) and CSS. In the basic 

workflow (see Figure 1) a CMDI 

profile is, optionally, merged by the 

backend with its tweaks and then 

converted into JSON. The JSON is 

used to construct an entry form within 

the user’s browser. When a metadata 

record is finished, JSON is send back 

to the backend where it’s converted 

into a valid XML CMDI record. 

2.1 Basic CMDI support 

To support the core of CMDI CCF can 

deal with nested components, 

elements and attributes and their 

various value schemes. All of these 

basic building blocks can be rendered 

in the entry form for the end user. 

Also, resources can be selected and 

associated with specific components. 

Other meta information, e.g., the 

creator and creation date of the record, 
is provided by the backend when 

creating the XML CMDI record. 

Server
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Tweak file
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CCF merge 
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CCF parse
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Figure 1. CCF basic workflow 
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2.2 CMDI 1.2 support 

The latest version of CMDI, 1.2 [CMDI Task Force 2016, CLARIN ERIC 2017], added optional new 

functionality, which can greatly improve the user experience of editing CMDI records. CCF supports this 

new functionality out-of-the-box. 

External vocabularies from the CLARIN vocabulary service CLAVAS [Meertens Institute 2018] can be 

accessed via CLAVAS’s autocomplete API, and CCF uses this so an end user can reduce the number of 

items to choose from with a few keystrokes. 

A number of auto value derivation rules are supported: 

1. now: will set the value to the current date and/or time; 

2. fileSize: will set the value to the file size of the associated file, i.e., the nearest resource associated 

with an ancestor component; 
3. fileModification: will set the date and/or time of the associated file; 

4. default: will set the default value for the field; 
5. fallback: will set the value if the user does not enter any. 

Various cues for tools are also supported: 

1. displayOrder: can be used to change the order of elements and components, e.g., the mandatory 

and most used elements can be placed at the top of the form for less scrolling; it is even possible 

to mix elements and components, which is not possible in CMDI profiles; 
2. hide: hide the component, element or attribute; can be safely used with optional parts of the 

profile or should be combined with default or fallback auto values to prevent validation problems;  

3. resource; marks a component to which a resource (proxy) can be associated;  

4. inputWidth: set the width for an input field, e.g., to allow enough space to enter a long title; 

5. inputHeight: set the height for an input field, e.g., to allow enough space to enter a description of 

multiple lines of text.  

However, as these cues cannot be specified in the Component Registry yet, they are always added via the 

tweak file, whose role and functionality is described in the next section.  

 

2.3 Tweaking a CMDI form to the max 

Any CMDI profile can, optionally, be tweaked in CCF. The tweaks include basic CMDI features, i.e., it is 

possible to override constraints, as long as the original constraints are not violated, e.g., an optional 

element can become mandatory or a string element can be limited by a closed vocabulary in the tweak 

file. Basically, the original CMDI profile and the tweaks are merged into a derived CMDI profile whose 

instances, the CMDI records created with CCF, will also be valid instances of the original CMDI profile. 

Any of the CMDI 1.2 features, auto values and cues, can also be added to the tweaks, which is handy if 

one is not the owner of a CMDI profile but still wants to use these new features.  

The tweak file also allows adding some additional multilingual information, which will not fit nicely in a 

cue for tools. One can use labels for translation and/or enhanced readability of component, element and 

attributes names, and also for known, i.e., vocabulary items, values.  

Minimizing errors can be obtained with a build-in form validation. Basic validation is done according to 

the defined constraints of the (derived) CMDI profile. On top of this type of validation conditions can be 

defined to ensure consistency of the data entered in the form. For instance, if a resource is not digital, no 

values referring to disk type and file size can be filled in. 
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This an example of a tweak file (trimmed here and there to limit the size): 

 

 
 

So, the tweak file mimics directly the structure of the original CMDI profile. The component and 

elements are identified by their names, which is mandatory. But only the tweaked part of the profile is 

duplicated, other XML attributes or elements from the profile are only needed when they are overruled, 

e.g., description has become mandatory and language got associated with a CLAVAS vocabulary. The 

number element in the Size component has an auto value rule to make sure that the actual file size of the 

associated resource is filled in. A directly related cue can also be seen, i.e., the coreResourceInformation 

component is marked as a place to associate a resource (proxy). Also, the mandatory collectionID and 

title element have displayOrder cues to make them appear first in the form (see Figure 2). Last but not 

least, labels are added to make it possible to render the whole form in Dutch. 
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3 Embedding the CLARIAH CMDI Forms core in your environment 

The CCF core can be integrated into existing web-based applications. It consists of the server and client 

side components depicted in Figure 1. For embedding in one’s own environment one class has to 

implemented, which takes care 

of loading an existing CMDI 

record and saving a new or 

updated CMDI record and the 

associated new resources. 

Various other behaviors can be 

configured, e.g., the default 

language for the form and the set 

of mandatory or optional 

languages for multilingual 

elements or attributes. This part 

of the CCF development is 

currently test driven in the 

context of the FLAT repository 

[Trilsbeek et al 2016] instance at 

the Meertens Institute. It forms 

the core of its Collection 

Management Interface.  

Next to FLAT, work is also underway to let the core of CCF provide the edit interface for data in 

Timbuctoo [KNAW HuC DI 2018b].  Timbuctoo works with linked data, which means that the step from 

CMDI to and from JSON (see the CCF basic workflow in section 2) will become adaptable as well, i.e., 

can be replaced by a procedure which translates linked data to, and from, the same JSON structures. 

 

4 Conclusions 

The CLARIAH CMDI Forms application provides a new CMDI editing environment for records based on 

arbitrary profiles, but with extensive possibilities, based on CMDI 1.2 features and some extensions, to 

tweak the profile information for a maximum user-friendly editing experience. In addition to this CCF can 

be embedded in other environments. 
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Abstract 

Data Management is one of the core activities of all CLARIN centres providing data and 
services for the academia. In PARTHENOS, European initiatives and projects in the area of the 
humanities and social sciences assembled to compare policies and procedures. One of the areas 
of interest is data management. The data management landscape shows a lot of proliferation, for 
which an abstraction level is introduced to help centres, such as CLARIN centres, in the process 
of providing the best possible services to users with data management needs.  

1 Introduction 

Data management is the activity of creating, providing, maintaining and archiving research data over 
all stages of the research data life cycle (see Pennock, 2007). CLARIN centres working with data, 
operating repositories, and providing services to their users all work in the area of data management. 

Each certified CLARIN-B centre provides some services (see Wittenburg et al 2013-2018, 
paragraphs 1a and 1d) and deals with the processes and technology required for data management. 
CLARIN does not operate independently. To avoid duplication of work, CLARIN makes use of open 
interfaces and compatibility layers to other systems. All certified CLARIN centres provide a level of 
trust documented by certification authorities (such as the Core Trust Seal, www.coretrustseal.org) and 
others to make the requirements and processes of data management transparent. Almas et al. (2016) 
describe the current diverse situation of data management and lay out possible ways for further 
development, including the establishment of policies. Independent of the documentation of current 
practices, all parties involved recognize the need to follow procedures and guidelines early on in the 
process, starting with a data management plan (DMP) ideally before data are created. The creation of 
DMPs is becoming more and more a requirement by research funders as well. Consequently CLARIN 
centres can provide assistance to their users in the process of DMP creation. To do this efficiently, 
they need to have an understanding on the requirements of funders for DMPs. 

To synchronize and harmonize activities, CLARIN ERIC is part or the European PARTHENOS 
project (www.parthenos-project.eu). In this paper, we describe the current situation with regards to 
data management in CLARIN and PARTHENOS, the data policy implementation as required by 
funding organization and according to best scientific practice. We outline an abstraction level that is 
under discussion between partners in PARTHENOS and that can be applied by CLARIN centres. 

2 Current situation with regards to data management in PARTHENOS and CLARIN 

Amongst the PARTHENOS partners no common data management practices exist. The disciplines 
represented in the project – defined as ‘the broad sector of Linguistic Studies, Humanities, Cultural 
Heritage, History, and Archaeology’ – all have a different history with regard to data management. 
Some have archiving experience for objects and artefacts but less with digital born data (e.g. 
archeology), others are completely new to the field of data management. 

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http:// creativecom-
mons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ 
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Within PARTHENOS, CLARIN represents the disciplines dealing with all forms of language and 
text data. Although, as a well established research infrastructure, CLARIN has a long background in 
the handling (use, sustainably maintain, provide) of data, there is no overarching, fixed policy 
concerning the management of these data. This is contrary to the CLARIN Centre Assessment 
procedure which requires a finished, or rather ‘at least initiated’, Core Trust Seal application, implying 
several technical and organisational requirements for the CLARIN Centres (see CTS, 2017 in the 
references). These include requirements on backup solutions, persistent identification, minimal 
metadata, licence recommendation, and access restriction implementation. Individual CLARIN centres 
operating repositories may have additional requirements regarding data formats or have specific 
depositing agreements in place (see CCA, undated, in the references). Some CLARIN Centres even 
provide Data management plans as a service to scholars (see Trippel & Zinn (2015) or published 
handbooks and documentation (see for example Herold & Lemnitzer (2012), chapter 2) as reference 
for users.  

Despite the organisation around a core technical infrastructure of tools and resources that imply 
ideas of data management, CLARIN has not yet recommended centralised data policies on its partners. 
From this background, CLARIN joined the activities by PARTHENOS, which has as one of the goals 
the design of Data Management Plan templates, which serve larger communities. For this purpose, 
PARTHENOS reviewed existing, discipline independent DMP templates provided by research 
funders.  

3 Data Policy Implementation 

Current policy of most funders and research organizations is to rely on FAIR data (see FAIR, undated, 
in the references), i.e. data needs to be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Re-usable. CLARIN is 
dedicated to the FAIR principles documented by some infrastructure components: the VLO and FCS 
are good examples of making data in the CLARIN world findable, for details on CLARIN’s efforts 
and mission with regards to FAIR, see de Jong, et al. (2018). With resolvable PIDs the data becomes 
accessible – even if access is restricted CLARIN provides access mechanisms with the Identity 
Provider and Shibboleth architecture. Interoperability is achieved by the utilization of standards such 
as the ISO TC 37 SC 4 endorsed standards or TEI. However, interoperability is dependent on the 
selection of the flavour of these standards and the support by software. The Language resource 
Switchboard (see Zinn, 2017) is a tool to provide opportunities to interoperability of data. 
Interoperability and Reusability are not only addressed by technology, but also by policies, legal 
restrictions, infrastructure components etc. Re-usability has the additional requirement that researchers 
are also allowed to reuse data and have access to the tools to do this. These policies and decisions need 
to be documented for data to become interoperable and reusable.  

Reconstructing of FAIR relevant documentation with finished data sets is virtually impossible – 
especially when third parties were involved and hold rights for data and software. To avoid that, these 
aspects are documented before data is assembled or in the processes of data creation. As all of this is 
part of the data management plan, the data management plan is the key to successfully implement a 
FAIR data policy.  

The situation with regards to the central nature of DMPs for a FAIR data policy is currently only 
partially reflected by the support for data management plans. In fact, there is obvious proliferation in 
communities and funding institutions with regards to their requirements for DMPs. The requirements 
range from no formal requirements besides providing DMPs (e.g. German Research Foundation) to 
detailed templates (e.g. Horizon 2020, see the Guidelines on FAIR Data Management in Horizon 2020 
(2016) in the references). For the United Kingdom, Jones (2012) already provided a summary of eight 
(national) funding organizations and their requirements. Some academic institutions have their own 
requirement of good scholarly practice, for example at the University of Edinburgh (see Research Data 
Service in the references), providing additional requirements. To ease the situation the Data Curation 
Centre (DCC) in the UK provides a website with an interactive template for various funders, called 
DMPonline (see "DMPonline" (2010-2018) in the references). Though this is open source software 
which is extensible and many data management plans show significant overlap, DMPonline cannot 
cover all funders, disciplines and data centre related requirements. Despite this – conceptual – 
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shortcoming, the DMPs created with such a template have the benefit of documenting awareness of 
scholars in the data management process, which is a requirement for long-term digital preservation.  

Within PARTHENOS a detailed report was created, documenting the proliferation, complexity and 
issues with regards to data management (see Hollander et al., 2017, Chapter 3). In the same document 
(ibid. Appendix III, Section 9.2) a unified template was created, which failed the usability test because 
of its complexity as the variety of descriptive levels including funders, data centres and disciplinary 
requirements are not sufficiently distinguished and the scholar is at loss with the template.  

4 Abstraction for Data Management Plans: Data Management Protocols 

For the creation and reuse of elements of the DMP templates, an abstraction layer could be helpful. 
Such an abstraction layer for DMPs takes common components of DMPs into account that depend on 
the funders’ requirements and the requirements of data centres. This abstraction layer is termed DMP 
protocol, which could also be seen as a template for DMP templates used by funders and data centres 
alike.  

The DMP protocol conceptually is a template for creating DMP templates and could be used by 
funders and data centres alike. The DMP protocol takes the DMP requirements of (1) a funder (2) a 
discipline (3) a data type (4) a data centre and (5) a DMP protocol to generate (6) a DMP template to 
be filled in for a concrete research project within a discipline and with a specific type of data, utilizing 
a specific data centre and tailored to the project reviewing needs of a funder. Though at present this 
DMP protocol is a conceptual model, it opens up the way to an implementation that helps to ease the 
DMP process by omitting unnecessary questions to a researcher and directing the attention to essential 
issues that are indeed project specific.  

 
Figure 1 Schematic structure of a data management protocol for creating DMP templates and DMPs 

The funder specific requirements, data centre specific constraints and core protocol in this model 
are defined by policies of institutions, while the discipline specific requirements and data types are 
based on practices and have to be extrapolated by experts on the field and in data modelling, hence 
they are intrinsic to the discipline and data type. Similarly, the research project information directly 
relates to the project, which is defined by the scholar, hence this information is intrinsic to the project. 
It seems obvious that there is a difference in the level of formalization possible on the input side. 
Formalising the policies of data centres and funders together with a core protocol are institutional 
decisions and can be achieved, if the institutions decide to do so. The discipline and data type specifics 
are harder to formalize as they rely on implicit best practices in a discipline, interpretation and 
formalization. 
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5 Future Work: CLARIN implementation of the DMP Protocol using CMDI 

The abstraction model for data management plans shows the five different components going into a 
template plus the project specific information. To implement these, it would be possible to define 
components or partial documents for each and integrate it by means of for example standard XML 
technologies (XML include). As the documents are not necessarily prefilled, another option would be 
to utilize ISO/DIS 24622-2 based CMDI to define (CMDI-)components for each, such as a funder 
specific component, a discipline specific component, a data type specific component, etc. The result 
would be a CMDI-Profile dependent on all the components, which results in an XSchema for a DMP 
for each of these. A sample profile would be the developmental DMP-Protocol profile (CLARIN 
component registry ID p_1527668176067, see  
https://catalog.clarin.eu/ds/ComponentRegistry/rest/registry/1.x/profiles/clarin.eu:cr1:p_15276681760
67/xsd ). Using standard CLARIN technology such as the COMEDI CMDI editor (Lyse et al., 2015), a 
DMP could then be written as a CMDI document, to be transformed into a DMP in a layouted format, 
for example based on HTML. 

This implementation might look awkward as it is reusing a technology that is used for data 
descriptions elsewhere. However, the details specified in the DMP should also be included in the 
metadata description of the research data created within a project, hence the CMD-modelled 
information of a DMP will be reused and updated in the metadata for the research data. Other parts of 
the DMP are not part of the metadata created in the project, such as details on DMP budgets, 
repository assessment information, etc. The CMDI implementation of DMPs looks promising and 
should be further explored. As the competence and technology is available within CLARIN, the 
CLARIN researchers within PARTHENOS will work on that.  

6 Conclusion 

There is a gap between disciplinary requirements and wishes concerning data management, funder 
requirements, and ideas by interdisciplinary initiatives such as PARTHENOS. The latter project would 
be the right platform to compare and assess the different data management practices across the 
humanities, but it is still complicated to reach common, generic data management policies or services. 
As a disciplinary infrastructure CLARIN should define a default policy for DMP for its centres and 
require that in the Centre Assessment Process. This policy could feed into the work of PARTHENOS. 

The abstraction of the DMP protocol (paragraph 4) should be taken into account when CLARIN 
defines the default policy. The CLARIN template should cover on a general level the disciplinary and 
data type specific aspects of the DMP. Each centre can fill in their data centre specific needs. Funder 
requirements would have to be left out at present, as there is too much of a variety there. However, a 
template for CLARIN could build on top of the HORIZON 2020 template as a starting point. 
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Abstract

We are aiming to address the difficulties that many History and Social Sciences researchers strug-
gle with to bring in non-digitized text into language analysis workflows. In this paper we present
the language resources and material we used for training two Optical Character Recognition en-
gines for processing historical Swedish text written in Fraktur (blackletter). The trained models,
resources and dictionaries are freely available and accessible through our web service, hosted at
Språkbanken, to enable users and developers easy access for extraction of historical Swedish text
that are only available in images for further processing.

1 Introduction

The lack of availability of digital text restricts many History and Social Sciences researchers for carrying
out parts of their actual research. This limitation also puts some restrictions on the possibility to enrich the
texts with linguistic annotations for further processing and discovery. To achieve some of the proposed
goals and increase the success of infrastructures like CLARIN we would like to remove this threshold
and scarcity. One way to accomplish this is by training Optical Character Recognition (OCR) models to
correctly recognise digitized text and enable accurate language analysis and processing. In this paper, we
present our attempt to improve the recognition results for processing historical Swedish text of two free
OCR engines: Tesseract and Ocular. For each engine we trained a language model using dictionaries and
wordlists compiled to cover various time periods of written Swedish. The models and wordlists have been
made available through our web service licenced under an open CC-BY license. The service currently
allows users to access and run the OCR engines for interpretation of images containing historical Swedish
text. A machine-to-machine API will also become available shortly.

2 Tesseract and Ocular

2.1 Tesseract
Tesseract is an open source engine that is currently developed by Google. The latest Tesseract (version
4.0) engine is based on Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) Recurrent Neural Networks (Smith, 2007).1

The engine comes with some pre-trained OCR models for various languages and facilities for training
new languages and character sets for purposes of improving the existing models. Language modeling is
done primarily through dictionaries. Training of models is easily established by following the detailed
specification of the training process which is available through the Tesseract’s web page.

As a part of the project A free cloud service for OCR (Borin et al., 2016), we trained a model for
processing Swedish blackletter. During the training process, we retained the model starting with the pre-
trained language model that is available for handling Swedish blackletter and added specific wordlists
and lists of words with frequencies extracted from Swedish material (Section 3.2).

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

1<https://github.com/tesseract-ocr/>
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Data Description Entries
Swedberg 18th century dictionary 16,158
Dalin 19th century dictionary 509,924
1734 års lag corpus 61,220
Runeberg selected set of titles 711,080

Table 1: Dictionaries and wordlists covering the 18th and 19th centuries.

2.2 Ocular
Ocular is an open source engine (Garrette and Alpert-Abrams, 2016). The engine does not come with
any pre-trained OCR models for Swedish. The only model that was available before this experiment is
the one provided by us, and that is accessible in eXist-db app ocular-ocr.2

Ocular language modeling is done primarily through creating n-gram models on token and word level
in addition to creating the font model from the transcribed gold standard and its corresponding images.
Secondly dictionaries can be used during model training as well as for other parts of the post-processing.
We trained Ocular on a smaller set of documents than those we used for training Tesseract. This is
because, at the time of training several pages were not possible to transcribe due to shortcomings that are
being addressed in making the neural net setup more robust. Similar to Tesseract, we experimented with
different dictionaries during the post-processing stage.

3 Language resources and material for processing historical Swedish text

3.1 Processing historical text
The specific task of processing historical text and in particular, blackletter font should not to be under-
estimated. Printed texts in blackletter often give poor OCR results because character and line boundaries
may be faulty. The distinguished shape of the font lead to common OCR errors. Some of the problems of
processing blackletter font are addressed by Furrer and Volk (2011). Blackletter characters are normally
confused with other characters, such as ’n’ and ’u’ with ’ll’. Many errors could be avoided if the model
is trained with sufficient amount of data and suitable dictionaries (Breuel et al., 2013).

3.2 Dictionaries and wordlists
One of the challenges with OCR engines that are trained with language resources is finding full coverage
dictionaries and wordlists that cover the vocabulary of the processed material. Full coverage dictionaries
and wordlists are essential for post correction of OCR errors because missrecognition of characters in a
word can be corrected if the missrecognized word appears in the lexica. Consider for example the word
’trää’, which was incorrectly recognized as ’trciä’, where ’ä’ has been misplaced with ’ci’. In another
example ’krciget’ was incorectly recognized as ’krijget, in this example ’ji’ was misplaced with ’ci’.
These kind of errors can be difficult to correct with simple replacement rules. Although there has been
research that shows that large dictionaries might not always lead to improvements if the accuracy of the
OCR is high (Smith, 2011), we wanted to explore this simple method with our lexical resources.

We experimented with dictionaries and wordlists that were compiled in the OCR project (Borin et
al., 2016). These comprise data which was extracted from: (1) Swedberg, a dictionary over 18th century
(Borin and Forsberg, 2011), (2) Dalin, a dictionary over 19th century, covering the morphology of late
modern Swedish, (3) the corpus 1734 års lag,3 and (4) a selected set of proofread works from the Projekt
Runeberg.4 An overview of these resources is presented in Table 1, all are available from our web page.5

2<https://github.com/ljo/exist-ocular-ocr/>
3<https://spraakbanken.gu.se/swe/resurs/lag1734>
4<http://runeberg.org/>
5<https://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/ocr>
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Engine Character accuracy Word accuracy
Tesseract 3.0.5.01 83.55% 65.55%
Tesseract 3.0.5.01 + wordlists 80.50% 59.90%
Tesseract 4.0 + wordlists 82.03% 64.08%
Ocular 0.3 57.80% 52.67%
Ocular 0.3 + wordlists 62.93% 59.97%

Table 2: OCR error evaluation results at character and word levels from three engines that were trained
with and without wordlists.

3.3 Training material
Both Tesseract and Ocular were trained on a selected set of documents that we produced as a part of the
OCR project (Borin et al., 2016). This set comprises a randomly selected samples of 199 pages, which
were transcribed, i.e. double-keyed, by an external company. The font of the material is in blackletter,
together with the transcription, the material is available for download.

3.4 Testing material
The Library of University of Gothenburg, UB, has scanned and OCR-generated historical Swedish texts
in blackletter from 1800 for training and evaluation. The OCR quality is not good enough to make it
usable but gives a baseline with 25.7 percent word accuracy. For evaluation purposes we selected a small
set of this material, which we manually transcribed. In total, the material comprises 10,718 characters
and 2,152 words.6

4 Word and character accuracy of Tesseract and Ocular

The results reported in this section were obtained with the evaluation toolkit that has been developed
at the Information Science Research Institute (ISRI) (Bagdanov et al., 1999).7 We evaluated the results
with respect to character and word accuracy levels. The OCR error evaluation results of the three tested
engines are specified in Table 2. Ocular is early in its development stages, but shows promising results
even though it was only trained on a small set of documents.

The results show that Tesseract 3.0.5.01 reaches a character accuracy of 83.55% and a word accuracy
of 65.55%, which is the highest results we have reached for processing historical print. For this specific
test material (described in Section 3.4) the results are slightly better than the results measured for Tesser-
act 4.0 and considerably higher compared to the results given by Ocular. Interestingly, the highest score
was achieved without wordlists.

Even though the results look promising, about 35% of the words in the test material are missrecog-
nized. A closer look at the results shows that the majority of missrecognized words occur because of
spelling variations, for example occurrences of ’w’ instead of ’v’, in words such as ’qwinnors’, ’qwarts’,
’swarade’ that are not covered in the dictionaries. Another major problem is incorrect character recog-
nition, more notably, occurrences of duplicates, such as ’rr’, ’nn’, ’ll’ in the beginning or the end of a
word. Hyphenated words have not been joined in the transcriptions, something that is reflected in the
evaluation where many word parts are singled out.

5 Conclusions

We presented the results of two OCR engines which have been trained on Swedish blackletter text and
processed with dictionaries and wordlists extracted from Swedish language resources and corpora. Al-
though the evaluation is based on a very small amount of test data, it shows some promising results.

6<http://hdl.handle.net/10794/swedish-blackletter-ocr-evaluation-material-2018>
7<http://code.google.com/p/isri-ocr-evaluation-tools>
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In the nearest future we are planning to exploit these resources further with larger evaluation sets and
optimize the wordlists to different materials. The language resources presented in this paper are freely
available for download under CC-BY license.
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Abstract 
The aims and the main results of an on-line survey concerning speech archives collected in the 
fields of Social Sciences and Humanities among Italian scholars are presented and discussed. A 
huge amount of speech archives is especially preserved among researchers: the most part of the 
resources is not accessible and legal issues are generally not deeply addressed. The great majority 
of the respondents would agree in storing their archives in national repositories, if any. 

 

1 Introduction 

Very few censuses describe the amount and the size of speech archives in Italy. To our knowledge, only 
Barrera et al. (1993) and Benedetti (2002) map the existing audio archives. The first census was made 
under the Ministry of Cultural Heritage aegis and listed only the public archives (Barrera et al. 1993). 
Benedetti (2002) listed also private archives, especially in the field of music; Sergio (2016) presented 
the photo and audiovisual archives that were digitised (or were in the process of being digitised) by 
public and private institutions in Italy. Other censuses were limited to a single area, such as AAVV 
(1999), devoted to Piedmont region, and Andreini & Clemente (2007) and Cappelli & Rioda (2009) 
which restricted the survey to the Tuscany. Partial inventories can be found scattered in the net, espe-
cially within the context of the “Istituti Italiani per la Resistenza”. It has to be noted that the great ma-
jority of the inventories focused on music and oral history archives and completely neglected the huge 
material collected by linguists during their fieldwork. At the European level, an overview on the Oral 
History collections was made accessible and maintained by CLARIN ERIC1. At present, the overview 
contains about 260 collections scattered in 17 European countries (with great disparities between EU 
countries in terms of coverage and details). As for Italy, 86 collections are listed (data were collected in 
2016 by the second author together with the Italian Association for Oral History).  

The present paper aims at providing an updated map of Italian speech archives generated by field 
researches within and outside the academia, especially in the areas of linguistics and oral history. Most 
of the archives we discovered are inaccessible and can be labelled as audio ‘legacy data’: that is, data 
stored in obsolete audio media by individual researchers outside of archival sites such as libraries or 
data centres. For this purpose, we set up an online survey in order to:  

i) draft a census of institutional archives, that is a census of the existing speech archives de-
posited in (and by) institutions and associations;  

ii) draft a census of the existing speech archives owned by single researchers; 
iii) provide an extensive analysis of the existing practices of collection, preservation and reuse 

in order to give a detailed description of the state of conservation and accessibility, the 
access policies, costs and sustainability;  

The survey also made it possible to verify how the knowledge of the CLARIN infrastructure is wide-
spread among Italian research communities. A bottom-up approach, involving the main Italian scientific 
associations, allowed us to reach as many researchers as possible and to bring a hidden, inaccessible, 
endangered treasure to light. 

The paper is conceived as follows: §2 presents the structure and the content of the questionnaire; §3 
reports the sample that answered to the survey together with the main results; §4 addresses some con-
clusion remarks and underlines the urgent need to find an Italian repository to host these materials. 
                                                 
This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http:// 
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ 
1 http://oralhistory.eu/collections/clarin-eric. 
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2 The questionnaire 

The survey was jointly designed by both authors and was administered in Italian through an online 
questionnaire (implemented via Google Forms). The following Italian scholarly organisations were in-
volved in the dissemination of the survey by means of their respective mailing list: CLARIN-It, Asso-
ciazione Italiana di Scienze della Voce (AISV), Associazione Italiana di Storia Orale (AISO), Società 
di Linguistica Italiana (SLI), Associazione di Storia della Lingua Italiana (ASLI), Associazione Italiana 
di Linguistica Applicata (AITLA), Società Italiana per la Museografia e i Beni Demoetnoantropologici 
(SIMBDEA). Other formal and informal networks were targeted (e.g. Analisi dell’Interazione e della 
Mediazione, AIM) and also individual researchers – both in Italy and abroad – were personally contacted 
by email. We can presumably assume that several hundred scholars were reached by the survey.  

The questions included in the survey were mostly yes-no and multiple response type (three open 
questions were also included and for which it was impossible to predict or suggest options). The ques-
tions were as generic and as inclusive as possible in order to be answered by all of the respondents and 
thus avoiding to focus on very specific scientific domains. In most of the cases, besides every yes-no or 
multiple response question, an “Other, please specify” field was provided in order to account for re-
sponses not foreseen by the authors. The choice of including such an open-ended response option had 
the disadvantage of increasing the amount of post-processing needed at the time of results reporting for 
each question (the responses resulting in highly scattered distributions), but at the same time this allowed 
the authors to account for multiple domains and issues not previously considered. 

The survey was structured according to four distinct sections: 
1) the first section was mainly informative and preceded the questionnaire itself by providing a 

brief presentation of the aims and the scope of the survey, as well as general information on 
the treatment of the recorded responses to the questionnaire; 

2) the second section contained the actual questionnaire consisting of 19 questions. The first ques-
tion gave the participants the possibility to opt-out from the survey (thus registering their par-
ticipation) or eventually to contribute to the survey, without necessarily completing the survey, 
by jumping to the third section of the survey (see point 3). The core questionnaire, consisting 
of 18 questions, was devised in order to obtain a rough description and quantification of audio-
visual resources (also with respect to accessibility and legal issues). One last question asked 
the respondents if they were aware of the existence of the CLARIN European infrastructure; 

3) the third section allowed all the respondents to contribute to the survey dissemination by sug-
gesting the authors further potential contacts they considered worth to be contacted; 

4) the last section of the questionnaire asked the respondents for some personal information (con-
tact, academic position and affiliation). 

For the aim of the current paper and due to space limitations, in the next paragraph we report the 
results from selected questions of the survey, leaving the rest and more elaborate analyses to an extended 
version on the same topic. The questions we focus here are intended to: 

1) uncover the scientific domains with the highest amount of hidden spoken resources; 
2) identify what sort of resources we are coping with; 
3) understand if digitised data (such as transcriptions, annotations etc.) are eventually available 

for these resources and in what format they are stored; 
4) establish if the mentioned resources are accessible and who is in charge of their maintenance; 
5) take stock of the ethical issues related to the creation of the resources under scrutiny; 
6) assay how much the knowledge of the CLARIN European infrastructure is widespread in the 

different scientific domains.  

3 Main results 

The results we report on in this section, refer to the responses gathered from the survey at the time of 
writing2 with reference to selected questions as mentioned in the previous paragraph. So far, 149 re-
spondents took part in the survey: 130 participants completed the survey, 17 opted-out and 2 only sug-
gested other contacts.  
                                                 
2 The survey (available at https://goo.gl/8uHYK1) started on February 20th, 2018 and will be kept active until 
October, 2018. This will allow the authors to continue the census by reaching more respondents.  
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Since for most of the questions the participants were allowed to select multiple responses and even-
tually to specify further responses on an extra field, we also provide the number of items to which the 
percentages refer to, where required. 

3.1 Spoken resources and their scientific domains  

With reference to the scientific domains to which the resources belong to, the most mentioned by the 
respondents are, in decreasing order: Oral History (n = 53), Phonetics & Phonology (n = 35), Dialec-
tology (n = 30), Anthropological Linguistics (n = 30), Sociolinguistics (n = 9), Applied Linguistics (n = 
8), Ethnomusicology (n = 8), Sociology (n = 5), Language Acquisition (n = 4), Speech Technology (n = 
2).3 

After grouping the same responses into macro-areas4, our initial intuition (e.g. that the huge amount 
of material collected by linguists during their fieldwork is neglected) stands out. The majority of the 
participants we were able to reach indicated Linguistics (57.6%) and Oral History (32.1%) as core do-
mains for their resources, with a minor portion of them indicating Ethnomusicology (4.8%), Sociology 
(2.4%) and Speech Technology (1.2%); Other & NA’s (1.8%). 

3.2 Type of resources involved 

When collecting speech in the different domains the spoken productions can be recorded as a uni-modal 
signal (e.g. Audio only) or as a bi-modal signal (e.g. Audiovideo). This consideration led the authors to 
include this distinction in the survey and for which the respondents chose in 13.1% of the cases Audio-
video only, in 40% of the cases both Audio and Audiovideo, and the remaining 46.9% Audio only.  
The asked distinction is anything but trivial as it has direct consequences both on the quality and on the 
size (and eventually format) of the resources. 

In our survey we further asked the respondents to indicate of what type of resources they were in 
possession of. As much as 70.7% of the resources were mentioned to be of digital nature (e.g. *.wav, 
*.Mp3, *.eaf, *.TextGrid, *.txt etc.), 26.4% of analogue nature (tapes, forms etc.). 

3.3 Type and format of additional data available for the targeted resources 

As far as the format of additional data available besides the speech resources is concerned, we catego-
rized the responses into two distinct groups: binary and non-binary files. This categorization was con-
sidered important also in order to verify if the information stored in those files is easily accessible and 
thus void of any restriction. Binary files are commonly application specific (e.g. proprietary) files. Due 
to the obsolescence of many applications, the use of binary files (as opposed to non-binary files which 
allow unrestricted access and interoperability) has serious side-effects related to accessibility issues on 
the long term. Among the file formats, the respondents listed both binary (n = 55) and non-binary (n = 
85), while for 26 respondents no additional files are available. Under the first group, which we catego-
rized as binary files the most common ones listed are *.doc (23.1%), *.pdf (4.7%). For the non-binary 
files the most listed are *.txt (23.1%), PRAAT’s *.TextGrid (15.4%) and ELAN’s *.eaf files (7.1%). 
Despite declaring the presence of additional files for the speech resources, 26 respondents did not spec-
ify any format. 

3.4 Accessibility and maintenance issues 

Almost half of the resources listed in our survey (48.5%) is barely accessible. Only 10% of the resources 
is accessible and available, 3.1% is partially accessible, 36.9% is available upon request, 0.8% is avail-
able upon request and only for selected parts (NA’s = 0.8%). 

We would also like to stress the fact that the necessity of a national repository is of the highest urgency 
if we consider that most of those owning speech resources in our survey (about 53%) fall within the 
category which we defined as casual workers (e.g. workers without a permanent position nor a perma-

                                                 
3 The rest of the mentioned Linguistic subfields (categorized as Other) put together totals 19. 
4 Due to the possibility the respondents had to fill in the “Other, please specify” option when indicating the scien-
tific domain or domains under which they considered their resources, the results on the disciplines were unavoid-
ably scattered. To this end, following the Linguistics subfields grouping in the OLAC project (http://www.lan-
guage-archives.org/REC/field.html) we recoded the responses to reduce the sparseness of the data. 
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nent affiliation to an institution). Only 35.4% of the remaining respondents declared a permanent posi-
tion and affiliation (for example to universities or other public institutions), while 6.2% did not provide 
any information (the remaining 5.4%, which we were not able to ascribe to any of the two categories, 
has been categorized as a generic “other” category). 

3.5 Ethics and legal issues concerning oral resources 

One further information emerging from our survey relates to ethics and legal issues, which are addressed 
by the respondents only in 46.2% of the cases. This has unavoidable effects especially on the accessi-
bility and reusability of such resources and represents something all the subjects involved in the creation 
and collection of future resources should be aware of. 

3.6 The CLARIN European infrastructure in our survey’s scientific community 

An unexpectedly surprising result emerging from our survey is that only 31.5% of the respondents de-
clared to have knowledge of the CLARIN infrastructure. This low percentage, however, should not 
discourage and diminish the activities carried out so far within the CLARIN infrastructure, on the con-
trary. There is indeed a large pool of resources owners (e.g. 64.6%, more than half of our respondents) 
who would agree in storing their archives and their speech resources in national repositories. This man-
ifestation of interest should give CLARIN’s mission more strength and actuality. 

4 Conclusion 

In the past, researchers usually considered their speech data valuable only for the immediate purposes 
of their research. Nowadays, we are facing a change in consciousness, since it is clear that legacy data 
document previous states of languages and linguistic changes from different points of view, and allow 
to work on historical questions about languages. Moreover, speech archives perfectly fit into the inter-
national debate concerning the use and reuse of past research data. Several scholars pointed out many 
important advantages of re-analysis: from sustainability to the maximization of the results. At the be-
ginning of a novel research project, the re-analysis of past archives can be invaluable in providing a first 
orientation on the topics to be investigated, and therefore making the pilot stage of the research both 
more effective and swifter. By making previous research data available to re-analysis by others, it is 
possible to multiply the research outcomes through the publications of further interested scholars. 

Nevertheless, the outcome of our survey shows a rather delicate picture: rather limited accessibility 
of the resources, ethical and legal issues only partially addressed, scant knowledge of the CLARIN 
infrastructure. 

In order to start filling the gap, the topic of the forthcoming annual conference of the Italian Speech 
Sciences association (AISV) to be held in February 2019, will be devoted to speech archives and the 
Executive Director of CLARIN will be giving a keynote lecture. 
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Abstract

This paper aims at sharing the lessons learned at setting up a CLARIN repository based on the
META-SHARE software, which we have just used to develop the PORTULAN / CLARIN centre.

This paper documents the changes and extensions to META-SHARE that were needed to fulfil
the CLARIN requirements for becoming a B-type centre.

The main purpose of this paper is to serve as a one-stop guide for teams pondering or having
decided to adopt META-SHARE software for setting up their own CLARIN repositories in the
future.

1 Introduction

In order to set up the CLARIN repository of the Portuguese network, PORTULAN / CLARIN, following
other national networks, we decided to use META-SHARE software to set up our repository software,
extending it with the functionalities required by CLARIN for B-centre approval.

These extensions address a number of aspects that we will be reporting on in this paper, namely:
metadata harvesting (Section 2), single sign-on (Section 3), persistent identifiers (Section 4) and the user
interface (Section 5).

META-SHARE is a network of repositories for sharing and exchanging language data and tools. It is
also the name of the software1 running on these repositories and we will refer to it as MS for short.

2 Metadata Harvesting

The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) is an application-
independent protocol specification2 for metadata harvesting. The OAI-PMH specification describes the
communication between repositories and harvesters.

A repository must implement this protocol to be approved as a CLARIN B-centre. Furthermore, the
metadata harvested from the repository must comply with a profile in the Component MetaData Infras-
tructure (CMDI) CLARIN registry.

A MS metadata profile already exists in the CLARIN CMDI registry and an implementation of the
OAI-PMH protocol was kindly provided to us by the executive staff of CELR at University of Tartu.3

We made minor tweaks to this implementation in order to make it work with our version of MS, which
is slightly more recent (we are using the 3.1.1 branch instead of the 3.0 one). Then, we sent an email to
<harvester@clarin.eu> announcing our OAI-PMH endpoint to the Virtual Language Observa-
tory (VLO) and asking to be harvested by the alpha VLO instance.

After the harvesting was concluded we browsed the PORTULAN / CLARIN resource collection in the
VLO alpha instance, and we checked the correctness and completeness of the metadata.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence.
Licence details: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
1https://github.com/metashare/META-SHARE
2http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/openarchivesprotocol.htm
3https://keeleressursid.ee/en/center/people
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Figure 1: Using a Service Provider Proxy (SPP) to overcome PySAML2 limitations in terms of the
number of IdPs it is able to handle.

3 Single Sign-On with SAML2

The Security Assertion Markup Language version 2 (SAML2) is an open standard XML-based frame-
work that enables user authentication within a federation of web Service Providers (SPs) and Identity
Providers (IdPs) through Single Sign-On (SSO). In practice, once users have authenticated themselves to
a federated IdP, they will thereafter remain authenticated for any service provided by the federated SPs
until they explicitly logout.

MS is implemented in Django and djangosaml24 integrates the PySAML2 library as a Django appli-
cation and authentication backend, making it easy to integrate MS as a SAML2 SP. Unfortunately, the
PySAML2 library is unable to cope with a large number of IdPs, and when we tried to load the metadata
file of the CLARIN federation IdPs a "too many open files" exception was raised (apparently PySAML2
opens many auxiliary files to process a single large metadata XML). Thus, to work around this PySAML2
limitation, we set up a Service Provider Proxy (SPP) using SimpleSAMLphp5.

As depicted in Figure 1, the proxy behaves as an IdP to our SP (the only IdP that the SP must known
about) and behaves as a SP to the IdPs in the CLARIN federation. The local copy of the federation IdPs
metadata XML is synced to the master metadata file6 on a daily basis.

When a user tries to access a service provided by a federated SP, the SP needs to contact the IdP of
the user’s home institution/organization to authenticate the user and obtain identity attributes such as the
user’s name and email address.

The number of IdPs in a federation such as CLARIN may be over one thousand and thus a special
service called WAYF or Discovery Service is needed to allow the users to easily select the IdP of their
home institution from such a large list. Instead of simply presenting a list containing all IdPs in the
federation, a good WAYF service will try to automatically detect the users’ institution based on several
parameters such as the IP address and geo-location of the computer. Also, the user’s choice of IdP will
be memorized by the WAYF service and recalled upon subsequent visits.

Since we have deployed SimpleSAMLphp as a SPP, we could also use its WAYF implementation.
However, we have configured our SPP to redirect users to the CLARIN WAYF service7 instead, which
is based on DiscoJuice8 and we find it to provide a more user friendly interface than the WAYF of
SimpleSAMLphp.

4 PIDs

The use of Persistent Identifiers (PIDs) for resources is a requirement for B-centre repositories.
Fortunately, MS has a metadata field for storing externally-assigned identifiers such as the PID of a re-

source. Thus far, we have not automated the generation of PIDs for resources deposited in the repository,
but we have plans for integrating MS with ePIC9 through its RESTful API, allowing easy generation of
a PID from the metadata editor interface.
4https://pypi.org/project/djangosaml2/
5https://simplesamlphp.org/
6https://infra.clarin.eu/aai/prod_md_about_spf_idps.xml
7https://www.clarin.eu/content/clarin-central-discovery-service
8http://discojuice.org/
9http://www.pidconsortium.eu/
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5 Changes to the User Interface

MS project originally used the Blueprint CSS framework. However, since this framework was last up-
dated on 14th of May 2011 and is missing a lot of modern website design features such as responsive
design, we decided to change the MS interface to a more modern and robust alternative. As CLARIN has
made available10 an implementation of the interface guidelines as a Bootstrap theme, we decided to use
this theme as the basis of our work on revitalizing the MS interface.

Bootstrap is easy to use, well documented and supports responsive design. This has made it very
popular and is currently supported by a large community. Because the aforementioned CLARIN theme
was built upon Bootstrap version 3, we are using that version instead of the newest version 4.

The CLARIN human interface guidelines11 specify, among other things, the general page layout, the
typography that should be used and the colour palette to be followed. With respect to the layout, MS
already provides a very solid foundation but some changes are required to make PORTULAN / CLARIN
comply with the guidelines.

The landing page of the repository allows searching and browsing the resources by means of a search
box and a list of "Filter by" tags which implement a faceted search. Following the CLARIN guidelines
that suggest secondary navigation to appear on the right-hand side of the page, these "Filter by" tags were
moved to the right, as shown in Figure 2 (a).

The search box was sized down and moved to the upper right corner of the page (b).
In MS, the user had to hover the entry title to see a description of the resource, but we opted to make

the description always visible, although clipped to a maximum of 300 characters, requiring less effort
from the user to get to important information (c).

Furthermore, different resource and media types were conveyed to the user by adorning resource titles
with different icons, which requires the user to hold a memory mapping between icons and their meaning.
We replaced these icons with their textual meaning in a key-value structured presentation, which we find
easier to assimilate, as shown in (d), (e) and (f) in the figure.

To minimize scrolling on today’s wide screen monitors, we resized the page header to take up less
vertical space, as shown in (g).

6 Conclusion

The repository of the PORTULAN / CLARIN centre is ready to enter production. We keep doing tests
and rounding some sharp edges, but the main requisites for a B-centre repository seem to be ensured.

Ideally, MS should be ported to make use of more recent and supported versions of its dependencies,
in particular Django, but the effort required is too high at this point. Therefore, to mitigate possible
security flaws in MS and its outdated dependencies we decided to keep our repository running within a
virtualized environment accessed through a reverse HTTP proxy. Despite the disadvantage of not being
actively developed and supported, MS has the advantage (for us) of being implemented in Python and
Django, which allows us to reuse knowledge of this language and framework in other components of the
CLARIN / PORTULAN centre.

The next main step will be the CoreTrustSeal quality assessment procedure.
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10https://github.com/clarin-eric/base_style
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Figure 2: Repository search/browse page before and after our changes.
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Abstract

We introduce LaMachine, a unified Natural Language Processing (NLP) open-source software
distribution to facilitate the installation and deployment of a large amount of software projects
that have been developed in the scope of the CLARIN-NL project and its current successor
CLARIAH. Special attention is paid to encouragement of good software development practices
and reuse of established infrastructure in the scientific and open-source software development
community. We illustrate the usage of LaMachine in an exploratory text mining project at the
Dutch Health Inspectorate where LaMachine was applied to create a research environment for
automatic text analysis for health care quality monitoring.

1 Introduction

Software is a key deliverable and a vital component for research in projects such as those under the
CLARIN umbrella. It is software that provides researchers the instruments to yield for their research; It
is CLARIN’s core mission to make digital language resources, including software, available to the wider
research community.

We see that NLP software often takes on complex forms such as processing pipelines invoking various
individual components, which in turn rely on various dependencies. Add dedicated web-interfaces on top
of that and you obtain a suite of interconnected software that is often non-trivial to install, configure, and
deploy. This is where LaMachine comes in.

LaMachine incorporates software providing different types of interfaces1 that typically address differ-
ent audiences. Whilst we attempt to accommodate both technical2 and less-technical audiences3, there
is a natural bias towards the former as lower-level interfaces are often a prerequisite to build higher-
level interfaces on. Depending on the flavour of LaMachine chosen, it makes a good virtual research
environment for a data scientist, whether on a personal computer or on a computing cluster, a good
development environment for a developer or a good deployment method for production servers in for ex-
ample CLARIN centres. We demonstrate how LaMachine can create a fully functioning and standalone
research environment for text mining and NLP for Dutch texts in a use case project at the Healthcare
Inspectorate.

2 Architecture

Being an open-source NLP software distribution, LaMachine is constrained to Unix-like platforms; this
primarily means Linux, but also BSD and, with some restrictions, macOS. Cygwin4 is not tested or
supported. However, virtualisation technology enables deployment on a wider range of platforms, in-
cluding Windows. The focus of the LaMachine distribution stands in contrast with mobile platforms
(Android/iOS/etc), native Windows/mac desktop software, or certain interface types in general such as
classical desktop GUI applications or mobile ‘apps’, all of which fall beyond our scope.

1Command line interfaces, programming interfaces, web-user interfaces, webservices.
2Data scientists, DevOps, system administrators, developers.
3The wider researcher community, particularly the Humanities; also educational settings.
4A unix environment on Windows
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All software that is incorporated in LaMachine must 1) bear some relevance to NLP, 2) be under a
recognised open-source license, 3) be deposited in a public version controlled repository5 and 4) have a
release protocol (with semantic versioning) using the proper technology-specific channels.

LaMachine is a meta distribution as it can be installed in various contexts. At its core, LaMachine
consists of a set of machine-parsable instructions on how to obtain, build (e.g. compile from source),
install and configure software. These are implemented using Ansible6. This is notably different from the
more classical notion of Linux distributions, which generally provide their own repositories with (often
binary) software packages. LaMachine builds on this already established infrastructure by taking these
repositories as a given and only needs to know which repositories to use. Similarly, there are different
programming-language-specific ecosystems providing their own repositories, such as the Python Pack-
age Index for Python, CRAN for R, CPAN for Perl, Maven Central for Java. LaMachine again relies on
those to pull and install software from and never forks, archives, or modifies the software in any way. In
doing so, we compel participating software projects to adhere to well-established distribution standards
and ensure the software is more sustainable towards the future (van Gompel et al., 2016). Moreover, we
ensure that LaMachine never becomes a prerequisite for the software but merely a courtesy or conve-
nience.

LaMachine provides ample flexibility that allows it to be deployable in different contexts. First of all
there is flexibility with regard to the target platform, where we support several major GNU/Linux dis-
tributions (Debian, Ubuntu, CentOS, RedHat Enterprise Linux, Fedora, Arch Linux), as well as macOS
(although with more limitations). Second, there is flexibility with regard to the form, where we support
containerisation through Docker7, virtualisation through Vagrant and VirtualBox8, direct remote provi-
sioning through Ansible (for production servers), or an installation that is either global to the machine
or local in a custom directory for a specific user (using virtualenv). Pre-built docker containers and
virtual machine images with a limited selection of participating software are regularly uploaded to the
Docker Hub and Vagrant Cloud, respectively. The different flavours all offer a different degree of sepera-
tion from the host OS, where Virtual Machines are completely virtualised, Docker Containers still share
the kernel with the host OS, and the machine-specific installation flavour actually compiles against the
machine’s distribution itself and thus offers the least amount of overhead.

Installation of LaMachine begins with a single bootstrap command9. It can interactively query the
users for their software preferences (stored as the host configuration), e.g. the flavour of LaMachine,
as well as the set of software to install, the installation manifest. This set is never static but can be
customized by the user. The user may also opt for installing the latest releases, the more experimental
development versions of the software, or specific custom versions (to facilitate scientific reproducibility).
The bootstrap procedure detects and installs the necessary prerequisites automatically and eventually
invokes Ansible to perform the bulk of the work. Figure 1 provides a schematic view.

LaMachine also aims to harmonise the metadata of all installed software, by converting metadata
from upstream repositories, i.e. the repositories where tool providers deposit their software, to a com-
mon standard called CodeMeta 10 (Jones et al., 2016; Boettiger, 2017) where possible, or encouraging
software developers to provide their codemeta metadata inside their source code repositories and using
that directly. This in turn enables other tools to do proper service discovery and provenance logging.

Leveraging this metadata, LaMachine comes with a webserver that offers a portal website with access
and overview of all installed tools, including web services and web applications. It also comes with a
Jupyter Lab11 environment which provides a web-based Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for
scripting in Python and R, web-based terminal access, and so-called notebooks which mix text, code and
data output and have gained great popularity in data science community nowadays.

5e.g. Github, Gitlab, Bitbucket, provided the repository is public
6https://www.ansible.com
7https://www.docker.com
8https://vagrant.org, https://www.virtualbox.org
9See https://proycon.github.io/LaMachine

10https://codemeta.github.io/, described in JSON-LD
11https://jupyter.org/
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Figure 1: A schematic representation of the LaMachine architecture

3 Software

LaMachine exists since May 2015 and has been used extensively ever since by numerous users, in 2018
version 2 was released which was a significant rewrite. LaMachine was initially conceived as the pri-
mary means of distribution of the software stack developed at CLST, Radboud University Nijmegen.
It therefore includes a lot of our software. A full list of included software goes beyond the scope of
this overview; we will merely mention some CLARIN-NL/CLARIAH-funded tools: ucto (a tokeniser),
Frog (an NLP suite for Dutch), FoLiA (Format for Linguistic Annotation, with assorted tools), FLAT (a
web-based linguistic Annotation tool), PICCL (an OCR and post-OCR correction pipeline) and CLAM.
However, this project is not limited to one research group and is open to participation by other software
providers, especially those also in CLARIAH and the upcoming CLARIAH PLUS project. We already
include some relevant software by other CLARIAH partners. Moreover, LaMachine incorporates a large
number of renowned tools by external international parties, offering most notably a mature Python en-
vironment with renowned scientific modules such as scipy, numpy, scikit-learn, matplotlib, nltk, spacy,
pytorch, keras, gensim, tensorflow, and many others, but also R, Java and tools such as Stanford CoreNLP
and Kaldi.

4 Case study

We participated in a small Dutch national project titled “Text mining for Inspection: an exploratory
study on automatic analysis of health care complaints” 12 led by IQhealthcare13, the scientific centre for
healthcare quality of RadboudUMC hospital. This project took place at the Dutch Health Inspectorate
and aimed to apply text mining techniques to health care complaints that have been registered at the
national contact point for health care (Landelijk Meldpunt Zorg14) We investigated the usefulness of
text mining to categorise and cluster complaints, to automatically determine the severity of incoming
complaints, to extract patterns and to identify risk cases. This project turned out to be a good test case of
the applicability and usefulness of LaMachine as a standalone research environment. As the complaint
data is highly sensitive, it could not leave the secure servers of the health inspectorate and was stored in
an environment without internet access. We needed to bring the software to the data via a shared folder.

12https://bit.ly/2N2AICS
13http://www.iqhealthcare.nl/nl/
14https://www.landelijkmeldpuntzorg.nl
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We used a virtual machine (VM) image of LaMachine and we ran this 64-bits Linux-based VM inside
another VM with Windows Server 2012, provided to us by the health inspectorate for this project, in
which we did have administrative rights but no internet access. In terms of hardware we ran on a ma-
chine with 8 cores and 32GB internal memory available. LaMachine provided a fully functional research
environment and we ran all our experiments within LaMachine. We interacted with LaMachine both
through the command line, which offers a standard shell and enables access to all lower-level tools and
programming languages; and through the (offline) webbrowser to use the Jupyter Notebook environment.

LaMachine comes with some simple data sharing facilities that allowed us to access the sensitive
complaint data via a single shared dataspace between host and the VM. Extensive data search and man-
agement functions are deliberately beyond the scope of LaMachine, and left to more high-level tooling.

We used many of the available tools in LaMachine within this project: Frog for linguistic annotation
of the textual content of the complaint and the scikit-learn Python package for classification, T-scan for
feature extraction in the form of text characteristics and colibri-core for n-gram analysis.

5 Conclusion & Future work

The recent release of LaMachine v2, which constituted a full rewrite, has opened up LaMachine to
outside contribution. Contributor documentation has been written, and at this stage, we greatly welcome
external participants to join in. Use cases as the example in section 4 contribute to thorough testing and
running of LaMachine in less ideal circumstances such as nested VM constructions and offline usage.

Aside from the incorporation of new relevant software, the main objectives for the future are to provide
greater interoperability between the included tools through better high-level interfaces for the researcher.
We see this as a bottom-up process and have now established a firm foundation to build upon. Note that
such proposed interfaces, including the current portal application in LaMachine, are always considered
separate independent software projects, which may be deployed by/in/for LaMachine, but also in other
contexts. LaMachine remains ‘just’ a software distribution at heart.

Development of LaMachine presently takes place in collaboration with the CLARIAH WP3 Virtual
Research Environment (VRE) project15, which has higher ambitions in accommodating the researcher
and connectivity of data and services, and transcends also those of the CLARIN Language Resource
Switchboard (Zinn, 2016). An important part of our future focus will therefore be on interoperability
with the higher-level tools emerging from the VRE efforts, but also with other parts of the CLARIN
infrastructure; single-sign on authentication being a notable example here.
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Abstract

This paper discusses XML-TEI-URS, a recently introduced TEI-compliant XML format for the
annotation of referential phenomena in arbitrary corpora. We describe our experiments on using
this format in different contexts, assess its perceived strengths and weaknesses, compare it with
other similar efforts and suggest improvements to ease its use as a standard for the distribution of
interoperable annotated linguistic resources.

1. Related works
XML-TEI-URS1, introduced in (Grobol, Landragin, et al. 2017) is an annotation format inspired by the
URS (Unit-Relation-Schema) metamodel developed for Glozz (Widlöcher and Mathet 2012) with a con-
crete serialization inTEImark-upcomplyingwith the latest recommendations (TEIP5v3.3.0).Theoriginal
intent of this format was to provide a way to annotate reference phenomena, and particularly coreferences
and anaphora, but it proved versatile enough for a larger class of annotations, as in (Grobol, Tellier, et al.
2018),where it is used fordependencysyntaxannotations.Bydesign, it is notmeant tobeaground-breaking
new format, but rather a concrete realisation — within the limits of a standard serialization — of an abstract
model proved to be sensible for coreference.
XML-TEI-URS is by no mean the first attempt at devising a general-purpose linguistic annotation format.
There already exist several such formats, with wide range of uses, both in Corpus Linguistics and in Natural
Language Processing, for example the tabular format used by BRAT (Stenetorp et al. 2012) or the XML-
based formats used by GATE (Cunningham et al. 2013), MMAX2 (Müller and Strube 2006) or Glozz. But
those formats are mostly tied to those specific annotation softwares — even when they express theoretically
sound annotation models — and are susceptible to change along with their needs, with no guarantee of
backward compatibility or notification of evolution. Consequently, they can only be thought of as de facto
standards, whose use for perennial storage of linguistic resources could be problematic.
Conversely, as described in (Grobol, Landragin, et al. 2017), most of the annotated corpora for coreference
use ad-hoc formats, that are usually well-suited to this single phenomenon, but do not support extension to
other kind of annotations. The most common way to add other types of annotations (such as syntactic ones)
in these resources is to use hybrid formats, such as in the tabular format used for the CoNLL-2012 corpus
(Pradhan et al. 2012), which uses two different and incompatible types of parenthesized expressions for
syntax and coreference annotations. One of the downsides of this approach is the data preparation overhead
it imposes on the development NLP systems, a tedious and error-prone process, with scarce opportunities
for reuse.

2. Experiments
Our experiments so far with XML-TEI-URS have been the following ones:

1. Porting the ANCOR corpus (Muzerelle et al. 2014) coreference annotations to XML-TEI-URS, first
as a proof-of-concept for (Grobol, Landragin, et al. 2017).

1. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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2. Enriching ANCOR with syntactic annotations for (Grobol, Tellier, et al. 2018), which had us first
convert it to a suitable input format for automatic parsers (Universal Dependencies CoNLL-U (Nivre
et al. 2016)), then convert the resulting syntactic analysis back to XML-TEI-URS, with an additional
annotation layer that describes the relations between syntax and coreference.

3. Integrating XML-TEI-URS in the URS annotation plugin of the TXM platform (Heiden 2010).

2.1. XML-TEI-URS for coreference: ANCOR
When it comes to file formats, ANCOR has a tumultuous story: it is composed of three different oral cor-
pora, that were originally distributed in the native format of the transcription tool Transcriber (Barras et al.
1998). Its coreference annotations were then added in Glozz as if the data were raw texts, thus ignoring
the existing XML structure (the consistency between the two layers was enforced manually), and finally
integrated in it, using a non-standard ad-hoc format. This combination made the exploitation of this corpus
tedious at best, and information-destructive in some cases (e.g. when entity mention crossed utterances
borders). It was clear from the beginning of our work that there was a need for a better format — or at least
one that was easier to use.
The initial conversion of ANCOR to XML-TEI-URS has actually been done at the same time as the defin-
ition of the format, which probably made the development of the necessary software tools more time-
consuming than under other circumstances. Reflecting on that experience, we find that most of our diffi-
culties came from the shortcomings of the original format, and from our efforts to enforce data consistency
by correcting the errors that are inevitably present in any corpus of a significant size. All in all, the ini-
tial conversion took us no more than a few weeks, with some later refinements to meet unforeseen needs
revealed by our actual use of the resulting corpus.
The resulting corpus is much easier to use than the original one, particularly thanks to the choice of com-
pletely stand-off annotations using a reference word segmentation (which are not mandatory for XML-TEI-
URS, but heartily encouraged). The most welcomed advantage of this choice is that it allows to completely
ignore the existence of annotations for preprocessing that does not take them into account (which is obvi-
ously harder with inline annotations) e.g. extracting the raw text of the corpus to run third-party tools on it
is completely transparent.
The expressiveness of the TEI format also allowed annotations that were not possible in the original format,
e.g. entity mentions spanning several utterances, or parallel and overlapping utterances.

2.2. XML-TEI-URS for syntax: ANCOR-AS
As stated in (Grobol, Tellier, et al. 2018), most automatic coreference detection systems use rich syntactic
knowledge, which implies a need for corpora that hold both types of annotations. Existing corpora usually
use one of three main strategies: use a ad-hoc hybrid format that incorporates the two types of annotations
(as in CoNLL-2012), keep one version of the corpus for each type (as in the NER version of the French
Treebank (Sagot et al. 2012)) or base one type on the other (as in the PCC, Polish Coreference Corpus
(Ogrodniczuk et al. 2015)). In our context, none of these solutions was satisfactory. The most satisfactory
would have been the option chosen for the PCC, but it requires mutually consistent annotation layers, which
was not the case with automatic syntactic annotations.
Instead, we took advantage of the unobtrusive nature of standoff XML-TEI-URS annotations by totally
ignoring existing coreference annotations at first when adding syntactic annotations, and only linking the
two types of annotation in a third layer. The main obstacle in that process was that the word segmentation
we used in the original version was not necessarily the same as the one given by the automatic parser. This
issuewasdealtwith by adding correcting elements inspiredby the then-current draft of (ISO2017), that link
between the surface forms of the raw corpus and the syntactic words used by the parser, in e.g. expansions
(du→de le in French) and multi-word units.
Apart from this technical issue, the conversion between formats, from XML-TEI-URS to CoNLL-U and
back was relatively straightforward, here again thanks to the use of reference to a word segmentation, for
instance to clean up the parser inputs from easily detected disfluencies — thus improving its performances
— while keeping them available in the raw text of the final resource.
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That said, the final resource expresses the main drawback of the format: it is very heavy, far more than the
corresponding CoNLL-U annotation, mostly because of our rather crude use of feature structure. Future
versions of the resource will try to address this issue, most notably by a judicious use of MAF (ISO 2006)
feature libraries, but a certain heaviness of TEI formats will always be unavoidable. In the meantime, we
tried to mitigate this heaviness by keeping syntactic annotations in separated files, using the prefixed id
facilities offered by the TEI to link them to the source files, which would have made sense in any case: since
these syntactic annotations are not gold-standard, keeping them separated preserves the integrity of the
manual coreference annotations of ANCOR.

2.3. Democrat and TXM platform
Since (Grobol, Landragin, et al. 2017), a progressive move towards using XML-TEI-URS as the format for
the final version of the Democrat project corpus (Landragin 2016) is underway. In accordance, support for
this format has been added to the URS annotation plugin developed in the context of this project for the
TXM open-source platform. Full support for importing from and exporting to stand-off XML-TEI-URS is
currently available, along with cross-corpus transfer of annotation between different corpora, as long as the
tokens targeted by the annotations are present in both of them.
Integrating XML-TEI-URS to TXM was not too hard, thanks to the similarities with TXM internal format,
which already used token-based stand-off annotations for lemmas and part-of-speech. The integration of
XML-TEI-URS to TXM has been beneficial in reducing data duplication in version management, since
several versions of a corpus can share the same outsourced annotation file as long as the token ids are con-
stant. Conversely, several annotation sets can refer to the same corpus, which allows concurrent annotation
by different annotators and keeping track of several versions of the same annotation set.

3. Conclusion and perspectives
Since its initial development, we have used XML-TEI-URS in several different contexts, and so far, it has
lived up to our expectancies: it provides a standard, versatile and generally easy to use format for linguistic
annotations. However, it comes with a certain heaviness that is probably linked to the TEI characteristics.
This somewhat degrades human-reading experience for our prototype corpus, even though it had no impact
on machine reading.
In the context of CLARIN, since the current guidelines advocate the use of TEI XML formats for textual
data, we believe that XML-TEI-URS might serve as a basis — or at least an inspiration — for future lin-
guistic resources with annotations going beyond the default set of attributes hardcoded into the current TEI
guidelines (lemma, pos and friends). We are very much open to further developments or refinements of this
format to better suit the needs of the community.
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Abstract

Visible Vowels is a web app for the analysis and visualization of acoustic vowel measurements:
f0, formants and duration. The app is a useful instrument for research in linguistics. The app
combines user friendliness with maximum functionality and flexibility, using a live plot view.

1 Introduction

Researchers in phonetics, sociolinguistics, dialectology, forensic linguistics, speech pathology, language
acquisition, pyscholinguistics and neurolinguistics study the acoustic characteristics of vowels, measur-
ing vowel formants, fundamental frequency, duration and other acoustic variables. Next, the measure-
ments are visualized by graphs in order to find patterns that reflect particular external (e.g., region, age,
gender, language background, pathological vs. non-pathological) or internal (e.g., word stress, following
segment) factors. While programs like Praat, Speech Filing System (SFS) and WaveSurfer are frequently
used for making acoustic measurements, most researchers use programs like PLOTNIK, NORM and
VOIS3D or the R packages vowels and phonR for the visualization of these measurements. How-
ever, these packages do not meet the demands of most researchers in the field, due to a lack of features,
flexibility and user-friendliness.

PLOTNIK was developed by Labov (2011) for the study of vowel variation and change in North
American English and plots the vowels in F1/F2 space. Any selection of vowels can be visualized. Sub-
sets of vowels can be highlighted within the larger set. Procedures for speaker normalization of formant
frequencies are available. Means, standard deviations and the significance of difference between means
can be calculated. Vowel systems of different speakers can be compared, by overlaying their vowel plots.
PLOTNIK runs only on Macintosh operating systems.

The R package vowels includes “procedures for the manipulation, normalization, and plotting of
phonetic and sociophonetic vowel formant data.” (Kendall and Thomas, 2015). This package is the back-
end for the vowel normalization and plotting suite NORM. The NORM web application offers the pos-
sibility to run a number of normalization techniques on formant data and to quickly compare the results.
The web application NORM runs on any platform and does not require any knowledge of the program-
ming language R. However, NORM is less flexible than the vowels package, therefore, the authors of
NORM encourage users to use their R package vowels rather than using NORM.

VOIS3D offers the possibility to normalize formant frequencies and duration. Additionally, it provides
an analytic geometric solution for assessment of spectral overlap. Normalized scatter for two vowel
distributions is modeled as two best-fit ellipses oriented at angles with respect to the F1 and F2 axes. The
output of the metric is an overlap fraction, which represents the region shared by both best-fit ellipses.
This tool runs only on Windows operating systems (Wassink, 2006). An important limitation of both
PLOTNIK and NORM is that they only offer visualization of formants, not of duration and f0 of vowels.
VOIS3D, however, can visualize vowel duration variation.

A package related to the vowels package is the phonR package (McCloy, 2016) that can be used
to visualize trajectories with an unlimited number of measure points. Additionally, IPA glyphs, ellipses

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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showing degree of confidence in the location of the mean of each vowel/group and convex hulls repre-
senting the outline of the vowel space can be added to the vowel plot. The degree of encroachment or
overlap between vowel categories can be calculated and plotted by means of a heat map.

In Section 2 we present Visible Vowels, a web application that aims to combine user friendliness with
maximum flexibility and functionality. The app is a useful instrument for research in phonetics, soci-
olinguistics, dialectology, forensic linguistics, and speech-language pathology. Visible Vowels includes a
large deal of the functionality of the aforementioned packages, but offers also new functionalities such as
the measurement of long-term formants and comparison of speakers with Huckvale’s ACCDIST metric
(Huckvale, 2004). Different from earlier vowel plot programs, Visible Vowels uses a live view, i.e. each
time the user changes something in the settings, the plot shown in the viewer is immediately adjusted
accordingly. This makes the comparison of, for example, different normalization techniques extremely
easy. Being web-based, Visible Vowel runs on any platform. Future lines of development are presented
in Section 3.

2 Program

The web app Visible Vowels is implemented in the programming language R (R Core Team, 2017). For
drawing graphs functions from the packages ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009), plot3D (Soetaert, 2017) and
ggdendro (De Vries and Ripley, 2016) are used. The user interface has been built using the packages
shiny (Chang et al., 2017) and shinyBS (Bailey, 2015). Visible Vowels is freely available at https:
//visiblevowels.org. The app is tested in Firefox, Google Chrome, Opera, Edge and Safari. A
standalone version can be used by installing the package visvow in R. The app consists of seven tab
panels: ‘Load file’, ‘Contours’, ‘Formants’, ‘Dynamics’, ‘Duration’, ‘Explore’ and ‘Help’. In the panels
‘f0’, ‘Formants’, ‘Duration’ and ‘Explore’ the user can set the size and font of the axis ticks and labels
and the size of the graph as a whole. Data files can be downloaded either as tab-delimited text file or as
Office Open XML file. Graphs can be saved in five different formats (SVG, PDF, EPS, JPG, PNG).

2.1 Load file
In this panel, a spreadsheet file that contains the measurements is loaded. Spreadsheets are usally made
in Microsoft Excel, therefore a file with Excel’s default file extension (‘.xlsx’) can be used without the
need to export this file to a text file. The spreadsheet should contain the speaker labels, vowel labels,
categorical variables (for example, region, gender, etc.) and duration. Next a set of five variables –‘time’,
‘f0’, ‘F1’, ‘F2’ and ‘F3’– may be repeated as many times as the user wishes. More explanation about the
table format is provided in the ‘Help’ panel. In this panel an example spreadsheet is provided as well.

2.2 Contours
In this panel the contours of f0, F1, F2 or F3 can be visualized using the time points selected by the user.

Multiple line graphs can be generated, where each contour represents a category of a categorical
variable. A plot can also be divided in panels, where each panel shows a graph with a contour for a
value of a categorical variable. When multiple line graphs are combined with multiple panels, it is, for
example, possible to compare contours of vowels [i] and [a] for older and younger speakers, having a
panel for vowel [i] and a panel for vowel [a], and with two contours in each panel, for each age group
one contour. Hertz (Hz) values can be converted to bark, ERB, ln, mel and ST values and exported to a
data file.

2.3 Formants
In this panel vowels are plotted either in two- or three-dimensional space, using combinations of F1, F2
and F3. It is possible to average categories of the categorical variables. For example, for 10 vowels, three
regions and two genders the plot will show 10 × 3 × 2 = 60 plot symbols in three different colors (region
in the example) and two different shapes (gender). Additionally, long-term formants can be shown: per
speaker formant values are averaged over the vowels, and the points in the graph represent speakers
instead of vowels. When multiple five-column sets are included in the input table, vowel trajectories can
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be drawn. Given n sets, the user can include all time points or any subset of points, with a minimum of
two subsets.

Hz values can be converted to bark, ERB, log and mel. There are 14 vowel normalization methods
available that are divided in four groups: formant-ratio normalization, range normalization, centroid nor-
malization and log-mean normalization. We added a new normalization method ‘Heeringa & Van de
Velde 2018’ that is similar to the normalization method of Watt and Fabricius (2002), but it uses all the
points the convex hull is made up of. Some methods require f0 and/or F3 measurements. The normaliza-
tion methods can be used on the basis of any scale (Hz, bark, etc.) except for the methods that use a log
transformation, which can only be applied to Hz values.

In 2D graphs the different colors of the plot symbols represent the categories of one categorical vari-
able, and the shapes represent the categories of another categorical variable. Shapes can be circles, tri-
angles, squares etc, but when ‘vowel’ is chosen, the vowel labels are shown instead. It is also possible
to show multiple panels, each graph corresponding with a value of a categorical variable. Thus vowel
systems of, for example, different regions can easily be compared.

Groups as defined by categorical variables can be made more visible by drawing spokes between each
vowel and the gravity center of the group to which it belongs. Ellipses showing the degree of confidence
in the location of the mean of each group can be shown for any confidence level. Convex hulls can be
drawn in order to delineate the outline of the vowel space per category of a categorical variable. By
drawing a convex hull around the vowel space, the effects of the different normalization methods can be
compared due to the live plot view.

In 3D graphs vertical spikes can be added in order to see more clearly the x,y location of the points
and to enhance the three-dimensional effect. The user can change the angles with respect to respectively
the x-axis and the z-axis in order to view the graph from different perspectives.

2.4 Dynamics
Vowels measurements change over time during the vowel segment. In order to measure vowel dynamics,
we implemented two methods: trajectory length and spectral rate of change. Fox and Jacewicz (2009)
used these methods on the basis of F1 and F2 measurements. In Visible Vowels the user can choose any
subset of f0, F1, F2 and F3, including the individual variables or all of the variables.

Using either multiple line graphs or grouped bar graphs it is possible to visualize vowel dynamic
measurements for different values of a categorical variable, where each line in a line graph or ‘sub bar’
in a grouped bar graph represents a category. In a grouped bar graph, per category of the first categorical
variable, bars are shown for all categories of the second categorical variable. Additionally, multiple panels
can be shown, where each panel corresponds with a value of a categorical variable.

2.5 Duration
Duration can be visualized in the same way as vowel dynamics, using multiple line graphs or grouped
bar graphs and panels as well. Duration measurements can be normalized by means of Lobanov’s z-score
transformation (Wang and Van Heuven, 2006).

2.6 Explore
In this panel distances between speakers on the basis of their vowel systems can be calculated using
the ACCDIST metric of Huckvale (2004) which we extended by offering the possibility to include F3
(in addition to F1 and F2), and to compare groups of speakers that are defined according to one or more
categorical variables. The results are visualized by either dendrograms or multidimensional scaling plots.
The user can choose from five cluster algorithms and four multidimensional scaling routines.

2.7 Help
The help panel provides an ’about’ section, describes the format of the input file and provides an example
spreadsheet. A document is provided that explains how methods for averaging and measuring long-
term formants, scale conversion, speaker normalization of formants, speaker normalization of duration,
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measuring vowel dynamics and the ACCDIST metric are implemented in Visible Vowels. Additionally,
in the help panel references for the R packages that are used in the program are provided.

3 Future work

Currently, Visible Vowels is available as a web app and a standalone version. In the latter version we
will implement clickable maps, in which a user can click on a vowel in the F1/F2 space and hear the
recording. We welcome other suggestions for extensions and further improvements. Visible Vowels will
be included in the CLARIAH Virtual Research Environment (VRE). The CLARIAH VRE for linguistics
will be hosted at the Meertens Institute/Humanities Cluster in Amsterdam and will integrate selected
tools and services for linguistic research developed and supported in the Dutch CLARIN NL and CLAR-
IAH projects. Finally, we plan to develop ‘Visible Consonants, a similar tool for consonants.
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 Abstract 

This paper describes the establishing ELEXIS lexicographic infrastructure, a research 
infrastructure financed by the European Union through the H2020 funding scheme. We present 
the project as a whole in terms of its target audience and stakeholders as well as its key parts. 
We outline the components of the infrastructure, both those already implemented and those to 
be implemented in the course of the project (2018-2022). Close collaboration with CLARIN is 
supported by the Integration and Sustainability Committee. 

1 Introduction 

In 2013, the European lexicographic community was brought together in the European Network of              
e-Lexicography (ENeL) COST action. This initiative was set up to improve the access for the general                1

public to scholarly dictionaries and make them more widely known to a larger audience. In the context                 
of this network, a clear need has emerged for a broader and more systematic exchange of expertise, for                  
the establishment of common standards and solutions for the development and integration of             
lexicographical resources, and for broadening the scope of application of these high quality resources              
to a larger community, including the Semantic Web, artificial intelligence, NLP and digital             
humanities. At the end of the COST action, the initiative had been successfully transformed into a                
H2020 infrastructure project – European Lexicographic Infrastructure (ELEXIS).  2

The objectives emphasised in ELEXIS are the following: the infrastructure will (1) foster             
cooperation and knowledge exchange between different research communities in lexicography in order            
to bridge the gap between lesser-resourced languages and those with advanced e-lexicographic            
experience; (2) establish common standards and solutions for the development of lexicographic            
resources; (3) develop strategies, tools and standards for extracting, structuring and linking of             
lexicographic resources; (4) enable access to standards, methods, lexicographic data and tools for             

1 www.elexicography.eu 
2 http://www.elex.is 
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scientific communities, industries and other stakeholders; (5) promote an open access culture in             
lexicography, in line with the European Commission recommendation on access to and preservation of              
scientific information. This paper focuses on objective 4 in particular as the activities related to these                
objectives have already begun. 
 

2 Virtual access: Sketch Engine and Lexonomy 

First parts of the infrastructure in terms of virtual access provision have already been implemented by                
providing access to Sketch Engine, a leading corpus management system [1], and Lexonomy, a simple               
web-based dictionary writing system. The access has been established as of April 1st, 2018 through               
the single-sign-on facilities of the eduGAIN network of academic identity federations. Thereby            
anybody academic with an institution affiliated in eduGAIN can gain access to the services without the                
need of further registration. 

During the first month of availability, more than 100 European universities have arranged for access                
and delegated a responsible local administrator that manages a local quota of 1 billion words that users                 
have available for corpus building. Besides that, they gain access to over 500 preloaded corpora hosted                
at https://sketchengine.eu as well as all analytic functions of Sketch Engine, such as concordancing,              
building wordlists, compiling word sketches, thesauri or automatic dictionary drafting. 

The last is loosely connected to the Lexonomy dictionary writing system, allowing for bidirectional               
information connectivity between Sketch Engine and Lexonomy: in the push model, Sketch Engine             
exports a fully automatically created dictionary draft into Lexonomy for post-editing, whereas in the              
pull model, an editor retrieves additional information (such as corpus examples or collocation             
candidates) from Sketch Engine from within the Lexonomy interfaces. 

3 Trans-national access 

Even though lexicography has a long history of international research conferences, it has traditionally              
been a research area with limited knowledge exchange outside of each lexicographical institution, and              
in many cases lexicographic data has only been accessible to researchers from the institution who               
created the data and held the copyright. This is partly due to the commercial aspect of lexicography,                 
lexicographical data used to be good business, but also to the fact that easy accessibility to restricted                 
data requires that an effort is put into facilitating and controlling the availability of and access to the                  
data, which again requires time and money not easily found in the budgets of the lexicographic                
projects. 

An important objective of the ELEXIS project is therefore to stimulate knowledge exchange between              
lexicographical research facilities, infrastructures and resources throughout Europe and thus benefit           
mutually from the vast experience and expertise that exist in the community. 

Inspired by other EU projects, e.g. EHRI , RISIS , InGRID , and sobigdata , ELEXIS has chosen to               3 4 5 6

help overcome this gap by offering trans-national access activities in form of visiting grants that               
enable researchers, research groups and lexicographers to work with lexicographical data which are             
not fully accessible online or where professional on the spot expertise is needed in order to ensure and                  
optimise mutual knowledge exchange, and to gain knowledge and expertise by working with             
lexicographers and experts in NLP and artificial intelligence. 

We expect that the trans-national access activities will have a long-term impact specifically but not               
only for lesser-resourced languages and will boost the network and infrastructure of the European              
lexicographic community and facilitate future collaboration and knowledge exchange. 

The objectives of the ELEXIS trans-national activities are listed below: 

3 https://ehri-project.eu/ehri-fellowship-call-2016-2018 
4 http://datasets.risis.eu/ 
5 http://www.inclusivegrowth.eu/visiting-grants  
6 http://www.sobigdata.eu/access/transnational  
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● to offer opportunities to researchers or research teams to access research facilities with an 
excellent combination of advanced technology and expertise 

● to support training of new specialists in the field of e-lexicography in order to conduct 
high-quality research and ensure sustainability of infrastructure  

● to ensure support for excellent scholarly research projects and innovative enterprises and 
also  support the complex multi-disciplinary research 

● to encourage the integrative use of technology and methodologies 
● to improve the overall services available to the research community 
● to exchange knowledge and experience and to work towards future common projects and 

objectives 
● to create an interdisciplinary community, collaborating on activities that are fully or 

partially of relevance to the proposed work. 
● to create knowledge at the interaction between academia and societal knowledge 

 
The transnational activities of ELEXIS consist of visiting grants of 1 to 3 weeks for researchers to                  

experiment with and work on lexicographical data in a context of mutual knowledge exchange with               
the hosting institutions. Five visiting grants will be launched twice a year during the entire project                
period amounting to 35-40 grants in total. Researchers and lexicographers within the EU member              
states and associated countries will be invited to apply for free-of-charge access to and support of one                 
of the providers of lexicographical infrastructures. These 11 infrastructures/lexicographical institutions          
will receive visiting researchers: 

● ELEXIS-SL: Institut Jozef Stefan (JSI, Slovenia) 
● ELEXIS-NL: Institute for Dutch Language (INT, The Netherlands) 
● ELEXIS-AT: Austrian Academy of Sciences (OEAW,Austria) 
● ELEXIS-RS: Belgrade Center for Digital Humanities (BCDH, Serbia) 
● ELEXIS-BG: Institute of Bulgarian Lanugage Lyubomir Andreychin (IBL, Bulgaria) 
● ELEXIS-HU: Hungarian Academy of Sciences (RILMTA, Hungary) 
● ELEXIS-IL: K-Dictionaries (KD, Israel) 
● ELEXIS-DK: Det Danske Sprog- og Litteraturselskab, University of Copenhagen 

(DSL/UCPH, Denmark) 
● ELEXIS-DE: Trier Center for Digital Humanities (TCDH, Germany) 
● ELEXIS-EE: Institute for Estonian Language (EKI, Estonia) 
● ELEXIS-ES: Real Academia Española (RAE, Spain) 
  

During the grant visits, the hosting institutions will provide support in terms of lexicographical and               
IT man power expertise. The calls for applications will include descriptions of the infrastructures and               
the lexicographical resources, tools, and expertise that are made available. Researchers and            
lexicographers interested in visiting a particular infrastructure should make a motivated application            
describing their background, the purpose of the visit, etc.  

The trans-national activities represent a way of ELEXIS to enable access to restricted data not               
formerly available outside of the hosting institutions to researchers from other institutions and             
countries. However, the results of research conducted in the trans-national activities will be available              
under open access licences enabling the international lexicography community to become acquainted            
with previously inaccessible resources. 

The first call for visiting grants was launched June 2018, deadline August 6, and received 10                
applications of which 5 were accepted. The planning of the first visits has just been initiated. 
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4 Collaboration with CLARIN 

Although ELEXIS already consists of a large group of partners and, by offering grants for               
transnational research visits, puts a great deal of effort sharing knowledge of lexicographic resources              
broadly, it also has as a main objective to collaborate with the infrastructures CLARIN and DARIAH.                
In ELEXIS, a dedicated work package focuses on integration and sustainability by means of an               
“Integration and Sustainability Committee (ISC)”, which has already been formed and is meeting             
face-to-face as a co-located event of the CLARIN Annual Conference this year. 

The ISC counts 13 members: the Executive Director of CLARIN, the Director of DARIAH,              
members involved in both national CLARIN consortia and ELEXIS, work package leaders from             
ELEXIS, and representatives appointed by CLARIN. 

The committee is currently working on a common ground document to achieve a common              
understanding of the initiatives they will work on and of other ways to facilitate collaboration. 

This strong commitment from ELEXIS to ensure sustainability and collaboration with other            
infrastructures right from the beginning of the project, will hopefully lead to the best possible               
opportunities for building on expertise, services and repositories already established in CLARIN and             
DARIAH. Possibilities for collaboration lie in working on standards, tools, and sharing of resources.              
Reuse of already established technical services such as federated identity systems, metadata sharing             
and repositories is also expected. 
  

5 Conclusion 

The ELEXIS infrastructure aims at creating a sustainable European lexicographic environment,           
building upon existing tools and methodologies, while combining and improving them beyond the             
state-of-the-art. Within the coming four years, it will foster cooperation between researchers in             
lexicography and natural language processing, and provide easy-to-access services to academic           
audience across the European Union. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we report on an ongoing project, the Dictionary of the Southern Dutch Dialects (DSDD),                 
funded by the Research Foundation Flanders (FWO). The DSDD is based on three dictionaries of the                
Flemish, Brabantic and Limburgian dialects. The project aims to aggregate and standardise the three              
comprehensive dialect lexicographic databases into one integrated dataset. The project, which started            
in January 2017, is organised in three phases: i) design and preparation, ii) implementation and iii)                
exploitation. The Ghent University DSDD team (Department of Dutch Linguistics/Ghent Centre for            
Digital Humanities) works closely together with the Dutch Language Institute (INT) who are             
responsible for the technical development and sustainability of the DSDD linguistic data            
infrastructure. During the project period (2017-2020), 3-4 research use cases will be developed to test               
the applicability of the newly aggregated DSDD for digital scholarship. At a later stage, the DSDD                
database can be linked with other dialect data in Belgium and the Netherlands. Within Flanders, work                
is underway to strengthen collaboration between DARIAH and CLARIN. As the DSDD is already              
working with both infrastructures, the DSDD is in a unique situation to benefit from CLARIAH. 

1 Introduction 

In 2016, the Research Foundation Flanders (FWO) funded a medium-scale research infrastructure            
project, the Database of Southern Dutch Dialects (DSDD) . The aim of the DSDD project is to                1

aggregate and standardise three comprehensive lexicographic dialect databases of the Brabantic , the            2

Limburgian and the Flemish Dialects into one integrated dataset for the Southern Dutch Dialect area.               3 4

The DSDD will contain several million lexicographic tokens, which will be made available via a               
Virtual Research Environment for digital lexicographical research, enabling new research questions,           

1 Database of Southern Dutch Dialects (DSDD): 
http://www.ghentcdh.ugent.be/projects/database-southern-dutch-dialects-dsdd.  
2 Dictionary of the Brabantic Dialects: https://e-wbd.nl. 
3 Dictionary of the Limburgian Dialects: http://e-wld.nl.  
4 Dictionary of the Flemish Dialects: https://e-wvd.be.  
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particularly in the fields of geo-visualisation, qualitative lexicology and dialectometry, to be answered.             
Furthermore, DSDD is a pilot project of DARIAH-BE and is also interoperable with CLARIN data               
standards .  5

2 History 

The Flemish, Brabantic and Limburgian dialect databases were used to compile three dialect             
dictionaries (WBD, WLD, WVD) which describe the vocabulary of the traditional dialects in the              6

southern part of the Dutch language area (see Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Dialect regions in the Southern Dutch Language Area 

The vocabulary of these dialects was compiled as part of an international, inter-university project. The               
three dictionaries are arranged by onomasiological concept, rather than as an alphabetical listing as              
in a semasiological dictionary. They are therefore to be considered as geographically-orientated            
inventories of word usage, rather than as dictionaries proper. Completed between 2005 and 2018 , the               7

dictionaries were set-up in parallel, according to the same approach conceived by Weijnen (Nijmegen)             
, to enable the data to be aggregated. However, this original objective, until the start of DSDD, has not                   8

yet been achieved. To that effect, a consortium of linguists, computer scientists, digital humanities              
experts and geographers was established in 2016, to set-up the DSDD project. 

3 Methodology 

The DSDD project is organised in three phases: i) design and preparation, ii) implementation and iii)                
exploitation. As part of the first phase, the majority of the work focuses on data preparation; in                 
particular selecting the concepts for standardisation and alignment.  

3.1 Concept selection and standardisation  

Despite the aim to develop the dictionaries according to the same approach, as they were compiled                
over a period of several years, at different places (Nijmegen, Leuven, Ghent) and by different editors,                
a large number of inconsistencies arose over time (Van Keymeulen, 2004). In order to create the                
aggregated DSDD database, standardisation activities had to be carried out before the selected             
concepts could be aligned. To investigate these problems, 1500 concepts from different thematic             
volumes of the dictionaries were selected to make an inventory of the issues to be resolved.  
The principle behind the alignment is to first select which concept will be used as the title of the new                    
dictionary article in the aggregated dataset. Each dictionary article (concept) consists of: a definition, a               
source list, a list of keywords (dialect entries in normalised spelling) and lexical variants (different               
dialectical expressions of the same concept) and location codes. All the related keywords and their               
lexical variants can then be aligned with the relevant ‘DSDD concept’. For some concepts, the               
mapping is quite straightforward, e.g. where concepts and keywords are the same in all three               
dictionaries. However, for other concepts, different editorial choices have been made between the             

5 https://www.clarin.eu/content/standards-and-formats.  
6 WBD: Dictionary of the Brabantic Dialects, WLD: Dictionary of the Limburgian dialects, WVD: Dictionary of the Flemish 
dialects 
7The WBD, the 'mother' of the two other projects, was finished in 2005; the WLD in 2008. They were compiled at the 
University of Nijmegen and Leuven. The WVD started 12 years later in 1972 at the Ghent University  and will be finished by 
the end of 2018.  
8 For further details about this approach see: Van Keymeulen, J. (1992). 
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dictionaries. For example; one dictionary may have created two separate concepts, e.g. ‘ant’ and ‘black               
ant’, whereas in another dictionary there is a single concept, ‘ant’. The challenge is how to integrate                 
these concepts within the DSDD. Where inconsistencies appear at the ‘lower’ levels of the dictionary               
(e.g. keyword, lexical variant), the situation becomes even more complex.  
The aim of this inventory was to identify and document the different types of issues that occurred in                  
the data, including details of how they had been resolved. In this way, if similar issues arise at a later                    
stage of the alignment, the editorial choices made can be referred to and reused, to increase the                 
consistency across the dataset. Following this evaluation and standardisation phase, the ‘real’ concept             
alignment could begin.  

3.2 Data import and concept alignment  

In the original project proposal, it was anticipated that a concept-alignment tool would need to be                
developed. However, thanks to the collaboration with the Dutch Language Institute (INT) via             
CLARIN, their existing Lex’it tool could be adapted for the DSDD project. Lex’it is a rapid                
application development platform for lexicographical and other data production work benches           
developed at INT. It is used in the DSDD project for creating links between different entities (e.g.                 
concepts, keywords, lexical variants) in the three dialect dictionaries.  
For the concept alignment phase, firstly, the lexicographical data needed to be exported from the three                
databases. These exports, data-dumps, then needed to be ‘imported’ into Lex’it for alignment. To              
ensure the integrity of the underlying (source) datasets, they were stored separately within Lex’it and               
then merged into an integrated ‘DSDD dataset’. Alignment has been carried out at concept level for                
approximately 2300 concepts. The next step will be to check these alignments at the level of keywords                 
and lexical variants. 

4 Enabling the DSDD for digital scholarship 

Now that the concept alignment is underway, the preparation for the exploitation phase can begin. The                
aim of this phase is to develop a Virtual Research Environment (VRE) for digital lexicographical               
research, which will: a) make the newly aggregated DSDD available via a user-friendly website and b)                
enable the DSDD for digital scholarship. An Application Programming Interface (API) will be             
developed to enable the export of the aggregated DSDD dataset for analysis with existing digital               
research tools. Furthermore, the possibility of publishing the DSDD dataset as Linked Open Data will               
be explored. To evaluate the applicability of the newly aggregated DSDD for digital scholarship, some               
research use cases will be developed, for example in the fields of geo-visualisation, qualitative              
lexicology and dialectometry, based on existing research questions from the DSDD consortium, such             
as: 

1. What systematic lexico-geographical patterns do the southern Dutch dialects show? Do they             
coincide with the traditional ones, based on phonology? (see De Vriendt 2012). Are there geographical               
patterns in semantics? 
2. How far can the geographical spread of dialectology concepts be explored through the automatic               
generation of heatmaps from linked geocoordinates? Is it possible to automatically detect the             
homogeneity (or heterogeneity) of a particular dialectical concept using segmentation and clustering            
techniques?  
3. How can cluster analysis be used to explore the linkage (and visualisation) of linguistic data with                 
synchronic and diachronic extralinguistic data of all kinds? 
4. Lexical diversity is defined as the number of different words or expressions that exist to refer to a                   
particular concept. What is the relationship between concepts and their lexical diversity? Why does              
lexical diversity differ dramatically between different concepts? What are the factors that explain the              
differences between concepts? (Franco, 2017).  
To facilitate the design of the research use cases, an interdisciplinary workshop is being planned in                
2019 to bring together researchers from linguistics, digital humanities and cartography to explore how              
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recent advances in geo-visualisation, geo-humanities, web-mapping and digital cartography, can be           
applied to dialectology.  

5 Sustaining the DSDD 

The sustainability of the integrated DSDD dataset and related website has been considered from the               
outset. It is intended that the DSDD will be made available as a sustainable service beyond the lifetime                  
of the project. To facilitate this, a data management plan for the DSDD is in the process of being                   
created in liaison with the Ghent University Faculty Library of Arts and Philosophy. This will be                
regularly reviewed and where necessary updated throughout the project. The DSDD website and             
related research tools will be hosted at the Dutch Language Institute (INT) as part of the CLARIN                 
infrastructure.  
The DSDD is also a DARIAH-BE affiliated project. Once developed, it will be offered as a Belgian                 
contribution to DARIAH-EU and as a result will be made available via the DARIAH Marketplace,               
which will considerably increase the visibility at the international level. In Flanders, the current              
funding phase of DARIAH comes to an end in December 2018. For the subsequent funding phase,                
DARIAH has joined forces with CLARIN, to establish a CLARIAH Open Humanities Services             
Infrastructure for Flanders. The aim of CLARIAH in Flanders is to unite and extend the existing                
portfolio of services for digital scholarship in the Arts and Humanities offered by the DARIAH-VL               
Virtual Research Environment Service Infrastructure (VRE-SI), with digital language data and tools            
offered through the CLARIN-VL portal. As the DSDD is already working with both infrastructures,              
the DSDD is in a unique situation to benefit from CLARIAH.  

6 Future Research 

The DSDD should be seen as a first phase in the inter-linking of Dutch dialect data. Subsequent phases                  
include: the integration of the Dictionary of the Zealandic Dialects (WZD) (phase 2), the integration of               9

the DSDD into the planned cumulative database for all onomasiological dictionaries of the entire              
Dutch area (phase 3), which could be linked with the databases of the alphabetical amateur dialect                
dictionaries in Belgium and the Netherlands to create a complete overview of the dialect vocabulary of                
the Dutch speaking area (phase 4). The Ghent Linguistics Department is currently working with              
volunteers on this Word Database of the Dutch Dialects , consisting of Flemish regional and local               10

dialect dictionaries (Van Keymeulen en De Tier (2010)/(2013)). A comparable project is being             
undertaken in The Netherlands at the Meertens Institute . At a later stage, the dialect data can be                 11

linked to the historical dictionaries of the Dutch platform of the Dutch Language Institute (INT)               12

(phase 5). The last phase (6) could be the linking with other dialectological databases concerning               
phonology, morphology, syntax and speech recordings.   13

7 Conclusion 

The DSDD will contain several million lexicographic tokens, that can be linked with other dialect               
data. Additionally, the Department of Dutch Linguistics at Ghent University also works on dialect              
projects that can at a later stage be combined with the DSSD to create a comprehensive platform for                  
dialects in the Netherlands and Belgium. Working closely with both the DARIAH and CLARIN              
infrastructures will help to ensure the sustainability of DSDD and other digital dialectological research              
projects for future generations.  

9 WZD: https://www.zeeuwsedialect.nl  
10 Woordenbank: https://www.woordenbank.be 
11 eWND: http://www.meertens.knaw.nl/ewnd/  
12 See http://gtb.inl.nl/. 
13 Examples include: http://www.dialectzinnen.ugent.be, https://www.dialectloket.be/ (Geluid - Stemmen uit het Verleden) - 
https://research.flw.ugent.be/en/projects/parsed-corpus-southern-dutch-dialects - FAND - MAND - SAND. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we describe the spoken language resources (including transcriptions) under devel-
opment within the project “Linguistic and extra-linguistic parameters for early detection of cog-
nitive impairment”. The focus of the present paper is on the resources that are being produced 
and the way in which these could be used to pursue innovative in dementia prediction, an area 
in which more scientific investigations are required in order to research develop additional pre-
dictive value and improve early diagnosis and therapy. The language resources need to be thor-
oughly annotated and analyzed using state-of-the-art language technology tools and for that pur-
pose we apply Sparv, a corpus annotation pipeline infrastructure which is part of the Swe-
CLARIN toolbox. Sparv is offering state-of-the-art language technology as an e-research tool 
for analyzing and processing various types of Swedish corpora. We also highlight some of the 
difficulties in working with speech data and suggest ways to mediate these. 

1 Introduction 

Recent research has suggested that analysis of speech and language may lead to the discovery of sensi-
tive behavioural biomarkers of dementia that can be obtained through non-invasive methods. Automated 
analysis techniques from Natural Language Processing (NLP) can provide objective measures of de-
mentia since a range of markers can be automatically derived from spoken language and modelled in 
machine learning frameworks. For instance, a potential, early-stage diagnostic marker for neurodegen-
erative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease, is the onset of language disturbances which is often char-
acterized by subtle word-finding difficulties, impaired spontaneous speech, slight speech hesitancy, ob-
ject naming difficulties, phonemic errors, simplified syntax or overuse of certain pronouns and empty 
words. Such information can be used for several purposes, such as identifying cognitive decline, late-
life dementia prediction, classifying dementia status or improving dementia screening tests.  

The main goal of our project is improving screening tools for dementia. For this purpose, we use 
connected speech (both the speech signal and its transcription), since it can provide valuable information 
in a non-invasive and easy-to-assess way for determining the severity of language impairment. Moreo-
ver, detailed linguistic analysis of such data requires a reliable infrastructure that can be applied to an-
notate the transcribed spoken input in multiple ways. Therefore, for the linguistic analysis we utilize 
Sparv (Borin et al., 2016) which is an integrated part of the SweCLARIN toolbox. 

In this paper we provide information about the elicitation of spoken language for research purposes. 
Thereafter, we give a brief description of our speech acquisition procedure, which results in audio re-
cordings and transcriptions of several language tasks. We then describe our data analysis pipeline, fo-
cusing on Sparv. Finally, we discuss future research and some of the difficulties of working with speech 
data in an infrastructure developed for text, and suggest ways of accommodating these difficulties. 

2 Background 

Controlled elicitation of spontaneous speech and narrative discourse samples from healthy individuals 
as well as from individuals with a variety of mental and cognitive disabilities, at various stages, have 
been developed and studied for several decades (see for example Bryant et al., 2016; Mueller et al., 
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2018). These include story (re)tellings, conversational interviews, description of a single picture of pic-
ture or picture sequences etc. There are several ways to approach collecting spontaneous spoken data 
(monologue and conversational) from participants in a prospective study. For monologue data, a single 
picture or a picture sequence description has been extensively used (de Lira et al., 2011), while for a 
more conversational-like data, a task-oriented dialogue can be one approach. In such a task, the partici-
pants collaborate through spoken interaction to solve a problem such as planning a route through a map 
of a scene, visiting a selection of places while bypassing others (e.g. a zoo; Wilson et al., 1998). The 
aim is to gather language data that is naturalistic and spontaneous while at the same time comparable 
between participants and over time.  

Systematic forms of language assessment can play a crucial role in the clinical diagnosis of several 
psychiatric illnesses and neurodegenerative diseases, and it has emerged as a valuable resource for de-
scribing and even quantifying the degree and severity of e.g. cognitive decline, aphasia or schizophrenia. 
Moreover, recent advances in NLP and automatic speech recognition (ASR) make it possible to develop 
objective and precise instruments for automated or semi-automated analysis of spoken language 
(Pakhomov, et al., 2010). In a recent review, Boschi et al. (2017) discuss the crucial role that language 
assessment has in the clinical diagnosis of several neurodegenerative diseases. Since there is no publicly 
available Swedish speech database of a relevant population, who perform at least some of the aforemen-
tioned tasks, we designed a data collection procedure specifically targeting a population with mild1 and 
subjective2 forms of cognitive decline (Gauthier et al., 2006) and healthy, age matched controls (HC). 

3 Population, Data Collection and Transcription 

All samples are produced by Swedish speakers after obtaining written consent approved by the local 
ethics committee. Our population consists of 90 participants: 36 healthy controls, 23 persons with SCI 
and 31 persons with MCI. Table 1 provides some descriptive statistics about the population. Education 
differs significantly between the groups, and a post-hoc LSD test reveals that the SCI group is signifi-
cantly more educated than both the HC group (p = 0.001) and the MCI group (p = 0.026). The MMSE 
score differs significantly between the three groups, and post-hoc LSD tests show that scores in the MCI 
group are significantly lower than in the HC group (p < 0.0001) and the SCI group (p < 0.0001), whereas 
there is no difference between the SCI group and the HC group.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1. Age, education, sex and MMSE score for the participants. The MMSE (MiniMental State 
Exam) is a test of general cognitive ability, where max is 30 and a score of ≤24 is been proposed 
for cognitive impairment; a score between 25-27 indicates possible cognitive impairment which 

should be further evaluated (Palmqvist et al., 2013). 
 

Recordings were made on two occasions (rounds). The first recording round was carried out in the sec-
ond half of 2016 and early 2017 and the second round, a repetition of the first plus new tasks, is being 
made in 2018. After considering the different types of tasks described in the previous section, we decided 
to incorporate and, consequently, record, the following tasks: a picture description task, the ‘Cookie 
theft’ (Goodglass et al., 2001) (round 1 and 2), a read aloud task (round 1 and 2), a complex planning 
task (round 2), a map task (round 2) and a semantic verbal fluency task, category ‘animals’ (round 2). 
The audio capture of the narrative data were collected using a Zoom digital recorder and the resulting 
audio files were saved and stored as uncompressed audio in .wav 44.1 kHz with 16-bit resolution. The 

                                                 
1 MCI: a prodromal state of dementia and a transition between normal aging and early dementia, in which a person 
has minor problems with cognition but these are not severe enough to warrant a diagnosis of dementia. 
2 SCI: a common diagnosis in elderly people, sometimes suggested to be associated with e.g. depression, but also 
a risk factor for dementia and is mainly characterized by an individual’s subjective experience of cognitive decline. 

 HC (n=36) SCI (n=23) MCI (n=31) 
Age (years) 67.9 (7.2) 66.3 (6.9) 70.1 (5.6) 
Education (years) 13.2 (3.4) 16.1 (2.1) 14.1 (3.6) 

Sex (F/M) 23/13 14/9 16/15 

MMSE (/30) 29.6 (0.61) 29.5 (0.90) 28.2 (1.43) 
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recordings are carried out in an isolated environment at the University lab in order to avoid noise. A 
speech pathologist and/or a computational linguist were present during the recording sessions, providing 
all subjects with identical instructions according to a predefined protocol. 

The total length of the recordings in the first round is 2 h 35 min for the picture descriptions, 1 h 31 
min for the first reading task and 1 h 14 min for the second reading task. The transcriptions (both ortho-
graphic with standardized spelling and one with maintained spoken language phenomena, such as partial 
words) during the first round were made manually by professional transcribers; while the transcriptions 
of the second round will be made automatically with a speech-to-text system (“THEMIS-SV”) that is 
being developed in the current project (Themistocleous & Kokkinakis, 2018). All alignments during the 
second round will be manually verified and corrected when necessary, while the alignment will be made 
in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2016). THEMIS-SV processes the recordings and returns an output with 
three tiers: the utterance tier, the word tier, and the vowels’ and consonants’ tier. The system will be 
evaluated and compared to manual transcriptions. The automatic segmentation of speech enables tar-
geted acoustic measurements, such as consonant spectra, formant frequencies of vowels, fundamental 
frequency, pauses, speech rate, etc. and other acoustic measurements that have been known to differen-
tiate between the different types of language disorders. 

The transcriptions require some pre-processing before using automatic annotation tools such as Sparv. 
In written text, sentences and clauses are typically delimited by punctuation marks, whereas in spoken 
language, boundaries are indicated by for example pauses and prosodic patterns. The transcribers were 
therefore asked to identify appropriate segmentation points and to manually add a full-stop based on a 
set of guidelines. That was a necessary step since most NLP tools require sentence boundaries, and good 
automatic machine learning models for the task are not available for Swedish. During transcription a 
number of other phenomena are also annotated, such as filler words (words or sounds that a speaker 
utters while thinking about what he/she is going to say next such as uhm), corrections and false starts 
(where speakers begin a sentence but change their plan of what they want to say and continue different), 
and also non-verbal vocalizations such as laughing and coughing. By tagging these phenomena we were 
able to easily exclude them when analysing the transcriptions with the SweCLARIN3 infrastructure. 

4 Automatic Linguistic Annotation 

 

Figure 1. Processing results using Sparv and the analysis in a table format. Here the truncated 
token ha- is erroneously pos-annotated as VB ([compound] verb) instead of noun which also 

produces an erroneous dependency annotation. 
  

For the linguistic annotation of the transcriptions we use standard tools for the automatic processing of 
Swedish texts provided in Sparv (Borin et al., 2016), a major infrastructure for Swedish processing and 
part of the SweCLARIN. Sparv consists of several NLP tools for instance, tools for lexical and com-
pound analysis, part-of-speech tagging, lemmatization and syntactic analysis. Sparv comes with a web 
interface4 and Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the test sentence han har en kaka i ena ha- i båda händerna 
                                                 
3 https://sweclarin.se/eng. 
4 https://spraakbanken.gu.se/sparv. 
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faktiskt ‘he has a cookie in one ha- in both hands actually’. The user can view the resulting analysis in a 
table, as in the image above. When the user hovers over abbreviations used for e.g. dependency labels, 
an expanded description is shown. The tools are connected in a pipeline for easy and fast processing; 
moreover, various processing tools can be deactivated, which enables users to exclude some part of the 
annotation if they wish and use their own annotation instead. For illustrative purposes we have not ex-
cluded the fragment ha- from Figure 1, which is erroneously annotated as verb and also negatively 
influences the dependency results (the relation ROOT which is assigned to the wrong token). However, 
we manually corrected such systematic errors which also highlights the need for pre- or postprocessing 
of spoken data. These errors arise since transcriptions have distinctive characteristics not commonly 
found in (well-formed) written texts, which are the texts usually used for building NLP tools. Moreover, 
we have not performed any formal evaluation of the obtained annotations. 

5 Exploitation, Future Directions and Conclusions 

The corpus we have presented represents a valuable resource for early detection of a neurodegenerative 
diseases and we have outlined how these resources might be exploited for our research agenda. Several 
studies based on both the spoken signal and its transcription have been completed; see for instance 
Lundholm Fors et al. (2018) and Fraser et al. (2017; 2018), and more are planned for the near future. 
Our national project, that develops the corpus and machine learning models described in this paper, ends 
in 2019. After that we plan to open up part of the resources: this will include the transcriptions, which 
currently are encoded using XML, and demographic information. Spoken data will become more easily 
accessible as automatic speech recognition continues to improve, and the need for time-intensive manual 
transcription decreases. With this added wealth of linguistic data, we see a need for language tools to be 
adapted to accommodate both written and (transcriptions of) spoken language. A first step would be to 
add automatic sentence segmentation to Sparv, and another would be the possibility to handle inter-
rupted utterances and corrections; features that are typical of spoken language. While removing them in 
a pre-processing step works, by doing this we are removing characteristics of the data that if analysed 
within the framework, could add further nuance to the linguistic analysis. 
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TalkBankDB: A Comprehensive Data Analysis Interface to TalkBank 

 
 

 

 

 

Abstract 

TalkBank, a CLARIN B Centre, is the host for a collection of multilingual multimodal corpora de-
signed to foster fundamental research in the study of human communication.  It contains tens of thou-
sands of audio and video recordings across many languages linked to richly annotated transcriptions, 
all in the CHAT transcription format.  The purpose of the TalkBankDB project is to provide an intui-
tive on-line interface for researchers to explore TalkBank's media and transcripts, specify data to be 
extracted, and pass these data on to statistical programs for further analysis. 

1 Introduction 

The origins of TalkBank trace back to 1984 with the creation of the CLAN (Child Language Anlaysis) 
tools and the associated CHAT transcription format.  The corpus began with annotated media of child 
language acquisition (CHILDES database) and has expanded to include fourteen annotated media 
language databases including SLABank for studying second-language acquisition, CABank for 
conversational data, ClassBank for study of language in the classroom, SamtaleBank for the study of 
Danish conversations, and a series of clinical databanks for aphasia, stuttering and other disorders. The 
size and scope of TalkBank continues to expand.  As of this writing, TalkBank includes over 5TB of 
richly annotated media.  (MacWhinney, 2000). 

 
Table 1: TalkBank Usage 
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 CHILDES AphasiaBank PhonBank FluencyBank HomeBank TalkBank 
 

Age (years) 30 10 7 1 2 14  

Words 
(millions) 59 1.8 0.8 0.5 audio 47  

Linked Media 
(TB)  2.8 0.4 0.7 0.3 3.5 1.1  

Languages 41 6 18 4 2 22  

Publications 7000+ 256 480 5 7 320  

Users 2950 390 182 50 18 930  

Web hits 
(millions) 5.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.4 1.7  

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http:// creativecom-
mons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ 
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Currently, most users interact with TalkBank data by using the CLAN program.  CLAN consists 
of a set of tools for annotating media with CHAT, playing back the media with time-stamped 
annotations, and for extracting statistics and metadata from a set of transcripts.  CLAN has been refined 
for decades and is highly capable.  However, using it requires a significant effort from the researcher to 
spend time reading the CLAN manual and becoming acquainted with CHAT annotations.  This can be 
a barrier to those who may not be interested in individual transcripts, but who wish to derive general 
statistics and patterns of features defined across the annotated media.  CLAN is mostly tuned for working 
with single corpora, and is not intended to query the entire TalkBank corpus to extract general patterns 
and statistics. Here we report on a new system, called TalkBankDB, designed to provide this additional 
functionality. 
 

2 Increasing the Accessibility of TalkBank Corpora 

Previously, browsing TalkBank required knowing the name of a corpus or area of research, finding its 
location within the talkbank.org domain (ex: fluency.talkbank.org), then browsing/downloading the 
media and annotations.   

Without prior knowledge of how TalkBank is structured and what corpora exist within each, it is 
difficult to find or be aware that particular resources exist.  TalkBankDB provides a single online 
interface to query across all of TalkBank to find names of relevant corpora and links to media and 
transcripts.  For example, a query for the Spanish language yields a list of media within TalkBank 
spanning many separate corpora.  Further queries can limit by date of recording, native language of 
speakers, age of participants, media type (audio/video), and others.  The user will then have a list of all 
media and descriptive metadata matching their query, with links to each directly playable from the 
browser.  After a query is submitted, clickable tabs appear to show descriptive lists of participants in 
matched transcripts, word tokens spoken, tokens grouped by type, and statistics for each speaker 
(number of words spoken, mean utterance length, and others.)  TalkBankDB effectively allows users to 
define new corpora based on features they define (Figure 1 and Figure 2). 

 
Figure 1. A query yields a table of all matching documents with metadata for each, allowing the user to 
further refine the query. 
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Figure 2. Clicking on the name of the transcript loads the corresponding media and annotations in the 
browser and allows for direct playback of the media.   

 
In addition to using TalkBankDB to easily find media with specific features across TalkBank, 

researchers can query to get statistical summaries of the annotated media.  A pulldown of variables to 
be extracted includes the age range of participants, the roles of speakers (mother, father, child, teacher, 
etc), the number of words spoken, mean utterance length, specific words used, and others.   For instance, 
one can make a plot of frequencies of English article usage (a/an, the) by mothers speaking to their 
children in relation to their child’s age. The exploration space enabled by this simple interface is huge. 

Child language researchers had already built two systems designed to achieve this type of 
functionality.  These are the childes-db project (Sanchez et al., 2018) and the LuCiD Toolkit (Chang, 
2017).  Both of these projects were created to analyse only the portion of TalkBank dealing with child 
language acquisition (CHILDES corpus), whereas TalkBankDB encompasses the whole of TalkBank. 
The principle goal of these systems is to output spreadsheets which can then be passed on to statistical 
analysis by systems such as R, NumPy, or Excel. TalkBankDB also provides this functionality.  

The childes-db project at http://childes-db.stanford.edu offers both a web interface and R package 
to analyse CHILDES.  Downloaded CHILDES data are stored in a MySQL database. There are six main 
functions in their published R library: get_transcripts(), get_participants(), get_tokens(), get_types(), 
get_utterances(), and get_speaker_statistics().  For the web interface, they employ R Studio’s Shiny 
Server enabling the plotting of variables also accessible from the aforementioned R library functions.  
The LuCiD Toolkit offers similar facilities to childes-db for exploring the CHILDES corpus.  It also 
employs a Shiny server (at http://gandalf.talkbank.org:8080) to offer a web interface to extract and 
analyse variables from the transcripts.  However, this facility is based on a complete 140GB spreadsheet 
encoding of all data in CHILDES.  TalkBankDB differs from these facilities by creating a JSON 
database in MongoDB, thereby reducing storage to about 8GB, and markedly improving responsivity. 
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3 Database Architecture and Implementation Details 

Creation of the TalkBankDB database relies on the fact that all TalkBank transcripts are pure UTF-8 
text files that explicitly  implement the CHAT annotation format.  These files are then processed by the 
CHATTER Java program, available from https://talkbank.org/software/chatter.html. CHATTER can 
convert a CHAT file to XML that can be round-tripped back to the file’s original CHAT format.  The 
XML format and the associated schema facilitates use of TalkBank corpora by third party programs and 
systems, eliminating the need to parse complex raw strings. 

Since JSON can be used directly by front-end web apps, we eliminate the need of the app to constantly 
convert XML to JSON and back again by first converting the XML transcripts outputted by CHATTER 
to JSON using xml-js (Nashwaan, 2018).  This tool supports bidirectional XML/JSON conversion. So, 
combined with CHATTER, we can round-trip from JSON to the original CHAT formatted transcript. 

Since much of the data and metadata contained within the TalkBank CHAT transcripts are changing, 
using a common relational database like mySQL with a strict tabular schema is not as suitable as 
something with the flexibility of a document database.  The effort to pre-set a clear schema with a 
normalized relational database provides little benefit and can cause problems when the schema needs to 
be modified and extended with new phonology, sequence numbers for tiers, adding TEI annotations, 
etc. 

To store our collection of JSON documents, we use MongoDB, a widely-used free and open-source 
document database.  An added benefit of this document database is it makes scaling to increasing data 
demands easy by allowing the database to scale out across multiple inexpensive machines through 
"sharding" of the database.  This can be very difficult to do with relational databases, where often the 
only option is to "scale up" by purchasing increasingly powerful machines.  The scaling-up strategy is 
not always possible, and can one day be unable to meet the growing size and computational demands of 
the database. 

The front end web interface is written in standard HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to ensure cross-
browser support.  Care is taken so the JavaScript code is clearly commented and maintainable, following 
the popular "web component" design pattern common in many large-scale web apps. 

Initially, TalkBankDB will include only public data.  Access will be controlled by the CLARIN single 
sign-on authentication system.  Access to private clinical data will require a second-level of 
authentication. 

4 Features 

A beta version of TalkBankDB is currently at https://talkbank.org/DB.  The features offered will be 
refined and expanded on the basis of  input from users.  Below we list some features in the current beta 
specification: 

 
• Button to download local copies of tab-delimited tables generated by TalkBankDB queries for 

use in further statistical analysis. 
• Include links in tables returned by queries to open and play audio/video transcripts in browser. 
• Option to upload new files, define new TalkBank corpora branches. 
• Option to view/edit transcripts. 
• Maintain state in state of user’s queries and analyses in URL so that analyses can be shared with 

others by sending a unique URL. 

5 Related Work 

The design and scope of TalkBankDB has been influenced by our work with several related projects, 
including SketchEngine, EXMARaLDA, MTAS, ANNIS, CQL, and Alpheios, as well as the childes-
db and LuCiD Toolkit projects mentioned earlier.  In its current shape, TalkBankDB does not yet provide 
the full functionality of these systems.  However, it is our goal to implement the functions of these 
various systems for use with TalkBank multi-tier annotations and multimedia corpora. 
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6 Additional Applications and Expansions 

Although TalkBankDB is designed around the CHAT format, it can be applied to other formats and 
projects in the CLARIN ecosystem. Since the format stored in TalkBankDB is not CHAT, but a 
simplified JSON representation, including documents in TalkBankDB only requires a script to convert 
from another (non-CHAT) CLARIN format to this JSON format.  The JSON schema currently includes 
entries for metadata such as document name, version number, corpus name, and media type.  In addition, 
it has a list of participants, and one "utterances" array with an entry for each word, with each word 
supplemented with metadata including speaker ID, token morphology, and utterance number.  Any 
format encoding transcripts of spoken text and morphologies can easily be adapted for inclusion in 
TalkBankDB. 

7 Conclusion 

A main goal of TalkBankDB is to provide the CLARIN/TalkBank community with easier ac-
cess to TalkBank data and analysis. Features such as word usage, utterance length, measures 
of language acquisition speed and ability by demographics can easily be selected, output, plot-
ted, and analyzed through the web interface.  The TalkBankDB interface can also be used in 
classroom demonstrations and project assignments for humanities or data analysis students, 
increasing awareness of the CLARIN community and inspiring future members. 
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Abstract 

We present a survey of the second language learner corpora available within CLARIN. The 

survey provides a test of the ease of finding these corpora through the VLO and the extent of the 

metadata and documentation which users have included. Based on this we suggest some ways of 

improving the usefulness of the VLO and making more linguists aware of what CLARIN 

provides. Furthermore, we suggest that in addition to collecting data and metadata, a 

bibliographical database of research using and documenting work on second language learner 

corpora should be collaboratively maintained. 

1 Introduction 

Learner corpus research has strongly established itself as a discipline in the last couple of decades. At 

the Teaching and Language Corpora (TaLC) conference in 1994, only the odd learner corpus was 

mentioned, and the organisers had thought that the focus of the whole conference would rather be on 

teaching linguistics with corpora (McEnery 2018). Twenty years later the proceedings from TaLC 

instead focus on learner corpora, both the ‘well-established’ and smaller ‘private’ corpora (McEnery 

2018: xvii, Brezina & Flowerdew 2018), leading Brezina and Flowerdew (2018: 1) to quite rightly claim 

that today ‘corpora play a crucial role in second language (L2) research and pedagogy’. 

A large number of second language (L2) learner corpora have been compiled, and although most of 

them are still mainly for English as a target language or with English as the (main) L1 of the learners, 

corpora for several other languages are becoming increasingly available. The Centre for English Corpus 

Linguistics at the University of Louvain (UCL)1 has compiled a rather comprehensive online list of 

learner corpora with links and names of contacts and basic information about the size, medium, etc.2 

However, many corpora are still being compiled without much awareness about what is already 

available and many existing corpora are still kept internally within research groups or even by individual 

teachers. Obviously, the L2 research community would gain in many ways from making it easier to find 

information about the corpora that already exist, and preferably also making them searchable or even 

downloadable.  

Researchers and corpus developers alike could benefit from learning about the design of existing 

learner corpora and from being able to study their content and compare that to material collected by 

other groups. If they had more information about what there already is, they could also try to make new 

resources more comparable; e.g., by agreeing on a common error annotation schema, or considering 

making an extension to a corpus rather than starting a completely different corpus, thereby moving 

towards bigger, more comprehensive and more representative learner corpora. Furthermore, making 

corpora easily available means that learner corpus research contributes to reproducibility and 

                                                           
1 https://uclouvain.be/en/research-institutes/ilc/cecl 
2  https://uclouvain.be/en/research-institutes/ilc/cecl/learner-corpora-around-the-world.html 
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verifiability of research. The most promising way towards this goal seems to be through a research 

network like CLARIN focused on providing language data to researchers. 

The goal of the paper is to present the results of a recent survey of second language learner corpora 

and give an overview of the existing corpora. Furthermore, we wish to emphasise the need to make 

learner corpora more easily findable and to make documentation about the corpora more widely 

available to facilitate the reuse of the corpora, but also to inspire people who would be interested in 

compiling their own corpora. We present a brief overview of the corpora (section 2) which are currently 

available within CLARIN before moving on to look at improvements which we believe should be made 

to the VLO in order to make this particular kind of corpora more easily findable and usable (section 

2.3). Finally, we finish with a summary and some thoughts about future work (section 3).   

2 Survey of L2 learner corpora 

Learner corpora are generally still quite small and they are unlikely to reach the billions of tokens that 

are already commonplace for many reference corpora. This is because data have to be collected from 

several different learners who have to give their consent and the data has to be at least partly manually 

processed (transcribed, error annotated, anonymised etc.). All of this requires considerable resources, 

and convincing learners to contribute is not always easy. This is why a more efficient approach towards 

bigger corpora would be to join efforts and pool resources, which requires documenting the existing 

corpora, producing best practices and compiling a bibliography of papers on corpus construction as well 

as studies based on L2 learner corpora in a way that is easily accessible to the research community and 

easy to contribute to by the entire community. 

2.1 Setup of the survey 

In this paper, we present the first step in this direction. We have surveyed the existing repositories and 

curated lists with the goal of compiling a comprehensive overview of the available L2 corpora in the 

CLARIN infrastructure and beyond. By searching the Virtual Language Observatory (VLO)3 and the 

UCL list of learner corpora worldwide4 as well as through input from participants at the CLARIN-

sponsored Workshop on Interoperability of L2 resources and tools5 that took place between 6–8 

December 2017 in Gothenburg, Sweden, we have identified 180 L2 corpora in the CLARIN countries, 

some of which do not seem to be available through any channel, which is why they are not discussed in 

the remainder of this paper. 

We divide the identified corpora into CLARIN and non-CLARIN corpora. We consider a corpus to 

belong to CLARIN if it is listed in the VLO or in one of the national repositories. In addition to learner 

corpora proper according to Granger’s definition as ‘electronic collections of (near-) natural foreign or 

second language learner texts assembled according to explicit design criteria’ (Granger 2008: 338), we 

have also taken into account the so called peripheral learner corpora (Nesselhauf 2004: 128), e.g. texts 

being read aloud, or tasks which entail less natural language such as translation or tasks that restrict the 

learner much more in their language use, databases (Gilquin 2015: 10) that entail both natural, near-

natural and experimental material.  

2.2 Overview of the results 

The results of our survey, summarized in Table 1, show that 34 L2 learner corpora are available within 

the CLARIN infrastructure. To a large extent (91%) they can be found in VLO. However, the survey 

has also identified many corpora that remain outside CLARIN (but within the CLARIN member states) 

and there are of course also a large number of L2 learner corpora in the world that are completely outside 

the CLARIN network. Based on these results we can conclude that CLARIN already plays an important 

role in L2 corpus research but is still lacking a comprehensive coverage of the existing corpora of this 

type and that if more corpora were deposited CLARIN could help us make L2 corpora more comparable 

and promote further use of the existing corpora. Hence we believe that CLARIN should become more 

                                                           
3 https://vlo.clarin.eu/ 
4 https://uclouvain.be/en/research-institutes/ilc/cecl/learner-corpora-around-the-world.html 
5 https://sweclarin.se/swe/workshop-interoperability-l2-resources-and-tools 
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proactive in contacting projects working on second language acquisition and language departments in 

general to inform them of CLARIN and the benefits thereof. 

 Written Spoken Mixed / multi-modal TOTAL 

CLARIN English L2 5 4 1 10 (29%) 

CLARIN Other L2 13 7 4 24 (71%) 

Listed in the VLO 15 11 5 31 (91%) 

Available for download or querying 12 10 1 23 (68%) 

Available through a CLARIN repository 8 7 / 15 (44%) 

Specify the L1 language(s) 7 6 2 15 (44%) 

Include metadata on size 16  6 2 24 (71%) 

Include metadata on annotation 4 5 / 9 (26%)  

Include licence 16 9 3 28 (82%) 

TOTAL CLARIN 18 11 5 34 (19%) 

TOTAL NON-CLARIN  146 (81%) 

TOTAL 180 

Table 1: Number of known L2 learner corpora in the CLARIN infrastructure at the time the report was 

compiled. 

Less than half of the 34 L2 corpora (44%) are available directly through CLARIN repositories or 

concordancers. In terms of metadata, only 44% corpora specify the L1 background of the learners – 

while this is in some cases likely to be because the participants come from a great variety of L1 

backgrounds (one corpus lists 54), others simply do not make this explicit. Metadata on size fares better 

(available for 71% corpora) although it is inconsistently listed with respect to what kind of size is 

provided. One spoken corpus provides only the word length of each individual transcription while 

another only gives the total temporal size of the recordings, even though it also includes transcriptions. 

Furthermore, information on the annotation levels is even less frequent (26% of the corpora) and varies 

widely from corpus to corpus. Only about half of the 9 corpora for which information on annotation is 

available display L2-specific markup in addition to the general annotation layers such as PoS-tagging 

or lemmatisation. Finally, license information is included for most corpora (82%), which is a welcome 

result given the nature of the content. 

The more recent corpora increasingly focus on the L2 languages other than English and even though 

internationally we see that most L2 corpora still cover English, 71% of the L2 corpora in the CLARIN 

infrastructure primarily contain data in languages other than English. This is an invaluable contribution 

to the research community which has been asking for data for other L2s. 

2.3 Identified issue and recommendations 

Finding L2 corpora. As there is no designated facet for learner corpora in the VLO search facility, it 

is difficult to find learner corpora unless the key phrase “learner corpus” is part of the title. Additionally, 

a researcher who looks for a learner corpus often has to simply infer the nature of the language used in 

the corpus. As an example, MERLIN Written Learner Corpus for Czech, German, Italian 1.1 

(Wisniewski et al. 2018), which is available through the LINDAT repository (as well as listed in the 

VLO), lacks overt information that would clearly disambiguate which of the three languages used in the 

corpus are the speakers’ L1 and L2 languages.  

As a tentative solution, we suggest that a special facet be added to the VLO by means of which the 

authors of the corpus could specify if the data are primarily produced by native or non-native speakers. 

Ideally, researchers should be able to use the VLO to find learner corpora with e.g. Swedish as the target 

language, or corpora with learners who have German as their L1, or longitudinal corpora. 

Metadata and documentation. The range and availability of corpus metadata in the VLO varies a 

lot and calls for standardisation and recommendations which take into account the specific needs of the 

L2 researcher community. In addition, some thought should be put into how this can be made searchable 

to some extent through the VLO as stated above.  
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The importance of carefully considering the range of metadata encoded in the corpus and covered in 

corpus descriptions is discussed by several authors (e.g. Burnard 2005, Gilquin 2015). One of the most 

common types of metadata is the target language (L2) and the first language (L1) of the learners. 

However, there is some variation in how L1 is recorded in corpora: is it simply the learner’s L1(s) or 

are the learner’s parents’ L1s that is listed? Similarly, there is variation in how other parts of the metadata 

are understood and listed, such as how proficiency is generally listed and how this is judged: is it based 

on the learner’s general proficiency (how?) or on the text(s) included in the corpus? Moreover, is it clear 

how the material was collected and how it is to be interpreted? Gilquin (2015) underlines the need of 

trying to standardise metadata in order to make corpora more comparable, but there are many 

complicating factors (cf. Stemle et al. accepted) which all point to the need to work together on finding 

a way of standardising this as far as possible, while taking enough national legal perspectives and 

different linguistic perspectives into account.  

We suggest that CLARIN provide a set of clear guidelines on how to present metadata related to 

content.  In the case of learner corpora, this would mean that the authors/curators should be encouraged 

to describe their corpora in a consistent manner, by always providing the same types of information, 

such as the following: (i) whether the corpus contains data in the speakers' L1 or L2 language (or 

possibly both), which is especially important information because the current language facet does not 

distinguish between the two; (ii) the L1 backgrounds of the speakers; (iii) the speakers’ age; (iv) the 

type of learning tasks that constitute the corpus (e.g., essays written in the context of a certain language-

proficiency examination); (v) the number of speakers involved in the learning task; and (vi) detailed 

information on the learners’ proficiency level. 

 It should be emphasised that a majority of the surveyed learner corpora are very inconsistently 

documented in this respect, so we believe that drafting and implementing a set of guidelines such as the 

ones just proposed would lead to a better overall presentation of the content of the current and 

prospective corpora in the infrastructure. Additionally, we suggest that authors/curators take special care 

to tag the crucial metadata, such as the target language, the L1s, other L2s, the medium, the proficiency 

levels included (CEFR-levels), the type of the collection setting, and so forth. 

3 Conclusions 

Based on the survey presented in this paper, it is clear that even though there are many L2 learner corpora 

already integrated in the CLARIN infrastructure, there are still many existing valuable resources yet to 

be added. The survey has also uncovered the need for fine-tuning the VLO search functionalities for 

querying L2 corpora more efficiently. Crucially, a consensus on the L2 corpus metadata and a 

comprehensive implementation of the consensus is urgent as there are big discrepancies in the 

documented metadata. Furthermore, the documentation of many corpora in the CLARIN infrastructure 

is incomplete; for example, many corpora lack references to articles which treat the design of the corpus 

or those that report on the research conducted on the basis of its data. This not only means that it is hard 

to ascertain how earlier corpora have been designed, but it also means that linguists may find it difficult 

to use the corpora in their research since there is not enough information about the collection context 

and the type of material included to make it useful from the point of view of research methodology. 

In communications with the L2 research community, it has been revealed that many researchers in 

this field are still unfamiliar with the CLARIN infrastructure and how it could support their work. 

Consequently, many of the researchers collect data to carry out research tasks on their own without 

considering how their data could be used by a larger research community. This highlights the need for 

CLARIN to become more involved with this community and to inform the researchers about the 

available services (esp. the depositing services). We also suggest that research groups should be 

contacted by national CLARIN consortia to organise information sessions about the benefits of using 

the infrastructure, which would also provide the research groups with an invaluable opportunity to 

present their work to CLARIN and for both sides to realise how they could cooperate. Additionally, 

presentations of research based on data deposited in the CLARIN infrastructure should be circulated 

more among linguists through emails, blog entries, etc. 
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Abstract

We present DGT-UD, a 2 billion word 23-language parallel parsebank, comprising the JRC DGT
parallel corpus of European law parsed with UD-Pipe. The paper introduces the JRC DGT cor-
pus, details its annotation with UD-Pipe and discusses its format under the two CLARIN.SI
web-based concordancers and its repository. An analysis is presented that showcases the utility
of the corpus for comparative multilingual research. The corpus is meant as a shareable CLARIN
resource, useful for translators, service providers, and developers of language technology tools.

1 Introduction

Recently two powerful concordancers, KonText1 and noSketch Engine2 have been added to the
CLARIN.SI supported services. The two concordancers share their back-end, namely Manatee (Rychlý,
2007), a reimplementation of CQP (Christ, 1994), meaning that they also share their file formats, as well
as compiled corpora. Furthermore, this format is used by a large number of other Manatee and CQP
based installations of concordancers all over the world.

To expand the number of corpora offered, stress-test the implementation of KonText and noSketch
Engine, and experiment with the idea of sharing corpora among CLARIN partners, we are producing
several new corpora to add them to the concordancers, and, further, to the CLARIN.SI repository. This
paper documents the first large and generally useful addition, namely the 23-language parallel DGT-UD
parsebank (automatically parsed corpus), containing over 2 billion words.

2 The JRC DGT corpus

The JRC DGT corpus (Steinberger et al., 2012; Steinberger et al., 2014) is the translation memory of
Acquis Communautaire (European Union law), first made publicly available in 2007 by the European
Commission’s Directorate-General for Translation (DGT) and the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the
European Commission, with the goal of “fostering the European Commission’s general effort to support
multilingualism, language diversity and the re-use of Commission information”.3

The corpus contains texts in 24 languages aligned on the sentence level and is distributed as a set
of TMX files identified by the EUR-Lex number of the underlying documents. The corpus contains
proof-read texts and carefully checked translations by professional translators, does not contain duplicate
sentences4, is highly multilingual, large, available under a very permissive licence, and regularly updated.
On the down-side, it contains only one type of texts, i.e. European law.

To create the DGT-UD corpus we took all the releases of JRC DGT, up to 2017. At the time of writing,
the data for 2018 has also been released, which shows the usefulness of the resource as it will keep on
growing, as well as the necessity of publishing updates of the UD-DGT corpus.

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

1https://www.clarin.si/kontext/, source available from https://github.com/ufal/
lindat-kontext

2https://www.clarin.si/noske/, source available from https://nlp.fi.muni.cz/trac/noske
3https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/language-technologies/dgt-translation-memory
4This also means that included texts can contain gaps.
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3 Annotation

In the process of compiling the DGT-UD corpus, the TMX encoding and file structure was first changed
to consist of files for individual languages, while preserving the document structure and alignment be-
tween the translation units. The text of the language files was then annotated with UD-Pipe (Straka and
Straková, 2017a), which performs text segmentation, morphosyntactic annotation, lemmatisation and
dependency parsing, trained on the data from the Universal Dependencies (UD) project.5

For processing this corpus, we used off-the-shelf models (Straka and Straková, 2017b) trained on UD
version 2.0 (Nivre et al., 2017). We managed to process 23 out of 24 languages, namely, Bulgarian,
Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Ital-
ian, Irish (Gaelic), Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, and
Swedish on all four annotation levels. The language not covered is Maltese, as it did not have UD 2.0
annotated data. But given that there now exists a (small) Maltese treebank in the UD project, we hope to
add this language to the the next version of the corpus.

For languages where multiple models were available, we chose the largest models, assuming that
those are based on the largest manually annotated resources, except for Swedish where the larger model
(LinES) did not include morphosyntactic features. Given the size of the corpus, annotation is resource
intensive, and took 98 hours on a 1.6 GHz, 24 CPU workstation.

4 DGT-UD on-line

We have made DGT-UD available on-line for exploration under the two CLARIN.SI concordancers and
for download in the CLARIN.SI repository (Ljubešić and Erjavec, 2018) under the CC-BY licence.

The corpus is stored in the so called vertical format used by the Manatee back-end. This is is a tabular
format (one line per token), but also supports XML-like structure tags. The vertical format (and Manatee)
also have limitations, in particular not supporting (dependency) links between tokens and 1-n mappings
between positional annotations. In CONLL-U the latter encode cases where one token is split into several
syntactic words that are then further annotated.6 In the conversion to vertical format, we therefore only
retained the syntactic words. Each language is encoded as one file, e.g. dgtud-bg.vert for Bulgarian.
The files have three structural attributes:

• Text with id, year of publication and release, e.g.
<text id="21993A1220(01)" year="-2003" release="DGT-TM-2007">7

• Anonymous block, corresponding to the original JRC DGT aligned ”sentence”, and is successive
number in the text, e.g. <ab n="0">

• Sentence, as annotated by UD-Pipe, i.e. <s>

The positional attributes (i.e. token annotations) of the files are:

• word: contains the token, and is by definition the first positional attribute, e.g. förbindelser;
lempos: the lemma of the token with added part-of-speech, e.g. förbindelse-n;

• tag: the ”PoS tag” of the token, which is given for convenience, and is the UD part-of-
speech and its attribute values conjoined with an underscore; in cases where several attributes
can have the same value, the shortened form of the attribute prefixed to the value, e.g.
ADJ NumSing GenMasc DegPos Def Nom;

• pos: the UD part-of-speech of the token, e.g. ADJ; feats: the
UD features of the token conjoined with the pipe character, e.g.
Case=Nom|Definite=Def|Degree=Pos|Gender=Masc|Number=Sing;

5http://universaldependencies.org
6Syntactic words are output by UD-Pipe for 7 out of the 23 DGT-UD languages, even though for the most languages are

used infrequently.
7The year ”-2003” indicates that the date of the document is 2003 or before, as the exact date is not given.
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• deprel: the UD dependency relation,8 e.g. nmod;

• head word, head lempos, head tag, head pos, head feats: same as above, but for the token that is
the head of the current token9;

• id, head id: the index of the token and its head. These attributes are not present in the on-line
searchable corpus, as they are useless in that context, but are included in the source files, so the
dependency link is not lost in the vertical format.

Apart from the vertical files, there are two further components of the corpus. First is the alignment file,
giving the alignments of the <ab> elements,and the second the 23 Manatee registry files, specifying the
metadata of the corpora.

As mentioned, the corpus is available both for download and under the CLARIN.SI concor-
dancers, where it is already being used by translators at DGT. It is also mounted under the Czech
CLARIN/LINDAT KonText10 concordancer, thus giving users visiting the particular concordancer a bet-
ter chance of finding and using the corpus.

5 Capacity for comparative linguistic analysis

The major features of the DGT-UD resource is that it is large and contains parallel texts annotated within
the same formalism in all the 23 languages. For these reasons we hypothesised that DGT-UD is much
more useful for comparative linguistic analyses than most other available resources, including the UD
training data, which does have gold annotations, but is much smaller and not parallel or even comparable.

We tested our hypothesis by (1) representing each of the 21 languages of CLARIN member and ob-
server countries (except for Norwegian which is not present in DGT-UD) as a probability distribution
of (a) UPOS (Universal Part-of-Speech) trigrams and (b) UDEP (Universal Dependencies relations) tri-
grams (2) either on (a) a sample of 5,000 parallel sentences from the UD-DGT corpus or (b) from the UD
training data. We cluster these language representations via Ward’s hierarchical clustering (Ward, 1963)
and present the result through dendrograms.

Figure 1 gives the results of the clustering, which show that (1) the structure obtained from DGT-
UD data mostly follows our typological (syntactic) expectations and (2) the structure obtained from
UD training data has a series of anomalies (Croatian clustered with Czech, and Slovak with Slovene;
Hungarian clustered with English and Danish, and not with Finnish; German and Dutch clustered with
Romance and not with other Germanic languages) which can be explained by variation in topic and genre
in the UD training data.

6 Conclusions

The paper presented DGT-UD, an openly available, large, parallel and highly multilingual uniformly an-
notated and encoded parsebank, already available under several concordancers, as well as for download.
An analysis of the resource indicates that the corpus is better suited for comparative linguistic analyses
than the gold-annotated UD training data.

We would like to share the resource also with other (corpus exploration) service providers. In the
first instance, these could be corpus analysis tools that also support treebank querying and display, such
as PLM-TQ (Pajas et al., 2009). A very useful platform would be also is Multilingwis11 (Volk, 2018),
which, unlike (no)Sketch Engine, also shows (automatically) aligned words and phrases, further helping
DGT and other translators.

8If the token is the root of the dependency tree, then its dependency label is ’-’. In this case, all the head attributes are also
hyphens.

9This allows searching (possibly with regular expressions) also over the annotations of the dependency head.
10https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/kontext
11https://pub.cl.uzh.ch/purl/multilingwis2
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Figure 1: Dendrograms of the language clustering results on UPOS trigrams (upper) and UDEP trigrams
(lower), on DGT-UD data (left) and UD training data (right).
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Abstract

This paper presents the DI-ÖSS project1, a local digital infrastructure initiative for South Tyrol,
which aims at connecting institutions and organizations that are working with language data. It
shall serve to facilitate and increase data exchange, joint efforts in processing and exploiting data
and the overall increase of synergies, and thus links to big European infrastructure initiatives.
However, while sharing the overall objectives to foster standardization and increase efficiency
and sustainability, on the implementation level a local initiative faces a different set of challenges.
It aims to involve institutions which are less familiar with the logic of infrastructure and have less
experience and fewer resources to deal with technical matters in a systematic way. The paper will
describe how DI-ÖSS addresses the needs for digital language infrastructure on a local level; lay
out the course of action; and depict the targeted mid- and long-term outputs of the project.

1 Introduction

In recent years, Digital Humanities saw the development of multiple infrastructure projects at the Euro-
pean level, among them CLARIN (Krauwer and Hinrichs, 2014) and DARIAH (Edmond et al., 2017)
targeting researchers, and Europeana targeting the cultural heritage sector (Europeana Foundation, 2015).

The large field of smaller institutions, both in the public or the private sector, is not targeted by any of
these big infrastructures, even though it could benefit from a close collaboration with Digital Humanities.
It contains smaller libraries, archives, cultural associations, and publishing houses; actors that deal with
language and contribute to the field of research and heritage, but who are themselves too small to easily
participate in one of the big infrastructures. These minor but central players are the target of DI-ÖSS.

2 Motivation

Over the last decade the growing availability and use of digital language data in the humanities and the
cultural sector and the need for coordination in standardization, preservation, exchange and reuse has led
to a number of large-scale infrastructure initiatives being launched (see Section 1), dedicated to defining
standards, best practices and technical solutions in order to foster accessibility, sustainability and shared
use of data on the national and European level and even beyond. But small and local actors are prone
to be less informed about these existing approaches and the opportunities that come with them and, due
to their size, they often lack some of the skills and resources to make use of them. At the same time, it
is typically at the local level that valuable resources of local culture are managed, and sometimes these
resources can have particularities that can only be accommodated in an effective way at the local level.2

The DI-ÖSS project therefore has been devised at the local level of the Northern Italian region of South
Tyrol with the two-fold aim to enable smaller actors in the language sector to learn about standards and
technologies of the bigger initiatives and to create the conditions for joining efforts across single institu-
tions and organizations, thus growing an interconnected language data ecosystem for South Tyrol. This

1”Digitale Infrastruktur für das Ökosystem Südtiroler Sprachdaten und –dienste” - Digital infrastructure for the South
Tyrolean ecosystem of language data and services

2E.g. the South Tyrolean variety of German is regionally bound and documented and studied first and foremost in the local
context.
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requires in the first step to raise awareness among local actors of the potential benefits of an infrastruc-
ture, to explain the necessary actions to become part of an infrastructure and finally introducing them to
concrete standards and workflows that are common in the field of language resource management.

3 Project aim, approach and expected results

The DI-ÖSS project aims at creating a prototypical digital infrastructure for language data and services
within the region of South Tyrol. By carrying out the preparatory work of gathering information and by
implementing and piloting an infrastructure prototype for selected use cases, it serves to achieve prototy-
pical results and gain an informed long-term perspective on the needs and feasibility of an infrastructure,
thus allowing to evaluate the overall need for and potential of a local language infrastructure initiative. In
contrast to the top-down approaches of the bigger projects like CLARIN or Europeana, DI-ÖSS is using
a bottom-up strategy by following the actors (Latour, 2005), focusing on the local institutions in South
Tyrol that are producing and collecting linguistic data.

The project is running for three years and is starting its efforts with partners and use cases related to
the German variety of South Tyrol, with the perspective to expanding efforts to Italian in a future project.
The results of all project phases will be compiled into a well-informed evaluation report and a concrete
plan for a follow-up project for building a comprehensive and sustainable digital language infrastructure.

4 Implementation of the project plan

The project is organized along five broad phases. In the beginning, a small project consortium is built,
which includes institutions from each of the most relevant target groups within the local language ecosy-
stem (see Section 4.1). At the same time, detailed information regarding language data and their usage is
collected from a wider set of institutions (Section 4.2). Afterwards, building on the previous phases’ in-
sights, specific use cases for each partner institution are determined and defined in greater depth (Section
4.3). Subsequently, a prototypical infrastructure is built by implementing the technical setup required
to connect partners and their data as needed by each use case (Section 4.4). Finally, the infrastructure
is piloted by employing it for each of the individual use cases and improving technical and conceptual
aspects within the process (Section 4.5).

4.1 Consortium
The project consortium is made up of four public and private institutions, which represent relevant target
groups with regard to the development, distribution and preservation of language data and services. These
project partners have been chosen carefully to cover as wide a range of different approaches to language
data as possible. The four project partners are:

1. the Institute for Applied Linguistics at Eurac Research (project lead) as a research institution
working with empirical language data and related language technologies,

2. the Landesbibliothek Dr. Friedrich Teßmann as a general purpose library with a large digital
collection of texts,

3. the Sprachstelle (’language unit’) of the South Tyrolean Institute of Culture as a central institution
for promoting the German variety of South Tyrol and informing the public about related matters.

4. the news and community portal salto.bz as a South Tyrolean publisher of daily news, local content
and discussions around it.

4.2 Taking stock of the current state - ’Bestandsaufnahme’
An initial informational phase serves to gain an overview of the partner institutions, their specific work-
flows and the data they are handling. In order to gather this information a general set of questions is
created, concerning four aspects: 1) Technical data cover the amount of digitized material, the kind of
material (e.g. books, journals, web pages); the format of the material (e.g. PDF, HTML, XML); the
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software used internally for working with the material, for archiving it, and for providing access to the
public. 2) Content data refer to the kind of texts that are digitized, (e.g. scientific texts, literature, new-
spapers); their amount; and the language. 3) Workflows contains all internal processes that are concerned
with the language data (especially acquisition, catalogization, and dissemination); user groups and their
approximate sizes; and general aims of the institution. 4) Copyright is discussed with every institution
independently, since this can be a complicated topic and the aim is to adapt to their specific needs. A
smaller set of questions is used to also gather information about other institutions in the region that
are working with language data, thus creating an overview of actors that can potentially join the infra-
structure at a later stage. While collecting this information, it is always taken into consideration how it
can be integrated into the larger CLARIN language resource infrastructure at a later stage, especially
safeguarding VLO-interoperability.

4.3 Use Cases
Specific use cases are identified for each project partner. The use cases are selected and defined in order
to best comply with the following four aims:

1. Serving a genuine task in the partner’s daily workflow

2. Exploiting a synergy (shared or complementary expertise) with at least one other partner

3. Being applicable or easily adaptable for future or similar tasks

4. Allowing to build a generic infrastructure interface for handling them

For example, the use case of the library partner Teßmann addresses the task of researching the digitized
content of cultural magazines with regard to topics discussed, personalities mentioned and locations that
are referred to. The use case is approached through a close collaboration between computational linguists
at Eurac Research and experts in literature and cultural studies at Teßmann library, in which automatic
tools for language processing (i.e. detection and Named Entity Recognition) are applied to facilitate the
search and information retrieval and analysis process. The use case will get implemented as a generic
interface for annotating text and returning it in adaptable formats for the local search system.

4.4 Technical implementation
Each of the specialized use cases comes with specific requirements regarding the digital infrastructure,
ranging from compatibility of data formats, over the definition of interfaces to the delivery of specialized
services for data processing and annotation. The technical implementation phase is catering to the tech-
nical needs posed by each use case and, by extrapolating from the specific use cases, tries to anticipate
further challenges to be expected in the long-term. In addition to prototypical infrastructure elements this
project phase delivers technical specifications, evaluation reports, and best practice guidelines.

4.5 Piloting the infrastructure prototype
In the piloting phase the project partners are pursuing their work objectives by means of using the newly
created DI-ÖSS infrastructure, therefore piloting its functionalities and technical implementation. During
this phase insights on technical issues, conceptual shortcomings and possible functional extensions will
be gathered and analyzed for improving the infrastructure prototype in the short-term and envisioning
comprehensive extensions for development of a fully operable infrastructure in the long-term.

5 Challenges

Because of the special nature of a local infrastructure, the challenges it faces differ quite substantially
from those encountered in larger infrastructure initiatives. Especially the fact that a lot of the potential
institutions involved are relatively small, have few resources at their disposal and only have limited
experiences with large-scale projects proves to be a key factor. The challenges can roughly be divided
into conceptual, communicative and technical challenges.
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5.1 Conceptual challenges
Already when creating the consortium, but especially later when interviewing potentially interesting
institutions for the Bestandsaufnahme, it became apparent that while everything can be considered po-
tentially interesting linguistic data, from the protocols of the province offices to advertisement of a local
company, DI-ÖSS, which is meant as a pilot project, has to tighten its scope to more obvious ”language
institutions” like libraries, publishing houses and linguistic research institutions (see also section 4.1).
Generally the focus was reduced to institutions that 1) are dealing with language data produced in South
Tyrol, 2) are considering working with language data their main activity, and 3) are working with data
that is available digitally, either digitized or born digital. It was also decided to explicitly involve smaller
actors that do not already have visibility and power in the South Tyrolean ecosystem, in order to make
the resulting infrastructure more of a democratic place.

5.2 Communicative challenges
Communicative challenges arose in the process of getting institutions interested in joining the project
as it has proved difficult to properly communicate the scope and purpose of the project. It helps to use
metaphors of physical infrastructures like the railway system and also to focus on concrete use cases early
on, so that it becomes easier for the potential partners to see their specific role within the project. It is
necessary to address every possible partner institution with a different approach, trying to anticipate their
possible needs and reservations. While libraries and other public institutions are more readily willing to
share their data freely, commercial actors, e.g. publishing houses, are often very protective of their data,
as this is central to their business model.

5.3 Technical challenges
This is another point where this small-scale infrastructure differs a lot from its larger counterparts. Many
language partners in DI-ÖSS have very limited resources, both on the personnel as on the IT side, so it
usually is difficult for them to implement large changes in their data management infrastructure or their
typical workflows, while more feasible for the bigger institutions involved in infrastructure projects like
CLARIN. This means the DI-ÖSS infrastructure has to be built up in such a way that it integrates the
needs of an infrastructure (standardized data formats and APIs) with the existing working realities, which
often involve suboptimal or home-grown solutions, that cannot be easily changed or adapted.

6 Conclusions

This article reports on an initiative towards local infrastructure creation. It details the motivation and the
plan of action for its implementation, while trying to be as much in sync with CLARIN standards as
possible, and finally describes the specific challenges such a small-scale project is facing, starting even
with raising awareness about infrastructures and their benefits and needs, and how they could be dealt
with. The DI-ÖSS project is devised as a pilot project that is specifically designed to find the unique
challenges inherent in such a local infrastructure and the goal is to use it as a facilitator to establish a
comprehensive and powerful digital language infrastructure in South Tyrol in the mid to long-term.
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Abstract

Semantic Web technologies allow scholars in the humanities to make links and connections be-
tween the multitude of digitised cultural artifacts which are now available on the World Wide
Web, thus facilitating the making of new scientific discoveries and the opening up of new avenues
of research. Semantic Web and Linked Data technologies, by their very nature, are complex and
require the adoption of a sustainable, long term approach that takes research infrastructures like
CLARIN into consideration. In this paper, we present the case-study of a project (DEA) on an
augmented digital edition of fragmentary Ancient Greek texts using Linked Data; this will high-
light a number of the core issues that working in the Digital Classic brings up. We will discuss
these issues as well as touching on the role CLARIN can play in the overall linked data lifecycle
and in particular on humanities datasets.

1 Introduction

The Semantic Web and the Linked Data (LD) publishing paradigm allow the World Wide Web to be used
as a means for data and knowledge integration wherein both documents/texts and other kinds of data are
linked together. Publishing datasets as linked data has become an important way of sharing valuable
structured information in a flexible and extensible manner across the Web, this is especially true in the
humanities. Indeed the Semantic Web puts an emphasis on interoperability and interlinking between
datasets; it can therefore be viewed as playing a similar role as that played in the past by artifacts such as
the Rosetta Stone.

Informed by the success of the Semantic Web in other fields, efforts to use LD technologies to enable
open access to cultural data are emerging. A crucial example is represented by the Digital Classics.
Indeed the “Graph of the Ancient World”, as it is often dubbed, is considered to be one of the most
well developed parts of the Social Sciences and Humanities linked data cloud. It encompasses resources
developed by classicists and archaeologists and is at least in part supported by dedicated tools1. The
existence of large repositories of freely available digitised texts and other datasets, such as the Perseus
Library (Crane, 2012) and gazetteers such as Pleiades, is encouraging a greater uptake of linked data
technologies in the classics and especially for use in enriching digital editions. At the same time the
advantages offered by the Semantic Web to publishers of data are only fully available to institutions
who are able to make the technological investment and to develop tools for the (manual and automatic)
linking of editions to datasets, and interfaces for the exploitation of such links for querying and research.
Several ongoing projects are contributing towards the provision of the necessary support; for instance,
the Recogito annotation system in Pelagios (Simon et al., 2015; Simon et al., 2017) aims to provide
a graphic online environment for the manual annotation of digital editions with references to ancient
places; automatic linking tools such as REDEN (Brando et al., 2016; Frontini et al., 2016), are built
to cater specifically for the needs of the DH community (with TEI support and the possibility to

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

1We refer to (Isaksen et al., 2014) for a thorough description of this ecosystem and of the reason why this area was particu-
larly susceptible to a Semantic Web turn.
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customise datasets). At the same time the heavy demands that these approaches make with respect to
computational capacity and long term support call for a stronger involvement on the part of existing
research infrastructures.

The work described in this paper originates from the DEA (Digital Edition of Archilochus) project,
which grew out of a collaboration between the University of Parma and the Istituzione di Linguistica
Computazionale ”A. Zampolli” in Pisa for the development of digital editions of Ancient Greek texts.
In particular, we focus here on the issue of enriching such editions using Linked Data. Crucially we do
not only aim to produce an enriched edition, but also to demonstrate the potential of the LD approach
in the creation of openly available, scientifically reliable, linked, digital texts and its usefulness to a
range of users including scholars, students and the wider public. The perfect environment in which to
develop such a project is CLARIN which is able to provide advanced functionalities to store, develop,
share, integrate and connect data, instruments and resources that are crucial in the field of the Digital
Humanities. The project represents an important contribution of CLARIN-IT (Monachini and Frontini,
2016) towards ensuring that CLARIN has a greater impact on the field of digital classics.

2 Encoding the Fragments of Archilochus

The DEA project concentrates on a particularly complex type of text, namely texts of fragmentary au-
thors, and builds on previous work in this area (Berti et al., 2014)2. The goal of the project is the digi-
tisation, with critical and philological control, of the whole corpus of Archilochus’ fragments3. The
digitisation of Archilochus’ texts will result in a complete, scientifically reliable, born digital, TEI/XML,
edition (annotated and interoperable according to current standards, enriched with information from lex-
ical and geographical knowledge bases) which will pay particular attention to scholarly users’ needs and
requirements, as well as to usability and portability. This new edition will both integrate already available
digital resources as well as incorporating new datasets and resources: we will utilise and (where needed)
develop digital methods that allow for the enrichment of the texts with different levels of linguistic and
textual annotation (morpho-syntatic, semantic, etc.), as well as exploring the interaction between the text
and already existing terminologies, ontologies, and lexicons available as Linked Open Data.

From the CLARIN perspective, this project provides an example of how it is possible to integrate
and support the proof-reading, encoding and enrichment of the texts in a CLARIN repository. How
can we build a platform which responds to the desiderata of the scholars themselves, facilitating the
enrichment and exploration of digital editions with Semantic Web technologies? The investigation of
such technological aspects should hopefully serve as a important test bed for future projects in the field
of classical studies.

2.1 Enriching the Text with Data from the Semantic Web
A crucial issue for DEA is the identification of standards and best practices for the enrichment of our
digital edition with structured knowledge from the Semantic Web4. In order to cater for the needs of
classicists, both the enrichment and the exploration phases should be supported by easy to use interfaces,
requiring little knowledge of the LD technicalities. A good example in this sense is the aforementioned
Recogito annotation tool (developed by the Pelagios project), which allows for the tagging and searching
of places, people, events with reference to geo-historical knowledge. Recogito handles input and output
in TEI of a selection of Archilochus’ fragments; and suggests possible referents to be linked to from
the text, for instance ancient places from the Pleiades dataset of Greco-Roman antiquity places. Place

2See also the LOFT project http://www.dh.uni-leipzig.de/wo/lofts/.
3Archilochus of Paros (VII BC) is an important figure in archaic Greek Poetry, closely linked to Homer. However the corpus

of Archilochus’ surviving texts is currently not available in a user friendly and complete online digital edition. We know of 300
existing fragments, some of which were published in 2005 and so they are not yet included in all paper canonical editions. An
updated edition of a selection of fragments in (Nicolosi, 2013).

4We shall not dwell here on the technicalities of representing the scholarly edition and its apparatus in TEI, and the repre-
sentation of such editions via a web interface. Numerous projects currently provide tools to this end. See CDE https://dig-ed-
cat.acdh.oeaw.ac.at/
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mentions in the text can be later visualised on the map within the Recogito environment, thanks to the
geospatial information contained in the dataset.

Figure 1: A Fragment from Archilocus linked to Pleiades.

Figure 2.1 (Archil. fr. 3 Nicolosi = fr. 5 West) for example shows how the Pleiades dataset provides
a place reference for the Greek ethnonym Σαίων (line 1) which is an ancient clan of Thrace. Other
datasets such as Geonames or DBpedia may be used to the same purpose, adding useful information on
the ancient region and its inhabitants.

At the same time this type of LOD integration is quite basic, as it only allows us to add links via
TEI tags by means of a “ref” attribute. One possibility which we intend to pursue in order to enrich our
planned digital edition of Archilochus with Semantic Web datasets is the use of the Resource Description
Framework in Attributes (RDFa). RDFa is a W3C recommendation which allows for RDF statements to
be added to TEI-XML encoded text 5. This approach has already been used in the Diachronic Spanish
Sonnet Corpus (DISCO) project (Ruiz Fabo et al., 2018). In that instance RDFa attributes were used to
link to LD resources such as VIAF6 which provided biographical data, as well as for literary annotation.

Thanks to RDFa we can go beyond the scope of tools such as Recogito, and enrich our digital edition
with more complex information, of a linguistic as well as an encyclopedic type. In particular linguistic
resources such as the linked data version of the intermediate Liddell Scott lexicon (ILS) (Liddell and
Scott, 1896; Khan et al., 2016) can be used to enrich each word token, immediately identifying the
lemma and providing easy access to useful linguistic and philological data. This makes it simpler to
add grammatical information, analyse sentences and correctly translate text. In addition, it is possible to
identify loci similes that allow for the better explanation of the text and its exegesis. The goal is therefore
to produce a linguistically rich, interoperable and researchable, text analysis.

2.2 Syntactic annotation
In addition to the enriched critical edition, the project plans to transform the corpus into a Treebank,
thereby making an important contribution to the already existing Ancient Greek Treebank7, this will
enable the improvement of currently existing parsers for ancient Greek with regards to their performance
on fragmentary texts. This newly created resource will be deposited in CLARIN and integrated into the
Tündra exploration system8. In particular, in order to allow for the deposit of the resource, all texts will
be provided with adequate metadata so as to become findable via the CLARIN metacatalogue (VLO)

5https://rdfa.info/
6https://viaf.org/
7http://perseusdl.github.io/treebank_data/
8https://www.clarin-d.net/en/tundra
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and searchable online.

3 Conclusion

Classical studies are at the forefront of the adoption of Semantic Web technologies within the hu-
manities. However a deeper investigation into the standards for creating enriched editions is required,
in order to identify best practices. The DEA project intends to make a contribution to the interaction
between literary and philological studies, the classics in particular, and LD. E-infrastructures appear to
be the perfect framework through which to spread knowledge about good practices related to a discipline.

The project will address the need for an integrated and standardised platform for the consultation,
updating and searching of textual materials and structured information. In addition to this the textual
analysis, with the use of a treebank, and translation of each fragment will be a important development
for study and learning ancient Greek. In our presentation, we shall discuss the XML-TEI encoding of
the Archilocus fragments in depth as well as the solution proposed for linking them to existing datasets.
Finally, we will show how CLARIN can provide significant developments in the field of Digital Classics
by offering opportunities to store, develop, share and access datasets of enriched digital editions.
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Abstract

This paper presents DAMESRL, a flexible and open source framework for deep multilingual
semantic role labeling. It provides flexibility in its model construction in terms of word repre-
sentation, sequence representation, output modeling, and inference styles and comes with clear
output visualization. The framework is available under the Apache 2.0 license1.

1 Introduction

Semantic role labeling (SRL) is an essential natural language processing (NLP) task which aims at iden-
tifying “Who did What to Whom, and How, When and Where” in a sentence (Palmer et al., 2010). In the
last few years, a number of neural mechanisms have been used to train end-to-end SRL models that do
not require task-specific feature engineering. Zhou and Xu (2015) introduced the first deep end-to-end
model for SRL by stacking multiple Bi-LSTM layers along with a conditional random field (CRF) layer.
This architecture was then simplified by He et al. (2017), who proposed the use of a highway Bi-LSTM
network without CRF layer. More recently, Tan et al. (2018) replaced the common Bi-LSTM architecture
by a self-attention network resulting in better results and faster training. Although generally successful in
providing accurate scores on English benchmark data, a common criticism of these systems is the lack of
considering the influence of multilingual aspects on the optimal model structure. It is still an open issue
whether a model behaves similarly on languages which differ in characteristics and the available amount
of training data.

DAMESRL facilitates exploration and fair evaluation of new SRL models for different languages by
providing flexible neural model construction on different modeling levels, the handling of various input
and output formats, and clear output visualization. Beyond the existing state-of-the-art models (Zhou
and Xu, 2015; He et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2018), we exploit character-level modeling, beneficial when
considering multiple languages. This paper gives practical guidance on how to use our framework and
reports its performance evaluation on English, German and Arabic.

2 System Overview

2.1 Task Definition
Given a sentence (w1, w2, . . . , wn), the SRL task is divided into two sub-tasks: (1) Identifying predicates.
(2) Predicting a sequence (l1, l2, . . . , ln) of semantic labels for each predicate wp. Each label li, which
belongs to a discrete set of PropBank BIO tags, is the semantic tag corresponding to the word wi in the
semantic frame evoked by wp. Here, words outside argument spans have the tag O, and words at the
beginning and inside of argument spans with role r have the tags Br and Ir, respectively. For example,
the sentence “the cat chases the dog .” should be annotated as “theB−A0 catI−A0 chasesB−V theB−A1

dogI−A1 .O”.

2.2 Architecture
DAMESRL’s architecture (see Fig. 1) facilitates the construction of models that prioritize certain
language-dependent linguistic properties, such as the importance of word order and inflection, or that
adapt to the amount of available training data. The framework is implemented in Python 3.5 using Ten-
sorFlow, and can be used to train new models, or make predictions with the provided trained models.

1https://liir.cs.kuleuven.be/software_pages/damesrl.php.
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OutputSRL Model Construction 
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the DAMESRL architecture from input to output.

2.2.1 Input and Output
The format DAMESRL uses to specify sentences labeled with predicates and semantic roles is a short-
ened version of the CoNLL’05 format, which only contains the Words, Targets and (possibly) Props
columns2. This format is used to represent the training input as well as the prediction output. Further-
more, DAMESRL provides an HTML format to visualize the system output directly in a web browser
(as in Fig. 2) and allows plain text input for prediction.

2.2.2 Model Construction Modules
As can be seen in Fig. 1, the framework divides model construction for both predicate identification
and semantic label prediction, in four phases: (I) word representation, (II) sentence representation, (III)
output modeling, and (IV) inference.

Phase I: For predicate identification, the word representation of a word wi consist of two optional con-
catenated components: a word-embedding and a character representation. For semantic label prediction,
a Boolean indicating if wi is the predicate of the semantic frame (wp) is used as an extra component.
DAMESRL provides a Bi-LSTM network to learn character-level word representations helping for lan-
guages where important SRL cues are given through inflections, such as case markings in German and
Arabic. Despite the foreseen importance, character-level embeddings have not been used in previous
work (Zhou and Xu, 2015; He et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2018).

Phase II: As core sequence representation component, the user can choose between a self-attention
encoding (Tan et al., 2018), a regular Bi-LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) or highway LSTM
(Zhang et al., 2016; He et al., 2017).

Phase III: The user can choose between a regular softmax to compute model probabilities, or a linear
chain CRF as proposed by (Zhou and Xu, 2015), which can be useful for languages where word order is
an important SRL cue, such as English, or when less training data is available (shown in Section 3).

Phase IV: The inference phase provides two inference options from the computed model probabilities
including greedy prediction and Viterbi decoding. The outputs are binary labels and PropBank labels for
predicate identification and semantic label prediction, respectively.

3 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate our framework, and show the benefits of choosing certain model components, we construct
five SRL models3: HLstm, Char, CRFm, Att, and CharAtt, whose configurations are shown in Tab. 1.

The selected models are evaluated in three languages: English, German and Arabic using the standard
CoNLL’05 metrics4.

In Tab. 2-3, we compare the five models on English, German and Arabic. The proposed CharAtt
outperforms all the other models in almost all the cases except for the English out-of-domain dataset. As

2http://www.lsi.upc.edu/s̃rlconll/conll05st-release/README
3As is common practice we evaluate the SRL models with groundtruth predicate labels, the predicate identification models

are only used for prediction.
4In CoNLL 2005 evaluation setting, gold predicates are used. To evaluate predicate identification, we train three CharAtt

models for English, German and Arabic and obtain the F1 scores of 95.64%, 75.95%, and 94.80%, respectively. The poor
performance of German dues to the data sparsity.
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HLstm Char CRFm Att CharAtt
Word Emb. ✓ ✓ ✓
Word + Character Emb. ✓ ✓
Highway LSTM ✓ ✓ ✓
Self-Attention ✓ ✓
Softmax ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
CRF ✓

Table 1: Configurations of experimental models.

Model
Arabic German

Dev Eval Dev Ood Eval
HLstm 45.7 46.3 67.1 56.4 67.6
Char 50.7 46.7 67.8 54.6 67.6
CRFm 49.2 49.9 67.3 54.6 65.1
Att 49.2 48.3 71.2 55.7 71.7
CharAtt 56.5 55.2 74.3 57.3 73.5

Table 2: F1 results on CoNLL’12 Arabic5 and
CoNLL’09 German data6.

Model
5% Data Full Data

Dev Ood Eval Dev Ood Eval
Lstm + CRF (Zhou and Xu, 2015) - - - 79.6 69.4 82.8
HLstm (He et al., 2017) - - - 81.6 72.1 83.1
Att (Tan et al., 2018) - - - 83.1 74.1 84.8
HLstm-ours 62.8 54.3 64.9 82.0 71.9 83.1
Char 64.8 55.2 65.8 82.2 72.5 83.4
CRFm 65.8 57.5 67.0 81.7 70.9 83.5
Att-ours 57.4 51.7 59.6 83.2 73.7 84.8
CharAtt 58.2 52.4 60.7 83.5 73 84.9

Table 3: F1 results on CoNLL’05 English data compared to other state-of-the-art deep single models.

shown in Tab. 3, our implementation achieves competitive performance to other state-of-the-art systems
for English. To the best of our knowledge, we report the first SRL results for German and Arabic without
using linguistic features. In general, we find that using character embeddings improves the performance
of HLstm and Att, although at a cost of increased processing time. Among the three languages, the
gain by using character-level representations is larger when processing German or Arabic compared
to English. This may be because of the smaller training set size compared to the vocabulary size and
predicate patterns. Moreover, many grammatical cases, which are very strong predictors for semantic
roles, are explicitly marked through the use of inflection in German and Arabic. In order to evaluate the
influence of the training size on model performance, we train the models on a random sample of 5% of
the CoNLL’05 English training data as in Tab. 3. Interestingly, in this case, the attention models suddenly
perform worst while the CRFm reaches the top rank. We consider this as evidence that a large training
size is crucial for attention models. In contrast, the CRFm model exploits not only the input sequence but
also the output dependencies, when it computes the output probabilities. We can see that this is beneficial
for a strict word order language such as English especially when less training data is available.

4 Practical Guidance

4.1 End Users
The framework comes with several pre-trained models that work out-of-the-box, which can be eas-
ily tested through a web service. To start the web server, run python www/proxy server.py in
the terminal from the project root directory. This will instantiate pre-trained models as specified
in default server config.yml. Users that want to work with their own models (see Section 4.2)
can start the web server with their own configuration: python www/proxy server.py ---config

custom server config.yml. By default the server listens to port 8080, but a different port can be con-
figured using the python www/proxy server.py --port $number. A screenshot from the web service
when accessed with a web browser is shown in Fig. 2.

5To the best of our knowledge, there has not been any reported result using CoNLL’05 metrics on this data. Pereyra et al.
(2017) only report the Precision score of the argument classification instead of the standard CoNLL’05 metrics.

6To the best of our knowledge, there has not been any reported result using CoNLL’05 metrics on this data.
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Figure 2: Screenshot of the DameSRL web-service included in the framework.

4.2 Developers
DameSRL is implemented in Python3.5 and Tensorflow, which are both easily accessible and widely
used. This makes it easy for developers to flexibly change the code, add new models, or change ex-
isting models, allowing them to conduct their own experiments in the same setup. New models, or
model modifications can be implemented in dame/srl/DSRL.py and by changing the configuration file
reader accordingly in dame/srl/ConfigReader.py . New neural network components can be added in
dame/core/nn/. Data pre-processing is handled by dame/srl/DataProcessor.py, and reading, writing,
and visualization of the various formats by the modules in dame/core/io.

5 Conclusions

We introduced DAMESRL, an open source SRL framework which provides flexible model construction
using state-of-the-art model components, handles various input and output formats, and which comes
with clear output visualization. We have shown that the flexible model construction provided by the
framework is crucial for exploring good model structures when considering different languages with
different characteristics, especially in the case when training data is limited. DAMESRL is available
under the Apache 2.0 license.
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Abstract

For years we have been working on speech recognition (ASR) as a tool for scholarly research.
The current state-of-the-art can be useful for many scholarly use cases focusing on audiovisual
content, but practically applying ASR is often not so straightforward. In the CLARIAH Media
Suite, a secured online portal for scholarly research for audiovisual media, we solved the most
important hurdles for the practical deployment of ASR by focusing on usability and sustainability
aspects.

1 Introduction

Since many years scholars have been promised the virtues of automatic speech recognition (ASR) to be
successfully deployed in their research, relieving them from the burden of manual transcription of the
spoken word, and increasing the efficiency of discovery in large audiovisual collections by combining
ASR with Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) and linking (Linked Data, Recommendation) (Gustman et
al., 2002; de Jong et al., 2008; Boves et al., 2009; Ordelman et al., 2015a). Although in the past decade,
many research projects have been funded based on the potential of ASR and SDR for scholarly research,
automatic speech recognition still does not seem to be a tool that scholars can easily deploy in their
research. In our project we focus therefor explicitly on those aspects that are crucial for scholars with
respect to actually deploying the technology: (i) Usability of the technology, that refers to working with
a speech recognition engine itself, and using the output of it, and also (i) Sustainability, that refers to the
longer-term availability of the technology for scholars, with state-of-the-art performance, maintained,
updated, and accessible.

In this paper, we will focus especially on aspects of usability of speech recognition as deployed in the
context of the CLARIAH Media Suite, a portal focusing among others on working with large audiovisual
collections in scholarly research. At the conference, we will go into more detail on sustainability aspects,
the choices we have made, and future plans.

2 Requirements

In the past decade, we have been working with humanities scholars –especially Oral Historians– on
topics related to speech recognition in a variety of projects such as CHoral (Heeren et al., 2009), Verteld
Verleden (Ordelman and de Jong, 2011), Oral History Today (Kemman et al., 2013), and more recently
CLARIAH (Ordelman et al., To appear). These projects led, first of all, to a better understanding and
collaboration between humanities scholars and ICT-researchers and developers (De Jong et al., 2011).
Moreover, the projects provided a better insight into the variety of uses of digital collections, how a
specific tool such as speech recognition could play a role here, and finally also, how speech recognition
should be provided as a tool in a research infrastructure.

Below we will list some of the key requirements of scholars with respect to usability of speech recog-
nition in scholarly research. We used these requirements as a starting point for the implementation of
ASR in the CLARIAH infrastructure.

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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2.1 Speech recognition and quality requirements
One requirement that is prominent in the discussion about the usability of automatic speech recognition,
is quality. Quality typically translates to word error rate (WER) or its counterpart word accuracy: the
number of errors –in terms of word substitutions and words that are deleted or inserted by the speech
recognition system– divided by the total number of words spoken. Scholars refer to this quality from
the perspective of two scholarly primitives (Unsworth, 2000; Blanke and Hedges, 2013): (i) from the
perspective of annotation, creating verbatim transcripts of –typically personally collected– spoken data
(such as interviews) with the use of speech recognition, and (ii) from the perspective of discovery, search-
ing audiovisual collections using indexed speech transcripts. Although these perspectives could coincide,
requirements with respect to quality differ.

2.1.1 Quality for annotation
First of all, as the multi-semiotic nature of audiovisual data ads dimensions for inquiry that do not exist in
written text (Goldman et al., 2005), scholars working with A/V are used to create manual transcriptions
and annotations based on their codebooks. The creation of highly accurate manual transcriptions that
account for all speech events as well as other metadata (such as speaker identities and changes) or codes
from a scholar’s codebook (e.g., based on intonation of a speaker’s voice), can take up to 50 times real-
time, depending on the nature of the data and the level of detail (Barras et al., 2001). Support from a tool
such as automatic speech recognition could therefore be very helpful, especially as the technology also
provides time-labels that link the transcript directly to the locations in the A/V data.

However, as a support tool for a scholarly primitive, speech recognition has a number of requirements:
(i) it should fit into the transcription and annotation workflow and tools that scholars are used to, (ii) it
should at least be able to provide approximately correct transcriptions1, and (iii) it should facilitate error
correction when the quality is (partly) insufficient (e.g., with respect to proper names or locations that
are ’out-of-vocabulary2’).

There is an obvious trade-off between the time needed to correct an error-full transcript and generating
a transcript from scratch. In studies (Gaur et al., 2016), a threshold around WER of 30% is observed:
if the WER measure of the speech recognition system is much greater than 30%, humans are better off
writing everything from scratch rather than getting help from automatic speech recognition. The design
of the transcription and annotation tools should reflect this trade-off and provide means to increase pro-
ductivity, for example by implementing auto-complete functions (e.g., based on the lattices or domain-
specific vocabularies), or by detecting that a transcript is above the 30% threshold and stop providing it
in such cases. As one needs ground-truth data to compute WER, the latter approach is however difficult
to implement. The same holds for an alternative option, using confidence scores as an estimate of the
WER.

2.1.2 Quality for discovery
The other perspective on speech recognition quality is related to discovery using a search engine and
does not only concern personally collected data but also large A/V collections that are sitting in cultural
heritage institutions, archives, libraries, and knowledge institutions. The metadata that are available for
these collections are typically sparse and limited to summaries. The goal of using speech recognition is
”bridging” the semantic gap (Smeulders et al., 2000): to decode the information in the audio (speech) to
semantic representations (words) and to increase the chances for discovery.

Quality of the speech recognition here relates to measures in the domain of information retrieval such
as precision and especially, recall: discovering the interesting bits that were hidden at first. We know from
SDR experiments that there is a near-linear relationship between WER and search performance (Garofolo
et al., 2000), but also, that even if transcriptions are approximately correct –say with a threshold of 30%
WER again– such transcriptions provide a useful basis for searching.

1Some scholars even require transcripts enhanced with appropriate punctuation and capitalization
2Out-of-vocabulary (OOV) refers to the fact that speech recognition systems need to ”know” a word (have a word in its

vocabulary) before it can be recognized.
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However, scholarly discovery may in cases depend on a speech recognition system not making a noto-
rious type of error: substituting a spoken word for another word as the spoken word is out-of-vocabulary
(OOV). Typically this happens when applying speech recognition trained on a general domain (e.g.,
broadcast news) to a specific topic, for instance, a topic discussed during an Oral History interview. Es-
pecially names and locations, but also content words related to a special topic, will be OOV and will
consequently not be recognized, and in turn, never be found during searching.

When deploying speech recognition in the context of large archives with multiple collections and an
intrinsically large variation in topics, hence semantic variation, the OOV problem (or language model
mismatch), or from a discovery point of view, the recall problem, needs to be taken into account. How-
ever, there is not a straightforward solution for this. When scholars can control the speech recognition
vocabulary –for example when running speech recognition on their personally collected data (see sec-
tion 2.2.1)– adding domain-specific words could be an option, assuming that the required provision of the
pronunciation3 of the added words can also be organized. However, when speech processing audiovisual
collections on a very large scale (see section 2.2.2), dynamic adaptation of the speech recognition vocab-
ulary (and language model) to the contents of the individual items or collections, is hard to implement
efficiently.

2.2 Deployment of speech recognition
Discussing quality requirements assumes that speech recognition can be made available for scholars,
either as a tool or service in itself or as output that scholars can use for distant reading or close reading
purposes. But what is “available” exactly?

2.2.1 Speech recognition as a service
Especially for scholars that have their personally collected audiovisual data such as interviews, having
high-quality speech recognition available as a tool they can use, has been the holy grail for years. Al-
though speech recognition is becoming mainstream, for the purpose of the transcription of audiovisual
data it is not yet a commodity that a scholar can just download, install, and use. Or, from a speech recog-
nition as a service point of view: using cloud based APIs. There are various repositories and open-source
speech recognition toolkits available, but the installation of such kits requires expert skills. Cloud solu-
tions and APIs are not available for every language, typically do not have options for adaptation, are not
always suitable for (large) batch processing, and, last but not least, impose serious issues in terms of data
privacy and IPR.

Providing scholars with an online service within the closed environment using a federated authentica-
tion mechanism (SURFConext4), to interact with a speech recognition system may be the best approach,
but there are many questions that need to be addressed before such a service can be deployed, such
as: (i) Who is/are responsible for maintaining the speech recognition engine that is behind the service.
The responsible(s) should have expert knowledge in speech recognition; (ii) Who is responsible for
maintaining the service that connects the scholar with the underlying speech recognition engine. The
responsible may also need to manage a computer cluster to accommodate for either many users or large
volumes of data; (iii) Which speech recognition toolkit/engine to choose, depending on state-of-the-art
performance, language support, but also available local expertise with the toolkit; (iv) What functional-
ity should the service accommodate for, ranging from various types of input/output procedures (e.g., file
upload/download, bulk processing, status information), and input and output formats (e.g., both audio an
video), to special options such as adapting the speech recognition vocabulary to the contents of the data
(see also section 2.1.2).

An important additional requirement for a speech recognition service for scholarly use is that it can
assure that it is designed in such a way that it incorporates privacy requirements in a way that makes
privacy violations unlikely to occur (van den Hoven et al., 2016).

3A pronunciation lexicon would have an entry that states that ”CLARIN” is pronounced as /k l E r I n/.
4https://www.surf.nl/en/services-and-products/surfconext/index.html
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2.2.2 Large scale speech recognition
When the focus of scholars is on access to very large (+500K hours) A/V collections that are sitting in
cultural heritage institutions, archives, libraries, and knowledge institutions, a speech recognition service
for individual scholars is not feasible. First of all, (bulk) access to the audiovisual sources of institutional
collections is something that needs to be organized on an infrastructural level, taking care of workflows
that are capable of processing large amounts of data but also taking care of security and privacy aspects.
In addition, to process these amounts of data efficiently, dedicated machinery (e.g., local or cloud-based
computer clusters) is needed. Finally, ’big data’ speech processing is a task that has its specific dynamics
with respect to robustness, latencies, process management, and storage of intermediate data. Implement-
ing adaptive workflows to address the OOV problem as discussed in section 2.1.2, is an endeavour in this
context.

Additional issues with large-scale speech processing are keeping track of provenance information
(which version of a speech recognition system was used) and decisions about what information to keep
(e.g., 1-best versus lattices).

A hybrid approach that is in between speech recognition as a service and bulk processing, is to make
an estimation of the most important collections in the infrastructure (e.g., for media scholars interested
in radio and television broadcasts, news and actualities are most interesting), process these collections in
bulk, and allow individual scholars to make requests for the processing of specific collections or batches.

2.3 Using the output of speech recognition
Given requirements on quality of speech recognition transcripts and on the methods to obtain these tran-
scripts, the next question is what scholars actually want to do with the transcripts. The main purpose of
deploying speech recognition in scholarly research is discovery, especially when deployed in the context
of large audiovisual archives. We distinguish two types of discovery: one that uses standard search meth-
ods, and one that uses exploratory type of approaches, such as content-based recommendation (Yang
and Meinel, 2014), video hyperlinking (Ordelman et al., 2015b), and linked data technology. For the
exploratory type of discovery, various additional processing steps can be thought of that use the speech
transcripts as input, such as word cloud generation, named entity extraction or topic modelling.

Next to discovery, time-labelled speech transcripts can also be useful for the scholarly primitive ”com-
paring” as it allows scholars to go back and forth between segments within and across items.

3 Speech recognition in a research infrastructure

At the conference, we will show how speech recognition is implemented in the CLARIAH infrastructure
and MediaSuite (see screenshots in Figures 1 and 2) given the requirements of scholars discussed above.
Compared to a decade ago, the quality of speech recognition systems has improved substantially thanks
to the revival of the use of neural networks (Graves et al., 2013). Especially in less optimal conditions,
the accuracy of systems increases with large steps (Hinton et al., 2012).

We are using the open-source KALDI5 (Povey et al., 2011) speech recognition toolkit that supports
deep neural nets, together with the LIUM speech diarization toolkit (Rouvier et al., 2013). Dutch models
have been developed at University of Twente using the Spoken Dutch Corpus (Oostdijk, 2000) and a
large corpus of text data from a variety of sources (Ordelman et al., 2007). The resulting ”Kaldi NL”
instance, has a lexicon of around 250K words and with NNET3-TDNN-LSTM models (Peddinti et al.,
2018). Its performance is state-of-the-art with around 10% WER (< 0.5xRT) tested on the NBest BN-NL
benchmark set (Kessens and Leeuwen, 2007).

KALDI NL is running as a sustainable service in the CLARIAH infrastructure at the Netherlands
Institute for Sound and Vision, one of the CLARIAH Centers. Until now, we have been processing
350K hours of audiovisual content via the High Performance Computing data infrastructure for science
and industry, SURFSara.

5http://kaldi-asr.org/
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Figure 1: Browsing transcripts
Figure 2: Activating ASR
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Abstract

We give an update of the state-of-affairs of the tools we have gradually been developing for the
Dutch CLARIN infrastructure over the past 10 years. We first focus on our OCR post-correction
system TICCL, next describe its wider environment, the corpus building work flow PICCL, and
then sketch the various guises in which these are made available to the broad research community.

1 Introduction
Having worked in Dutch CLARIN projects for going on for a decade, we want to give a brief overview
of what we have achieved. Our work centers around facilitating the building of text corpora, around
improving the lexical quality of text corpora, around enhancing search and retrieval and around providing
necessary infrastructure for researchers to actually achieve all these steps on their own. We first, in Section
2, introduce major extensions to our OCR post-processing system TICCL and next in Section 3 outline
how it is embedded in a larger corpus building system called PICCL. Section 4 lists the various ways in
which the systems are made available to the larger community. Section 5 provides a glimpse of where we
go next, onwards with TICCLAT, the Text-Induced Corpus Correction and Lexical Assessment Tool.

2 Recent developments in Text-Induced Corpus Clean-up
We have steadily worked on improving our post-OCR corrrection system Text-Induced Corpus Clean-up
or TICCL. We here provide a technical overview of major extensions that either help to optimize both the
processing of large corpora and the end result to be obtained, i.e. a greater overall accuracy of the texts
processed.

In our revised evaluation of TICCL’s performance on about 10,000 books mainly from the late 18th
century in Reynaert (2016) we stated we need to solve run-on and split words to enhance recall and to
perform language recognition in order to avoid precision errors. We also stated we urgently need to find
a way to boost TICCL’s recall by fully exploiting its potential. We next list the steps taken to remedy the
shortcomings identified.

2.1 Language recognition
We can now deploy FoLiA-langcat1 to separately perform language recognition on each XML paragraph
and label it accordingly. Downline TICCL tools being aware of the language labels, we prevent scores of
false positives and boost the system’s precision.

2.2 Focus list
In Reynaert (2010) we presented two approaches to post-OCR correction, i.e. the focus-word approach
and the character confusion approach. Both obtain exactly the same result, but we argued the focus word
approach was indicated for smaller corpora, while the character confusion approach seemed better suited

This  work is  licenced under  a  Creative  Commons Attribution  4.0  International  Licence.  Licence  details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

1One of the C++ FoLiA tools available from: https://github.com/LanguageMachines/foliautils. The TICCL tools
are at https://github.com/LanguageMachines/ticcltools
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to larger corpora. We have now achieved a major optimisation in the processing time required for both
approaches. This is the result of providing them with a list of word forms only present in the corpus to
be corrected in order for the system to focus solely on these, rather than evaluating all the word forms
present in the corpus as well as in the lexicon and possible background corpus, as used to be the case.

2.3 Harnessing various OCR-versions of the same text
Due to the major digitisation programmes around the globe, these days it is quite likely one may find on-
line various OCR versions for the same book, especially if it is an out-of-copyright work. These versions
will have been obtained by means of different OCR engines, from different hard copy versions, etc. The
idea being that these independent processes will have delivered varying results, the combination of the
frequency lists obtained from these different versions should help to enforce the post-OCR correction
process. The system now allows for easy incorporation of various OCR-versions into the process.

2.4 Bi/trigram correction
We are currently extending the C++ code base of TICCL with the capabilities necessary to properly
process word bi- and trigrams. This is a major extension which we have first explored in a Perl prototype
and tested on about 200 years of text from the Dutch Acts of Parliament2. We regard word bi- and trigrams
as local evidence for the global decisions regarding word forms in a corpus TICCL makes. These decisions
are based on the frequency list obtained from the corpus to be corrected, possibly complemented with a
validated word form lexicon one may have for the language of the actual time period and/or a possible
background corpus possibly comprising thousands of texts from the same era (Reynaert, 2014).

2.5 Ranking
We have added two major new ranking features to the ten features we described previously in Reynaert
(2014), a combination of symbolic (i.e. character identity based) and corpus or lexicon derived statistical
features. Pairs of variant and Correction Candidate (CC) are always ranked per feature, but it is the en-
semble of features that determines their overall ranking in relation to the other pairs that share the same
variant. The first new feature is a natural result of the bi/trigram correction extension. For every bi- or
trigram that testifies to a particular variant and CC pair, a point is awarded. The pair that obtains the
highest number of ngram points, is ranked best on this feature. The second new feature is based on the
cosine distance between variant and CC, the CC with the closest distance naturally being ranked first. The
drawback is that apart from the regular anagram hashing of the corpus, a separate e.g. word2vec3 word
vector space needs to be built. The feature so far is experimental only, its implementation being slow.

2.6 Chaining
The last step in the TICCL pipeline recently developed is that of chaining. Chaining is meant to greatly
expand the reach of TICCL in terms of Levenshtein Distance (LD), even if the system as such is still run
with an imposed limit of say LD = 2. Chaining consists of gathering the best-first ranked variants that in a
very specific way, due to the LD limit imposed, are in fact interconnected. A criticism of limiting TICCL’s
reach to LD = 2, is that it is then unable to correct e.g. the allegedly likely OCR-error ‘iii’ for an ‘m’. While
this particular character confusion might very easily be built in to TICCL and exempted from the LD 2
limit imposed on all the other character confusions we search for, we currently explore another solution.
As far as we can tell, the OCR process is even more likely to produce the character confusions ‘in’ or ‘ni’
for an ‘m’. For the word ‘Amsterdam’, TICCL in correcting a large corpus of OCR-ed texts may well
encounter ‘Ainsterdam’ or ‘Amsterdani’ (anagrams of one another) and correctly propose ‘Amsterdam’
as the best-first ranked correction candidate. LD = 2 being imposed, it cannot reach ‘Amsterdam’ as
the CC for the OCR-errors ‘Aiiisterdam’ or ‘Amsterdaiii’, or indeed ‘Ainsterdani’, but it will propose
‘Ainsterdam’ or ‘Amsterdani’ instead. From ‘Aiiisterdam’ or ‘Amsterdaiii’ it may then reach the even
further (in real Levenshtein distance terms) variants: ‘Aiiisterdani’ or ‘Ainsterdaiii’ (and all other variants
within LD =2 present). In this way, CCs and their variants, serving as CCs for further variants, form a

2http://www.statengeneraaldigitaal.nl
3https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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’chain’ and led to the idea of the new ‘TICCL-chain’ module. Between ‘Amsterdam’ and ‘Aiiisterdaiii’
the LD is already six characters, so this new module should greatly extend TICCL’s reach and therefore
its recall.

In the actual implementation, we start off with the output file of TICCL-rank, when it was run to produce
only the best-first correction candidates for fully-automatic spelling or post-OCR correction. This file is
sorted numerically descending on the CCs’ frequency. In chaining, we start off by checking whether the
variant(s) retrieved for the most frequent or topmost CC are in their turn reported to be CCs for other
variants. If they are, each variant as CC is replaced by its own CC. This is continued down the list until
new variants for the particular topmost CC run out. We then restart the process by taking the next to
topmost CC, i.e. the second most frequent CC, and chain up all its variants. And so on down the list,
until this is exhausted. Of course, at any rank, as there may be more than just one variant linked to any
particular CC, care has to be taken to ensure all the possible ’chains’ are collected. In this way, chaining
may even correct for small chinks in the chain where variants have not in fact been properly ranked to the
CC closest to the topmost CC. It must be clear that this process relies on high-precision variants having
been reported for any CC. Otherwise totally unrelated word strings may very quickly be linked up and
chained into constituting variant-CC pairs, while ostensibly they are not. As stated before, this process,
when successful, greatly enhances TICCL’s recall beyond LD = 2. The above should also help to explain
why TICCL works better with larger corpora. If one tries to correct only a single text with perhaps only
three or four occurrences of a particular word most of which have been badly recognised by the OCR, it
is unlikely all the small intermediate steps towards the topmost CC are present. In that case, the chances
of being able to reconstitute the complete chain are small.

3 TICCL in its broader environment, PICCL
In Reynaert et al. (2015) we have previewed the corpus building work flow ‘Philosophical Integrator of
Computational and Corpus Libraries’. PICCL4 has now grown into a more mature production system.
It is available to anyone with an academic logon as a single sign-on system offering the user her own
private work space5. The user may now freely upload her own texts in a wide range of formats and have
them converted to PICCL’s pivot format FoLiA XML (van Gompel et al., 2017). Alternatively she may
have them digitized by means of Optical Character Recognition through Tesseract6 in case these are just
images of printed pages. The electronic text may next at will be corrected for OCR-errors, normalized
or modernized into today’s standard language by TICCL. The text can then be tokenized by Ucto7 or, if
Dutch, further linguistically enriched by Frog8.

Now being implemented in the Nextflow9 work flow environment, PICCL has become fully dis-
tributable, ready for any parallelization framework and capable of seamlessly running on a grid platform,
or in the cloud, or indeed on your own servers. On our development server, OCR engine Tesseract may
well simultaneously OCR 60 pages of a book, depending on availability of processors, cores or threads.

The whole work flow as defined in Nextflow is then wrapped into CLAM10 and thereby turned into a
web application and RESTful web service11 which allows the user to (de)select the tools required for her
job and even to import say a particular book straight through the API of the Dutch National Library or
any other repository world-wide that offers this facility.

4 TICCL’s availability in the CLARIN Infrastructure
TICCL is now an integral part of the production system PICCL and part of the CLARIN research in-
frastructure. It is available as a web application or service running on dedicated hardware at CLARIN

4https://github.com/LanguageMachines/PICCL
5portal.clarin.ivdnt.org/piccl To be available for production work from June, 1st 2018
6https://github.com/tesseract-ocr/tesseract
7https://languagemachines.github.io/ucto/
8https://languagemachines.github.io/frog/
9https://www.nextflow.io/

10http://proycon.github.io/clam/
11https://webservices-lst.science.ru.nl
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Center INT for less data-intensive purposes, e.g. processing a single book. Furthermore, the system is
freely available as part of the LaMachine distribution12, a meta-distribution system for software designed
to allow any research team to set up its own local installation in a hassle-free manner.

5 Onwards to project TICCLAT
CLARIAH and the Netherlands eScience Center have in the meantime awarded us a new project, TIC-
CLAT. In this TICCL is to be yet further expanded and will become the ‘Text-Induced Corpus Correction
and Lexical Assessment Tool’. With the help of an eScience engineer, we are to extend TICCL’s data
structures in such a way that it becomes accumulative and retains what it has learned correcting one cor-
pus, for further use in the correction of other corpora. TICCLAT will be trained again and again on the
ever noisier diachronic Dutch corpora contained in the Nederlab corpus (Brugman et al., 2016), approx-
imately 20 billion word tokens, which we have been collecting. As soon as TICCL as we have described
in the previous sections is fully operational, it will serve as the baseline for these further enhancements. In
parallel with current TICCL development, we are collaborating with the KB, the Dutch National Library,
on building more extensive evaluation sets than we currently have for Dutch. We choose to defer new
TICCL evaluations until these become available.

6 Conclusion
We have described the latest additions to TICCL, our post-OCR correction system, and situated it in its
wider environment, the corpus building tool PICCL. We have further discussed their wide availability
options within the CLARIN community and all too briefly given a glimpse of TICCL’s future.
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Abstract

The field of sentiment analysis or opinion mining consists in automatically classifying text ac-
cording to the positive or negative sentiment expressed in it, and has become very popular in the
last decade. However, most data and software resources are built for English and a few other lan-
guages. In this paper we describe the creation of SenSALDO, a comprehensive sentiment lexicon
for Swedish, which is now freely available as a research tool in the SWE-CLARIN toolbox under
an open-source CC-BY license.

1 Introduction

The field of sentiment analysis or opinion mining consists in automatically classifying text according to
the positive or negative sentiment expressed in it, and has become very popular in the last decade (Pang
and Lee, 2008). However, most data and software resources are built for English or a few other languages,
and there is still a lack of resources for most languages. While often discussed in the NLP literature as a
business-intelligence tool – helping online businesses keep track of customer opinion about their goods
and services – there have also been a number of studies where sentiment analysis has been applied to
research data in the humanities and social sciences (HSS) (Bentley et al., 2014; Eichstaedt et al., 2015;
Sprugnoli et al., 2016; Thelwall, 2017). This has prompted inquiries by Swedish HSS researchers as to
whether the Swedish CLARIN infrastructure could provide this kind of tool also for Swedish textual
data. For this reason, at the CLARIN B center Språkbanken (University of Gothenburg) we initiated
a concerted effort aiming at the development of a Swedish sentiment lexicon for the SWE-CLARIN
toolbox.

The development of this resource – SenSALDO – has been done in three steps: (1) creation of a
gold standard; (2) implementation and evaluation of different automatic methods for creating the sen-
timent lexicon (see section 2; and (3) manual curation of the results of the best performing method.
In SenSALDO, each word sense has two annotations: a coarse-grained label with three possible values
(‘positive’, ‘neutral’, and ‘negative’) and a more fine-grained score in the range [−1, 1].

SenSALDO is based on SALDO, a computational lexicon for Swedish composed, among other com-
ponents, of word senses as entries and semantic relations – called descriptors – connecting word senses.
There are two kinds of descriptors: The primary descriptor is obligatory. It connects an entry to exactly
one other word sense (also a SALDO entry). This parent word sense is a close semantic neighbor which is
also more central, which means that is typically structurally simpler, stylistically more neutral, acquired
earlier by a first-language learner and more frequent usage. Any number of secondary descriptor relations
provide additional semantic properties of the entry that are not conveyed by the primary descriptor, like
an inversion or negation or some important semantic argument in an hypothetical definition. The primary
descriptor structure forms a tree and the secondary descriptors define a directed acyclic graph.1

2 Methods

The methods that we compare can be divided in two categories: graph-based algorithms using the
SALDO descriptors and other lexicon-based relations, and corpus-based methods using dimensions from

1For a detailed description of the organization of SALDO and a discussion of the underlying theoretical and methodological
principles, see Borin et al. (2013).
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word embeddings as features for different classifiers.
We model the sentiment associated to a word sense using a real value in the interval [−1, 1], where

+1 represents a totally positive sentiment and −1 represents a totally negative sentiment. After having
considered using a three-dimensional model like that of SentiWordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010), we
found that experimental evidence indicated that the average overlap between positivity and negativity in
the same word was very low (Rouces et al., 2018a).

We experiment with different approaches, which we describe below, extending the methods of Rosell
and Kann (2010) and Nusko et al. (2016) and also trying a corpus-oriented approach similar to the one
described by Hamilton et al. (2016). For all methods, we produce continuous scores and discrete labels
(positive, neutral, negative). What is relevant about the scores is not their magnitudes but the relative
order that they produce. The values and their distributions depend on idiosyncrasies of the methods
employed and do not necessarily resemble what would be produced by direct human annotations, but
they can be fit to any desired distribution. The discrete labels are less fine-grained, but may be more
appropriate for certain applications.

2.1 Inheritance over Graph
Our first method is a modified and extended version of the tree traversal method presented by Nusko et
al. (2016), where the sentiment of a word sense is inherited from the primary descriptor (which defines a
tree structure). We extended it in a way that the traversal occurs over the directed acyclic graph defined
by using both primary and secondary descriptors. In this way, the secondary descriptors of an entry are
used not only for polarity inversion or intensification, but also their sentiment value is used, although
with a lower weight.

This method outputs scores, so in order to obtain discrete labels we apply thresholds. The thresholds
are obtained from the percentiles of each class in a training set obtained from sampling two thirds of the
gold standard. The other third is used for testing. This is the only learning needed by this algorithm.

2.2 Random Paths over Graphs
For our second experimental setup, we develop an adaptation of the method by Rosell and Kann (2010),
which uses random paths over a graph of synonyms built using the Synlex/People’s Dictionary of Syn-
onyms (Kann and Rosell, 2005). Synlex uses Swedish-English lemma pairs concatenated with their in-
verse relation to generate pairs of candidate synonym pairs. The pairs were filtered by first asking users to
grade pairs and then averaging the grades, resulting in 16006 words with 18920 weighted pairs. Our mod-
ification consists of adapting Synlex to use SALDO word senses instead of Swedish sense-ambiguous
lemmas (the adaptation is performed by a trained linguist, adapting the original weights to the (0, 1]
interval), and the union of the following sets of edges with an heuristic weight of 0.5.

• The edges defined by primary descriptors in SALDO. This component ensures that there are no
isolated nodes, since every node has one primary descriptor.

• The edges defined by secondary descriptors in SALDO.
• The edges that connect SALDO entries that have the same primary descriptor (siblings). This creates

a relation close to synonymy.
The discrete labels are obtained using the same thresholding method as in the inheritance-based

method.

2.3 Classification over word2vec
As opposed to the previous methods, which are purely lexicon-driven, the third approach is partly corpus-
based. We use existing vector representations of SALDO word senses derived from word2vec lemma
embeddings (Johansson and Nieto Piña, 2015) by means of solving a constrained optimization problem.
As source for the vector representations we have used the Swedish Culturomics Gigaword Corpus (Eide
et al., 2016).2 The corpus size is 1 billion words, and the vector space dimensionality is 512. We train a
logistic regression classifier (word2vec-logit) and a support vector classifier with a radial basis function

2The corpus can be downloaded from Språkbanken under a CC-BY license: https://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/
resource/gigaword
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kernel (word2vec-svc-rbf). All the classifiers used a one-vs-rest approach of the three-class classification.
For the classifiers we used 5-fold cross-validation stratified by the (pos,neu,neg) classes. For each fold,
the SVM/RBF meta-parameters (C, γ) were estimated using 5-fold cross-validation over the training set.
Although not equivalent, the linear nature of the logit classifier makes it comparable to the method of
Rothe et al. (2016).

The classifiers’ final output are discrete labels (positive, neutral, negative), but scores are obtained
computing p((pos) − p((neg)), where p is the probability for a given entry to belong to the positive or
negative classes. For the logit classifier, p is straightforward. For the support vector classifier, we use an
extension of Platt scaling for multiple classes (Wu et al., 2004).

2.4 Results

For training and testing the different methods, we use the direct annotation gold standard developed
by Rouces et al. (2018a), which contains of 1997 entries from SALDO entries labeled as negative (−1),
neutral (0), or positive (+1). For reasons of space, we do not present the detailed results her, but refer the
reader to Rouces et al. (2018b).

The method word2vec-svc-rbf performed consistently better than the rest, and therefore we use it for
the input to the manual curation step. Table 1 shows some examples of sentiment scores obtained using
this method.

word sense gloss value label word sense gloss value label
ond..4 ‘bad’ -0.9959 neg förhållande..1 ‘relationship’ -0.0345 neu
farlig..1 ‘dangerous’ -0.9919 neg radio..1 ‘radio’ -0.0264 neu
kriminalitet..1 ‘criminality’ -0.9838 neg sälja..1 ‘sell’ -0.0223 neu
skrämma..1 ‘frighten’ -0.9797 neg surdeg..1 ‘sourdough’ 0.0426 neu
problem..1 ‘problem’ -0.9716 neg god..2 ‘tasty’ 0.9675 pos
angrepp..1 ‘attack (n)’ -0.9594 neg riktig..2 ‘genuine’ 0.9716 pos
risk..1 ‘risk (n)’ -0.9473 neg hjälpa..1 ‘help (v)’ 0.9797 pos

Table 1: Examples of sentiment values and labels obtained with the word2vec-svc-rbf method

3 Curation

In order both to get a better sense for the accuracy of the word2vec-svc-rbf method and in order to
enhance the quality of the resulting dataset, this has been manually curated, as described in the following.

The outcome of the automatic sense-label assigment was a list of SALDO word senses labelled with
a score in the interval [−1, 1] assigned by the word2vec-svc-rbf method, and a sentiment label – one of
−1, 0 or (+)1 – computed on the basis of the score. The resulting list contained 69,785 word senses, out
of which 5,118 were labeled as non-neutral (3,508 negative and 1,610 positive items).

For the manual curation, we took all non-neutral items, plus the top 2,500 neutral items as determined
by corpus frequency in the Gigaword Corpus (described in section 2.3 above). The curation consisted
simply in checking the sentiment labels for all the 7,618 word senses in the resulting list, and correcting
them if needed.

The resulting list has more neutral, and consequently less positive and negative items than the origi-
nal: 2640 neutral, 1584 positive, and 3394 negative items. A detailed analysis of the differences is still
pending.

4 Summing up and Looking Ahead

We have described the development of SenSALDO, a Swedish sentiment lexicon containing 7,618 word
senses as well as a full-form version of this lexicon containing 65,953 items (text word forms), for the
Swe-CLARIN toolbox.3

3The first version of this resource – SenSALDO v. 0.1 – is freely available for downloading under a CC-BY license from
Språkbanken: https://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/resource/sensaldo
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Merely providing the downloadable lexicon is generally not sufficient for the user community targeted
by CLARIN. For this reason, we are in the process of using SenSALDO for developing both a sentence-
level and an aspect-based sentiment analysis system for Swedish text, combining the polarity of terms
according to syntax-based rules of compositionality. This will be complemented with information de-
rived from annotated corpora, which can cover cases that the lexicon-based approach cannot cover either
due to limited coverage or non-compositional expressions. We have also included sentiment annotation
based on SenSALDO in Språkbanken’s online annotation tool Sparv4 and the new document-oriented
infrastructure component Strix, with the aim to provide document filtering based on sentiment.5
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Abstract

Error coding of second-language learner text, that is, detecting, correcting and annotating errors,
is a cumbersome task which in turn requires interpretation of the text to decide what the errors
are. This paper describes a system with which the annotator corrects the learner text by editing
it prior to the actual error annotation. During the editing, the system automatically generates a
parallel corpus of the learner and corrected texts. Based on this, the work of the annotator consists
of three independent tasks that are otherwise often conflated: correcting the learner text, repairing
inconsistent alignments, and performing the actual error annotation.

1 Introduction

Error coding is a highly useful way of increasing the value of second-language learner data, but it is
also ”beset with difficulties” (Granger, 2008, page 266). Like all manual annotation, it is very time-
consuming, but the problem is exacerbated by the fact that the text must be interpreted to decide what
the correct forms (the target hypotheses) are. Our approach is based on regarding the learner source text
and the corrected text as a parallel corpus. The annotator makes the corrections of the learner text using a
text editor upon which the words of the two resulting texts are automatically aligned. The annotator may
re-align inconsistent links, and can then perform the actual error annotation.

always

alwaysExamples

Examples

word order

high light

overspli�ng

highlight

lotsof

overcompound

lots of

futures

orthography||word choice

features

Figure 1: Example learner sentence (above), corrected target hypotheses (below) and error annotation.

Figure 1 shows a hypothetical learner sentence, its correction and the automatic alignments generated
by the system. The misspelled or wrongly chosen word futures is aligned with the corrected word fea-
tures. Movements are kept track of by alignments of the words involved, for example, always at the end
of the learner sentence with always at the second position in the corrected sentence. Compound oversplit-
ting, as in the linking of high light and highlight, is represented by a many-to-one alignment. Conversely,
overcompounding, as in lotsof and lots of, is represented by a one-to-many alignment.

2 Related work

Error coding in second-language learner texts is typically made with a purpose-built editing tool, using
a hierarchical set of error categories (Granger, 2008), for example, the XML editor Oxygen in the ASK

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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(c) Character based diff: this is lifted to the token level in Figure 2b. (not shown to the user)

Figure 2: Before and after editing. The automatic aligner gets most words correct and the user will later
manually connect the unlinked words.

project (Tenfjord et al., 2006), the TEITOK editor in the COPLE2 project (Mendes et al., 2016), and
QAWI in the QALB project (Obeid et al., 2013). In many systems, however, the conceptually separate
stages of error coding — error detection, correction and annotation (Ellis, 1994; Granger, 2008, page
266) — are conflated such that correction is carried out as a subtask of error annotation, for example,
Tenfjord et al. (2006) and Mendes et al. (2016). In contrast, two projects that factor out correction as an
independent step are MERLIN (Boyd et al., 2014) and CzeSL (Hana et al., 2012). The latter of these,
with its parallel corpus editor feat, is the one most closely related to our system. The main difference
is that our editor makes word alignments automatically. On the other hand, feat includes two tiers of
target hypotheses, roughly corresponding to correction of spelling and grammatical errors, respectively,
whereas our system currently only has one level of correction.

In translation and related fields, several tools for manual or semi-automatic word alignment of parallel
corpora have been developed, for example, Interactive Linker (Merkel et al., 2003), Yawat (Germann,
2008), and, for multiparallel corpora, Hierarchical Alignment Tool (Graën, 2018). An assumption in our
system is that the differences between the source and target texts are relatively small, which makes it
possible for an automatic aligner to rely only on orthographic differences. Such differences, for example,
the longest common subsequence ratio by Melamed (1999), have been used for alignment of parallel
corpora, but not for alignment of learner corpora as far as we are aware of.

3 Correction and alignment

3.1 Basic workings

The system interface includes two main panes: one editable text pane displaying the text being corrected,
and a graphic rendering of the links between the source text and the corrected text. An optional third pane
displays the static learner text. Initially the corrected text is identical to the source text, and each word is
aligned to its copy. In the example “Examples high light lotsof futures always”, the graph initially looks
as in Figure 2a. To correct a text, the annotator uses the editable text pane, which works like a standard
display editor. Editing operations can be made in any order, and upon each change, the system imme-
diately updates the alignments between the two texts. Changing the text to “Examples always highlight
lots of features” results in the alignment in Figure 2b.

Our system builds a corrected version aligned with the learner text using an underlying JSON repre-
sentation of the tokens, the groups of links between these, and any labels attached to the groups. How is
this calculated? We start with a standard diff edit script on the character level. Internally, the representa-
tion in Figure 2c is generated, which is calculated using Myers’ diff algorithm (Myers, 1986) provided by
the diff-match-patch1 library. Each character is associated with the token it originates from. Next, these
character-level alignments are lifted to the token level. Spaces are not used for alignment to avoid giving
rise to too many false positives. We can now read off from this representation which tokens should be
aligned. For each pair of matching characters, we add a link to their corresponding tokens. For example,

1https://github.com/google/diff-match-patch
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(d) Editing from Figure 3b between of and features.

Figure 3: Aligning and editing in the presence of a manually aligned word (here always).

since there is a link between the h in high and highlight, these two words are aligned. Furthermore, since
there is a link between the l in light to this target word, all these three words should also be aligned.
There are no other characters linked to characters from these tokens, so exactly these three will become
a group. The other tokens are connected analogously.

3.2 Manual alignments: word order changes and inconsistent links
In Figure 2b, the two occurrences of the word always are not aligned. The user can correct this error by
selecting both occurrences of always and clicking the group button (not shown here). After this grouping
we are in a state where the parallel structure has one manual alignment pertaining to the word always,
with all other words being candidates for automatic (re-)alignment. To (re-)align these we carry out the
same procedure as before but excluding the manually aligned always: We first remove manually aligned
words, align the rest of the text automatically (see Figure 3a), and then insert the manually aligned words
again in their correct position (Figure 3b). Here the correct position is where they were removed from
the respective texts. The editor indicates that this link is manually aligned by colouring it blue and (for
the purposes of this article) making it dotted. These links interact differently with automatically aligned
(grey) links. How this works is explained in the next section.

3.3 Editing in the presence of both manual and automatic alignments
The tokens that have been manually aligned are remembered by the editor. The user may now go on
editing the target hypothesis. Things are straightforward as long as the edit takes place wholly in either
an automatically aligned passage or a manually aligned passage. When editing across these boundaries,
the manual segment is contagious in the sense that it extends as much as needed. For example, if we select
always highlight in Figure 3b and replace it with alwayXighligt, the state becomes as shown in Figure 3c.
However, if we cross the boundary of of features in the same starting state of Figure 3b to oXeatures, we
get the state of Figure 3d. Here the edit is not contagious: the automatic alignment decided not to make
a big component and instead chose to split to align the words independently. In case the manual aligner
has absorbed too much material, our editor provides a way of removing the manual alignment tag. The
editor will then fall back to the automatic aligner for those tokens.

4 Error annotation

Error categories can be seen as relations between words in the learner text and corrected text, and are
therefore associated with the alignments, as in Figure 1. Our error taxonomy is inspired by that of ASK
(Tenfjord et al., 2006), with two hierarchical levels (main categories and subcategories).2 Error annota-
tion is carried out by selecting one or several words in the learner and corrected texts, or by selecting
the corresponding link(s). A pop-up menu is displayed and the annotator selects one or more error cate-
gories, whereupon the system attaches these categories to the corresponding links as shown in Figure 1.
For meaningful error annotation to take place, some correction must have been made, but the order be-
tween the tasks is otherwise arbitrary.

2The names of the categories differ from the example labels used in Figure 1.
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5 Concluding remarks

CLARIN currently lacks an established infrastructure for research in second-language learning. The
work reported here is part of the SweLL project aiming at filling this gap for Swedish, but our intent is
to make the methods as generally applicable as possible. To this end, the system described here is free
software under the MIT license.3 Also, the error taxonomy is customisable in the system. We expect to
soon be able to provide a more complete description of the system and the rationale for our methodology,
including the error taxonomy, practical experiences with annotators, use of the system for anonymisation,
and functionalities for management of annotators.
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Abstract

Modern annotation tools and pipelines that support automatic text annotation and pro-
cessing have become indispensable for many linguistic and NLP-driven applications. To
simplify their active use and to relieve users from complex configuration tasks SOA-based
platforms - like the CLARIN-D WebLicht - have emerged. However, in many cases the
current state of participating endpoints does not allow processing of “big data”-sized text
material or the execution of many user tasks in parallel. A potential solution is the use
of distributed computing frameworks as a backend for SOAs. Those systems and their
corresponding software architecture already support many of the features relevant for
processing big data for large user groups. This submission gives an example of a specific
implementation based on Apache Spark and outlines potential consequences for improved
processing pipelines in federated research infrastructures.

1 Introduction
There are several approaches to make the variety of available linguistic applications - i.e. tools for
preprocessing, annotation, and evaluation of text material - accessible and to allow their efficient
use by researchers in a service-oriented environment. One of those, the WebLicht execution
platform (Hinrichs et al., 2010), has gained significance - especially in the context of the CLARIN
project - because of its easy-to-use interface and the advantages of not being confronted with
complex tool installation and configuration procedures, or the need for powerful local hardware
where processing and annotation tasks can be executed.

The relevance of this general architecture can be seen when considering the increasing rele-
vance of “cloud services” in the current research landscape (in projects like the European Open
Science Cloud EOSC) and the rising number of alternative platforms. Comparable services like
Google’s Cloud Natural Language, Amazon Comprehend, GATE Cloud (Gate Cloud, 2018), or
the completed AnnoMarket1 project are typically tight to some form of business model and
show the significance - including a commercial one - of those applications. It has to be seen
how a platform like WebLicht that is mostly driven by its participating research communities
can compete with those offerings. However, some of the shortcomings that could be reasons to
use alternative services may be reduced in the context of the CLARIN infrastructure as well.
Potential problems may include the following areas:

• Support of processing large amount of text material (so called “big data”) without loosing
the already mentioned benefits of a service-oriented architecture.
This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
1https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/103684_en.html
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• Efficient use of parallelization, including the parallel processing of large document collections
and the support of large user groups.

• Open accounting of used resources (ranging from used hardware resources to financial costs)
for enhancing user acceptance of services and workflows by making hidden costs more
transparent.

Using parallel computing approaches to improve the performance and workload on available
hardware is a common topic in computer science. Several approaches have been established
over time, including a variety of libraries, distributed computing frameworks, and dedicated
computing hardware for different forms of parallelization. This submission proposes using the
Apache Spark2 framework on Hadoop clusters as a backend for a WebLicht processing endpoint
to address the aforementioned issues. A first prototypical implementation suggests the benefits
of this approach. The following two sections will describe the technical details of this demonstra-
tor. Related issues - like potential consequences for the design of user interfaces and workflow
structuring - will be discussed afterwards.

2 Technical Approach
Distributed data processing systems to improve performance, response times, and modularity
are research topics in the computer sciences for many decades (Enslow, 1978). With an increasing
availability of text material, NLP researchers and developers are encouraged to analyze massive
amounts of data, and to benefit from their huge quantities and a potential higher quality and
significance of gained results. However, required hardware resources and runtimes to process
“big data” input material are still major challenges. Apache Hadoop, an open-source software for
reliable, scalable and distributed computing, provides a framework for the distributed processing
of large data sets and is widely used in many scientific fields, including processing of natural
language. It also provides with the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) a distributed storage
solution for processing large data sets with eminently fault-tolerant and high-throughput access
to application data (Apache Hadoop, 2018). Apache Spark is a cluster computing platform which
can be used as execution engine to process huge data sets on Hadoop-based clusters. Apache
Spark uses a multi-threaded model where splitting tasks on several executors improves processing
times and fault tolerance. In the MapReduce approach, input data, intermediate results, and
outputs are stored on disk which requires additional I/O operations for each processing unit.
In contrast, In-Memory Databases (IMDB) are designed to run completely in RAM. IMDB is
one of the salient features of Apache Spark which has the potential to reduce processing times
significantly (Karau et al., 2015).

The service-oriented WebLicht architecture allows all kind of platforms as processing backends
for its endpoints by hiding implementation details behind public and standardized interfaces. As
a consequence, the utilization of a Hadoop/Spark-based system fits into this architecture and
can provide enhanced processing capabilities to the infrastructure.

3 Implementation and Results
In the context of a first implementation, a variety of typical NLP tools - including sentence
segmentation, pattern-based text cleaning, tokenizing, and language identification - were imple-
mented3. During the execution, input text files are loaded in Spark-specific data representations
called “Resilient Distributed Datasets” (RDD). Those RDDs are distributed over the allocated
cluster hardware to be processed by several executors and cores in parallel. For every job, the
hardware configuration can be set dynamically considering volume and type of input data as
well as the selected processing pipeline which may consist of a single or even multiple tools. The

2https://spark.apache.org/
3http://hdl.handle.net/11022/0000-0007-CA50-B
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specific configuration is determined automatically based on empirical values taken from previous
runs and takes the current workload of the underlying cluster into account.

For the subset of these tasks that is supported by WebLicht’s TCF format (TCF, 2018) (i.e.
tokenization and sentence segmentation) converters between TCF and the RDDs were written.
As result, the endpoint is structured as presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Service-oriented Architecture with a Spark-based Backend.

For evaluation of the established solution, benchmarks were executed to show the impact of
parallelization on every task. Table 1 illustrates the hardware and configuration of the cluster
(Lars-Peter Meyer, 2018) which was used in the context of the Dresden-Leipzig Big Data center
of competence ScaDS4.

Number of nodes CPUs Hard drives RAM Network
90 6 cores per node >2 PB in total 128 GB per node 10 GB/s Ethernet

Table 1: Cluster Characteristics

The following diagrams show runtimes for various data volumes with comparable characteris-
tics using different cluster configurations. They illustrate the effect of configuration variables on
concrete process runtimes and especially the impact of parallelization (i.e. the number of execu-
tors). Using these results, for every batch of input data a cluster configuration can be estimated
that constitutes an acceptable trade-off between allocated resources and the expected runtime.

Resulting execution times for a specific configuration (i.e. number of used workers, allocated
memory, etc.) are valuable information for estimating requirements and runtime behavior of
every task. Based on empirical data, runtimes for new tasks can be estimated based on their
general characteristics (i.e. size of input data and used tool configuration). This estimate can be
provided to the users, which may help to increase their willingness to wait for results. It also is
valuable information to find an optimal balance between number of parallel user tasks, available
hardware configuration, and waiting times that are still acceptable for the users.

4 Potential Consequences and Further Work
The presented approach can be integrated in the current WebLicht architecture and helps solving
- or at least mitigating - the aforementioned problems. However, for a systematic support of big
data processing in the context of WebLicht pipelines, changes in the default workflows and

4Rahm and Nagel (2014)
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Figure 2: Segmenting 1 to 10 GB Text Data
using 4 or 8 Executors and 1, 2 or 4 GB RAM.

Figure 3: Tokenizing 1 to 10 GB Text Data
using 4 or 8 Executors and 1, 2 or 4 GB RAM.

user interfaces might be helpful. This may comprise an improved support for the processing of
document collections - in contrast to a more document-centric approach - and a shift from the
current push communication behavior to pull communication patterns.

The latter is especially important as synchronous communication is hardly feasible for the
handling of large data resources in a SOA. An alternative might be a stronger focus on data
storage platforms that support workspaces for individual users like B2DROP. User information
about status and outcome of scheduled processing jobs can be transfered via Email or job-specific
status pages. Those status reports should be seen as an import means to inform end users about
used hardware resources, required runtimes, and relevant process variables. For increasing user
acceptance of the overall system, they may also contain information about required financial
resources that would have been necessary to perform the same task using a commercial platform.

As a next step, it is planed to extend the amount of supported annotation tools and increase
the number of potential hardware backends. Attempts to port the current pipeline to a high-
performance computing (HPC) cluster are currently carried out and might lead to contact points
with other established research infrastructures in this field5.
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Abstract

The paper introduces a beta-version of a user-friendly Web-based ASR engine for Czech and
Slovak that enables users without a background in speech technology to have their audio record-
ings automatically transcribed. The transcripts are stored in a structured XML format that allows
efficient manual post-processing.

1 Introduction

The recent deployment of the automatic speech recognition (ASR) technology in the applications for both
the personal computers and the mobile devices increased the awareness of the people outside the ASR
community about the possibility to have the spoken content transcribed automatically. As a results, many
researchers including (but not limited to) the scholars working in the field of digital humanities started to
explore the potential of the ASR technology for their own research agenda. However, the development of
the ASR system is still a very complex task even for people who are otherwise experienced in machine
learning in general, not to mention people with only the humanities background.

The main factor the sparked the work on the cloud-based speech recognition engine presented in this
paper was a growing number of requests from researchers that collect and curate the speech recordings
in various archives (TV, radio and – most frequently – oral history collections). The reason for their
interest in ASR processing stems from the fact that they have quickly found out that without the textual
representation of the speech content, it is very difficult to access the relevant passages of the archive.
Consequently, they usually resorted to manual transcription and/or metadata annotation of the individual
recording which is both time-intensive and costly. Unfortunately, especially the organizations working
with limited budget and dealing with relatively smaller languages such as Czech and Slovak could hardly
find a cheap and easy-to-use of-the-shelf solution for automatic transcription of spoken content. Recently,
they could use the Google Speech API service (https://cloud.google.com/speech/) but it
is neither free nor easy-to-use for a person without a solid IT background. The usage of the open source
KALDI toolkit (Povey et al., 2011) is completely out of the question for anybody who has not done at
least some research work in the ASR area previously.

We are therefore introducing a first version of a user-friendly Web-based ASR engine for Czech and
Slovak that will be free to use for research purposes and does not require any background knowledge
about the inner workings of the ASR engine or the API usage. It was inspired by the webASR service
(www.webasr.org – see (Hain et al., 2016) for details) that provides (among other things) the auto-
matic transcription functionality for spoken data in English.
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2 Technical Description of the System

2.1 Underlying Machine Learning Models

To get the best results from general-purpose ASR system (i.e. not domain-oriented), the key components
- an acoustic and a language model - should be trained from a large corpus of varied data. Our acoustic
training data consists of 1 990 hours from 15 000 different speakers - both clear read speech and real
speech data with different levels of noise are included. For acoustic modeling, we use common three-
state Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) with output probabilities modeled by a Deep Neural Network
(DNN) (Veselý et al., 2013). Language model training corpus contains texts from newspapers (480 mil-
lion tokens), web news (535 million tokens), subtitles (225 million tokens) and transcriptions of some
TV programs (210 million tokens). Resulted trigram language model incorporates over 1.2 million words
with 1.4 million different baseforms (phonetic transcriptions).

2.2 Back End

The back-end uses the SpeechCloud platform developed at the Department of Cybernetics of University
of West Bohemia. The platform provides a remote real-time interface for speech technologies, includ-
ing speech recognition and speech synthesis. Currently, it uses the real-time optimized speech engines
supplied by the university spin-off company SpeechTech s.r.o. The speech recognition engine allows to
recognize the speech with a recognition vocabulary of the size exceeding 1 million words in a real-time.
In addition, it outputs the word confidence scores and lattices of multiple hypotheses. One of the unique
features of the recognition engine is the ability to dynamically modify the recognition vocabulary by
adding new words during the recognition. The platform also allows the use of plug-ins written in Python
language to post-process the recognition results depending on the required application (for example to
detect named entities or perform statistical-based classification of utterances).

Due to the real-time nature of the SpeechCloud, the allocation of recognition engines is based on ses-
sions, not on requests, i.e. the client first needs to connect to the platform to create a new session with
allocated recognition engine. The audio data could be sent only during the session. When the client dis-
connects, the session is destroyed and the allocated recognition engine could be used by another session
(and client). Due to the limited resources of the computational platform, the number of simultaneously
running engines is also limited.

In the background, the SpeechCloud client opens two connections to the SpeechCloud platform - the
first connection uses JSON messages carried over WebSocket protocol and it is used for interaction with
the speech engines (start/stop the recognition, send the recognition result, synthesize text), the second
connection transfers the audio data over standard SIP/RTP (Session Initiation Protocol/Real-time Trans-
port Protocol).

The deployment of UWebASR required modification of the SpeechCloud platform to allow the pro-
cessing of uploaded speech files in various audio formats (like WAV, MP3 etc.). The current implementa-
tion uses the FFmpeg transcoder to extract the raw PCM data from the streamed audio file on-the-fly. The
PCM data are then fed into the recognition engine in the same way like the data received over SIP/RTP.
This allows to display the state of the recognition process in the real-time including the partial hypothesis
and confidence scores.

2.3 Graphical User Interface

Services of the powerful ASR engine are available through a web-based graphical interface placed at
https://uwebasr.zcu.cz (the secure mode is required). The purpose is to make it both user-
friendly and able to utilize the wide scale of back-end features. The web page interactivity is enabled
by Javascript exploiting event listeners aptly provided by the SpeechCloud platform and the graphics is
designed in HTML/CSS. Out of the planned-to-offer services, only Recognition from file is enabled at
the moment.

Once the page is loaded and the mic is enabled, a new session is created by connecting to the platform
with the default (Czech) vocabulary selected. A successful connection is indicated by a green dot in the
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upper right corner (a red dot means not connected). Each time the language is changed, the active session
is destroyed and a new one is created. The service life of a single session is limited to 10 minutes.

Besides the initial (waiting-for-file) state, there are three more states the GUI can take during the
overall procedure of Recognition from file.

1. Processing a file. The processed audio file is cut into little chunks and sent to the engine sequentially,
overcoming the limitations in the WebSocket frame size and so allowing to process even files of the
order of 100 MB. The progress of sending the file to the engine as well as the signal energy is
graphically illustrated (see Fig. 1). Utilizing the unique back-end ability to dynamically modify the
recognition result on-the-fly, a partial result is shown and updated each time a new prediction arrives
from the engine. Moreover, a confidence score of each single word is indicated by color.

2. File processed - got a recognition result. When the final (not partial) recognition result comes from
the engine, a file with transcription (in the XML-based Transcriber format (Barras et al., 2001)) is
generated and offered for download.

3. File processing error. An error occurs when 1) the uploaded file does not include any audio track;
2) the connection to the engine is lost.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the web-based GUI - processing a file.

More experienced users appreciate a log console that can be shown/hidden by a button in the lower
right corner. Besides other notifications it shows the URI of the current session containing raw engine
messages, useful for debugging. The layout of the GUI is customized for adding new services (TTS,
Real-time ASR) as well as for switching among unlimited number of language models in the future.

3 Connection to CLARIN

The UWebASR engine is currently being thoroughly tested at the University of West Bohemia as well as
in our partner Czech labs connected via LINDAT/CLARIN. Unfortunately, the evaluation of the system
performance (in terms of Word-Error-Rate - WER) and the actual user experience is still underway and
thus we will be able to report it only later. The plan is to offer the tool to the general public through the
LINDAT/CLARIN website by the end of 2018.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

The first version of the a user-friendly Web-based ASR engine for Czech was successfully implemented
and it is currently being tested. Recently, we have also added the ASR engine for Slovak to the web
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interface described in this paper. The next step will be the thorough evaluation of the system, both from
the recognition accuracy and the user experience point of view. Implementation of the REST API – as
required by the LINDAT/CLARIN coordinator – is also planned in the in the near future. Should the user
testing reveal the need for any modifications of the interface, those will of course be done as well.
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Abstract

We present a set of Pictograph Translation Technologies, which automatically translates natural
language  text  into  pictographs,  as  well  as  pictograph sequences  into  natural  language  text.
These  translation  technologies  are  combined  with  sentence  simplification  and an  advanced
spelling correction mechanism. The goal of these technologies is to enable people with a low
level of literacy in a certain language to have access to information available in that language,
and to allow these people to participate in online social life by writing natural language mes -
sages through pictographic input. The technologies and demonstration system will be added to
the CLARIN infrastructure at the Dutch Language Institute in the course of this year, and have
been presented on Tour De CLARIN.

1 Introduction

The set of Pictograph Translation Technologies we present consists of Text2Picto, which automatically
converts  natural  language  text  (Dutch,  English,  Spanish)  into  a  sequence  of  Sclera  or  Beta  pic-
tographs,1 and of Picto2Text, which converts pictograph sequences into regular text (Dutch). 

The use of these technologies was instigated by WAI-NOT,2 a safe internet environment for users
with cognitive disabilities, which often also have trouble reading or writing. It was further developed
in the EU-funded Able-to-Include project, which built an accessibility layer, allowing software and
app developers to build tools that can easily use a number of language technologies, such as the picto-
graph translation technologies, but also text-to-speech and text simplification. An example of such an
application is the e-mail client developed by Saggion et al. (2017). 

The Pictograph Translation Technologies for Dutch are further extended in a PhD project in which
the tools are not only refined, but also evaluated by a group of targeted users. The initial version of
Text2Picto is described in Vandeghinste et al. (2017). 

The initial version of Picto2Text is described in Sevens et al. (2015). Refinements consist of the de-
velopment of a dedicated pictograph selection interface, and of improved translation of pictograph se -
quences into natural language text through the use of machine translation techniques.

While the current version of the Pictograph Translation Technologies is running on the servers of
the Centre for Computational Linguistics at KU Leuven, we are transferring these services to the Insti-
tuut voor de Nederlandse Taal  (Dutch Language Institute), the CLARIN-B centre for Flanders, a re-
gion of Belgium which is  a member  of CLARIN through the flag of the Dutch Language Union
(DLU).  This transfer will ensure the longevity of the web service, and hence facilitate the ease of
communication for people with reading and writing difficulties through the use of this web service be-
yond the end of the current research projects. 

Furthermore, through the extra exposure the service receives as part of CLARIN, we hope to facili -
tate development of other language technology applications that can use the links between the picto -
graph sets and the WordNet (Miller, 1995) or Cornetto (Vossen et al., 2008) synsets, as described in
Vandeghinste and Schuurman (2014). A demo of the system and its components can be found at its
original location at http://picto.ccl.kuleuven.be/DemoShowcase.html 

1 http://www.sclera.be and http://www.betasymbols.com for more information about the pictograph sets.
2 http://www.wai-not.be 
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In what follows we give a brief overview of related work, the system description and the evaluation
by the target groups, before we conclude.

2 Related Work

We found only few works related to translating texts for pictograph-supported communication in the
literature. Mihalcea and Leong (2009) describe a system for the automatic construction of pictorial
representations of the nouns and some verbs for simple sentences and show that the understanding,
which can be achieved using visual descriptions, is similar to those of target-language texts obtained
by means of machine translation. 

Goldberg et al. (2008) show how to improve understanding of a sequence of pictographs by conve-
niently structuring its representation after identifying the different roles which the phrases in the origi -
nal sentence play with respect to the verb (structured semantic role labelling is used for this).

Joshi et al. (2006) describe an unsupervised approach for automatically adding pictures to a story.
They extract semantic keywords from a story and search an annotated image database. They do not try
to translate the entire story.

Vandeghinste and Schuurman (2014) describe the linking of Sclera pictographs with synonym sets
in the Cornetto lexical-semantic database. Similar resources are PicNet (Borman et al., 2005) and Ima-
geNet (Deng et al., 2009), both large-scale repositories of images linked to WordNet (Miller 1995),
aiming to populate the majority of the WordNet synsets. These often contain photographs which might
be less suitable for communication aids for the cognitively challenged, as they may lack clarity and
contrast. The Sclera and Beta pictograph sets are specifically designed to facilitate communication
with this user group. 

There exist a number of systems that translate pictographs into natural language text (Vaillant 1998;
Bhattacharya and Basu, 2009; Ding et al.,  2015).3 Most of these language generation tools expect
grammatically or semantically complete pictograph input and they are not able to generate natural lan-
guage text if not all the required grammatical or semantic roles are provided by the user. 

3 System Architecture

Both translation directions make use of the hand-made links between pictographs and Cornetto
synsets. Pictographs are linked to one or more Cornetto synsets, indicating the meaning they represent.
This has been done for the Sclera and for the Beta set. 

3.1 Text2Picto 

The first version of this system is described in Vandeghinste et al. (2017). The input text goes through
shallow syntactic analysis (sentence detection, tokenization, PoS-tagging, lemmatization, for Dutch:
separable verb detection) and each input word is looked up, either in a dictionary (e.g. for pronouns,
greetings and other word categories which are not contained in Cornetto) or in Cornetto.

Once the synsets that indicate the meaning of the words in the sentence are identified, the system re-
trieves the pictographs attached to these synsets. If no pictographs are attached to these synsets, the
system uses the relations between synsets (such as hyperonymy, antonymy, and xpos-synonymy) in or -
der to retrieve nearby pictographs. An A* algorithm retrieves the best matching pictograph sequence.

The system was further refined, integrating sentence simplification (Sevens et al., 2017b), as long
sequences of pictographs are hard to interpret, temporal detection, as pictograph sequences are usually
undefined for morpho-syntacic features and conjugation, spelling correction tuned to the specific user
group (Sevens et al., 2016b), which has its own spelling error profile, and proper word sense disam -
biguation (Sevens et al. 2016a), which identifies the correct sense of polysemous words and retrieves
the correct pictograph for that sense.

3We do not consider systems that generate the pictographs’ labels/lemmas instead of natural language text, or 
systems that require users (with a motor disability) to choose the correct inflected forms themselves.
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3.2 Picto2Text

In the Picto2Text application we have to distinguish the pictograph selection interface from the actual
Picto2Text translation engine. 

The pictograph selection interface  (Sevens et al., 2017a) is a three-level category system. For both
Beta and Sclera, there are 12 top categories, which consist of 3 to 12 subcategories each. A total of
1,660 Beta pictographs and 2,181 Sclera pictographs are included, meaning that an average of 21 (for
Beta) and 28 (for Sclera) pictographs can be found within each subcategory.  The choice for the top-
level categories is motivated by the results of a Latent Dirichlet Allocation analysis applied to the
WAI-NOT corpus of nearly 70,000 e-mails sent within the WAI-NOT environment.The following cat-
egories were created: conversation, feelings and behaviour, temporal and spatial dimensions, people,
animals, leisure, locations, clothing, nature, food and drinks, objects,  and  traffic and vehicles. The
subcategories were largely formed by exploring Cornetto's hyperonymy relations between concepts.
Pictographs occurring within each subcategory are assigned manually. They are ordered in accordance
with their frequency of use in the WAI-NOT email corpus, with the exception of logical ordering of
numbers (1, 2, 3, ...) and months (January, February, March,...), pairs of antonyms (small and big), or
concepts that are closely related. Note that some pictographs can appear in different subcategories and
that only pictographs are available that match words that occur more than 50 times in the WAI-NOT
corpus.

The Picto2Text  translation engine is  still  under  development.  The initial  system (Sevens et  al.,
2015)  takes a sequence of pictograph names as input, retrieves the synsets to which these pictographs
are  linked,  and generates the  full  morphological  paradigm for each of the  lemmas  that  form that
synset. A trigram language model trained on a large corpus of Dutch is used to determine the most
likely sequences. In later versions, we are using a fivegram language model trained on a more specific
data set, and we are comparing these models with long short-term memory models (LSTM) recurrent
neural language models, but have not found improvements yet. A different and promising approach we
are pursuing is the use of machine translation tools, such as Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) and OpenNMT
(Klein et al., 2017), trained on an artificial parallel corpus, for which the source side (the pictograph
side) was automatically generated through the use of the Text2Picto tool, described in section 3.1.4

4 Evaluation 

Each of the components of the Pictograph Translation Technologies have been evaluated by the users,
in two iterations. The first systems have been evaluated through user observations and focus groups.
The conclusions of these evaluations were used to make improvements for the second versions, which
are currently being re-evaluated. A detailed description of the evaluations is given in Sevens et al. (in
press). In general these technologies enable the use of textual communication via the internet for peo-
ple with limited literacy.

5 Conclusions

The Pictograph Translation Technologies, which allow people with reading and/or writing difficulties
to participate in the written society are becoming available as a CLARIN tool. These technologies
have been developed in such a way that they are easily extendible to other languages and other picto -
graph sets. They have been developed specifically for users with reading and writing difficulties in
mind, but can also be useful for other user groups, in order to resolve communication difficulties, such
as migrants that have not learned the language of their host country (yet).
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